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Dr Cameron K. Murray
8 May 2019

Overall comments
There seems to be a fundamental misunderstanding of how the game of political
favouritism and corruption works in this discussion paper, which leads to superficial, or
ineffective, changes to rules about lobbying, and some changes that may even backfire.
After spending many years spent undertaking empirical analyses of political favours,
including conducting controlled experiments about favour-trading behaviour, I realised that
many of the standard assumptions about how lobbying works were wrong. I also found the
whole idea of corruption to be too vague as to be useful.
Let me be clear.
Standard view
• Favourable new laws or regulations are “purchased” with political donations, gifts,
or by lobbyists who offer indirect incentives to key political actors.
• This happens in a clandestine manner because it is known by all parties to be
unethical.
• If the public could see this behaviour it would cease, even if it was strictly legal. The
internal moral compass of the players would direct them to behave by the ethical
norms of society when under public scrutiny.
• Because these external ethical norms of society are clear to everyone, rules that
oblige ethical behaviour can change actual behaviour.
• If donations are lobbying were banned, then decisions that were influenced by
donations would no longer occur.
This is all wrong! A more realistic and complete view is as follows.
Real view
• New laws or regulations often give economic advantages to some companies and
industries, which are a type of gift that comes at no cost to the giver (what I call a
“grey gift”.
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These grey gifts motivate economic actors to influence the way laws and regulations
evolve. Without them, there is no motivation to sway the hand of government at all,
as there is no economic payoff.
Political actors realise that they often can’t help but provide gifts to different parts of
the economy when crafting new laws. They therefore rely on social signals and
feedbacks about which way to craft laws that appear to satisfy their constituents
(not just voters, but industry representatives etc).
When they get a lot of good social signals about the laws they are discussing or
proposing they are motivated to further pursue them.
Many of the signals come in the form of stories about why a certain law or rule that
provides a grey gift to one sector is also in the interest of society as a whole. These
stories reinforce that what is good for those in the social circle of the politician are
good for society as a whole (e.g. if we don’t give tax breaks to housing developers,
we won’t get any new housing built).
Lobbyists are able to provide those signals to politicians in a trustworthy way
because of their established personal reputations. Clients of lobbyists would
otherwise have a hard time accessing the relevant social networks and having their
stories taken seriously.
Likewise, donors are donating to provide credibility to the signals and stories they
are telling so that they are taken more seriously. They are not buying individual
decisions.
Those who already have social connections or reputations do not need to donate or
hire lobbyists to get their stories heard and believed.
Politicians and bureaucrats do not have an internal ethical compass that tells them
not to enact favourable laws for those in their social circles (except in secrecy). In
fact, the opposite is true.
Those politicians and bureaucrats will often internally believe that helping those in
their social circles is what is good for society as a whole, as they keep getting signals
and feedback telling them this is the right thing to do, and they are armed with
compelling stories about why this is so.

The standard view implies that transparency will solve corruption and that laws requiring
ethical behaviour will have some effect because there exists a universally understood
benchmark of ethical behaviour that is known by all.
The real view implies that transparency will do nothing, as all actors in this “game of mates”
believe that they are acting ethically and have good stories to tell about why this is so.
Indeed, all their mates are telling the same stories, so how could it not be true?
It also implies that outlawing one type of behaviours that provide feedback and signals to
law-makers will simply increase other behaviours that achieve the same outcome. If you ban
private meeting with ministers by lobbyists, they will instead buy a seat at a table with the
minister at industry breakfasts. It is pretty hard to stop people earning trust and telling
stories?
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Transparency warning
I write this submission firstly as a warning about transparency.
Transparency be useful, ineffective, or it can even backfire. For example, publishing more
information about lobbyists and their meetings with politicians might backfire when
lobbyists begin to use this information to demonstrate their political influence to future
potential clients.
It seems obvious to me that publishing ministerial diaries that show dozens of meetings
with a certain lobbyist can be used by that lobbyist to advertise their success.
“I can get you what you want from this government. Look, I got twelve meetings
with the minister for my other clients!”
While at the same time, the minister can argue that they are doing a great job by meeting
with all the important stakeholders and their representatives.
Transparency about disclosing client payments made to lobbyists may show current
politicians just how attractive lobbying can be when they retire from politics, providing
them more incentive to build social relationships in the industries they regulate which they
can capitalise on later.
And overall, the more regulation, registers, and formal acceptance of lobbying there is, the
more the practice of lobbying become legitimised, and any ethical concerns that might exist
can be more easily overcome.
“Don’t worry, there is nothing dodgy here. This is all standard practice, and I have all
the regulatory permits and official requirements to seek favours from my mates in
government.”
Transparency only helps clean up corruption if it is a step in the process of enforcing clear
rules about corrupt behaviour that come with significant punishments. Otherwise, it is
window dressing.

Key economic levers for combatting political favouritism and corruption
I secondly write this submission to show where the levers are that can reduce political
favouritism and/or the economic cost of favouritism.
The obvious place to start is at the other end of the corruption/favouritism process by
targeting the ability to give grey gifts via political or regulatory decisions in the first place.
Are there ways to enforce decision-making methods that eliminate the ability to give
economically valuable political or regulatory decisions?
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In many cases it is difficult (like tax reforms). But in many of the areas of government where
political favouritism is a major concern, such as in planning decisions by state governments
and councils, there are simple ways.
One way is to require that new planning rights are sold to landowners at market value,
rather than being given for free.
The average person would not find it very surprising that corruption and favouritism could
be a problem in a world where councils and state governments were able to routinely give
away highly valuable public land to favoured private entities for free, without any attempt
at fetching a market price.
But we don’t have that situation, as government agencies are obliged to follow a number of
principles, policies, and guidelines that require a market price to be fetched for disposal of
public real property. Following such a process makes it difficult to give economically favours
(because anyone interested in the acquiring the property must outbid others), and even if
they are favoured (or the bid is rigged), the economic payoff is much smaller than if the
property was given for free. It also makes the decision to not follow those policies a clear
and enforceable case of misconduct or corruption.
Yet when we give from the public highly valuable property rights to vertical space through
rezoning decisions, we have no systems in place to require a market price be fetched for
them, even though, like the land surface itself, these property rights are highly valuable. I
have estimated that rezoning decisions nationally give away new development rights worth
$11 billion! No wonder that lobbying and corruption in planning and development is so rife.
The first lever to pull on to help combat corruption, lobbying and favouritism in the
planning system is to remove this $11billion honeypot around which vested interests will
always swarm. This can be done (like it is in the case of the disposal of real property) by
introducing regulations that require a market price of the property rights that come from
rezoning to be fetched from property owners who wish to use their land at the higher-value
rezoned use. Such a system has been in place in the ACT since the 1970s, requiring a
payment of 75% of the assessed market price of the accrued zoning rights when properties
are converted to these higher value uses.
The second lever to pull is to randomise who has decision-making power so that lobbying
cannot be effectively undertaken. Since political favours are a group game, relying on
feedback and signals from the trusted social networks of those in power, giving decisionmaking powers to outsiders can undermine the effectiveness of lobbying in general.
For example, in criminal courts we use randomly drawn juries to ensure a degree of
independence and community expectation is maintained in the criminal justice system. This
make lobbying judges far less effective in jury trials.
We can enshrine in policies and regulations that certain decisions must be determined by
groups of independent field experts. Tax changes, privatisations, toll road proposals, etc.
that exceed a certain value threshold could all be required to be decided on by panels of
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subject-matter experts, with these experts drawn from an international pool (perhaps as
members of the relevant accredited profession) by random. While the process is certainly
open to stacking, doing so will require clear breaches of regulations and so should be
somewhat enforceable.
This requirement would make lobbying by certain businesses or industries less likely to
proceed where it conflicts with overall social and economic objectives that independent
experts would be keenly aware of.
In general, the structure of the economic payoff from political favours and the social group
dynamics of those involved in public decision making should be key targets for reforms. I
would hope that ICAC is able to make recommendations and push for such changes within
the government.

Specific responses to questions
Register of Third-party Lobbyists
1. Are there any examples of lobbying laws/practices in other jurisdictions (interstate
or overseas) that seem to work well?
2. Who should be required to register on the Register of Third-party Lobbyists?
3. Should there be a distinction between lobbyists on the register and lobbyists bound
by the code of conduct?
4. Should there be a distinction between “repeat players” and “ad hoc lobbyists”?
5. Should there be targeted regulation for certain industries? If so, which industries
should be targeted?
It is not clear to me that formalising lobbying as a legitimate business practice with these
registers achieves much in the way of changing behaviour. The major industry groups are
perhaps the most effective lobbyists, but it seems almost impossible to have all industry
associations comply with regulations designed for consultant (third-party) lobbyists. Then
there are in-house lobbyists that are impossible to include in these registers.
Disclosure of lobbying activity
6. What information should lobbyists be required to provide when they register?
7. Should lobbyists be required to provide, or at least record, details of each lobbying
contact they have, as well as specify the legislation/grant/ contract they are seeking
to influence? Should this information be provided only to regulatory agencies or be
publicly available?
8. Should lobbyists be required to disclose how much income they have received
and/or how much they have spent on their lobbying activities?
9. How should lobbying interactions with ministerial advisers, public servants, and
members of Parliament be recorded and disclosed?
10. What information should ministers be required to disclose from their diaries and
when?
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I don’t believe that disclosure of the activities that any interested observer could infer are
occurring based on LinkedIn profiles, and the laws under discussion in parliament, changes
anything.
One economic lever to make third-party lobbying unattractive is to require clients who use
them to pay additional fees or taxes on domestic turnover for the social privileges they are
getting. Without a clear economic incentive tied to the lobbyist registration and disclosure I
believe the transparency itself will not change behaviour.
Promoting accessibility and effectiveness
11. How can disclosures of lobbying regulation best be presented and formatted to
better enable civil society organisations to evaluate the disclosure of lobbying
activities?
12. Should there be greater integration of lobbying- related data? For example, should
there be integration of:
1. (i) information on political donations made by lobbyists
2. (ii) the register of lobbyists
3. (iii) ministerial diaries
4. (iv) details of investigations by the Commission
5. (v) list of holders of parliamentary access passes
6. (vi) details of each lobbying contact (if reform occurred)?
13. Should the NSW Electoral Commission be required to present an annual analysis of
lobbying trends and compliance to the NSW Parliament?
While this data integration is quite interesting and should be a key principle of any public
disclosure register of lobbyists and political donors, I think the bigger fish here involve
corporate record keeping at ASIC.
Clients of lobbyists can pick and choose which of their various subsidiaries and shell
companies to engage lobbyists. A key metric for any interested observer is the financial
payoff from successful lobbying, which cannot be observed for most private companies who
are not obliged to publicly disclose financial records.
If corporate financial records were freely and openly available, alongside individual tax
records (as is the case in Norway), very little of this additional lobbying-specific disclosure
would be required.
Regulation of the lobbyists
14. What duties should apply to lobbyists in undertaking lobbying activities?
15. Should NSW members of Parliament be allowed to undertake paid lobbying
activities?
16. Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials?
Parliamentary members should not be allowed to undertake lobbying activities, and
lobbyists should be prohibited from giving gifts. Though, it is worth bearing in mind that
gifts can be in the form of promises to be looked after post-politics with a cozy job in the
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sector being lobbied for. These much more valuable gifts are more difficult to control but
can be made more difficult with broad and lengthy (say 3 year) cooling-off periods for
politicians and senior departmental staff.
Regulation of the lobbied
17. Should the definition of “government official” be expanded to include members of
Parliament?
Yes.
18. What obligations should apply to government officials in relation to lobbying
activities?
19. Should public officials be obliged to notify the NSW Electoral Commission if there are
reasonable grounds for suspecting that a lobbyist has breached the lobbyist
legislation?
Yes.
20. Should government officials be required to comply with certain meeting procedures
when interacting with lobbyists? If so, what procedures are appropriate?
I think this requirement would be very difficult to enforce and of little value.
Regulation of post-separation employment
21. Should there be a cooling off period for former ministers, members of Parliament,
parliamentary secretaries, ministerial advisers, and senior public servants from
engaging in any lobbying activity relating to any matter that they have had official
dealings in? If so, what length should this period be?
Yes. Three years or more is ideal. Long enough for the value of personal and social
connections to erode.
22. How should a post-separation employment ban be enforced?
One way could be to require a statutory declaration to be made each year about the
sources of income and any formal or informal meetings with the industry bodies or
businesses. This declaration would provide an avenue for criminal charges if false
statements are made. Random checks can be made, and cash bounties offered to anyoe
who can provide evidence of false statements or failure to comply.
23. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists be required to disclose
whether they are a former minister, ministerial adviser, member of Parliament or
senior government official and, if so, when they left their public office?
Yes.
24. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists, who are former
government officials, be required to disclose their income from lobbying if it exceeds
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a certain threshold? If so, what should be the threshold? And for how long should
this obligation apply after the lobbyist has left government employment?
Yes. With no time limit. If you want to go down the path of disclosing lobbying income, that
is fine too.
Promoting the integrity of direct lobbying – other measures
25. Should there be a requirement on the part of the NSW Government to make a public
statement of reasons and processes in relation to significant executive decisions? If
so, what circumstances would trigger such a requirement and how might it operate
in practice?
I’m not so sure of the value of producing “excuses” documents. I’d rather create regulations
that limit such executive decisions or require them to be vetted by independent panels.
Fair consultation processes
26. Should there be NSW Government guidelines on fair consultation processes?
27. If so, what should be provided under these guidelines in terms of these processes
being inclusive, allowing for meaningful participation by stakeholders and promoting
adequate responsiveness on the part of government officials?
28. If so, how should these guidelines be integrated with a requirement to provide a
statement of reasons and processes with significant executive decisions?
Resourcing disadvantaged groups
29. How can disadvantaged groups be supported by the NSW Government in their
lobbying efforts (for example, ongoing funding of organisations, and public service
dedicated to supporting community advocacy) to promote openness in the political
process and to promote advocacy independent of government?
Promoting the balance of freedom, restrictive measures and proportionality
30. How can the measures to promote the democratic role of direct lobbying be
designed so as to have a proportionate impact on the freedom to directly lobby?
31. Should there be provision for exemption from restrictions on direct lobbying such as
the ban on post-separation employment when undue hardship can be
demonstrated?
32. Could existing or new regulatory requirements drive improper lobbying practices
underground or have a dampening effect on legitimate lobbying?
Promoting the role of education and training
33. Is there adequate support for lobbyists and government officials to enable them to
understand their obligations under the lobbying legislation?
34. To understand their obligations in relation to lobbying, should there be training
and/or education programs for:
(i)
lobbyists
(ii) public servants
(iii) ministers
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(iv) ministerial advisers?
If so, what sort of training or education program is needed?
It seems unlikely to me that official or politicians fully understand their obligations and I
think whichever system is in place, ICAC should take a strong educational/outreach role in
make sure that all actors on both side so the equation are fully informed of their obligations.
I think programs for all of these individuals. Perhaps like any company that does induction
programs, these can be integrated into the operations of parliament and departments.
Promoting independent supervision to enforce lobbying laws
35. Does the NSW Electoral Commission have adequate powers and resources to
enforce lobbying regulations in NSW?
36. How can the enforcement of the lobbyist regime be improved?
37. Are the sanctions under the lobbyist legislation adequate (that is, suspension of
lobbyists, placement on the Watch List and deregistration)?
In general, I think that significant cash bounties for whistle-blowers who help uncover
wrongdoing will go some way to reversing the incentive for them to keep their mouth shut
due to immediate career and family consequences.
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THE REGULATION OF LOBBYING, ACCESS AND INFLUENCE IN NSW: A CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR SAY

Good afternoon
I am delighted that the NSW ICAC is looking again into the issue of lobbying and undue access by
lobbyists representing self-serving, private special interest groups, and the associated lack of
transparency.
This is most needed when it relates to the private (often private, foreign tax haven based entities with
zero transparency or accountability), use of public assets. IEEFA works in the public interest analysis
relating to the energy-fmance-climate space, and so we regularly see the impact of the fossil fuel sector
in particular as one that thrives on the ability to privatise the gains for utilising one-time use public
assets and in doing so, externalising the costs onto the NSW community. This process is constantly
repeated. The community costs, be they in relation to air, particulate and carbon pollution, plus the use
of public water, and failure to rehabilitate sites post mining, brings a lasting community cost,
particularly in the area of public health costs. The cost-benefit analysis presented to the IPC is prepared
by the proponent, who has an ability to present biased self-serving analysis that understates the costs
and overstates the benefits. To my understanding, the revolving door of regulators, politicians, fossil
fuel companies and their lobbyists is corrosive to our democracy, undermining integrity and fairness.
I would like to submit for reference the report on Dirty Power released earlier in May 2019.1 am not
one of the authors of the report, but was consulted in its preparation and I concur with its conclusions.
The report directly relates to the issues relating to disclosure of lobbying activity (issues 6-10),
promoting accessibility and effectiveness (issues 11-13), promoting independent supervision to enforce
lobbying laws (35-37) and most importantly regulation of post-separation employment (21-24). While
it is a report focussed on Federal politics rather than NSW state politics, the message is entirely
consistent with your area of focus at the NSW ICAC, given the coal industry is NSW's top export
earner, and source of NSW state royalties, and so the views and corrosive influence of this product
apply even more so to our state.
1 am happy to have my comments available for public disclosure, and to discuss further as and if
required.
https://act.greenpeace.org.au dirtypower
Yours sincerely
Tim Buckley

Tim Buckley
Director of Energy Finance Studies, IEEFA, Sydney
timabuckley@outlook.com
Mobile: +61 408102127 twitter: @TimBuckleyIEEFA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The coal industry is powerful and has
infiltrated Australian government at the
highest levels, all the way to the office
of Prime Minister, Scott Morrison. Its
power and influence were key factors
in the downfall of two prime ministers,
Kevin Rudd and Malcolm Turnbull, and
in the abolition of a range of policies
driving action on climate change.
Former coal industry staff now enjoy direct access
to senior government ministers. A wide, well-funded
network of lobbyists, supported by coal’s political and
media allies, has been key to protecting the interests of
coal companies operating in Australia. Individuals at the
executive and staff level of these organisations regularly
trade places, reinforcing the connections within a system
that keeps coal at the centre of Australian politics, stifling
energy sector reform and action on climate change.
Dirty Power exposes that hidden network of influence.
This report is based on inten/iews with dozens of
political staffers, executives of external lobby firms, and
resources sector analysts; previously hidden details
about the identity and background of federal ministers’
parliamentary staff; and publicly available information
about listed companies and their operatives.
While this report does not suggest any illegal or
improper conduct on the part of any of the individuals
or organisations named, the picture that emerges is of a
government in thrall to coal: a situation that is dangerous
for Australian democracy and terminal for our climate.

KEY FINDINGS
Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s senior staff is dominated
by former executives and employees of the coal industry,
its lobbyists, and pro-coal mastheads at News Corp. They
include:
• Scott Morrison’s Principal Private Secretary, Yaron
Finkelstein, was the former CEO of Crosby Textor (now
C|T).
• Morrison’s chief of staff, John Kunkel, was previously
Deputy CEO of the Minerals Council of Australia (MCA)
and a lobbyist for Rio Tinto.
• News Corp staffers dominate Morrison’s
communications team, including his speech-writer,
Matthew Fynes-Clinton (formerly with The Courier Mail)-,
his press secretary, Andrew Carswell (formerly chief
of staff at The Daily Telegraph); and advisor Thomas
Adolph (formerly with The Australian).
• Stephanie Wawn, a senior Morrison advisor, previously
worked for Capital Hill Advisory, whose clients have
included coal miner Glencore, as well as the pro-coal
think tank the Menzies Research Centre.
Former staff of the coal industry and its peak
representative body, the Minerals Council of Australia,
are employed across the federal Coalition government.
Prominent examples include:
• John Kunkel, Scott Morrison’s chief of staff, was
Deputy CEO of the MCA and a lobbyist for Rio Tinto.
• Sid Marris, former PM Malcolm Turnbull’s Senior
Adviser for Energy, Climate Change, Resources and
Northern Australia, previously worked for the MCA as
head of environment and climate policy.
• Patrick Gibbons worked as an advisor to Greg Hunt
during his tenure as environment minister. When Sid
Marris left the MCA to work for Malcolm Turnbull,
Gibbons took up Marris’ former role at the MCA.
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• Federal environment minister Melissa Price was a
lawyer at Crosslands Resources, prior to entering
politics. Crosslands is a subsidiary of Mitsubishi
Development Pty Ltd, which owns several Queensland
coal mines and the Hay Point coal terminal in Mackay.
• Prior to entering politics, Liberal Energy Minister
Angus Taylor wrote a report for the MCA, at the height
of the resources boom in 2012.1 Taylor is a strong
anti-wind advocate and was a headline speaker at
the ‘Wind Power Fraud Rally’ hosted by Alan Jones
and organised by anonymous anti-wind organisation
StopTheseThings.com in June 2013.
• Ian Macfarlane, was federal Minister for Industry and
Science (2014-15).2 After leaving politics, he became
chief executive of mining lobby group, the Queensland
Resources Council (QRC).
Lobbying firm C|T is influential across the Coalition
government and industry.
• C|T alumni include current Liberal Party campaign
director, Andrew Hirst; Hirst’s deputy, Isaac Levido;
Yaron Finkelstein, ex-C|T CEO and current Principal
Private Secretary to Scott Morrison; and James
McGrath, LNP Senator for Queensland and a
prominent public advocate for Adani’s Carmichael coal
mine.

• Malcolm Cole, formerly state political editor at The
Courier Mail, heads up communications at SAS Group,
a lobbyist for Trevor St Baker’s ERM Power.
• Peta Credlin, Tony Abbott’s former chief of staff,
now hosts a news commentary show for Sky News
Australia.
This report does not seek to make any implications about
the specific views of these individuals regarding coal, or
any of the other issues discussed.
A number of prominent examples exist of coal interests
getting their way under the Morrison government. This
report highlights two.
• Trevor St Baker’s Sunset Power bought the Vales
Point power station from the NSW Liberal government
in November 2015 for $1 m; it is now valued at $730
million.
o

St Baker is a former Queensland government
official and Queensland Resources Council director
with extensive links-to the National Party and the
government via his own firms and his lobbyists, SAS
Group.

o

SAS Group lobbied Environment Minister Melissa
Price on behalf of Sunset Power to allow Vales Point
to bid into the federal Emissions Reduction Fund to
fund an equipment upgrade; Price later requested a
review of how coal fired power stations could earn
carbon credits under the Emissions Reduction Fund.

o

In 2019 Vales Point was shortlisted by Scott
Morrison for government financial assistance under
the Underwriting New Generation Investments
scheme, against explicit advice from Treasury.

Staff at Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp have gone on to
powerful positions in government and vice-versa. These
include:
• Matthew Fynes-Clinton, Scott Morrison’s speech-writer,
was deputy chief of staff and an editor at The Courier
Mail.
• Andrew Carswell, Morrison’s press secretary, was chief
of staff at The Daily Telegraph.
• Thomas Adolph, one of Morrison’s advisors, worked at
The Australian.
• Clive Mathieson, former editor of The Australian, was
Malcolm Turnbull’s top media advisor.

04

• Adani’s groundwater plan approval was granted by
Environment Minister, Melissa Price, in April 2019,
the day before the 2019 election was called, despite
CSIRO misgivings. This decision came after substantial
pressure on Price from figures within the government
who previously worked on behalf of the coal industry
and its lobbyists, including Matt Canavan and James
McGrath. Price herself previously worked for a
subsidiary of Mitsubishi Development, an owner of
several operating Queensland coal mines.
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INTRODUCTION
This report analyses the extent to which the coal industry is embedded in
Australian federal politics. It demonstrates how coal’s pivotal position in key
networks of influence has enabled its interests to remain central to the agenda of
the current federal government. The Dirty Power network that this report outlines is
comprised of four components, each characterised by coal industry connections.
The industry component of the network includes the coal
companies themselves and their peak industry groups,
such as the Minerals Council of Australia.
The lobbyist component includes firms employed by the
coal industry and its supporters to advance its agenda
but which are outside the sector, such as C|T (previously
Crosby Textor) and the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA).
The media component of the network includes
newspapers and media organisations which regularly take
a pro-coal editorial stance and whose staff have gone on
to work in one of the other parts of the network.

This report begins by providing a brief outline of each of
the components of the network and the extent of their
power and influence in Australia. It then analyses the
coal connections of prominent federal Coalition ministers
and members of parliament, including their parliamentary
staffers, and how they are connected to the other parts of
the network. It concludes with two case studies of specific
government decisions that demonstrate the Dirty Power
network in action.

Finally, the political component of the network is centred
on federal MPs, senators, and their parliamentary staff.
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BIG COAL
The influencing of politicians,
bureaucrats and the course of
government policy is a billion-dollar
business, subsidised by taxpayers
through tax exemptions. An analysis
of the financial statements of 20 of
Australia’s major business lobbies
found almost $2 billion in funding by
corporations over the past three years.3
There is no lobby group in the country which conducts its
business as forcefully as the Minerals Council of Australia
(MCA), the peak body which represents the interests of
large coal companies.4
Flush with funding thanks to the contributions of its
multinational mining company members such as BHP,
Rio Tinto and Swiss-owned coal giant Glencore, the
miners’ peak body can raise a campaign warchest at
a moment’s notice. In 2010, the MCA helped to oust
a sitting prime minister, Kevin Rudd, from office with
a $22 million advertising blitz against the mining tax.5
A 2017 investigation of the financial statements of the
MCA showed this not-for-profit association has booked
revenues of more than $200 million over the past 11 years.
Revenues peaked at $35 million, $32 million and $37
million in 2010, 2011 and 2012 when the group was busy
fighting the mining tax, the carbon tax and the Renewable
Energy Target.

The MCA’s 2017 annual report shows that the lobby group
spent $14.7 million that year.7 The 13 directors of the MCA
include the chief executives of Glencore, Whitehaven,
Anglo American, and Peabody Energy Australia, as well
as BHP and Rio Tinto executives. Coal-dependent mining
services company, CIMIC, is also on the board.

This is but a fraction of the story, however. Research by
CoalWire editor Bob Burton, who has been studying
the minerals lobby for more than a decade, found the
funding of the MCA’s state satellites and the oil & gas
peak body, the Australian Coal Association (ACA), NSW
Minerals Council, Queensland Resources Council (QRC)
and Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration
Association (APPEA), amounted to a towering $541 million
over the past 11 years. That’s $37 million for the Australian
Coal Association (which was wrapped into the MCA in
2013), $77 million for the NSW Minerals Council, $203.6
million for the MCA itself, $139 million for APPEA and $85
million for the QRC.6
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Besides the peak industry bodies, large corporations typically have in-house
government lobbying expertise; they also use external agencies such as C|T Group,
previously known as Crosby Textor. Others include communications group Newgate,
GRA Cosway, Capital Hill Advisory, Next Level Strategic Services, SAS Group,
and Barton Deakin.

CIT
No firm has been so firmly entrenched in power during the
last six years of Coalition government as C|T: the lobbying
firm previously known as Crosby Textor, founded by Sir
Lynton Crosby and Liberal Party pollster Mark Textor.8
A story by reporter Aaron Patrick in the Australian Financial
Review describes the intimacy of the relationship between
C|T and the Liberal Party.9
“[Andrew] Hirst is the Liberal Party’s campaign director.
He reports to the federal executive of the Liberal
Party and works directly with Morrison on campaign
strategy. [Yaron] Finkelstein is Morrison’s principal
private secretary which makes him the Prime Minister’s
primary political adviser.
"He is responsible for day-to-day liaison with [Catherine]
Douglas, who runs the Australian campaign operation
at C\T Group, the Coalition pollster founded by Crosby
and Textor 17 years ago.
“Hirst and Finkelstein speak on an almost daily basis,
according to people who know them. They share
a common professional and political history with
Douglas."
Yaron Finkelstein worked at C|T for 12 years, eventually
being appointed as CEO. He joined Scott Morrison’s
office in September 2018. Andrew Hirst was at C|T before
becoming Liberal Party federal director in 2017. Hirst’s
deputy, Isaac Levido, also worked at C|T. The relationship
between Hirst, Douglas, Finkelstein and Morrison is close
and centres around campaign strategy for the Prime
Minister’s office, including war-gaming the approach of the
government, public opinion polling, and marginal seat data
work. “People familiar with the process say it is exhaustive.
Although C|T doesn't write Coalition policy, sources say
its research is so influential that the firm's feedback will
inevitably shape the government's message.”10

17

In early 2017, C|T was employed by coal giant Glencore
to promote coal and undermine its detractors via an
operation code-named 'Project Caesar’. The project
included a social media campaign that used misleading
information to promote coal and undermine renewables.
According to The Guardian, which broke the story:
“The C\T Group used teams in Sydney and London
to further Giencore’s interests across the globe,
including in Australia, according to multiple sources
with knowledge of the project and documents seen by
Guardian Australia.
Project Caesar began in early 2017 with an annual
warchest of between £4 million and £7 miliion.
Glencore has confirmed the project’s existence but
said it moved to shut it down last month to “ensure
alignment” with its recent decision to limit coal
production for environmental reasons.”11
Giencore’s coal assets in Australia have included the Bulga
Coal Mine (NSW), Liddell Coal Mine (NSW), Mt Owen Coal
Mine (NSW), Ravensworth Coal Mine (NSW), Mangoola
Coal Mine (NSW), Newlands Coal Mine (QLD), Collinsville
Coal Mine (QLD), Oaky Creek Coal Mine (QLD), Clermont
Coal Mine (QLD) and Rolleston Coal Mine (QLD) and
numerous port facilities.12
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According to the NSW Government Register of Third Party
Lobbyists, Crosby Textor has also declared lobbying for
Mitsubishi Australia Limited, whose subsidiary, Mitsubishi
Development Pty Ltd, has an extensive portfolio of coal
mines in Australia13; the powerful oil and gas peak body,
the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration
Association (APPEA), in Queensland, NSW and WA; and
also conducts research for the Queensland Resources
Council.14

The IPA’s 70th anniversary celebration was attended by
Gina Rinehart (a lifetime member), Tony Abbott and Rupert
Murdoch.17 News Corp opinion writer for The Australian
newspaper, Janet Albrechtsen, is an IPA board member.18
James Bolt (son of conservative political commentator
Andrew Bolt) is an IPA staff member.19

C|T has also been involved in various conservative election
campaigns, including those of Tony Abbott (2013); former
Queensland LNP Premier, Campbell Newman; John Key
(NZ); David Cameron, and Theresa May (UK).

The pro-coal Monash Forum is a recent player on the
political landscape. It advocates for coal, with members
promoting government support for new coal fired power
stations in Australia.20 Members reportedly include
Tony Abbott, Eric Abetz, Barnaby Joyce and eleven of
his National Party colleagues21, Craig Kelly and Kevin
Andrews.22 The Monash Forum and its members were
central to the internal campaign against the Turnbull
government's signature energy policy, the National Energy
Guarantee, in late 2018.

As outlined below in the sections of this report relating to
specific MPs, senior figures at C|T have gone on to take up
influential positions with senior ministers, including the office
of Prime Minister Scott Morrison, and in the Liberal Party.

THE MONASH FORUM

THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
The IPA is a conservative public policy think tank that
regularly promotes coal and climate scepticism. The IPA
receives substantial funding from mining magnate Gina
Rinehart’s company Hancock Prospecting.15 Hancock
Prospecting donated $2.3 million in 2016 and $2.2
million in 2017.16 Past donors have included the Liberal
Party’s Cormack Foundation and a number of fossil fuel
corporations, including Exxon and Shell.
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MEDIA NETWORKS
The role of the media in promoting
the interests of the coal lobby has
been significant. Rupert Murdoch’s
News Corporation controls close
to 60 percent of the nation’s
newspapers including the national
daily broadsheet, The Australian,
and the state tabloids The Daily
Telegraph, Herald Sun and the
monopoly mastheads in Queensland
and South Australia, The Courier
Mail and the Adelaide Advertiser.23
These are the only major media assets in Australia which
regularly run climate sceptic stories and promote new
coal-fired power generation and new thermal coal mines.
Murdoch also owns the pay-TV monopoly Sky News,
whose talk show hosts, such as Peta Credlin and Paul
Murray, are aggressive advocates for coal.
The other loud media voice for the coal lobby is Sydney’s
leading talkback radio network 2GB which is controlled
by John Singleton via his 32 percent stake in Macquarie
Media.24

NEWS CORP

News Corp owns a 65 per cent stake in the Foxtel pay TV
network whose 24 hour news channel Sky News Australia
therefore also sits within the media empire of Rupert
Murdoch. Sky News’ talk show programming regularly
promotes pro-coal and climate skeptic editorial content,
including support for building new coal-fired power plants
and opening up new exploration areas for thermal coal
such as Adani’s Carmichael Project in the Galilee Basin.
Sky hosts Peta Credlin, Paul Murray, Andrew Bolt, Chris
Kenny and others are strong advocates for the hard right
of the Coalition government and interview Monash Forum
members such as pro-coal Liberal MPs Craig Kelly, Matt
Canavan and Angus Taylor, and National Party MPs Keith
Pitt and Barnaby Joyce. Trevor St Baker has also been a
guest on Sky News.
While noting that many individuals named in this report
previously worked at News Corp publications, we do
not make any implications regarding the views of those
individuals with regards to coal or any of the other issues
discussed in this report.

2GB'S COAL CONNECTIONS

News Corp retains a strong influence over Coalition
policy. Before Scott Morrison became PM, the News
Corp presence in the Prime Minister’s Office was already
established. Clive Mathieson, a former editor of The
Australian, was Malcolm Turnbull’s top media adviser.
Tony Abbott’s intimate links with News Corp are well
established. Lachlan Murdoch is also reportedly close to
Tony Abbott and his former chief of staff Peta Credlin.25
Matthew Fynes-Clinton, now Scott Morrison’s speechwriter, was previously deputy chief of staff and an editor
at The Courier Mail.26 Andrew Carswell, Scott Morrison’s
Press Secretary, who moved across from the Treasurer’s
office when Morrison became PM, was formerly a
journalist and chief of staff at News Corp’s The Daily
Telegraph. Thomas Adolph, now also working in Scott
Morrison’s office, was formerly with The Australian.
Malcolm Cole, now at SAS Group, lobbyist for St Baker’s
ERM Power (discussed in further detail below), was the
state political editor at The Courier Mail.27

19

Besides his controlling interest in radio station 2GB,
John Singleton is a major shareholder in TerraCom and
Bonython Coal. Bloomberg shows Singleton’s Bonython
Coal with 55.9 million shares in TerraCom, or 14.09 per
cent of the issued capital.28
Singleton’s friend Wal King, formerly the head of
mining contractor Leighton Biddings, is a director and
shareholder in junior coal miner TerraCom, which bought
Rio’s Blair Athol mine in Queensland for $1 in 2016, four
years after it had closed.
The company has interests in the Bowen Basin and
Singleton’s Bonython Coal last year underwrote
TerraCom’s $15 million capital raising. Further, King and
Singleton also have interests in the Galilee Basin and
therefore a personal interest in seeing Adani’s rail project
succeed as it would open up the Galilee for other coal
miners.29 The TerraCom portfolio controls the ffughenden
tenements which sit to the north of the Galilee.
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SCOTT MORRISON AND THE PRIME
MINISTER’S OFFICE
According to documents obtained by Greenpeace, the
Prime Minister has at least 31 people working in his
office. An analysis of these individuals’ background and
employment history, together with data obtained from
investigating the staff of Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s
predecessors Malcolm Turnbull and Tony Abbott, reveals
two clear trends: coal lobby connections and links to the
News Corp Australia press, controlled by US media baron
Rupert Murdoch.
John Kunkel and Yaron Finkelstein are Scott Morrison’s
most powerful advisors. Kunkel is Morrison’s Chief of Staff
and Finkelstein his Principal Private Secretary. John Kunkel
was previously Deputy CEO of the Minerals Council of
Australia (MCA) and a lobbyist for Rio Tinto. Finkelstein, is
a former CEO of C|T.
At least three former News Corp journalists now work in
the PM’s office: Matthew Fynes-Clinton, formerly deputy
chief of staff and an editor at The Courier Mail newspaper,
Thomas Adolph, also formerly with The Australian, and
Morrison’s Press Secretary Andrew Carswell. Carswell,
who moved across from the Treasurer’s office when
Morrison became PM, was formerly a journalist for over
ten years and chief of staff with News Corp’s The Daily
Telegraph. The Murdoch press is well known for its critical
coverage of climate change and renewable energy. It is
also known for promoting fossil fuels in its newspapers
such as The Australian, the Herald Sun, The Daily
Telegraph, its other state tabloids, and via Foxtel’s Sky
News.
Another senior advisor to the Prime Minister is Stephanie
Wawn. Wawn formerly worked for former Liberal state
minister Michael Photios’ lobby group, Capital Flill
Advisory. Capital Flill counted Xstrata pic, which merged
with coal giant Glencore, as one of its clients.30 She also
worked for Tony Abbott and had a brief stint with the pro
coal think tank, Menzies Research Centre.31
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Morrison’s appointment of Yaron Finkelstein to the role of
Principal Private Secretary in September 2018 continued
a tradition of revolving doors between C|T and the office
of the Prime Minister. Senator James McGrath, who
had also been working with C|T, was placed in the role
of Assistant Minister to Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull
from September 2015 to August 2018, a role which had
formerly been occupied by the Treasurer Josh Frydenberg
Finkelstein also works closely with Andrew Hirst, the
current Federal Director of the Liberal Party of Australia,
who is also a former director of C|T Group, as discussed in
this report above. Hirst has worked for four leaders of the
Liberal Party of Australia: John Howard, Brendan Nelson,
Malcolm Turnbull, and as Deputy Chief of Staff to Tony
Abbott, where he worked alongside another proponent of
coal, Peta Credlin.32
The coal connection extends back beyond Scott Morrison.
When Malcolm Turnbull came to office, he appointed
Sid Marris straight from the Minerals Council as Senior
Adviser for Energy, Climate Change, Resources and
Northern Australia. Replacing him as head of environment
and climate policy at the Minerals Council was Patrick
Gibbons, who had been an adviser to former Environment
Minister Greg Hunt. Marris returned to the Minerals
Council in December 2018 after Turnbull’s exit from the
Prime Ministership.
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BARNABY JOYCE AND THE QUEENSLAND
CONNECTION
Former Deputy Prime Minister and National Party leader
Barnaby Joyce has been an enthusiastic promoter of
coal for many years. He’s also a member of the Monash
Forum, along with George Christensen, Tony Abbott, Craig
Kelly and Eric Abetz.33
Joyce is a regular guest on Sky News chat shows at
night time along with fellow political coal boosters such
as MPs Craig Kelly, Keith Pitt and Matthew Canavan. Sky
is controlled by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation and
is a tireless promoter of Adani’s Carmichael Project and
public subsidies for new coal generation. In May 2016,
Joyce was starting “to wonder whether climate change
might really be happening”. By June 2017, Joyce was
donning a white lab coat in a carbon capture plant in
London: the Australian High Commission tweeted the
visit.34 Recently, Joyce has called for the government to
subsidise a new coal-fired power station.
Joyce has received funding from, and is known to be
close to, resources billionaire Gina Rinehart. Rinehart
handed Barnaby Joyce a $40,000 donation cheque at an
event in November 2017; the ABC reported, “other guests
included federal Nationals senator Bridget McKenzie,
and MP George Christiansen. Former Liberal MP Sophie
Mirabella and former Northern Territory Chief Minister
Adam Giles, who are now staffers for Mrs Rinehart, were
also at the event.”35 Joyce was also one of three MPs
that Rinehart flew to India as guests at the wedding of her
granddaughter and business partner.36
Rinehart’s GVK Hancock joint venture in the Galilee Basin
is a commercial ally for the controversial Adani thermal
coal project, Carmichael. If Adani is successful in opening
up the Galilee Basin with rail access, then Rinehart and
other coal miners will benefit by sharing the transport
infrastructure to freight coal to Adani’s Abbot Point
terminal on the coast.
Gina Hancock is well connected to the LNP via her own
relationships and those of her staff and lobbyists. Hancock
lobbyist Josh Euler’s firm, Resolution PR, has been
identified for making donations to the LNP and $3,000 to
Katter’s Australian Party two days before the Queensland
election. Euler was general manager external affairs at
GVK Hancock from April 2013 to September 2015, and
is currently a listed lobbyist37 and managing director of
lobbying firm Resolution PR.38 Euler also gave ‘project
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updates’ to Queensland Opposition MP (now Opposition
Leader) Deb Frecklington, former Opposition Environment
spokesman Christian Rowan, and crossbencher Robbie
Katter at three separate fundraisers in mid-2019.
Another beneficiary of opening up the Galilee Basin is less
well known but very well connected and motivated behind
the scenes; mining company Comet Ridge. Former LNP
treasurer Stuart Fraser sits on the Catholic Foundation
Board with Comet Ridge’s non executive chairman James
McKay. Catherine Tanna, now managing director of Energy
Australia, which controls substantial coal assets, was
previously on the Catholic Foundation Board in 2013.
In 2016 a company (Initiative Capital) run by prominent
LNP member John Cotter Jr was part of a consortium
with Bowen Collinsville Enterprise (BCE) that received $3
million in federal funding for a feasibility study for Urannah
Dam in northern Queensland. The money came from the
National Water Infrastructure Development Fund, and
the project was selected for funding by the then Deputy
Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce, although the Urannah
Dam was not listed as a state priority.39 According to a
local newspaper at the time, the project had “potential to
cement the future of Bowen and Galilee basin mines by
offering water security for years to come”.40
Cotter Jr was a member of the LNP’s state executive
and a regional party chair at the time, and his partner in
Initiative Capital, Gerard Paynter, was the Queensland
managing director of LNP-aligned lobbying firm Barton
Deakin.41 According to BCE’s website “ future coal
development in the Bowen Basin is constrained by lack
of water supply”. BCE’s 2018 chairman’s report states
the Urannah Dam’s “elevated strategic location provides
most cost efficient option for water delivery to all areas of
Northern Bowen Basin Coalfields”.42
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parliamentary secretary for southern NSW since 2016.46
Barilaro, the NSW Nationals Leader and Monaro MP, has
been a long time proponent of “clean coal” generation and
was a vocal supporter of a government led takeover of
the Liddell coal-fired power station if its owner AGL would
not extend its life. His views have since changed and he
claims to no longer support new coal generation.

Liberal Energy Minister Angus Taylor is a prominent
critic of wind energy and has undertaken work for the
fossil fuel lobby.
Angus Taylor was involved in producing research for the
Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) during his tenure at
the consulting firm Port Jackson Partners. At the height
of the resources boom in 2012, Taylor wrote a report for
the MCA cautioning that costs were too high and calling
for cuts to labour costs.43 Taylor was also a member of
the Victorian government taskforce to investigate the
development of a coal seam gas industry in the state.
Reporting in November 2013, the taskforce recommended
that the State of Victoria should promote the production of
additional and largely onshore gas supply.
Taylor was a speaker at the “Wind Power Fraud Rally”
organised by the anonymous anti-wind and pro-coal
blog StopTheseThings.com and hosted by Alan Jones
on 18 June 2013 in Canberra. StopTheseThings.corn’s
opposition to wind farms is based in part on debunked
claims about their health impacts, including that they
caused brain damage in humans. Taylor’s wife, Sydney
barrister Louise Clegg, was quoted in the Australian
Financial Review arguing that rolling blackouts might be
needed to teach people that “left populism (was) not the
answer” to Australia’s policy challenges.44
One of the major clients of Angus Taylor’s $400 million
agricultural investment fund, Growth Farms Australia,
is the UK hedge fund boss Michael Hintze who was
identified as one of the anonymous funders of Nigel
Lawson’s climate skeptic think-tank the Global Warming
Policy Foundation.45
Angus Taylor’s sister, Bronnie Taylor, was elected to NSW
Parliament in 2015 and became parliamentary secretary to
the deputy premier, John Barilaro, in 2017 and has been
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Energy Minister Angus Taylor has at least 24 staff in his
office. These include Liam O’Neil who previously worked
for the corporate lobby group Bespoke Approach.
Bespoke Approach was established in 2008 by Alexander
Downer, Andrew Butcher, Nick Bolkus, and lobbyist
Ian Smith, and has worked for a number of resources
companies, including Xstrata (which merged with Glencore
in 2013), Woodside Energy and Petrochina.

MELISSA PRICE
The Environment Minister Melissa Price was formerly a
lawyer with Crosslands Resources, a subsidiary of coal
giant Mitsubishi Development.47
Mitsubishi Development Pty Ltd is the holding company
of Mitsubishi Corporation’s coal assets in Australia.
Mitsubishi Development Ltd owns numerous Queensland
coal mines, including Blackwater, Gregory Crinum,
Goonyella Riverside, Norwich Park, Peak Downs, Saraji,
Daunia, Caval Ridge and Broadmeadow. The company
also owns the Hay point coal terminal in Mackay, and has
significant shareholdings in the Clermont Coal Mine.48 In
2009, Crosslands Resources was a foundation member
of a Western Australian iron ore lobby group seeking
concessions under an emissions trading scheme (ETS).49
As discussed in more detail in Case Study 2, below, on
8 April, 2019, Melissa Price gave approval to Adani for
a Groundwater Management Plan for its much-delayed
Carmichael coal mine in Queensland’s Galilee Basin, the
final federal approvals hurdle for the mine.50
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MATT CANAVAN
Matthew Canavan is the Minister for Resources and
Northern Australia, and is widely regarded as the most
vocal advocate for both Adani’s Carmichael Project and
for government subsidies to build new coal-fired power
plants.

JOSH FRYDENBERG
Josh Frydenberg was appointed Minister for the
Environment and Energy on 19 July 2016.
In January 2017, Fn/denberg approved the controversial
expansion of the New Acland coal mine.51 In April 2018,
as Minister Josh Frydenberg was responsible for the
handover of $444 million in public funds to the Great
Barrier Reef Foundation (GBRF). The grant was made
without a competitive tender process or application:
Frydenberg and then Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull
offered the money in a meeting with the foundation’s
chair, John Schubert. Schubert had been a long-serving
executive of Esso in Australia, owned by US oil major
Exxon.52 Stephen Fitzgerald, previously chairman of
Goldman Sachs Australia and New Zealand, is on the
board of the GBRF. Malcolm Turnbull is a former managing
director of Goldman Sachs Australia.53
It was also during Frydenberg’s tenure as environment
minister that the Northern Australia Infrastructure Fund
was considering a $900 million loan to Adani to open
up the Galilee Basin and subsidise Adani’s proposed
Carmichael coal mine. The government’s position was
to back Carmichael, then planned to be the largest new
thermal coal mine in the world.
Adani began using the lobbying sen/ices of Next Level
Strategic Services in February 2015.54 Former Liberal
staffer David Moore was a key Adani lobbyist, having
worked with Bill Shorten’s former chief of staff and former
Queensland Labor state secretary, Cameron Milner, at
lobbying firms Milner Strategic Sewices & Next Level
Strategic Sewices.55 Moore had previously worked for
almost 10 years as a senior media advisor and chief of staff
in the Howard government. Moore was chief of staff to
Campbell Newman’s election team and was “instrumental in
coordinating the Leader's office up to the LNP 2012 victory”
in Queensland.56
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As Minister for Northern Australia, Canavan is responsible
for the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility (NAIF),
a $5 billion fund to subsidise infrastructure in the north.
Research has found the board is stacked with coal and
mining connections.57
Matthew Canavan’s brother, John Canavan, was an
executive at Peabody Energy from January 2011,
occupying the role of senior business manager and
then director of mergers and acquisitions. In June 2018
it was reported that John Canavan had set up a new
entity with another former Peabody executive to bid for
the Rolleston Coal Mine, then owned by Glencore; John
Canavan now owns a 7 per cent interest in the mine.58 The
Federal Government register of pecuniary interests shows
Matthew Canavan had borrowed money from his brother.
The amount of the loan is not specified.
In 2018, Matthew Canavan and Barnaby Joyce recorded a
video at Parliament House regarding government funding
of the construction of Rockwood Weir in the Fitzroy Basin
catchment. Peabody Energy proposed several coal mines
in the catchment at that time, including Olive Downs
North, Curragh South, Moowale West, and Willunga.
In the video Matthew Canavan claimed the federal LNP
government had waited more than 600 days for the
Queensland Labor government to fund the other half of
the project. Queensland government-owned corporation
SunWater had prepared the draft Environmental Impact
Statement, required for the project’s approval, for the
lower Fitzroy River infrastructure project.59
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There is a possible connection between Nicole Hollows60
(who became chief executive of SunWater in 2016
after her role as managing director of AMCI Australia,
and was chief executive of Macarthur Coal until Oct
2011 - assisting in the Peabody takeover of Macarthur
Coal before departing), John Canavan (mergers and
acquisitions manager at Peabody, brother of National
Party MP Matt Canavan), and National Party president
Larry Anthony (non-executive director of Sunwater Dec
2013-Oct 2015)61. According to her Linkedln account,
Nicole Hollows is currently both chief executive officer of
SunWater Limited and non-executive director of Downer
EDI Limited, a mine contracting firm.62

Canavan, as a National Party senator, is connected with
Mark Vaile, chairman of Whitehaven Coal, previously
federal Nationals leader and Deputy Prime Minister.
Canavan is among a group of hardline National Party
members who are pushing for new coal-fired power plants
despite the overwhelming evidence that renewable energy
is now cheaper to build than new coal.66

The South Galilee Coal Project, an open-cut and
underground thermal coal-mining operation in the Galilee
Basin, received state and Commonwealth environmental
approvals during the period Hollows was managing
director of AMCI Australia. AMCI (Alpha) Pty Ltd, a
subsidiary of the AMCI Group, is the proponent of the
South Galilee Coal Project.63
SunWater is represented by Brisbane legal firm
McCullough Robertson Lawyers. The law firm also
represent Adani and the Queensland Government. A
website with material regarding water privatisation in
Queensland, allegedly drafted by the law firm, has since
been removed.64 In 2016 the website stated:
"Galilee Water Pty Ltd is planning to build deep,
off-stream water storages from Cape River and the
Campaspe River, to supply coal mines spreading
330km from the Macmines project in the north to one
proposed near Alpha. It is said that these mines will be
supplied via underground pipelines under take or pay
contracts. Galilee Water Pty Ltd will be operating in the
same sector as SunWater, at those operations.”

GREG HUNT
Greg Hunt was Environment Minister in the Abbott/
Turnbull government from 18 September 2013 until 19
July 2016. When Malcolm Turnbull became Prime Minister,
he appointed Sid Marris straight from the Minerals Council
as one of his key advisers: Senior Adviser Energy, Climate
Change, Resources and Northern Australia. Replacing him
as head of environment and climate policy at the Minerals
Council was Patrick Gibbons who had previously been an
adviser to Hunt.

The head of Galilee Water Pty Ltd is an ex Queensland
Labor treasurer, Keith de Lacy. According to the Mackay
Conservation Group, Galilee Water Pty Ltd was planning
to take water “through two initial diversions from the
Cape and Campaspe Rivers in the upper reaches of the
Burdekin River and store it for water supply to the Galilee
Basin. Galilee Water is a dollar company headed by Keith
de Lacy the instigator of Cubbie Station which proposes
to take up to 214,000MLVyear. That is 38 percent of the
volume of Sydney Harbour.”65
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BARRY O'SULLIVAN
National Party Senator Barry O’Sullivan was treasurer of
the Queensland LNP from 2009-2013. He had previously
held the role of chair of the Rockhampton Branch in
central Queensland, and was chair and campaign director
of the Rockhampton state electorate. O’Sullivan replaced
Barnaby Joyce in the Queensland Senate on 11 February
2014, after being cleared by Queensland’s crime and
misconduct commission.67
In 1991, O’Sullivan established Jilbridge Pty Ltd, a
development and civil construction business based in
Toowoomba, QLD.68 In September 2008, a few weeks
after registering the merger of the Liberal and National
parties in Queensland, Barry O’Sullivan founded Newlands
Civil Construction Pty Ltd. The merged LNP facilitated the
entry of unconventional gas to Queensland.69
O’Sullivan resigned as director of Newlands in 2012 prior
to his Senate nomination, but retained a stake through
Jilbridge (his commercial building and investment firm)
and passed Newlands to his son, Barry O’Sullivan Jnr.70
Senator O’Sullivan’s register of interests lists himself as
beneficiary of various family trusts, including The O’Sullivan
Investment Trust, and lists Barry Colin O’Sullivan (Jnr) as
beneficiary of the Annie O’Sullivan Family Trust. Senator
O’Sullivan also nominates shareholdings in Jilbridge
Pty Ltd, New Lands Group Pty Ltd, Newlands Civil
Construction Pty Ltd, New Lands Group Holdings Pty Ltd
and O’Sullivan & Sons Pty Ltd.71
Newlands’ contracts include Origin Energy’s Australian
Pacific LNG (APLNG) coal seam gas project. The
company has obtained pre-qualifications for Queensland
Gas Company (QGC), Arrow Energy, Queensland
government and Northern Territory government work.72
O’Sullivan’s company laid the foundations for CSG-LNG
entry across regional Queensland, including the main
entrance to Wagners’ Wellcamp Airport.73 In August 2017
it was reported that Senator O’Sullivan’s family business
(Newlands Group) had been awarded $25 million for a
Queensland infrastructure project that was 80% funded by
the Commonwealth government.74
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JAMES MCGRATH
Queensland LNP senator James McGrath performed
various roles for the UK Conservative Party from 2002-08.
McGrath worked as a political operative for conservative
campaign managers Crosby Textor (now C|T). C|T has
lobbied on behalf of Japan’s Mitsubishi Corporation,
which controls extensive coal assets in Australia,
the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration
Association (APPEA) in Queensland, and has worked for
the Queensland Resources Council.75
C|T has also managed campaigns for the UK
Consevatives and the Australian Liberal Party. Lynton
Crosby was a key political strategist in UK Prime
Minister David Cameron’s inner circle. Textor was a key
figure inside the office of Tony Abbott when he was the
Parliamentary leader of the federal Liberal Party.76
McGrath was elected as a Queensland Liberal senator
in 2013. Senator McGrath’s August 2014 Statement
of Registrable Interests reveals he was contracted to
Santos GLNG77 and KPMG in the period September
2013 to 30 June 2014, that is, after election to the Senate
but before his maiden speech - in which he claimed to
wear the shoes of Santo Santoro and thanked National
Party Senator Matthew Canavan, once a Liberal, for
his friendship. McGrath78 served as minister assisting
PM Malcolm Turnbull from September 2015 to August
2018 but switched allegiances to the camp of hardline
leadership contender, Peter Dutton, in the leadership spill.
As discussed in Case Study 2, below, in April 2019
McGrath threatened to call for the federal environment
minister, Melissa Price, to be sacked if she did not sign
off on the final Commonwealth approval for the Adani
project.79 Minister Price subsequently gave approval to
Adani’s groundwater-related management plan on 8
April 2019.80 According to the CSIRO and Geosciences
Australia, Adani’s groundwater modelling was “not
suitable”.81
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GEORGE CHRISTENSEN
Queensland Nationals MP, George Christensen, is a
strident proponent of coal mining and has regularly
advocated for Adani’s Carmichael project. According to
the pecuniary interests register, he was flown to Japan in
2018 by coal lobby group COAL21.
The fund includes 26 investors from among Australia’s
black coal producers. COAL21 says it primarily invests
in the development of low-emissions technologies for
the coal-fired power generation sector and in emissions
reduction from coal mines, though other industries that
use coal are also considered for investment.86

IAN MACFARLANE
Former Queensland Liberal MP Ian Macfarlane held the
Industry and Resources portfolio from 26 November
2001 until 3 December 2007, and was later Minister for
Industry and Science, with responsibility for the CSIRO,
between 18 September 2013 and 21 September 2015.
An attempt by Macfarlane to defect to The Nationals in
2015 was rejected by the LNP state executive due to
concerns over the stability of the federal coalition.82

In March 2019, George Christensen was revealed to
have used Crosby Textor’s ‘Project Caesar’ material to
promote the coal industry.87

After leaving politics, Macfarlane became CEO of
mining lobby the Queensland Resources Council
(QRC), a position he continues to hold.83 Macfarlane’s
predecessor at QRC, Michael Roche84, has been
working as a strategic advisor at McCullough Robertson
Lawyers since February 2017. McCullough Robertson,
now Queensland’s largest law firm, represents ERM
Power Limited, Adani, Peabody Energy and the
Queensland Government.85 McCullough Robertson lawyer
Trent Thorne heads the Rural Press Club of Queensland.
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CASE STUDY 1:
TREVOR ST BAKER AND THE
VALES POINT POWER STATION
Trevor St Baker is a former Queensland Government
official and director of the Queensland Resources Council,
a former National Party candidate, and current director of
the Energy Policy Institute of Australia.88 As a Queensland
public servant, St Baker was at the forefront of the
deregulation of the Queensland electricity sector.
In November 2015, the NSW Liberal government sold
the Vales Point coal-fired power station for $1 million to
St Baker’s Sunset Power International.89 Sunset Power,
trading as Delta Energy, now estimates that Vales Point
is worth $730 million. As reported in the Sydney Morning
Herald, “[Sunset Power] said the rapid increase in
wholesale prices had been a major component in the
current valuation. It added that there are a number of
projects running into tens of millions of dollars that have
lifted the operational capabilities of the plant, with the
potential of Delta Electricity to spend around $200 million
for maintenance and upgrading.90
Sunset/Delta’s plan to refurbish Vales Point to enable
it to run to 2049 has made the federal government’s
2019 shortlist of projects to receive public support via
its Underwriting New Generation Investments program.
Vales Point is the only coal fired power plant to make the
shortlist. Freedom of Information documents released in
May 2019 revealed that Scott Morrison ignored advice
from Treasury advising against “providing or hinting at
providing any assistance to Delta’’ for Vales Point and
included the power plant on the shortlist; St Baker’s
company, ERM Power, also purchases power from Vales
Point and has contracts to supply the NSW Government
with electricity.91 While there is no evidence of wrongdoing
on St Baker’s part, the substantial difference in the
valuation of Vales Point demands closer examination.
St Baker is well-connected in politics and business. He is
a regular donor to the Liberal Party both personally and via
his companies.92 St Baker’s links in Queensland include
Tony Bellas, a former Queensland Treasury deputy under
treasurer who also was involved in the establishment of
government owned energy corporations. In 2009, Bellas,
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became director of ERM Power and was involved in its
ASX float; his directorship ended on 28 February, 2019.93
ERM Power was the largest shareholder in Metgasco,94
the gas company that accepted $25 million from the
NSW Coalition government in 2015 as settlement for
cancellation of its Northern Rivers gas tenement,95
following a sustained community protest at Bentley.
ERM Power has since sold its holdings in Metgasco.
The status and connections of St Baker and his
companies have been fortified through their lobbying
activities. ERM Power uses firm SAS Group to lobby
government. The government relations unit at SAS is led
by Lisa Palu, a former state secretary of The Nationals.96
Director of communications at SAS Group, Malcolm
Cole,97 advised Howard’s Minister for Foreign Affairs
Alexander Downer for a brief period in 2007,98 after a
lengthy career at The Courier Mail. Cole worked together
at The Courier Mail with Matthew Fynes-Clinton, now one
of Scott Morrison’s senior advisors.
In April 2019, The Guardian reported that John Short,
Principal Consultant at SAS Group, lobbied Environment
Minister Melissa Price on behalf of Sunset Power, after
the Clean Energy Regulator decided to refuse Sunset
Power’s application for funds for an upgrade to Vales
Point from the federal Emissions Reduction Fund.99 Price
subsequently ‘asked the independent emissions reduction
assurance committee to review how coal-fired power
stations could earn carbon credits under the climate
scheme’.
SAS Group was founded in 2009 by former federal MPs
Santo Santoro100, Larry Anthony101 and the late Con
Sciacca.102 Con Sciacca was a former Queensland-based
Labor MP, while Anthony is the last in the line of a threegeneration family dynasty of NSW-based National Party
politicians. Anthony and Sciacca were both defeated
at the federal election in 2004. Santo Santoro103, a
Queensland-based Liberal senator and Howard cabinet
minister, was dumped in 2007 for breaching the Ministerial
Code of Conduct.104
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Santoro and Sciacca were both born in Sicily and
are each prominent figures in the Australian-ltalian
community. Santoro has also held the role of president
of the Italian Chamber of Commerce and Industry105,
hosting many guests from the political, business and
Italian community.106 Santoro’s Queensland Liberal faction
included George Brandis, former Liberal Party member
of the Australian Senate, leader of the government in the
Senate during the Turnbull leadership period 2015-2017
and attorney-general of Australia during the AbbottTurnbull leadership period from 2013-2017.107
Santoro has also been involved with the Queensland
division of the Australian-American Association (AAA). The
Australian American Association, established by Sir Keith
Murdoch and headquartered in New York, is “a forum
for collaboration and exchange between political and
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business leaders” expanding defence, trade, energy and
infrastructure and “sen/ing the relationship between the
United States and Australia”.108 The American Australian
Business Council109 is the policy arm of the AAA. Key
individuals involved in the AAA include Rupert Murdoch,
son of Keith Murdoch and Executive Chairman of News
Corp, and Andrew Liveris, brother-in-law of Tony Bellas
and former CEO of Dow Chemical.
Larry Anthony110 is a former stockbroker and investment
banker111 and current federal president of the Nationals.
Anthony was appointed non-executive director of
Queensland government owned corporation SunWater
Limited. Anthony was previously the senior vice president
of the federal National Party. He was also a Howard
government minister and parliamentary secretary to trade
(1998-2004).
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CASE STUDY 2GROUNDWATER FOR ADANI'S
CARMICHAEL COAL MINE
On 8 April, 2019, Adani Group received approval for the
Groundwater Management Plan for its much-delayed
Carmichael coal mine in Queensland’s Galilee Basin,
the final federal approvals hurdle for the mine.112
The CSIRO had earlier provided a scathing assessment
of the modelling underpinning the application, stating,
in a joint report with Geoscience Australia, that,
‘the modelling used is not suitable to ensure the
outcomes sought by the Environmental Protection and
Biodiversity Protection Act are met’, and that Adani’s
approach was, ‘not sufficiently robust to monitor and
minimise impacts to protected environments’.
The decision fell to the Environment Minister, Melissa
Price. As noted above, before entering politics Price
was a lawyer for a subsidiary of Mitsubishi Development,
which owns several coal mines in Australia including
the Blackwater, Gregory Crinum, Goonyella Riverside,
Norwich Park, Peak Downs, Saraji, Daunia, Caval Ridge
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and Broadmeadow mines in Queensland. The company
also owns the Hay point coal terminal in Mackay, and has
significant shareholdings in the Clermont Coal Mine.113
Price’s decision for Adani came after substantial internal
and external pressure. As reported by the ABC:
‘The Queensland Liberal National Party opposition
called her “delay" in approval “an absolute
disgrace".114 Resources Minister Matt Canavan
denied reports that he threatened to quit775 unless
the Environment Minister gave Adani’s plan assent.
Queensland senator James McGrath warned he
would publicly call for Melissa Price’s resignation
unless she did the "right thing” by Adani.116’117
Matt Canavan and James McGrath’s role in the Dirty
Power network have already been outlined in this report
above. Queensland Environment Minister, Leanne Enoch,
said that the decision ‘reeks of political interference’.
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The CSIRO subsequently provided approval of the
decision after the fact, stating that:
‘‘CSIRO is of the view thatAdani's responses
should satisfy the recommendations to update the
groundwater models, and are directed to address the
modelling related issues and concerns in our advice,
noting that there are still components of that advice
that will need to be addressed through approval of [a]
research plan".118
In 2017 Transparency International Australia (Tl) released
a damning report into corruption risks in the mining
approvals process in Australia.119 The report found the
existing system of checks and balances failed to deliver
effective transparency and accountability while inadequate
regulation of political donations and lobbyists, the
movement of staff between government and industry and
the culture of mateship were significant factors leading to
undue influence in the approvals process. In the Summary,
under the heading ‘Avenues for Influence’, Transparency
International highlights the problem:
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"Revolving doors can be between lobbyists and
government representatives and officials, and industry
and government representatives and officials. Australia
takes considerable pride in the ethos of mateship
as a defining national characteristic. Yet, this lauded
attribute can create a corruption vulnerability...when
the relationships, and revolving doors between
government, industry and lobbyists are examined.”
As Transparency International CEO Serena Lillywhite
summed up in the foreword:
‘‘Greater regulation of political donations, lobbyists
and the movement of staff between government and
industry, would help reduce risks that could enable
corruption to occur. ”120
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CONCLUSION
That the coal industry is broadly influential in Australia
is widely accepted. However, the mechanisms through
which it exerts that power are less well known. This report
has highlighted the changing professional and personal
relationships at the centre of a network of influence
organised around coal.
While none of the relationships or decisions analysed
in this report may appear improper on their own, when
taken as a whole, the Dirty Power network outlined here
raises significant questions about the influence of the coal
industry over the federal government and Australia’s efforts
to fight man-made global warming.
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Michael Baume
Lobbying
Submission to ICAC inquiry into the regulation of Lobbying
Tuesday, 21 May 2019 7:40:25 PM

Dear Chief Commissioner,

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to you enquiry.

In view of my significant correspondence with the NSW government and the NSW Electoral
Commission which has the duty to regulate the Lobbyist legislation and Code, expressing my
concerns at the disgraceful failure to implement the letter and the spirit of the Parliament's
clear intent as shown in the Second Reading speeches, I regret that I was not given that
opportunity directly but had to rely on a Lobbyist friend to forward me a copy of your invitation
to make a submission.

My concerns are outlined in the voluminous correspondence which is attached. In summary, the
farcical nature of the present arrangements is indicated in the following letter to me of June 15
2017 from the NSW Electoral Commission's Alison Byrne in which she acknowledges that:

# The legislation prohibits a lobbyist who is an officer of a political party from being registered,
but permits a lobbyist who is already registered to become an officer of a political party
# That acting as a proxy for a prohibited function (a member of a party's state executive) in a
party pre-selection for a parliamentary seat (ie the main purpose of a political party being the
selection and support of parliamentary candidates) does not represent a breach of the Act
# That being an elected member of the State Council of the Liberal Party (its supreme body to
which the state executive reports and must seek approval) does not constitute being an "officer
of the party" but only "an ordinary member" of the Party.

This combination of inadequate legislation and incompetent administration requires correction
before the stated intentions and principles of the legislation as outlined in your background
paper of Transparency, Integrity, Fairness and Freedom can be achieved
I am prepared to appear before any public inquiry you may hold in July and August.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Baume AO
MP for Macarthur 1975-83
Senator for NSW 1984-96
PS Attached are links to three press articles relating to Lobbyist involvement in Liberal Party politics. I
also refer you to my article in The Spectator magazine of 13th May, 2017.

CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE LOBBYIST REVIEW

ELECTORAL COMMISSION OF NSW.
Mr Michael Baume
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By email: mebaume(g)yahoo. com. au
15 June 2017
Dear Mr Baume
Your email of 5 May 2017 was considered by the NSW Electoral Commission (NSWEC) at the
Commission's meeting on 14 June 2017.

The Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011 (the Act) prohibits a person from being
registered as a third-party lobbyist in the Lobbyists Register if, among other things, the
person is an officer of a registered political party (section 9(3) of the Act).
In your original complaint dated 15 April2016 you questioned whether Messrs Photios and
Campbell, as registered third-party lobbyists, breached the Act by acting as alternates for
members of the State Executive participating in the State Selection Committee on 1.9 March

201.6.
The NSWEC conducted an investigation of the matter. The constitution of the Liberal Party
of Australia (NSW Division), as well as other material and evidence obtained during the
investigation was examined.
It was determined that section 9(3) of the Act relates to a person's eligibility to be registered
rather than create a measure once the person is registered, That is, a person who is already
registered as a third-party lobbyist, who subsequently acts as an officer of a registered
political party does not become ineligible to remain on the Register.
Notwithstanding the determination that section 9(3) does not apply to registered lobbyists,
the investigation determined that participating in a Senate Selection Committee does not
make a person "an officer" of the party. Members of the State Executive participate as
selectors in an ex officio capacity, not as officers of the State Executive. Messrs Photios and
Campbell, when acting as proxies for Bishop and Leeser, participated as ordinary members
and not officers of the party,
The NSW Electoral Commission reviewed and confirmed the determination at its latest meeting
on 14th June 2017.
Alison Byrne,
Executive Director,
Funding, Disclosure and Compliance,
NSW Electoral Commission
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Sent: Friday, 5 May 2017 3:43 PM
To: Sarah McCann <Sarah.McCann@elections.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: Re: FAO Mr Michael Baume: Letter from Alison Byrne

Dear Ms McCann,
Your email of 29 September 2016 covering a letter to me from Alison Byrne, Executive Director
Funding Disclosure and Compliance, NSWEC, raises some concerns relating to the finding that
there was no breach of the Lobbyists Code or the Act involved in Messrs Photios and Campbell
voting in a Liberal Party Senate pre-selection.
I would appreciate your seeking an answer from Ms Byrne as to the basis of that decision.
As she will be aware, my objection was that these Lobbyists were able to participate in that vote
not by virtue of their being selected by their Liberal Branches of Conferences, but solely by
virtue of their acting as proxies for members of the state executive, positions they are
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prohibited from occupying under the NSW Code. The consequences of that ruling are that the
Electoral Commission allows Lobbyists to defy the clear intentions and wording of the Code by
acting as proxies for positions they cannot occupy while remaining on the Lobbyists Register.
I draw your attention to the following Note to the Code: "An officer of a registered political
party (a person who holds ANY [my emphasis] position concerned with the management of a
political party) cannot be on the register". Acting as proxies for members of state executive to
fulfill functions to which they were not otherwise entitled, represents occupying (as proxies)
"any" position concerned with the management of a political party, particularly as the primary
purpose of a politicial party to to select and support the election of members of parliament.
On what grounds has the Electoral Commission determined that acting as a proxy for a
prohibited position does not represent a breach of the Lobbyists Act or Code?
Yours Faithfully,
Michael Baume AO
MP for Macarthur 1975-83,
Senator for NSW 1984-96

— Forwarded Message —
From: Michael Baume <mebaume@vahoo.com.au>
To: "legalmail@dpc.nsw.gov.au" <legalmail@dpc.nsw.gov.au>
Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017, 2:15
Subject: Review of NSW Lobbyists Code

22nd February, 2017
The Deputy Secretary,
Cabinet and Legal,
Dept. Premier and Cabinet,
PO Box 5341,
SYDNEY 2001
I welcome the opportunity to provide by email a written submission to the current review of the
operations of the NSW Lobbyists Code and will forward a signed copy by mail. However, It is
disappointing that I was not directly advised of this review or invited to participate despite my
having in April last year lodged a notice of a serious breach of the Code's principles, with details
listed in Attachment (A) My Statutory Declaration as required by the Electoral Commission's
investigator is Attachment (B). The NSW Electoral Commission rejection my complaint without
explanation is Attachment (C).

It is regrettable that no attempt was made by the Department of Premier and Cabinet to involve
me - an obvious stake-holder -- in this issue. This raises the question of the effectiveness of this
review if public stakeholders like me who are not directly involved in lobbying have not been
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invited to participate.

A necessary forward to my submission is that I oppose the denial of full participation in all
aspects of the democratic process to any eligible Australian voter except in those rare
circumstances where absolute transparency does not provide the public with adequate
protection from dishonesty and unacceptable conflicts of interest that have the potential to
damage the integrity of the democratic process.

The objectives of the Lobbyists Code, as clearly stated by Premier O’ Farrell, have not been met
in relation to lobbyists’ links with the Liberal Party. The Code was intended to “set out ethical
standards of conduct.... to promote “transparency, integrity and honesty”. The current
Discussion Paper confirms this: “The Lobbyists Code sits within a broader accountability
framework designed to protect the integrity of government decision-making and prevent
corruption”. The Code itself asserts that: ’’Third-party lobbyists (and the individuals they
engage to undertake the lobbying for them) must keep separate from their lobbying activities
any personal activity or involvement on behalf of a political party”. This injunction, and
particularly the word “any” has been totally ignored by those administering the Code and
blatantly disregarded by lobbyist factional leaders within the Liberal Party. The word “any” has
also escaped the notice of regulators where the Code also contains the following: Note: AN
OFFICER OF A REGISTERED POLITICAL PARTY (a person who holds any position concerned with
the management of a political party) CANNOT BE ON THE REGISTER.
My concern is that the inadequate implementation of the Code has resulted in a clear failure to
achieve these objectives in relation to conflicts of interest evident in the continuing capacity of
some lobbyists to participate in, and exercise influence over, the selection of political
candidates. On the election to office of such candidates, lobbyists who have been responsible
for arranging the necessary factional numbers to ensure, or significantly influenced, their
selection (and who may be considered to be "owed a favour") are free to approach them on
behalf of paying clients. It is clearly unethical for a lobbyist to seek to influence a member of
parliament for commercial benefit by way of an overt or covert involvement in the political
process (apart, of course, from the democratic right to exercise a vote as a constituent in an
election). This concern is heightened by the potential for those lobbyists who have the capacity
to exercise factional power either overtly or by inference, to threaten the re-endorsement of
politicians currently involved in determining the legislative outcome of matters in which a
lobbyist's client may have a commercial interest.

However, the unavoidable implications of the Electoral Commission's rejection of my breach
notice must be not only that it is acceptable under the Code for lobbyists to act as proxies for a
political party position (member of State Executive) that is prohibited under the Code, but also
that membership of State Council (the representative and governing body of the NSW Liberal
Party's branch structure} is, incredibly, not regarded by the regulator as "any position
concerned with the management of a political party". It is no justification of this farcical
outcome to note that the federal Code has been similarly interpreted, as it does not contain the
key words "any position".

In attachment (D) I have responded to the questions put in the Department's January Discussion
Paper where these are relevant to my concerns.

Yours Sincerely,
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Michael Baume AO,
MP for Macarthur 1975-83
Senator for NSW 1984-96

ATTACHMENT (A)

The text of my breach notice sent on April 15, 2016 to the NSW Electoral Commission is as
follows. [Dates and other specific details were covered in separate response boxes in the official
pro-forma]:
"In breach of the requirement that "An officer of a registered political party (a person who holds
any position concerned with the management of a political party) cannot be on the Register",
Michael Photios and Nick Campbell, both listed on the register under Premier State, acted as
proxies for members of the State Executive of the NSW Division of the Liberal Party of Australia
(i.e. its managing body) in exercising the duties of state executive members in voting to select
candidates for Liberal Party nomination for Senators in the federal parliament. The impropriety
of lobbyists determining candidates for political office who they may, on election, then
approach on behalf of clients is in clear breach of the stated intent of the regulations: "The
Lobbyists Code is to set out the ethical standards of conduct to be observed by lobbyists in
connection with the lobbying of Government officials in order to promote transparency,
integrity and honesty."
ATTACHMENT (B)

Statutory Declaration in the form required by the Electoral Commission's investigator, Mr Peter
Smithers.
WITNESS STATEMENT
In the matter of:

New South Wales Electoral Commission ('NSWEC')-vMichael PHOTIOS and Nicholas CAMPBELL

Place:

NSWEC
Level 21, 201-207 Kent Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Date:

31 August 2016

Name:

Michael Ehrenfried BAUME AO

STATES:
1.

This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence which I would be prepared, if
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necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I
have wilfully stated anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.
2.
3.

My full name is Michael Ehrenfried BAUME. I am 86 years of age.
I ceased full time employment 15 years ago in 2001 aged 71 when I retired as Australia's

Consul-General in New York and currently reside in the NSW Southern Highlands with my wife. .
4.

Educated at North Sydney Boys' High School, I obtained my Bachelor of Arts at the

University of Sydney in 1950 where I studied History, English and Economics. After graduating, I
held a number of full time paid positions, including finance journalist, author, music critic,
television panellist, radio commentator, stockbroker and director of public companies..
5.

Concerned about the economy under the Whitlam government, in 1973, aged 43, I joined

the Liberal Party of Australia ('the Liberal Party') and the following year determined to seek to
win a Labor-held seat in order to help defeat the Whitlam government.
6.

In 1975 I successfully contested preselection to become the Liberal Party candidate for

the federal seat of Macarthur, which I won for the Liberal Party in the 1975 Federal election and
retained in 1977 and 1980 until defeated in 1983. During my tenure as the Federal member for
Macarthur, I was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to the Federal Treasurer, Hon. John
HOWARD MP.
7.

Between my defeat and being elected to the Senate I was Senior Advisor to the Deputy

Opposition Leader, John HOWARD.
8.

Preselected as a Liberal candidate for the Senate in 1984, I was successful in that year's

election with my term as a Senator for NSW commencing on 1 July 1985, and I was re-elected in
1987 and 1993.

I resigned from the NSW Senate in September 1996, to take up the

appointment of Australian Consul-General in New York, a position I held until 2001.
9.

Since 2001, I have occupied several part-time positions, including membership of the

Superannuation Complaints Tribunal, and was a foundation member of the Board of the United
States Studies Centre at Sydney University. For more than a decade I was a regular columnist in
the Australian Financial Review and now write for The Spectator and for three years was on the
advisory board and acted as Special Counsel at Sydney-based public and government relations
firm Jackson Wells (now Wells Haslem Strategic Public Affairs). During my retirement I have
been involved in community and arts organisations such as spending 12 years on the Council of
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, and I remain a director of the American-Australian Association
Ltd.
10.

I maintain my active involvement with the Liberal Party after 43 years, currently in the

Mittagong branch where I have been a member for eight years, including, until recently, five as
president as well as being appointed by the branch as a delegate to the Liberal Throsby Federal
Electorate Conference (now renamed Whitlam) and the Liberal Wollondilly State Electorate
Conference, providing an entitlement to vote on a number of NSW Liberal Party matters,
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including voting on candidacy at the Senate Selection Committee ('SSC').
11.

I have known Mr PHOTIOS for approximately 30 years, which started when I was Liberal

federal MP for Macarthur and he was president of the Young Liberals and was very active in the
NSW Liberal Party, particularly at forums like Liberal State Council that we would attend. I had
greater contact with him after he became a NSW state MP in 1988 and subsequently as Minister
for Multicultural Affairs (from 1993 to 1995) in which I had a political interested when I was a
Senator for NSW.
12.

Other than by repute in view of his roles in the Liberal Party organisation (ending up as

NSW State President) and as a Howard government staffer, I have known Mr CAMPBELL only
since my return from New York 15 years ago as we have both been involved in Liberal forums
such as State Council and fund-raising and election campaigns..
13.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, both Mr PHOTIOS and Mr CAMPBELL are third-

party lobbyists in NSW. They are identified as such on the Lobbyists Register.
14.

At 9am on Saturday 19th March 2016, being registered as entitled to vote, I attended the

Liberal Party SSC meeting held at the Celebrity Lounge at City Tattersalls Club, 194 Pitt Street
Sydney, to determine the order of candidates on the Liberal Party Senate ticket for the 2016
Federal Election.
15.

I was one of 100 persons, along with my wife Toni Baume, listed by the Liberal Party as

entitled to vote on this issue, the remainder being made up from other delegated FEC
representatives, selected State Council Members, and members of the Liberal Party's State
Executive.
16.

Prior to the formal SSC voting process taking place, and whilst all eligible SSC members

were gathered together, I recognised two (2) persons seated in the area reserved for those who
would be voting on that day, Mr Michael PHOTIOS ('Mr PHOTIOS') and Mr Nicholas CAMPBELL
('Mr CAMPBELL').
17.

A member of State Executive, Mr Nathaniel Smith who was seated in the front row of

seated delegates immediately in front of my wife and me, told us that state executive had
agreed to the unusual situation of allowing members of state executive who would not be
attending to appoint members of State Council as proxies for them at this preselection, which
explained the presence of Messrs Photios and Campbell as voting delegates. He said that State
Executive, in agreeing to the principle of having State Council members acting as proxies, had
not been informed that the proxies had gone to people who were specifically excluded under
the NSW Lobbyists Code from being members of State Executive. It subsequently was reported
that the proxies were in the place of executive members Mr Julian Leeser and Miss Bishop.
18.

Candidates for Senate preselection confirmed to me after the conclusion of the

preselection, that they had not been aware of the substitution of proxies prior to the meeting
and had thus been deprived of the opportunity normally available of privately presenting their
case for selection prior to the preselection meeting where they make formal presentations and
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answer questions.
19.

It required five ballots to determine the first position on the Liberal Senate ticket from the

10 candidates. The votes of Messrs Photios and Campbell were decisive in establishing the
outcome, due to the close nature of the fourth and fifth ballots. In the fourth ballot Senator
Fierravanti-Wells secured 50 votes to Holly Hughes' 49 with one informal, but the State Director
ruled that as this did not constitute a majority of votes cast, there should be a fifth ballot which
was won by 51-49 by Holly Hughes - the candidate openly supported by the Photios/Campbell
faction. In the ballot for second position, Senator Fierravanti-Wells was elected with 58 votes
which would have placed her in the risky third position on the combined Liberal/National ticket
after the National's Senator Williams. The remaining positions on the ticket were not of
significance in view of the unlikely prospect of their winning enough votes in the federal
election to be successful and some delegates absented themselves.
20.

In every ballot for the first two winnable positions, I observed both Photios and Campbell

physically casting their ballots, which they had filled in privately in cardboard voting booths, as
the ballot box was placed in a very public position close to the front row of delegates and clearly
within my sight-lines. Their participation in the ballot is also evidenced by the fact that in each
ballot for the winnable positions, all 100 delegates were recorded as voting.
21.

Other voting delegates and non-voting observers attending this preselection are prepared

to make statements as to the participation of Messrs Photios and Campbell in this selection of
Liberal candidates for election to the Senate. I have their contact details, if required.
ATTACHMENT (D).
The Department's January Discussion Paper asks a series of questions preceded by an
explanation. I have dealt with those on which I have a comment by putting them in context
DISCUSSION PAPER: Noting that the Lobbying Act and Regulation do not have a specific objects
and purpose' provision, the Department considers that the objectives of the Lobbyists Code are
to promote transparency, integrity and honesty by ensuring third-party lobbyists and other
individuals and organisations who communicate with NSW Government officials for the purpose
of representing the interests of others comply with ethical standards of conduct.
1. Should the Lobbying Act be amended to include an 'objects and purpose' provision?
ANSWER: YES. THIS SHOULD HAVE THE OBJECT OF ENSURING TRANSPARENCY, INTEGRITY AND
HONESTY BY REQUIRING LOBBYISTS

(ETC) TO COMPLY WITH THE HIGH ETHICAL STANDARDS

IMPLIED IN THE CODE'S OBJECTS AND IN PARTICULAR TO BE SEEN TO AVOID ANY CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST BETWEEN THEIR PERSONAL POLITICAL ACTIVITIES AND THEIR OBLIGATIONS UNDER
THE CODE. THE LEGISLATION SHOULD INCORPORATE THE STATEMENT IN THE GUIDELINES THAT
"The code requires lobbyists to strictly separate their activities as lobbyists from any personal
activities or involvement in a political party". THE WORDS "ANY...INVOLVEMENT IN A POLITICAL
PARTY" HAVE CLEARLY NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED IN PRACTICE AND SHOULD EITHER BE GIVEN
LEGISLATIVE FORCE OR THEIR MEANING CLEARLY STATED FOR REGULATORY PURPOSES.

2. Do you agree with the Department's views about the policy objectives of the Act (i.e. that the
objects of the Act are to promote transparency, integrity and honesty in connection with
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lobbying of NSW Government officials)?
ANSWER: YES

3. Do the definitions of 'Government official', 'lobbyist', 'third-party lobbyist' and 'lobbying'
meet the policy objectives of the Act identified by the Department? If not, what changes should
be made to these definitions to meet those objectives?
ANSWER: YES

4. Does the Lobbyists Code meet the aims and objectives of the Act identified by the
Department? If not, what changes should be made to the Lobbyists Code to meet the aims and
objectives of the Act?
ANSWER: NO
IT IS ABSURD TO IMAGINE THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO PREVENT IMPROPER ACTIONS WITHOUT
LISTING THOSE ACTIONS AND, INSTEAD, DEPENDING ON PROHIBITING THE HOLDING OF
CERTAIN OFFICES IN POLITICAL PARTIES. THE REALITY IS THAT IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE
CODE'S STATED OBJECTIVES, LOBBYISTS WOULD NEED TO BE PROHIBITED:
(a) FROM ANY INVOLVEMENT IN THE CREATION OR EXERCISE OF POLITICAL PARTY POLICY THAT
MAY RELATE TO THE INTERESTS OF ANY CURRENT OR POTENTIAL CLIENTS;
(b) FROM PARTICIPATING IN OR INFLUENCING SELECTION PROCESSES FOR CANDIDATES FOR
POLITICAL OFFICE (FEDERAL, STATE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT) WHERE THAT CANDIDATE IF
ELECTED TO OFFICE WOULD BE CAPABLE OF BEING SOLICITED BY THE LOBBYIST ON BEHALF OF
CLIENTS. [This is only necessary where the selection of candidates is done by relatively small
committees of party representatives (as in the NSW Liberal Party) where lobbyists with factional
power may exercise undue influence on the outcome; there is no need for such constraint
where political parties allow open plebiscites of their members in selecting candidates.

5. The amendments to the Code in 2014 mean that ethical obligations apply to all individuals
and bodies that communicate with NSW Government officials for the purpose of representing
the interests of others. Has this been effective in promoting the objects of the Act?
ANSWER: YES IN RESPECT OF THE LIMITED OBJECTIVE OF "PROMOTING THE OBJECTS OF THE
ACT" BUT HAVE BEEN A DISMAL FAILURE ON ENSURING COMPLIANCE WITH THE ACT.
Do the community and stakeholders understand that the ethical obligations have been
extended beyond third-party lobbyists?
NO COMMENT

"Part 3 (section 9) provides that a third-party lobbyist is not eligible to be registered if the
person is:
•an officer of a registered political party. The elements of the 'fit and proper person' test are
not currently prescribed in the Lobbying Act. The NSW Electoral Commission's current practice
is that a person will not be deemed 'fit and proper' if:
•they are occupying or acting in an office or position concerned with the management of a
political party registered under Part 4A of the Parliamentary Electorates and Elections Act.'
6. Does the Lobbyists Register meet the aims and objectives of the Act identified by the
Department? If not, what changes should be made to the provisions dealing with the Lobbyists
Register to meet the aims and objectives of the Act?
ANSWER: NO. SEE ABOVE ITEM 4.
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IN ADDITION, MY EXPERIENCE AFTER I LODGED A NOTICE THAT THE CODE HAD BEEN BREACHED
BY TWO LIBERAL PARTY MEMBERS ON THE LOBBYIST REGISTER, MESSRS PHOTIOS AND
CAMPBELL,

INDICATES THERE

IS A NEED

FOR A CLEAR STATEMENT OF THE

PROPER

PROCEDURES IN DEALING WITH SUCH MATTERS. (No reason was given for the rejection of my
complaint which had been backed by a statutory declaration and a list of witnesses prepared to
provide supporting evidence of a clear breach of the declared intentions of the code). REASONS
SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR ALL DETERMINATIONS FOR TRANSPARENCY PURPOSES AND AN
APPEAL PROCESS INSTITUTED TO ENSURE FAIRNESS FOR ALL PARTIES.

7. Should the NSW Electoral Commission's current practice with respect to the 'fit and proper
person' test for registration as a third-party lobbyist be prescribed in the Lobbying Act?
ANSWER: YES TO THE CONCEPT, BUT THE TEST NEEDS TO BE CORRECTED TO MEET THE
OBVIOUS

FAILURE

OF THE

PRESENT WORDING TO

DEAL WITH

DECEPTIVE

CONDUCT.

"OCCUPYING OR ACTING IN AN OFFICE OR A POSITION CONCERNED WITH THE MANAGEMENT
OF A POLITICAL PARTY" HAS BEEN FOUND BY THE ELECTORAL COMMISSION NOT TO COVER
LOBBYISTS ACTING AS

PROXIES FOR THE PROHIBITED POSITION OF MEMBER OF THE NSW

LIBERAL PARTY'S STATE EXECUTIVE IN THE CLEARLY CONFLICTED ROLE OF SELECTING LIBERAL
CANDIDATES FOR POLITICAL OFFICE. ALTHOUGH THE MAIN FUNCTION OF A POLITICAL PARTY IS
THE SELECTION OF CANDIDATES AND THEIR ELECTION TO OFFICE IN ORDER TO IMPLEMENT A
SET OF DETERMINED POLICIES, THESE ACTIONS RELATING TO CANDIDATES HAVE BEEN
DETERMINED

BY THE

ELECTORAL COMMISSION

NOT TO

BE

PART OF

"ACTING..IN

A

POSITION....CONCERNED WITH THE MANAGEMENT OF A POLITICAL PARTY". THE COMMISSION
HELD,

IN

REJECTING

MY

DEMONSTRABLY

CORRECT

EVIDENCE,

THAT THE

LOBBYISTS'

MEMBERSHIP OF LIBERAL PARTY NSW STATE COUNCIL WAS NOT IN BREACH OF THE CODE
ALTHOUGH IT IS THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE NSW LIBERAL PARTY AND APPOINTS THE STATE
EXECUTIVE,

(WHICH

IS

ANSWERABLE

TO THE

STATE

COUNCIL)

TO

DEAL

WITH

THE

MANAGEMENT OF THE PARTY. [The Liberal NSW State Director has subsequently required
lobbyists to resign from State Council in recognition of the accuracy of my concerns about
conflict of interest.] ANY CHANGES TO THE ACT SHOULD BE AIMED AT PREVENTING THE CLEAR
CONFLICT OF INTEREST INVOLVED IN LOBBYISTS SELECTING CANDIDATES FOR ELECTION WHO
THEY MAY SUBSEQUENTLY APPROACH ON BEHALF OF PAYING CLIENTS.

8-9. NO COMMENT

Part 4 ;The Lobbyists Watch List established by Part 4 is another enforcement option available
to the Electoral Commission for contraventions of the Lobbyists Code, other than cancellation
or suspension of registration of third-party lobbyists. The Lobbyists Watch List is an important
interim sanction giving the Electoral Commission flexibility to treat contraventions differently
based on, for example, their seriousness. Further, the Electoral Commissioner may remove
persons from the Lobbyists Watch List if the Electoral Commission is satisfied that they should
no longer be placed on the List, for example, if they have corrected their conduct to ensure
compliance with the Lobbyists Code. As at the date of this report, the Electoral Commission has
not placed anyone on the Lobbyists Watch List. In the event that the Electoral Commission does
so, it will publish those details on its website.

10. Does the Lobbyists Watch List meet the aims and objectives of the Act
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identified by the Department? If not, what changes should be made to the provisions dealing
with the Lobbyists Watch List to meet the aims and objectives of the Act?
ANSWER: THE FACT THAT THE CODE'S WATCH LIST HAS NEVER BEEN IMPLEMENTED IN THE
FACE OF SWORN EVIDENCE OF BLATANT DIREGARD BY AT LEAST TWO LOBBYISTS (WITH MANY
MORE EXAMPLES AVAILABLE IN RELATION TO THE BREACH OF ETHICAL STANDARDS BY
PARTICIPATING IN PRE-SELECTIONS) OF THE CODE'S INTENTIONS INDICATES EITHER THAT THE
CODE'S TERMINOLOGY OR ITS MANAGEMENT ARE INADEQUATE. OR BOTH.

11, 12, 13. NO COMMENT

14. Do the provisions about enforcement and offences noted above meet the aims and
objectives of the Act identified by the Department? If not, what changes should be made to the
provisions to meet the aims and objectives of the Act?
ANSWER: THEY WOULD IF THEY WERE IMPLEMENTED.

15. Are there any additional issues that should be considered in the course of this Review?
ANSWER: THE CODE FAILS TO DEAL ADEQUATELY WITH THE CONFLICTS OF INTEREST THAT ARE
AT THE HEART OF ITS REQUIREMENT OF ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR. ACTIONS, LIKE PARTICIPATING IN
CANDIDATE SELECTIONS OR POLICY CREATION AND IMPLEMENTATION AT WHATEVER LEVEL IN
THE PARTY HEIRARCHY (STATE EXECUTIVE, STATE COUNCIL, ELECTORATE COUNCILS OR
BRANCHES), CREATE A POTENTIAL FOR CONFLICT OF INTEREST. THE UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE OF
LOBBYISTS BEING FACTIONAL LEADERS AND INFLUENCING BOTH PRESELECTION AND POLICY
OUTCOMES DESPITE THE LOBBYISTS CODE IS EVIDENCE OF THE NEED FOR SIGNIFICANT
REFORM. "BY THEIR ACTIONS YOU SHOULD KNOW THEM"; POWER CAN IMPROPERLY BE
EXERCISED IN MANY WAYS APART FROM THE HOLDING OF CERTAIN PRESCRIBED POSITIONS.
THE CODE CANNOT BE SUCCESSFUL UNLESS IT PROSCRIBES ACTIONS SUCH AS SELECTING
CANDIDATES OR CONTRIBUTING TO THE CREATION OR IMPLEMENTION OF POLICY

https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/mav/03/environmentallv-consciousliberals-ureed
https://hotcopper.com.au/threads/turnbull-and-lobbvist-michael-photios.4393952/
https://mobile.twitter.com/pleaseuseaussie/status/929604778438541312
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HON PETER HALL QC
CHIEF COMMISSIONER
NSW INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION
GPO BOX 500
SYDNEY NSW 2001

22.05.2019

Dear Chief Commissioner
Re: Submission to Operation Eclipse
May I take this opportunity to congratulate you, the Commission, Dr Yee-Fui Ng and Professor Joo-Cheong
Tham on such a significant contribution to the current discourse on building trust in our institutions, in
particular the machinery of government related to lobbying.
Wherever we look, we see evidence that the ethical foundations underpinning our society are damaged or
broken. Institutions which once served us well have lost sight of the purpose for which they were established,
these include government and public authorities, but also churches, the banking system and the media.
Imagine these institutions as buildings and bridges that have been erected on solid foundations. Picture what
happens if these foundations crumble due to neglect and indifference. Structures that were built with care and
diligence become derelict and damaged. Over time, they fail to serve their fundamental purpose – placing
everyone at risk.
At The Ethics Centre, we believe that ethical infrastructure is as important as its physical counterpart. It
determines the character and quality of our decisions, which produce the world we live in, and acts as an
important shock absorber during periods of rapid and profound change.
I support your use of transparency, integrity, fairness and freedom as principles to shape the ethical
infrastructure for lobbying in NSW, one that can provide pathways for all its citizens meaningfully to
participate in government decisions that affect them and future generations.
I note that many of the solutions considered by the discussion paper rightly focus on increasing the
transparency of the lobbying process to reduce secrecy and make it easier for our democratic institutions,
and indeed ordinary people, to hold our public officials accountable. There are other important measures
detailed in the paper that could boost integrity, fairness and freedom.
Before addressing some of these issues, I think it important to highlight what we believe to be the central
ethical question that arises from the development of formal lobbying practices.
As with others, we think it important to distinguish between:
§ the activities of individual citizens when engaging with politicians and government,
§ direct representations made on behalf of organisations, and
§ formal measures for exercising influence on behalf of the third parties (lobbyists’ clients).

LVL 2 LEGION HOUSE
161 CASTLEREAGH ST SYDNEY NSW 2000
SIMON.LONGSTAFF@ETHICS.ORG.AU
T +61 2 8267 5734
WWW.ETHICS.ORG.AU
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In all cases, a common core obligation binds public officials – whether elected or appointed. This is to ensure
that public power (including public resources) are used exclusively for public benefit.
However, we would submit that there is a clear and relevant difference between the representations made by
individuals – on their own account – and those made on their behalf (or on behalf of larger interests) by
lobbyists. The essential difference lies in the depth and frequency of contacts between lobbyists and public
officials – such that decisions can be swayed by considerations that may not encompass the public interest.
Furthermore, as access to lobbyists is determined largely by an ability to pay for this service, market
principles may suggest that the more influential the lobbyist, the higher fees they can command. This
ultimately allows wealthier parties greater influence on government.
The vast majority of cases in which citizens engage with public officials will be in relation to matters that are
of great importance to the individuals but that have limited impact on society at large. It is right and proper
that citizens be able to engage directly with government – and we would not consider this to be ‘lobbying’ per
se.
Although organisations (including trade unions, corporations, etc.) can and do exercise considerable
influence, there are times when their employees and officials (directors, secretaries, CEOs, etc.) will seek to
engage with and influence public officials. Typically, representations made by organisations will have a larger
potential impact on society – in part or whole. Yet, we would argue that this kind of contact should also be
distinguished from ‘lobbying’ per se.
In our view, ‘lobbying’ is best understood as a service – based on certain skills as well as access and
influence – sold to third parties as an alternative or complement to their own attempts to engage with public
officials. We think that lobbying – as understood in this third sense – gives rise to particular ethical risks. For
example, public officials might be affected by personal relationships formed with lobbyists. They might be
susceptible to persuasion based on appeals to personal interest, ‘shared understandings’, etc. That is, the
professional lobbyist is likely to establish relationships that amplify access and influence beyond the levels
available to citizens or the direct representatives of organisations.
This is not necessarily a ‘bad thing’. However, as relationships deepen and broaden so does risk. This needs
to be acknowledged and managed.
In discharging their duty to act solely in the public interest, it is important that public officials develop and
maintain a system that protects the public interest. That is, it is not enough to rely on the good will and
integrity of individuals (important as this is). Ideally, what one looks for is a set of institutional and cultural
arrangements in which virtuous actors, imbued with sound judgement, are located within an institutional
setting that is designed to reflect underlying ethical commitments. In turn, such a system should discern and
take account of the types of distinction noted above.
We share the Commission’s concern regarding the risk that onerous administrative conditions on lobbying
could have unintended consequences, including driving lobbying underground or dampening the incidence of
‘legitimate’ lobbying.
No amount of compliance requirements can compensate for environments that fail to support a culture that
upholds ethical principles nor compensate for a lack of capability in officials, at all levels, to make decisions
consistent with good ethics. The recent findings of the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking,
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry reminds us of this fact.

THE ETHICS CENTRE
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As your discussion paper points out, a wider definition of lobbying suggests it takes many forms, all
potentially playing an important role in our democracy. The range of approaches and representations made to
public officials and parliamentarians, give rise to an array of complex dilemmas. Many of these will not be
envisaged or addressed by even the most sophisticated compliance regimes.
This is one of our principal reasons for supporting your attention to the role that education and training can
play in helping our politicians and public servants to nurture the skills of ethical decision-making in support of
a culture of public policy and administration built upon solid ethical foundations. As such your questions 33
and 34 provide a good starting point for consideration of how this might be done. However, while we endorse
the proposition that an awareness and understanding of a public official’s obligations is necessary, we would
argue that this is not sufficient. There are further opportunities to build ethical decision-making capabilities
amongst these officials and equip them better to ensure that the lobbying process is undertaken in conditions
of informed and effective ethical restraint.
The corporate world is setting aside (albeit at variable speeds) a tendency to treat ethics as an ‘optional extra’
of rhetorical rather than practical value. For example, the ASX Corporate Governance Council's recent
update to the ASX Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations (the Fourth Edition) affirms the
place of the Ethical Framework within the governance tools of a listed company.
Rebuilding ethical infrastructure requires changes to attitudes, skills and indeed the ethical literacy of officials.
Such changes need to be consciously desired and managed. Organisations in the financial services and
other fields are coming to terms with this reality and are taking positive deliberate steps to repair their
infrastructure. While government, in many ways, leads the corporate sector in understanding the importance
of public confidence and legitimacy, it too needs to take deliberate action to address a decline in public trust,
as you rightly point out. Rejuvenating the skills and attitudes necessary to support a robust lobbying model
that deserves and therefore commands the confidence of the public, is an important step in this process.
For the last 30 years The Ethics Centre has been developing ethical decision-making capabilities in leaders
and workers across different sectors. We also provide, amongst other things, a free Ethi-call service to assist
people confronted by complex and debilitating ethical dilemmas. This is open to anyone in the community to
use.
I look forward to further opportunities to share our experiences and work with the Commission and others in
the public sector committed to promoting ethics, integrity and trust in public administration in NSW.
I wish you well with your coming public inquiry and have no objection to this submission being made public by
the Commission.
Yours sincerely

DR SIMON LONGSTAFF AO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

THE ETHICS CENTRE
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tony Brown
Lobbying
Response to Operation Eclipse
Wednesday, 22 May 2019 3:46:49 PM
Tonv Brown Legislative capture 9 April 2019 .docx
Chronology alcohol indtrv political influence 10 may 19,docx

Confidential
Dear Chief Commissioner
I commend ICAC's initiative in its release of an excellent discussion paper and invitation for
responses.
Such actions are crucial if we are to stem the terminal decline in the principles of honesty,
accountability, transparency and integrity that bind this great State and prevent a
transition into an oligarchic state.
I am completing a PhD in Law by publications. It involves the explication of the regulation
of the supply of alcohol in NSW. The NSW alcohol and gambling industry has a long
pedigree of undue influence, lobbying and corruption. It provides an excellent critical case
study on the form and extent of the capacity of private commercial special interest groups
to successfully penetrate the existing traditional constitutional 'checks and balances'
against corrupt activity and more specific statutory safeguards including the NSW
prohibited political donor laws, lobbyist registers, ministerial diaries etc.
More of the same is simply not the answer.
Being a full-time PhD student has unfortunately left me with insufficient time to provide a
more detailed response to your specific questions. However, please find attached a
confidential copy of a version of a major paper I recently submitted for publication
'Legislative Capture: A critical consideration in the commercial determinants of public
health'. Much of this material and related footnotes go towards some of the questions
raised.
I make the following brief observations:1. A recognition of the contemporary, all pervasive undue influence of large nationally
organised corporations on the democratic decision making process across all
jurisdictions in Australia. This was characterised in part by the High Court in
McCloy v New South Wales as 'clientele' and related forms of corruption' (McCloy v
New South Wales [2015] HCA 34, 13 -14, 62).
2. The ability of the organisation to identify and address corrosive legislative and
regulatory capture as discussed in my paper. Current jurisdictional barriers enable
political donation laundering when State prohibited political donor safeguards have
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been easily circumvented by diverting the donations to Federal counterpart
political party coffers.
3. The ineffectiveness of some State integrity laws including for example NSW
electoral donations laws. They have a very short statute of limitations in the case of
NSW politicians receiving donations in the form of cash in brown paper bags from a
prohibited donors.
4. The reality where powerful cashed-up national lobby groups 'buy' both major
political parties through large donations and other favours to create regulatory
environments conducive to the profit making imperatives (See Kypri et al research).
The scourge of corruption and undue influence is a national phenomenon and can
be better effectively addressed by broad and effective national interventionist and
cross jurisdictional powers or codified identical State/Territory regimes that can
overcome both the current jurisdiction swapping and nationally organised undue
industry and other organisations' influence.
5. The criticality/centrality of the concept and norm of the 'public interest'. Please see
the discussion of the commodification of the public interest in my submitted paper.
It provides practical illustration of how in NSW, the concept has been deliberately
weakened to enable commercial interest to dominate the important public health
and safety agenda - one of the primary purposes of 'good government' in the
Lockean sense.
Please don't hesitate to contact me and discuss the above at your convenience. I have
attached fyi a chronology of media reports regarding the enduring relationship between
the alcohol and gambling industry lobby and NSW governments/opposition that reveals
the nature and magnitude of the persistent pattern of undue influence and arguably
indicative of clientele corruption.
Please note I will be presenting overseas at a symposium between 23/5 - 9/6/19. I look
forward to further assisting the Commission
Best wishes
tony
Tony Brown
BEc, GDES, LLB(Hons) GDLP
Sessional Lecturer
PhD (Law) Scholar
Faculty of Business & Law
Conjoint Fellow School of Medicine and Public Health
University of Newcastle, NSW Australia
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Confidential: The information contained in this email and any attachment is confidential and may also
be the subject of client professional privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, any use,
interference with, disclosure or copying of the material is unauthorised and prohibited. This email and
attachment is subject to copyright. No part shall be reproduced, adapted or transmitted without the
express permission of the copyright owner. If you receive this email in error please immediately
advise me by return email and delete the message from your system
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NSW Political/Alcohol Industry Environment Chronology and Summary
1.

Circa 1792 - NSW Rum Corps policing the convict settlement. Rum (alcohol) becomes the
currency. Corrupt officers' purchase rum - corner the market.

2.

13/2/2007 - AHA boss - 'Who said democracy was cheap' - political fund raising

3.

25/4/2008 New AHA President threatens to turn off political donations tap if any change to
donation laws

4.

21/8/2010 Former Health Minister and communications staffer join Australian Hotels
Association (AHA) lobby group

5.

Dec 2010 Liberal party opposition receive $460,000 donation from hotels just before such
donations prohibited

6.

26/3/2011 NSW Election - Liberal party's Mr O'Farrell appointed NSW Premier

7.

30/8/2011 former Labor Alcohol Minister special guest of AHA alcohol lobby luxury break

8.

2011 NSW political donation laws prohibited donations from alcohol, gambling, tobacco
and developer industries. Clubs NSW exempted. High Court upheld validity of laws in
October 2015. Gageler J 'compelling statutory object... of preventing corruption and undue
influence in the government of the state.'

9.

http://www.elections.nsw.eov.au/fd/political donations/unlawful political donations6/9/
11 NSW Premier appoints hotels' representative to independent liquor tribunal inconsistent
with government's own lobbyist policy. 'Illness' precludes acceptance of position

10. 18/12/11 former politician correlates substantial alcohol industry influence/donations with
favourable policy outcomes in a ground breaking but apparently disregarded media report.
Pressure on 3 strikes system and Newcastle's reduced trading hours
11. 2/3/13 Major hospital accuses Pub Association of denying magnitude alcohol violence
12. 21/5/13 NSW Premier's senior political advisor gains job with Woolworths - country's largest
alcohol supplier and owner of poker machines as corporate affairs advisor. Company a major
player in liquor promotion guidelines rewrite and 2015 changes to Act
13. 18/7/13 New Liquor promotion guidelines approved by alcohol industry released
14. 6/10/15 Mystery industry payment to former Labor Federal Minister
15. 28/3/15 NSW Election - Liberal/National Party coalition returned to office
16. 19/11/15 Fit for Purpose Alcohol Bill gained assent. All amendments took effect by March 16
17. 2016 former head of Police corporate alcohol unit becomes consultant/advisor to alcohol
industry in some alcohol tribunal matters
18. Early 2016 ILGA Chairperson reportedly resigns - loss of independence- exit of other senior
experienced staff
19. 23/5/16 exposure of Illegal NSW alcohol industry political donations laundered by
transmission through federal political donation system
20. 22/9/16 NSW Electoral Commission withholds $586,992 in illegal Liberal party funding
21. 30/9/16 Machine men: How AHA & Clubs NSW seek political influence
22. 1/10/16 Watered down 3 strikes disciplinary scheme takes effect
23. 21/11/16 Top pub owner allegedly provided secret government report on 3 strikes law review
24. 27 November 2017 Minister promises additional beneficial reforms for AHA. Note following
passage was erased from original AHA bulletin and picture caption 'As the Minister, the New
South Woles Government has mode a number of reforms in relation to this industry. And I con
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tell you this, we are not finished there. We have got a lot of other reforms that we are going
to be announcing shortly that are going to be good for your industry1
Hyperlinks to medio articles contained in above dates
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Contemporary public health literature contains an increasing emphasis on the commercial
determinants of health including the influence of unhealthy food, beverage and tobacco
industries on government harm

prevention

policy agendas and

global Sustainable

Development Goals. Effective capture by the industries of the crucial legislative process
associated with the harm prevention initiatives would have a detrimental impact on public
health. This article proposes a qualitative multi-spectrum prototype legislative capture test
with broad application to a range of industries and jurisdictions at all levels of governments
where legislative capture may be suspected. It is predicated on a finding of significant
encroachment of the public interest by special interest groups and reciprocating beneficial
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study of key New South Wales alcohol industry statutory amendments within a doctrinal and
social inquiry/power framework. It relies upon Parliamentary records and secondary data to
critically analyse the 2015 'Fit for Purpose' (FFP) reforms to NSW alcohol supply laws and their
consistency with the public interest and other constitutional safeguards. It aligns the reforms
with other research relating to the magnitude of alcohol and gambling industry political
donations and the operation of the alcohol outlet post reform approval process. The
application of the test to the case study finds that the 2015 FFP amendments are indicative
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Legislative Capture: A critical consideration in the commercial determinants of
public health.
I. Introduction
According to the Australian Burden of Disease Study, 'Excessive alcohol consumption is the
leading contributor to the burden of illness and deaths in Australia for people aged up to 44
years'.1 It's estimated that on average there are 4 deaths, 40 Emergency Department
admissions and 137 hospitalisations from alcohol each day in NSW.2 Whilst the overall
consumption level of alcohol in Australia is declining slightly,3 alcohol contributes to a broad
range of acute and chronic harms4 on individual consumers and others.5
Contemporary public health literature contains an increasing recognition of the role
unhealthy food, beverage and tobacco industries play in contributing to, and importantly
impeding the prevention of, non-communicable diseases6 (NCD) and related sustainable
development goals (SDG). Addressing NCDs requires the effective regulation of those
industries including alcohol, that profit from the supply of unhealthy and unsafe products.7

1 Gao, C. et al (2014). Alcohol's burden of disease in Australia. Canberra: FARE and VicHealth in collaboration
with Turning Point https://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au//media/ResourceCentre/PublicationsandResources/alcohol-misuse/Alcohols-burden-of-disease-inAustralia.pdf?la=en&hash=4E3FAB0E6DDF78C2DB4A3BBC83D5DD46A6149C4F Error! Hyperlink reference
not valid.
2 Centre for Epidemiology and Evidence. Health Statistics New South Wales. Sydney: NSW Ministry of Health.
(2018). Retrieved from: www.healthstats.nsw.gov.au .
3 See Australian Bureau of Statistics Summary of Apparent Consumption of Alcohol, Australia, 2016-17
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs(5).nsf/latestProducts/4307.0.55.001Media%20Releasel2016-17 and
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-01-19/demand-for-non-alcoholic-beverages-rise-australians-drinkless/10727172 . NSW Health statistics show a rise in the risky levels of consumption of alcohol since 2015
http://www.healthstats.nsw.gov.au/lndicator/beh ale age/beh ale age?&topic=Alcohol&topicl=topic alcoh
ol&code=beh ale.
4 Including high level of regional road fatalities, a significant proportion of domestic, non-domestic assaults,
inland adult drownings and the state's road toll. In 2013, the NSW Auditor General found the total cost to the
community of the supply and consumption of alcohol was around $3 billion per annum with the cost to each
NSW household being $1535 per annum, https://www.audit.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/pdfdownloads/2013 Aug Report Cost of Alcohol Abuse to the NSW Government.pdf.
5 Laslett, AM., et al (2015). The hidden harm: Alcohol's impact on children and families. Canberra: Foundation
for Alcohol Research and Education http://fare.org.au/wp-content/uploads/01-ALCOHOLS-IMPACT-QNCHILDREN-AND-FAMILIES-web.pdf.
6 NCDs account for 71% of all deaths globally. World Health Organisation Fact sheet 'Noncommunicable
diseases' 1 June 2018 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/noncommunicable-diseases . See
also Beniamin Hawkins, et al (2016): Reassessing policy paradigms: A comparison of the global tobacco and
alcohol industries. Global Public Health. DPI: 10.1080/17441692.2016.1161815 for an examination of strategy
and tactics deployed by some unhealthy industries to influence decision makers. This paper however,
concentrates on the law-making industry/political interface.
7 See Collin J. et al, 'Can public health reconcile profits and pandemics? An analysis of attitudes to commercial
sector engagement in health policy and research (2017) 12(9) PLoS ONE e0182612.
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Such regulation8 occurs at all levels of government from transnational/global to the local
setting.
Attempts by the unhealthy industries to influence regulation and the policy-making
environment

by the exertion of political power is reflected by the Australian Hotels

Association (AHA) in February 2019 being recorded as the second largest federal political
donor in the country increasing the level of political donations from $153,000 in 2016-17 to
$1.1 million in 2017-18.9 The literature reveals the nature and magnitude of unhealthy food,
beverage and tobacco industries' capacity to influence the public health policy making
process.10
This article, based upon a case study of the New South Wales (NSW) Australia alcohol supply
law making jurisdiction, provides new insights and tools that can be applied more broadly to
identify legislative capture and the commodification of the public interest (PI)11 with those
nations that have some regard to the concept of the overall 'public' interest, welfare or good.
This article critically analyses through a regulatory lens, key amendments to the New South
Wales (NSW) alcohol supply laws introduced into the NSW Parliament in November 2015. The
Gaming and Liquor Administration Amendment Bill (2015) NSW provided for 'Fit for Purpose'
(FFP) reforms that materially shifted the power balance of competing stakeholders and
significantly reduced the distance (independence) between the lead regulator - Independent
Liquor and Gaming Authority (ILGA) and the executive branch of government.

8 Regulation is defined as law making, its application, enforcement and, interpretation.8 This research also
acknowledges the concept of 'decentring' regulation and the capacity of large corporations to exercise some
quasi-regulatory functions. See Julia Black 'Regulatory Conversations' (2002) 29(1) Journal of Law & Society
170. It also considers industry self-regulation within the context of neo-liberalism.
9 See https://www.aec.gov.au/media/media-releases/2019/02-01.htm. Most of the AHA's donations were
reportedly provided to the incumbent Liberal (Conservative) party in the small state of Tasmania to
successfully campaign against the opposition Labor party that was seeking to ban poker machines from hotels.
See also https://theconversation.com/tasmanias-gambling-election-shows-australia-needs-tougher-rules-onmonev-in-politics-110977 .
10 See for example Ingeborg Rossow and Jim McCambridge, 'The handling of evidence in national and local
policy making: a case study of alcohol industry actor strategies regarding data on on-premise trading hours and
violence in Norway' (2019) 19(1) BMC Public Health 44; J. McCambridge, M. Mialon and B. Hawkins, 'Alcohol
industry involvement in policy making: A systematic review' (2018/03/16) (2018) Addiction; M. McKee, S.
Steele and D. Stuckler, 'The hidden power of corporations' (2019/01/11) (2019) 364 BMJ 14; Ian Gilmore, Linda
Bauld and John Britton, 'Public Health England's capture by the alcohol industry' (2018) BMJ.
11 No exhaustive legal definition of PI is recognised in Australia given in part the situational/contextual aspect
of this concept. Wheeler differentiates between the procedural and substantive (outcomes, objectives)
aspects of PI Unsurprisingly, the procedural component includes adherence to principles of natural justice,
impartiality, integrity, transparency, accountability and fairness. In terms of outcomes being in the PI and the
overarching obligation of public officials to act in the PI,11 this article relies upon the Lockean concept of public
interest being the 'public good' derived by the exercise of legitimate sovereign power such as making laws
with the informed consent of the people in the best interests of the common-wealth. Wheeler, C. 'How do
public interest considerations impact on the role of public sector lawyers' - Public Sector In-House Counsel
Conference - Canberra - 30 July 2012 .
https://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0007/50002/The-public-interest-revisited-we-knowits-important-but-do-we-know-what-it-means.pdf.
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From an instrumental perspective, the Liquor Act 2007 (NSW), the Gaming and Liquor
Administration Act 2007 (NSW) and the associated regulations (NSW alcohol supply laws)
represent the 'rule book' for the contestation between a range of private commercial
interests in the alcohol industry, police, public health, local community interests and a state
open to lobbying and manipulation particularly by commercial imperatives. The legislative
process and the associated discourse and commentary including parliamentary debates,
establishes and reflects the objectives, rationale, normative and ideological framework for
the regulation of alcohol and gambling. This regulatory process and the associated discourse
ultimately determine the gradient and symmetry of the playingfields and even who is allowed
onto the field and when they can enter the contest. Substantive changes to the rules and their
application associated with legislative amendments that impact upon alcohol harm
outcomes, therefore provide a window to critically analyse with the assistance of the
development of a qualitative multi spectrum legislative capture12 test, the relative power,
ideological and governance mechanisms13 underpinning the legislative changes and
associated outcomes. To determine, who is really calling the shots.
The analysis consists in part of an examination of the front and back stage, the choreographed
script, actors and props of this contested regulatory space or intersection where public
interests collide with

regulatory capitalism14 and the

'free market' imperative of

neoliberalism. It relies upon a law-in-action approach. Ultimately, it confirms that the
concepts of legislative capture and synonymous corruption are a primary but relatively
overlooked

consideration

in

the

commercial

determinants

of health.15

A

deeper

understanding of legislative capture mechanisms underpins policy evaluation programs and
can contribute to the elimination of the undue influence of unhealthy industries on the public
health harm prevention agenda.

II. The Nature of Legislative Capture
Regulatory/Legislative Capture is defined as
the process of consistently or repeatedly directing public policy (law-making) decisions away from the
public interest towards the interests of a specific interest group or person. Capture is the opposite of
inclusive and fair policy-making, and always undermines core democratic values.16

12Given the level of Ministerial control in NSW, it would be unlikely for capture of the alcohol regulatory
agencies to occur in any systemic way without the imprimatur of the executive level of government. Within
the Australian constitutional setting there is no clear separation between the executive and legislative
branches of government.
13 These mechanisms might also be termed 'checks and balances'. See Novak, W. 'A Revisionist History of
Regulatory Capture' in Daniel Carpenter and David Moss (eds) Preventing Regulatory Capture: Special Interest
Influence and how to Limit It (Cambridge University Press, 2013) 40.
14 Levi-Faur, D. 'Regulatory Capitalism' in Drahos, P. (ed) Regulatory theory: Foundations and Applications
(Australian National University Press, 2017).
15 See Kickbusch, I., Allen; L. and Franz, C. 'The commercial determinants of health' (2016) 4 The Lancet e896-6.
16 Adapted version of definition of David Carpenter 'Detecting and Measuring Capture' in David Carpenter and
David Moss (eds) Preventing Regulatory Capture: Special Interest Influence and how to Limit It (Cambridge
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The author has inserted 'law-making' into the above definition to specify 'Legislative' capture.
This is regarded as a more specific and potent form of broader regulatory capture that can
occur in all branches of government - executive, legislative and judicial as well as within
government agencies.
Novak's Revisionist History of Regulatory Capture (2013)17 argues with respect to the
concepts of capture and corruption 'there is simply no older theme in the Western legal and
political tradition than the one highlighted by capture'.18 This is dependent upon the clear
delineation between public and private interests. Within the three branches of government
-the executive, legislature and judiciary, Madison (1787) warned of the dangers of not
separating the powers between the three arms19 given that even 'enlightened statesmen'
would be likely unable to resist the innate force of factionalism.20
The institutional and political response to concentrations of power is one of 'checks and
balances' as a 'countervailing force' to offset endemic private corruption and public law
capture. Novak concludes with the observation that capture theory has gone "somewhat
astray" under the influence of economics and Private interest Theory.21 This however, cannot
be solved according to Novak by invocation of an imaginary laissez-faire past in the frame of
neoliberalism that embraces industry self-regulation.22
One of the most influential contemporary regulatory theories is Ayres and Braithwaite's
Responsive Regulation (1992).23 These authors consider regulatory capture and corruption as
inevitable by-products of the ideal state of close distance, cooperation and regulator
discretion in engaging with their targeted industries. Above this ideal relationship situation
University Press, 2013). Reflected in OECD definition Preventing Policy Capture: Integrity in Public Decision
Making, OECD Public Governance Reviews, OECD Publishing (2017), Paris, 9,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264065239-en . See also essay of Elizabeth Warren 'Corporate Capture of the
Rulemaking Process', The Regulatory Review (June 2016) https://www.theregreview.org/2016/06/14/warrencorporate-capture-of-the-rulemaking-process/.
17 Novak, n 13.
18 Novak, n 13, 38ff.
19 Montesquieu (1748) drew upon ancient Greece and the Roman Republic to elaborate an important
constitutional 'check and balance' to the illegitimate use of sovereign power.
20 Novak, n 13, 39ff.
21 Morgan, B. and Karen Yeung, An Introduction to Law and Regulation: Text and Materials (Cambridge
University Press, 2007). See also Ronald Chen and John Hanson, 'The Illusion of Law: The Legitimating Schemas
of Modern Policy and Corporate Law' (2014) 103(1) Michigan Law Review 1-149 for a thorough critique of the
neo liberal economic, political and legal script. See also Carpenter and Moss, n 13.
22 Ashley Schram provides a summary of some key aspects of neoliberalism within the context of public health
values. These include 1) 'competition' being the defining characteristic of human relations 2) redefines citizens
as consumers 3) the primacy of the 'morally neutral' free market produces better results than the public sector
hence the necessity for reducing the size of government, attainment of budget surpluses, deregulation,
industry self-regulation and privatisation 4) reducing competition and government intervention is 'inimical' to
liberty 5) classic liberalism posits 'there is no collective 'public interest' beyond the interests of the individuals
who comprise that community' and 6) negative externalities are ignored and all goods treated as ordinary
commodities. Ashley Schram, 'When evidence isn't enough: Ideological, institutional, and interest-based
constraints on achieving trade and health policy coherence1 (2018) 18(1) Global Social Policy 62.
23 Ian Ayres and John Braithwaite, Responsive Regulation: Transcending the Deregulation Debate (Oxford
University Press, 1992).
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exists an ascending order of more stringent, regulatory 'strategy' (commands) and
'enforcement' (penalties) interventions as disincentives for non-compliance.24
Ayres and Braithwaite rely on civil republican tripartism inclusive of independent third party
interests, as a counterbalance to resolve the conundrum of attaining high levels of
cooperation and closeness between the regulator and the regulated without this evolving into
capture/corruption. The authors' solution was empowering 'Public Interest Groups' (PIGs)25 who should actively participate in the regulatory process as a 'countervailing force'26 and
enjoy similar powers to the regulator including access to information and prosecutor powers
- in effect, to keep them honest.27
Tombs and Whyte (2012) provide a strident critique of the responsive regulation approach.
They traced the development of UK Workplace Safety laws and found a 'logical affinity' with
the theory of responsive regulation. They alternatively described this process as 'regulatory
degradation'28 - the entree for neo-liberal regulatory settlement. They observed that the
base of Ayres and Braithwaite's enforcement strategy hierarchy model being 'self- regulation'
- is ideologically appealing to capitalism, neo-liberalism. It provides those with a predilection
for budget surpluses, further legitimisation for reductions in public compliance and
enforcement resources under the guise of 'risk management'.
David Levi-Faur's chapter Regulatory Capitalism (2013)29 declares that regulatory capitalism
is the 'elephant in the room'30 of scholarly literature.
Regulatory processes condition the operation, manipulation and deployment of political, social and
economic power.31

The above short analysis of the regulatory theory literature and nature of legislative capture
suggests that we cannot rely upon a fictitious 'invisible hand'32 or other constructs including
the goal of industry self-regulation33 and public interest groups (PIGs) - that assumes an

24 Ayres and Braithwaite, n 23. See also B. Reeve, 'Regulation of alcohol advertising in Australia: does the ABAC
scheme adequately protect young people from marketing of alcoholic beverages?' (2018) 18(1) QUT LR 96.
25 Ayres and Braithwaite, n 23. Public interest groups themselves are not immune from industry capture.
26 See Galbraith, J.K. American Capitalism (Houghton Mifflin, 1952).
27 See extract from Ayres and Braithwaite reproduced in Morgan and Yeung, n21, 57.
28 Steve Tombs and David Whyte, 'Transcending the Deregulation Debate? Regulation, Risk, and the
Enforcement of Health and Safety Law in the UK' (2012) 7(1) Regulation & Governance 61-79.
29 Levi-Faur, n 14.
30 Levi-Faur, n 29, 291.
31 Levi-Faur, n 29, 291.
32 Adam Smith Wealth of Nations (1776). Chen, R. and John Hanson, 'The Illusion of Law: The Legitimating
Schemas of Modern Policy and Corporate Law' (2014) 103(1) Michigan Law Review 28ff identify Hayek and
other Chicago 'schoolers' ideology that human freedoms were inextricably tied to private property and
capitalism and that regulation detracted from these qualities. They also note at pl29ff that this famous
'invisible hand' metaphor had more sinister deceptive connotations. Smith also wrote (pl30ff) '...no other
sovereigns...could be so perfectly indifferent about happiness or misery of their subjects [as] the proprietors of
such a mercantile company are, and necessarily must be'.
33 See J. McCambridge, M. Mialon and B. Hawkins, n 10.
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unrealistic symmetry of power with the regulator and industry, to simply eliminate the innate
drive of individuals and organisations to form factions and exert illegitimate power for self gain - greed. Secondly, as the size of industry finances invested in commercial alcohol
advertising and political donations34 confirm, the citizenry is susceptible to brainwashing.35
This goes to the heart of the Lockean government legitimacy, theoretically dependent upon
the informed, independent and authentic consent of citizens. It elevates the importance of
sustaining effective and transparent checks and balances within Western and global
democratic and governance processes.
Flyvbjerg's case study analysis of the planning system in Aalborg Denmark found that those
organisations vested with protectingthe public interest were 'deeply embedded in the hidden
exercise of power and the protection of special interests'.36 Laureen Snider's study of white
collar crimes in the Canadian corporate sector37 suggested that this regulation process was
effectively owned by the sector controlled by the ruling elite. She found that real progress to
address these crimes and associated ineffectiveness of punishment was only achieved
through the proletariat's and its allies' mobilisation and challenging hegemony at the
ideological level. The law in comparison, was a relatively weak instrument to achieve genuine
and effective reforms.
Class and rights struggles, by increasing the price the dominant class must pay for legitimacy, create
interstices within capitalism whereby meaningful and beneficial change can occur.38

Findings from the research of Kypri et al39 provide an important contribution bridging the
critical evidentiary gap in the determination of capture within the NSW alcohol supply
regulatory system. A sophisticated and responsive industry political donation environment in
Australia was a key finding:
The alcohol and gambling industries make substantial (political) donations to influence particular
decisions in the short term and build relationships over the long term.40

A 2011 NSW media expose of the connections between the AHA, NSW political parties,
bureaucrats and the media revealed inter alia:

34 See Kypros Kypri et a I, 'If someone donates $1000, they support you. If they donate $100 000, they have
bought you'. Mixed methods study of tobacco, alcohol and gambling industry donations to Australian political
parties' Drug and Alcohol Review. October 2018.
35 See Barry Hindess, Discourses of Power: From Hobbes to Foucault (Blackwell Publishers, 1996) See for
discussion of various expressions of power including the manipulative face of power, false consciousness,
Marx's ideological power. See also the 'anaesthetisation' of critical public discourse by commercial media in
Ronald Collins and David Skover, 'The First Amendment in the Age of Paratroopers' (1990) 68(6) Texas Law
Review 1087-1126.
36 Flyvbjerg, B. Rationality and Power Democracy in Practice (University of Chicago Press, 1998) 225.
37 Laureen Snider, Accommodating Power: The 'Common Sense' of Regulators (2009) 18(2) Social & Legal
Studies 179 -197.
38 Snider, n 37, 59.
39 Kypri et al, n 34.
40 Kypri et al, n 34, 1.
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The AHA bragging in its private annual report about successful lobbying of government and secret deals
with media representatives to counter negative press.41

The research findings of Flyvbjerg, Snider and Kypri et al pragmatic approaches suggest the
means by which to address and reverse corporate regulatory capture ultimately lie with those
governance based public watchdogs42 and independently informed citizenry (including
effectively networks of public lobby groups)43 with the power to change governments and
mobilise honest media and public opinion.

III. Methodology
The application and rationalisation of power that includes stakeholder 'influence' mediated
by the law are core considerations of this research. This lends itself to the adoption of
Flyvbjerg's phronetic research methodology.44 The article relies upon a new variant
methodology legal phronesis45. It constitutes a blend of the more traditional legal doctrinal
methodology and the process of 'phronetic social inquiry'. The latter is case/praxis driven and
focused on the 'less visible' - what is occurring 'back stage',46 the common, ordinary and
different, the 'modus operandi of power' and, the distinction between formal politics and the
Realpolitik.47 It has a strong normative focus based on the Aristotelian intellectual virtue of
phronesis that reflects the concept of practical wisdom, public 'interest', 'welfare' or 'good'.
A content analysis of mainly publicly available documentation was initiated. This included
primary data - the Gaming and Liquor Administration Amendment Bill 2015 (NSW) introduced
into the NSW Parliament and associated Parliamentary Debates,48 supporting Explanatory
memoranda and secondary data including communications between government officers and
community stakeholders.

41 Jane Hansen 'Questions are being asked about the connections between the O'Farrell Government and the
Australian Hotels Association' The Sunday Telegraph 18 December 2011. Hansen's 'back stage' investigation
reveals possible examples of corruption involving both of NSW's major political parts and the bureaucracy. See
n 60 below. The hotel lobby's alleged capture of both major political parties ensures unprecedented power to
effectively control the alcohol regulatory agenda with the reciprocal disempowerment of the public health
lobby. This however is not simple crude reductionism. A number of concessions are made and rhetoric
deployed to emphasise the alleged 'toughness' of its alcohol laws, the elimination of 'rogue' operators from
the industry and the protection of the 'community's interest'. This is important to preserve the pluralist,
neutrality of the state fagade of 'balancing' the interests' of stakeholders in the regulation of alcohol in NSW.
42 Reliant upon government funding and support.
43 With effective 'agency' and 'structure' - see 'power' discussion by Hudson D. and Leftwich A. 'From Political
Economy to Political Analysis' Developmental Leadership Program (June 2014) Research Paper 25 p82ff.
http://publications.dlproR.ore/From%20Political%20Economv%20to%20Political%20Analysis.pdf.
44 Flyvbjerg, B. 'Phronetic Planning Research: Theoretical and Methodological Reflections' (2004) 5(3) Planning
Theory & Practice 283-306.
45 Murphy B. and McGee G. 'Phronetic legal inquiry: An effective design for law and society research?' (2015)
24 (2) Griffith Law Review 288-313.
46 Flyvbjerg (1998), n 36, 98.
47 Flyvbjerg (1998), n 36, 6.
48 See Hansard NSW Legislative Assembly Tuesday 27 October 2015 and Legislative Council 10 November 2015
especially 116, 124ff.
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Documentation providing insight into the alcohol supply regulatory climate and practices
preceding and followingthe amendments were also analysed including Departmental Annual
Reports, disciplinary decisions of the Authority against some industry businesses, industry
publications and media reports. The post reform impact analysis of the legislative
amendments relied in part on recent research conducted by Alison Ziller relating to variations
and inconsistencies in the NSW alcohol regulators' approach to the alcohol outlet licensing
approval process.49

IV. Development and application of a multi-spectrum Legislative capture
test
A review of regulatory capture theory and related governance and constitutional aspects of
'public interest/good/welfare', 'separation of powers' and forms of 'corruption' was
undertaken. This was then synthesised to create a broadly applicable prototype multi
spectrum50 legislative capture test with the capacity to be applied in other jurisdictions that
retain similar constitutional considerations.
Capture also implies mutuality of complementary interests. This involves acquiescence or
collusion of a sovereign (government) entity or related individuals for some mutual benefit or
quid pro quo with a private interest group whose power is enhanced by undue influence over
a public regulatory process. This process is referred to as 'reciprocal conduct'.
The existence of legislative capture is a key consideration of the commercial determination
of health and an essential prerequisite in any analysis of the likely effectiveness of alcohol and
other unhealthy and unsafe products harm reduction and prevention interventions at all
levels of government.
For the purposes of this article, the test analyses the NSW legislative amendments, the
associated broadly construed narrative and the enduring relationship between the alcohol
industry and politicians. It has been developed for multi-jurisdictional application.
The following five main elements were derived from the definition of legislative capture51
relied upon in the design of the test.
1.

Identification of connected conduct: identifying reciprocating conduct in association with
the law-making process and its application alleged to have directed attention away from
the public interest to favour a sectional group or special interest. Donations buy privileged
private access to politicians drowning out countervailing rational arguments and testing

49 This article relied in part on the evidence and analysis contained in Alison Ziller, A. 'Eroding Public Health
through liquor licensing decisions' (2018:a) 25 Journal Law and Medicine (JLM) 489 and Alison Ziller, 'Online
retail of alcohol, some dilemmas for professional SIA practice' (2018:b) 36 Impact Assessment and Project
Appraisal 1-7.
50 The test incorporates a range of recognised constitutional type safeguards and concepts. It also adopts a
combination of a doctrinal and phronetic methodology.
51 n 16.
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industry assertions. This also requires the identification of the public interest allegedly
impinged.
2. Temporal link between connected conduct: a temporal element requires the alleged
conduct to be consistent or repeated over a moderate time period.
3.

Public interest considerations in relation to the connected conduct (PIC): key normative
consideration of establishing the alleged reciprocating conduct of favouring a specific
interest group or individual was not in the public interest. This can be examined from a
'process and procedures' and 'objectives and outcomes' perspective. In some cases,
elements of both considerations may exist within the specific conduct under scrutiny.

4.

Separation of power considerations in relation to the connected conduct (SoPC):
regarded as an important constitutional 'check and balance' of a concentration of powers
in one branch of government that may lead to a usurpation of the public interest. SoP
doctrine also promotes greater independence of quasi-judicial bodies. Some indicia of a
lack of separation powers may include the capacity of the executive arm of government
to directly and indirectly influence the operation of another branch of government
including quasi- judicial tribunals, the composition and independent representative
expertise of personnel constituting decision making bodies and, an examination of
decisions to determine impartiality, independence, consistency and an evidence based
(rational) approach.

5.

Intention and Motivation allied to the connected conduct (IMC): this element also
implies mutuality of interests - an implied contract in the reciprocating conduct. It
involves acquiescence or collusion of a government entity or related individuals for some
mutual benefit or quid pro quo with a private interest group whose power is enhanced by
sustained undue or potentially corrupt influence over a public law-making regulatory
process including forms of industry self-regulation.52

The literature also identifies additional factors indicative of or reducing the risk of capture.
Those that are indicative of capture include existence of 'revolving doors' between industry
and government;53 the appointment54 of current or former industry representatives to
government boards and quasi-judicial bodies; the location of a regulator within a broader
government portfolios with the primary responsibility for serving the interests of industries
and related commercial type developments; the level of industry donations to politicians and
political parties. Factors promoting a reduction in the risk of capture include rigorous

52 See 'Corrosive capture' Carpenter David 'Detecting and Measuring Capture' in David Carpenter and David
Moss (eds), n 13.
53 For example Hansen, n 41. See also Sean Nicholls 'Another former Labor staffer joins hotels lobby' Sydney
Morning Herald 21 August 2010. https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/another-former-labor-staffer-ioinshotels-lobbv-20100820-138vt.html and https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/shes-back-x2026-meagherreturns-as-lobbvist-for-pubs-20100509-ulqi.html.
54 For example Sean Nicholls 'O'Farrell left exposed over lobbyist laws' Sydney Morning Herald 10 September
2011 https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/ofarrell-left-exposed-over-lobbyist-laws-20110909lkln9.html.
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transparency55 in the decision making and policy application processes; equality/symmetry of
power and influence56 between stakeholders; integrity, honesty and truthfulness; consistent
fairness, objectivity and impartiality; and; indirectly, whether the outcomes are 'just or
right'.57 These factors become more apparent when considering individual indicia contained
within the Appendix matrix drawn from the following section's case study of the impact of
the 'Fit for Purpose' 2015 amendments to the NSW alcohol supply laws.
In addressing the 'motivate' and 'intent' element of the capture test, a search identified 21
media articles from 2007 that related to the connections between the NSW alcohol industry,
government and their officials including some indicia of regulatory capture such as the
government/industry 'revolving door'.58 This research was fortified by Kypri et al (2018)59
study that examined the nature and impact of alcohol, gambling and tobacco industry political
donations in Australia on the government decision making process.
Most of the evidence relied upon in applyingthe legislative capture test is likely to be indirect
or circumstantial - in nature, that is an identification of individual strands of information
which combine building strength towards a particular inference as to the intention behind the
reciprocating conduct. This type of reasoning is often compared to the individual strands in a
length of rope that are entwined to present a coherent whole. Parties benefiting from
legislative capture would not normally make any public admissions or leave 'smoking guns'
lying on boardroom tables. This may prima facie represent a form of clientele corruption
identified by the High Court of Australia60 relying upon a US decision.61 As the application of
the proposed test to the information provided in the following case study and Appendix
reveals however, direct evidence relating to reported admissions and documented industry
political donation irregularities can arise. Incriminating direct evidence is most likely to
emanate from disenchanted political, agency and industry informants.
All above elements of the test must be reasonably satisfied to reach a finding of legislative
capture. Partial satisfaction would signal an environment conducive to capture and potential
corruption. It is suggested this would necessitate timely, impartial and effective remedial
action. In the case of the Australian alcohol and gambling industry this may include for
example, public intervention of an independent preferably national government agency. The
55 See European Union consideration of statutory transparency Alberto Alemmeno 'Unpacking the Principle of
Openness in EU Law: Transparency, Participation and Democracy' February (2014) European Law Review
39(l):72-90. See also Nola Ries and Kypros Kypri 'Government-funded Health Research Contracts in Australia:
A Critical Assessment of Transparency' (2018) 40 Sydney Law Review 367
56 See Wood, D., Griffiths, K., and Chivers, C. (2018) Who's in the room? Access and influence in Australian
politics. Grattan Institute, https://grattan.edu.au/report/whos-in-the-room/ .
57 Flyvbjerg identifies this question as a normative consideration n 44.
58 See James Kwak 'Cultural Capture and the Financial Crises' in Carpenter and Moss, n 13.
59 See Kypri et al, n 34.
60 McCloy v New South Wales [2015] HCA 34, 13 -14, 62 'the danger that officeholders will decide issues not on
the merits or the desires of their constituencies, but according to the wishes of those who have made large
financial contributions valued by the officeholder... quid pro quo and clientelistic corruption threaten the
quality and integrity of governmental decision-making, but the power of money may also pose a threat to the
electoral process itself. This phenomenon has been referred to as "war-chest" corruption'.
61 McConnell v Federal Election Commission 540 US 93 at 153 (2003).
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agency would require sufficient funding, inquisitorial, and inter jurisdictional powers to
effectively remediate the risk or presence of capture given the national market dominance of
a small number of large alcohol and gambling industry corporations.62 The independent
authority would also require the capacity to investigate certain executive government,
political party and industry/lobby group activities including political donations and other
individual and organisational favours - given the inherent reciprocating conduct necessary to
established capture.63 Public industry groups' capacity to initiate complaints and join
proceedings should not be impeded.
Given the serious implications of capture, it is suggested a positive duty be placed on law
makers and agencies to ensure a maximum level of genuine and timely openness and
transparency in all decision-making processes commencing with the development and
application of the law and all related written and unwritten policy instruments.64
Accompanying the duty of openness and transparency must be genuine and symmetrical
stakeholder inclusiveness and governance. Consistent with the demonstrable duty to ensure
genuine openness, inclusiveness and transparency would be a reverse onus of proof upon
those accused of enabling or ignoring suspected legislative capture, to reasonably satisfy they
had met their above positive duties. Whilst those industries accused of participating in
legislative capture may argue that the democratic electoral process cycle validates or
legitimates government decisions and responsible government, the same assertion becomes
far more problematic when the same industries make large political donations to both major
political parties. Having all bases covered by the industry, reflects the pervasive realpolitik.
The following case study of transformative amendments to NSW alcohol supply laws was
relied upon to populate the test to illustrate its application to a situation. This has been
transferred into a prototype multi-spectrum legislative capture test matrix in the Appendix
for ease of reference.

62 Roy Morgan reported for the year ended September 2018 that the Woolworths group controlled 52.1%
($7.9bn) of Australia's packaged alcohol market estimated to be $15.1 bn. The Coles group controlled the
second largest market share of 15.4% ($2.3bn). http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7753-supermarketscontinue-to-take-alcohol-market-share-from-bottle-shops-201811080408. Woolworths group also owns or
leases the largest number of pubs and poker machines via a joint venture in the nation. See Nick O'Malley and
Nigel Gladstone 'Fresh food jackpot: how Woolies became the biggest pokie owner in the country' Sydney
Morning Herald 17 February 2018 https://www.smh.com.au/national/fresh-food-iackpot-how-wooliesbecame-the-biggest-pokie-owner-in-the-country-20180216-h0w7v5.html.
63 This would require a review of sl30 (1) of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW) public interest immunity balancing
test regarding release of materials relating to 'matters of state', http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/viewdoc/au/legis/nsw/consol act/eal99580/sl30.html .
64 sl4 of the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (NSW) provides for public interest
considerations against disclosure of requested information if the same may have an adverse impact on
'Responsible and effective government' that includes 'deliberative processes'. Arguably, this is where the
greatest need for transparency exists with respect to the process examined in the following case study. The
NSW Department of Industry (L&GNSW) in a 2017 submission to ILGA opposing the imposition of harm
mitigation conditions on a small bar license application refer to the government 'policy' on the same. They
were however unable to provide the public on request, a written version of that policy.
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V. Case Study: 2015 'Fit for Purpose' alcohol law reforms
Evaluating the full impact and purpose of the 2015 Fit for Purpose (FFP) law reforms in terms
of outcomes, power balances and narratives, necessitates a comparative analysis of the
approval system before and after the promulgation of the legislative reforms. It also requires
close examination of the passage of the reforms through Parliament.
The following description of the development, promulgation and application of the FFP
reforms provides insight into any switch and/or morphing in the narrative, the pace of the
alcohol law reforms through the NSW Parliament, the veracity and reliability of various
government assertions, the retention of independence/separation of power from the
executive branch of government by the lead regulator and the level of genuine consultation
and engagement with those stakeholders who could be construed as third party PIGs but
without similar powers of the regulator.
Four emergent themes became evident from the case study. These are presented in the final
section of this Part.
A. Overview NSW alcohol supply regulatory system
A dual regulatory system determines the approval of alcohol outlets and related conditions
of operation in NSW. The first step usually requires development consent approval from the
local consent authority (Council), its planning panel or on appeal to the NSW Land and
Environment Court consistent with the provisions of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (NSW).
Having satisfied this above prerequisite, the proponent is then required to apply for a liquor
licence consistent with the provisions of the Liquor Act 2007 (NSW). Approvals are split
between Liquor and Gaming NSW (L&GNSW) within the NSW Department of Industry (DOI)
and the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority65 (ILGA) based on the type of license
sought. The bulk of licenses including on-premise and limited event licenses are normally
dealt with by DOI staff unless there is some contention or controversy such as media interest.
Higher risk applications relating to hotels, clubs and packaged liquor licenses are referred to
ILGA who then consider reports from the DOI staff (acting under ILGA delegation) relating to
each of these higher risk categories of license. In most instances, ILGA accepts the
recommendations from DOI. There are very limited rights of review from first instance
decisions from ILGA to the NSW Commercial and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT).66 The public
has far less capacity to seek a similar review of an alcohol outlet approval decision.67

65 ILGA is also primarily responsible for disciplinary matters involving licensed premises. This responsibility is
not closely examined in this article.
66 See https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/independent-liquor-and-gaming-authoritv/ilga-and-l-andgnsw-decisions/ncat-decisions
67 Prior to the commencement of the NSW Liquor Act 2007, the alcohol outlet approval process was under the
jurisdiction of the NSW Licensing Court and its Liquor Administration Board.
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B. Antecedents to the 2015 NSW Fit for Purpose Alcohol Law Reforms
Aims of the original Liquor Act 2007
The current Liquor Act 2007 (NSW) took effect on 1 July 2008. It was introduced by the (then)
Labor government and removed the 'needs' criteria for liquor licensing approvals that
offended the National Competition Principles.68 This criterion provided a ground for objection
of an existing outlet against a proposed new entrant on the basis an additional alcohol outlet
was not needed. It was replaced by a 'rigorous and comprehensive' social impact assessment
process.69 The new Act also placed an emphasis on reducing alcohol harms as reflected in the
following extracts from the responsible Minister's Second Reading Speech with emphasis
added.
Importantly, the liquor laws must continue to send a clear message to industry and the community
about the need for responsible service and consumption of alcohol. Those who have responsibilities
under the law ... must consider the need to minimise alcohol related harm. The law must... support the
need for alcohol consumers to be responsible in their decisions and behaviour.
These new liquor laws strike a balance between community and industry needs, now and into the
future
Reforms in the Liquor Bill 2007 support the Government's program to reduce harm associated with
alcohol abuse, and promote a culture of responsible service and consumption of alcohol... The bill
requires that liquor regulators must be guided by harm minimisation principles...70

The above passage signifies an initial overt pluralist orientation of the Act represented by
reliance upon the phrase 'striking a balance'. It also placed an emphasis on the imperative of
being 'guided by harm minimisation principles'. The language of 'balancing interests' may be
deployed to mask the dominant rule of the elite by the occasional concession to competing
stakeholders.71
C. A new government - a new order?
In March 2011, the Liberal and National Coalition parties gained power in NSW.72
In November 2011, the predecessor to ILGA (in name only) the Casino Liquor and Gaming
Authority (CLAGA), delayed 20 major packaged liquor outlet applications from the leading
suppliers to further consider the impact of the promotion and sale of heavily discounted
alcohol.

68 Additional information on the Competition Policies can be found at http://ncp.ncc.gov.au/paRes/about.
69 Alison Ziller and Tony Brown proposed article - 'Rational social impact assessment of alcohol outlets: slip
sliding away' submitted for publication March 2019.
70 New South Wales Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 28 November 2007,4637-4646, Graham
West.
71 See Snider, n 37, 58. Ziller, n 49 (a), identified significant inconsistencies and bias in ILGA decision making
post FFP reforms that favoured the industry. There does not appear to be consistent reasoning in the small
number of ILGA license application refusals.
72 The Liberal Party reportedly received a large amount of political donations from the hotel industry
immediately before such donations were prohibited. See Andrew Clennell 'Liberals in a big shout from
Australian Hotels Association' The Daily Telegraph 8 November 2011 https://bit.lv/2TtUVEC
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Greater weight will be given to the potential social impact of alcohol pricing on groups vulnerable to
alcohol-related harm, taking into account density of licensed venues, alcohol-related crime statistics
and socio economic factors... The Authority is particularly concerned about the potential social impact
of alcohol pricing on groups at greater risk of harm stemming from violence and anti-social behaviour,
public drinking and underage drinking.73

The Authority subsequently determined74 based on a lack of 'conclusive' evidence that only
one of the applications would be refused with several subject to 'conditions' and additional
considerations.

The delay, if not the outcome, was an unprecedented level of activism

exercised by a NSW alcohol regulator.
Until the November 2015 'Fit for Purpose' reforms, ILGA enjoyed clearer statutory separation
and independence from Ministerial direction and control. The Authority's exercise of
independence was in part, reflected in their rejection rate of higher risk venues estimated to
be around 40%.75 In the 12 months preceding the approval of the alcohol law reforms in
November 2015, ILGA considered 20 applications for bottle shops and refused nine in part
because of likely detrimental social impact, including family and domestic violence. For the
same period, ILGA considered 14 applications to extend late trading hours (post-midnight/
mainly for hotels). All but one was refused because of the likely detrimental social impact in
entertainment type precincts with existing high levels of violence and related harms.
In comparison, for the first six months of 2018, a total of 146 decisions of alcohol outlet
applications ('Decisions of Interest')76 were published by ILGA. Of these 72% were determined
by DOI staff 'under delegation' from ILGA with a 100% approval rate for valid applications. Of
the remainder (40) applications determined by ILGA, 9 were refused. This provided an overall
approval rate of alcohol outlets in the first 6 months of 2018 of 94%.
Prior to the FFP reforms, ILGA was subjected to increasing industry pressure. One could
rationally infer from the tenor of the Chairperson's following report in the NSW Independent
Liquor & Gaming Authority 2013 -14 Annual Report, industry concerns translated into political
pressure on the Authority.
[Major investigations] and the day to day regulation of the liquor and gaming industries, all
demonstrate the importance of having an independent regulator to ensure that liquor and gaming in
the State are provided with integrity and a minimum of harm. Policy concerning these industries is
properly a matter for the political processes of Government and Parliament but implementation and
administration of the law are best done independently.... Independence is at the heart of the
Authority's nature and functioning. It is clearly provided in the law we administer. It is enhanced
through the appointment of statutory office holders to lead the Authority. It is made possible through
staff who are accountable only to the Authority and resources under the control of the Authority
(emphasis added).77

73 Casino Liquor and Gaming Authority Media Release Statement on Supermarket Bottleshops and Alcohol
Pricing 26 January 2012.
74 Casino Liquor and Gaming Authority, n 73.
75 Unpublished analysis based on ILGA Annual Reports and on-line decisions since removed from ILGA website.
76 See https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/independent-liquor-and-gaming-authority/ilga-and-l-andgnsw-decisions/liquor-decisions
77 NSW Independent Liquor & Gaming Authority Annual Report 2013-14 Chairperson's Report.
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An interventionist ILGA with its relatively high rejection rate for more risky licence
applications and a failed Court of Appeal challenge78 by a late trading nightclub penalised by
ILGA for being a violent premise, appears to have left only one other recourse for the alcohol
industry to create a regulatory environment more conducive to its profit-making imperative.
The well-trodden political influence pathway expounded by the media articles relating to the
industry/government relationship since 2007 identified by this author and Kypri's et al
research,79 paints an alternative route for the industry to pursue its discontent with the NSW
independent regulator.
D. Introducing the new 'Fit for Purpose' alcohol regulatory order
A seismic reorientation of the NSW alcohol supply laws and regulatory organisational
relationships

occurred

in

November 2015.

These

impacted

significantly upon

the

independence of ILGA from the executive branch of government, the rights of the public to
pursue appeals for a limited number of alcohol outlet approvals and alcohol outlet approval
rates.
On 28 September 2015 'Key stakeholders' including some community representatives
received an email from the Secretary of the Department of Justice advising that the NSW
Liquor and Gaming regulatory system was to be reformed to '...improve efficiency, reduce
confusion, and enhance service quality and customer convenience. It will also deliver a
strengthened focus on minimising alcohol and gambling-related harm in the community'
(emphasis added).
It also identified the follow objectives - the origins of which were not fully explained
...The reform focuses the establishment of a new fit for purpose regulator, as well as
improving processes and transparency. It does not change the policy settings for the
regulated sectors, (emphasis added)
The government refused public health lobby consultation requests relying on the assertion
that there was no 'policy impact'. When the Minister was questioned by the media about the
ILGA changes, he responded on 9 October 2015 'Liquor laws have never been tougher, and
we

need

a

regulator

that

is

equipped

to

effectively

enforce

these

laws'.80

No further explanation was provided by the government how ILGA may not have been
acting consistently with its alcohol harm prevention agenda.

E.

Passage of the FFP Bill through Parliament

The Gaming and Liquor Administration Amendment Bill 2015 (NSW) was introduced into the
Legislative Assembly on 27 October 2015 by the (then) Deputy Premier, leader of the National

78 La La Land Byron Bay Pty Ltd i/ The Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority [2014] NSWSC 1798
79 Kypri et al, n 34.
80 Emma Partridge 'NSW government shakes up alcohol and gaming regulation' Sydney Morning Herald 9
October 2015 available at https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/nsw-government-shakes-up-alcohol-andgaming-regulation-20151009-gk54ta.html.
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Party81 and Minister responsible for alcohol, gambling and racing regulation amongst other
portfolios. This was the first time the public had the opportunity to read the details of the
proposed changes to the alcohol laws.
On the same day it passed the Lower House (29 October 2015) it was introduced into the
Legislative Council. It was adjourned to the next working day 10 November 2015. The Second
Reading Speech for the Bill commenced at 12.12am the following morning at which time the
media were no longer present. It passed the Upper House later the afternoon of 11 November
2015 with no amendments.
In an unusual occurrence, the instigator of the Bill in the Lower House - the Deputy Premier,
oversaw the passage of the Bill in the Upper House as a "visitor". At 12.42am he interrupted
proceedings from the gallery and challenged the Greens party leader who was speaking
against the Bill critical of the loss of independence of ILGA.82
F. Key changes to the alcohol laws
Amendments to the Gambling and Liquor Administration Act 2007 (NSW) provided for the
Chief Executive position of ILGA to be abolished and all its employees subsumed by L&GNSW
within the DOI under direct government control. The Minister responsible was also granted
the power to make administrative directions83 to the ILGA board which also was compelled
to take 'particular consideration'84 (emphasis added) of submissions made to them by the
Secretary of the DOI. This is an unusual statutory prescription whose symbolism would not
have been lost on the Authority or the alcohol industry.
Despite these above amendments, the Minister advised Parliament in his Second Reading
Speech
The bill also preserves the independent decision-making of the Independent Liquor and Gaming
Authority in relation to contentious licensing proposals and disciplinary matters85

Whilst members ofthe community were granted the capacity to appeal a very limited number
of adverse licensing approval decisions to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal86 (NCAT),
what the government did not reveal before the Bill entered Parliament was that this remedy
was limited to only those persons who had lodged an original objection and occupied a
81 All four Ministers responsible for the regulation of alcohol and gambling in NSW since the coalition gained
power in 2011 to April 2019 have been members ofthe National Party with their electorates in country NSW.
82 New South Wales Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 11 November 2015, 5625, Dr John Kaye.
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardFull.aspx#/DateDisplav/HANSARD-182078167663721/HAN SARD-1820781676-63667 p!27 of 138.
83 Gaming and Liquor Administration Act 2007 (NSW) s6. Whilst the Minister cannot direct ILGA on individual
license related applications, there is no statutory bar on the Minister hypothetically making directions to ILGA
regarding classes of licenses and overall approaches to all disciplinary matters.
84 Gaming and Liquor Administration Act 2007 (NSW) s37A.
85 Deputy Premier Troy Grant New South Wales Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 27 October 2015,
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/bill/files/888/2R%20Gaming.pdf.
86 Gaming and Liquor Administration Act 2007 (NSW) sl3A.
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premise within only a 50m or 100m radius87 of the applicant's proposed venue88 depending
upon the type of license required. It bears no correlation with the likely footprint of harms
arising from the proposed alcohol outlets.

The amendments also prescribed which type of decisions could be either internally reviewed
by ILGA or ILGA's first instance decisions reviewed by NCAT.89 There appeared to be no logical
(rational) basis for these decisions (or at least none was provided). This effectively granted
some owners of certain classes of liquor licenses (those of perceived lower risk) effective
immunity from an external 3rd party review application of the approval decision.
G. Emergent themes indicative of Legislative Capture derived from case study
1. Dilution of the Public Interest by alcohol industry's 'customer convenience'
The clash between public health90 and private commercial interest is no better exemplified in
the government's alcohol agencies affording primacy to 'consumer convenience' (though this
term was not incorporated into the actual provisions of the alcohol laws) in approving higher
risk alcohol outlets, particularly when the same proposed outlets correspond with locations
of higher levels of violence and social dislocation and disadvantage.91 Wheeler suggests the
duty upon all arms of government and their public officials is to always act in and preserve
the public interest.
...governments act, or at all events are constitutionally required to act, in the public interest92

The concept of the public interest represents a key safeguard or bulwark against legislative
capture and clientele corruption. The government's reliance upon the vague concept of
87 Liquor Regulation 2008 (NSW) regs 6-7 provide a statutory distance for notifications of a liquor license
application.
88 For additional commentary see following article http://drinktank.org.au/2015/ll/alcohol-law-backwardstep/.
89 See cl 5A Gaming and Liquor Regulation 2007 (NSW).
https://www.leaislation.nsw.aov.aU/#/view/regulation/2008/216/sec5a
90 The National Competition Council identified in 2004 they had 'no doubt that harm minimisation should be
the key objective of liquor regulation'. Perspective Wendy Craik ABC Radio National 17 February 2004.
'https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/archived/perspective/wendy-craik/3409144 They also
observed in a related media report 'The public interest is served by restrictions being placed on the availability
of alcohol in certain circumstances'. http://ncc.gov.au/images/uploads/PR03Liq-001.pdf.
91 See Ziller, n 49 for specific decisions including those that were also opposed by Police and Public Health
agencies. See also Klarenaar Paul, Northern Sydney Local Health District Health Promotion 'Northern Sydney
Local Health District Health Promotion submission regarding the Regulatory Impact Statement and the
proposed Liquor Regulation 2018' 19 July 2018.
http://www.nslhd.health.nsw.gov.au/Healthlnformation/HealthPromotion/Documents/Projects/Alcohol/Redu
cing%20Access%20To%20Alcohol/Examples/NSLHD SubmissionCIS Reviewl9Jull7.pdf . NSW Coroner's
report into domestic homicides recommended a rebuttable presumption against approval of alcohol outlets in
areas associated with high levels of domestic violence. No action by government to date. NSW Coroner's Office
Domestic Violence Deaths Review Team Report for 2015-2017, Recommendation 14, p xvii:
http://www.coroners.iustice.nsw.gov.au/Documents/2015-2017 DVDRT Report Qctober2017(online).pdf
92 Wheeler, n 11.
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'customer convenience' particularly in contested cases where it is a key determinative
consideration93 is subjective and problematic. Such consideration does not take into account
at the policy level, medical evidence that around 17 -25% of people will at some stage develop
a diagnosable (DSM-V)94 alcohol use disorder95 Nor does it inquire into the familial
circumstances of each of the outlet's proposed customers, especially when alcohol is involved
in 34% of intimate partner violence incidents, 29% of family violence incidents96 and 47% of
intimate partner homicides.97 The government determination process also gives weight98 99
in
some applications to unauthenticated petitions produced by the applicant from alleged
prospective customers for a new alcohol outlet.
The continuing reliance by the government on the 'consumer convenience' script risks it being
perceived as a disingenuous proxy or code-word by the authors of the (FFP) reforms for
alcohol industry profits. It also raises some difficulties with establishing the coherency of the
primacy of this criterion in a traditional 'public' interest discourse and framework of
responsible government and alcohol harm reduction.
A study of the Parliamentary debates and subsequent government documentation revealed
a key mechanism to legitimate or rationalise the primacy of 'customer convenience'. It relies
upon a neo-liberal 'trickle down' and unitarist narrative to blur the distinction between public
and private commercial interest. It resembles the frame of the proposed reductions in
company taxes, inferring that what is good (in this case) for the alcohol industry - must be
equally good for the public - with most adults (a 'community') being alcohol industry
customers.
The Government, through this bill, will help the hospitality industry by reducing red tape and improving
the approval process ... This bill will provide greater support for the industry to the benefit of the
community." (emphasis added)

This arguably shows a unitarist-fusion shift in rhetoric - what's good for the alcohol industry
must be good for the community - from a government member in the Parliamentary debate.
As Flyvbjerg observed in his phronetic case study

93 Ziller, n 49 provides examples of decisions.
94 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition, Text Revision.
95 Cath Chapman et al, 'Delay to first treatment contact for alcohol use disorder' (2015) 147 Drug & Alcohol
Dependence 116.
96 See http://www.ndlerf.Rov.au/publications/monographs/monograph-68 Alcohol/Drug-Involved Family
Violence in Australia.
97 Australian Institute of Criminology 'Alcohol and Homicide 2017'.
https://aic.gov.au/publications/tandi/tandi372.
98 One of the many indicators of the disparity in the evidentiary standards and onus of proof between
applicants and objectors in the NSW alcohol supply jurisdiction.
99 reflected in a government member's observation in Legislative Assembly Hansard 27, 29 October 2015.
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One of the privileges of power... is the freedom to define reality...A party's unwillingness to present
rational argument or documentation may quite simply indicate the freedom to define reality.100

The Department of Justice's 2016/17 Annual Report also perpetuated this narrative of
blurring the distinction between public and private interest, conflating 'public' with
'community' interest and failing to identify the obvious substantial 'primary purpose'
pecuniary benefits derived by the alcohol industry from the FFP law reforms.
This reporting period saw the first full year of reforms to Liquor & Gaming NSW, with notable
improvements delivered to the community. Customer timeframes for licensing were significantly
reduced to under 120 days (emphasis added).101

It contributes to the hegemonic type process of normalising the alleged benefits of decreasing
approval time of alcohol outlets. The dominant narrative is not offset with recognised risks
associated with increasing outlet density and downward pressure on alcohol pricing arising
from increased competition. The apparent disproportionate promotion of the alleged
benefits to alcohol consumers of the FFP reforms by the NSW government with little
acknowledgement of potential negative public health consequences, may risk the perception
that this could be adversely construed as a form of corporate social responsibility promoted
by the state for the alcohol industry.102
What the Annual Report does not disclose is the reduction in processing time was in part
achieved by the apparent unpublished performance goal of seeking a virtual 100% approval
rate103 for valid license applications by DOI - L&GNSW with all legitimate concerns addressed
through harm mitigation licence conditions.104 This also served the purpose of discouraging
genuine community members and Police and Health agency objectors from expending efforts
opposing problematic outlet applications.105
2. Loss of independence of ILGA - Separation of powers
Twelve months before the FFP reforms were introduced into NSW Parliament in November
2015, the then Chairperson of ILGA cautioned the NSW Deputy Premier and Minister
responsible for the regulation of alcohol that 'Independence is at the heart of the Authority's
100 Flyvbjerg, n 36, 37.
101 NSW Department of Justice Annual Report 2016-17 22. This illustrates an example of the power of state
narrative.
102 See Thomas F. Babor et al, 'Is the alcohol industry doing well by 'doing good'? Findings from a content
analysis of the alcohol industry's actions to reduce harmful drinking1 (2018) 8(10) BMJ Open e024325.
103 Ziller, n 49.
104 This goal was expressed to several community members in different forums by L&GNSW representatives
following approval of the FFP reforms. There is no apparent written confirmation of this position.
105Butler and Crawley in considering the production of neoliberal authority observed 'Just as neoliberal states
have sought to deregulate and liberalise their economies, they have been intimately involved in imposing the
logic of the market on areas of decision-making and service delivery which had previously been guided
(however inadequately) by principles of the public good (Honig 2013)'. Chris Butler and Karen Crawley, ’Forms
of Authority Beyond the Neoliberal State: Sovereignty, Politics and Aesthetics' (2018) Law and Critique 3.
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nature and functioning. It is clearly provided in the law we administer'.106 However, prior to
the introduction of the FFP Bill to Parliament, the government had already sealed the fate for
a truly independent ILGA when advising the reforms would ensure
... all decision making and processes are aligned with the government's goals and properly support
government harm reduction policy settings107

No evidence was provided by the government supporting its inference that ILGA had acted
inconsistently with its harm reduction policy.
In early 2016 the Chairperson of ILGA reportedly resigned because of concerns that the
independence of ILGA had been compromised.108 A loss of particularly senior employees with
high levels of corporate 'memory' in licensing and compliance occurred. In June 2016 all 9
Newcastle (NSW) licensing inspector positions were removed and the local office effectively
closed without any public or police consultation.109 The inspection services were centralised
in Sydney approximately 160km away.

Despite the government's assurances to Parliament110 regarding the independence of ILGA,
it appears that the ILGA's original Chairperson's caution for preserving the separation of
powers may well have been overlooked in the formulation of the FFP reforms.111
So, what transpired between 12 November 2014 when the ILGA Annual report was presented
to the Deputy Premier and almost 12 months later when the FFP law reforms were presented
to the NSW Parliament for their approval?112 On 28 March 2015, the NSW Coalition
government was re-elected and the NSW Deputy Premier retained his liquor, gaming and
racing portfolio. In March 2016 after the FFP reforms took effect, a Liberal party insider113
alleged that his Party had received illegal political donations from the alcohol industry and
other prohibited donors in the 2011 State election. The receipt of suspicious or unlawful
donations in general, was apparently confirmed by the NSW Electoral Commission and a

106 Chairperson's Report ILGA Annual Report 2013/14.
107 NSW Department of Justice website 'Liquor and Gaming Reform'. Last accessed 10 March 2019.
https://www.iustice.nsw.gov.au/Pages/about-us/liquor-gaming-reform/liquor-gaming-reform.aspx
108 Sean Nicholls 'Liquor and gaming in ’chaos' before lockout laws review' Sydney Morning Herald 5 April 2016
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/liquor-and-gaming-in-chaos-before-lockout-laws-review-20160405gnyhho.html.
109 Amy De Lore 'MP Tim Crakanthorp alleges Newcastle office of Liquor and Gaming has been closed by
stealth' Newcastle Herald 25 July 2016 https://www.theherald.com.au/story/4052696/liquor-office-closed-bvstealth-mp/?cs-305 .
110 'The bill also preserves the independent decision-making of the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority
in relation to contentious licensing proposals and disciplinary matters' (Second Reading Speech n 80).
111 It is understood that senior ILGA officials may not have been provided with any advanced opportunity to
consider the proposed Bill well before it was introduced into Parliament.
112 In August 2014, the NSW government provided a detailed response to the 2013 (Foggo) Review of the NSW
Liquor Act recommendations. These contained no references to the 2015 FFP reforms. See
https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/documents/reports/GovernmentResponse StatutoryReview LA G
ALAA.pdf.
113 Hansen, n 42. https://bit.lv/2H7oCoJ.
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reported $586,992 in illegal donations was withheld from the Liberal Party by the Commission
after initially withholding $4.4m in publicly funded electoral funding.114 It is understood the
Party refused to disclose the identity of the individual donors and that no prosecutions
followed these specific breaches of the Election funding laws.
3. Transparency
Transparency is an essential ingredient in preserving the public interest and preventing
capture and corruption. Timely public scrutiny enables the identification of actors and the real
backstage machinations occurring between all three arms of government and all interest
groups. It is an essential element of accountability, integrity, probity and governance. The
Minister in his Second Reading Speech claimed that the amendments were in part, necessary
to remedy a 'lack of transparency in decision-making'.115
The lack of transparency and community inclusiveness that enhances the scope for
transparency associated with the development of the FPP reforms before and during its
introduction to Parliament appears inconsistent with the government's advice to Parliament
that the reforms had no policy implications.116 The lack of genuine consultation also appears
to have been inconsistent with the NSW government's requirements for 'Regulatory Impact
Assessments'.117
The seven principles of Better Regulation should be applied when designing and developing regulatory
proposals. This ensures that each proposal is required, reasonable and responsive to the economic,
social, and environmental needs of business and the community.... (Principle 5.) Consultation with
business and the community should inform regulatory development

Wheeler's second stage of PI application involves scrutiny of the objectives and outcomes of
government action.118 Ziller identifies a pattern of the denial of procedural and substantive
fairness to objectors in the alcohol outlet approval process.119 This includes denial of scrutiny
by objectors of some submissions and evidence relied upon by the applicant in support of
their application.120
Legislative capture of the regulation of the supply of alcohol in NSW alcohol would pose a
greater detrimental impact upon the most disadvantaged and disaffected communities,
families and their public health supporters. In emphasising the disproportionate vulnerability
114 Sarah Gerathy 'NSW Liberal party received almost $600,000 in unlawful donations before 2011 election,
Electoral Commission finds' ABC online news 22 September 2016 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-0922/liberal-partv-received-unlawful-donations-electoral-commission/7869824 .
115 Grant, n 85.
116 Grant, n 85 and email from Department of Justice Secretary on 28 September 2015 to stakeholders.
117 See https://www.finance.nsw.Rov.au/better-reRulation/reRulatorv-impact-assessments.
118 Wheeler, n 11 See Alcohol Focus Scotland -Community toolkit 'Alcohol licensing in your community: how
you can get involved' https://www.alcohol-focus-scotland.orR.uk/media/133477/Communitv-licensinRtoolkit.pdf.
119 Ziller, n 49.
120 Unlike developments in Scotland, the public is unable to attend ILGA board determinations save for a small
number of on-site public hearings by ILGA.
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experienced by the socially and economically disadvantaged, a NSW Bureau of Crime
Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) study (2019) found
that the odds of being a repeat victim of intimate partner violence (IPV) within 12 months are 10 times
higher in the most disadvantaged 20 per cent of the Australian population than in the least
disadvantaged 20 per cent.121

The government's adoption of a meticulous level of openness, transparency and informed
public inclusiveness concerning the development, ratification and application of its FFP
reforms (and all subsequent amendments) to alcohol regulations, would be in the public
interest.
4. Winners and Losers122
This research establishes that the NSW alcohol supply industry has benefitted the most from
the 2015 FFP reforms relying upon the measure of the success rate of alcohol outlet
applications. Though more difficult to establish in the short term, a media review undertaken
as part of this research and Kypri's et al study into industry political donations, suggests that
there has been a mutual flow of benefits between the industry and the politicians as an
exercise in illegitimate power.123
The NSW alcohol industry's overt power124 is its access to significant financial resources to
make large political donations and call in favours despite the existence of political donation
laws in NSW prohibiting the same. Its kinetic power lies in its latent capacity to also influence
and mobilise its many patrons (voters) and related 3rd party vocal interest groups to oppose
any proposed laws125 that may inhibit their drinking patterns - a crucial factor in industry
profits. The 2018 Tasmanian election demonstrated the capacity of the alcohol and gambling
industry to invest very large sums to reportedly thwart the risk of the Tasmanian Labor party's
aim to reduce the number of poker machines.126 This outcome projects a sober message to
any other emboldened political party or candidate contemplating challenging the Australian
alcohol and gambling industry to redress their related public health harms.

121Rahman, S. (2018). Assessing the risk of repeat intimate partner assault (Crime and Justice Bulletin No. 220).
Sydney: NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research
https://www.bocsar.nsw.gov.au/Pages/bocsar news/cib220-Assessing-the-risk-of-repeat-intimate-partnerassault.aspx.
122 Flyvbjerg's methodology n 44 encourages the examination of 'winners and losers'.
123 Lukes, S. Power: A Radical View (Macmillan, 1974).
124 See Samantha Battams & Belinda Townsend (2018): Power asymmetries, policy incoherence and
noncommunicable disease control - a qualitative study of policy actor views, Critical Public Health.
125 For example, laws reducing trading hours and impose other conditions such as one-way doors, drink
strengths and other availability supply measures on high risk precincts. See 'Keep Sydney Open' policy
https://www.keepsvdnevopen.eom/policv#hll. They contested the March 2015 NSW Election. Such
organisations appear reluctant to reveal their connections with the alcohol industry.
126 An alleged $5m spent on attacking poker machine harm reduction proposals. See
https://www.abc. net.au/news/2018-03-05/tasmanian-liberals-reiect-$5-million-campaign-spendclaim/9510156.
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The NSW government has a hand-picked Liquor Authority that regularly asserts its
'independence'. This serves the useful political purpose of distancing the government from
its decisions including the exceptionally high alcohol outlet approval rate and affording
primacy to commercial interests over those of alcohol harm minimisation and prevention.
The biggest losers arising from the 2015 alcohol reforms are the recognised principles
protecting our democratic process and public health - the 'public interest' concept and the
'separation of powers' doctrine. This translates in a diminution of power of the public health
lobby, local disaffected communities and the police to have their voices and evidence
considered and accepted at the NSW alcohol law making table. The continuation of the
approval of especially large discount alcohol stores (packaged liquor outlets) within or close
to communities with high levels of violence and social disadvantage, may likely contribute to
the intractability of alcohol violence and related harms to consumers and others.

VI. Conclusion and recommendations
Consideration of the case study and its application to the prototype legislative capture test
satisfies all elements of the test as readily demonstrated in the matrix in the Appendix. The
reported admissions by politicians that the purpose of large industry political donations was
to buy influence, extends the finding of capture into the realms of clientele corruption127.
The search for the solutions to prevent legislative capture and related corruption can be
contextualised within regulatory capitalism. This provides the subsonic (felt but not heard)
drumbeat to drive the unhealthy food, beverage and tobacco industry to maximise profits
and shareholder value. It is also dependent upon the creation at all levels of government
environments conducive to its accumulation and reproduction of capital/wealth.
This case study of the regulation of the supply of alcohol in NSW explicates how the capitalist
imperative aided by the neoliberal cult,128 appears to have commodified the public interest,
democracy and authorship of the rule book. Legislative capture and equivalent clientele
corruption of government is as an essential ingredient in this process. It is also an important
new consideration in the commercial determination of health. Determining who effectively is
in control of law making and application of back stage levers for the effective regulation of
Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) and the upstream unhealthy food and beverage
industries, is a critical primary consideration. Any analysis and comparison of public health
policy development and implementation at the global, national, regional and local levels may
benefit from this inquiry and recognition of the central role of law as a public health policy

127 See n 60.
128 Peters considers neoliberalism functions as a 'secular religion—one which intensifies liberal individualism
and involves a blind faith in the market redefining all social interactions in terms of contract'. Timothy D.
Peters 'Corporations, Sovereignty and the Religion of Neoliberalism' (2018). Law and Critique
https://doi.org/10.1007/slQ978-018-9231-l .
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collaborator. 129 Additional critical research into other statutory schemes within the NSW
alcohol regulatory system would assist to determine the magnitude of systemic industry
legislative capture.
Not only does legislative capture lubricated by substantial bipartisan political donations
impact upon elected representatives' willingness and capacity to serve the public interest by
preventing and minimising alcohol harms and other NCDs, it exposes deep fissures in
democratic systems and consequential low levels of the public's trust and confidence in the
same.
An opportunity exists for the reanimation of the concept of the public interest and to assert
what is just and right - to bring back phronesis.130 The revitalisation of structural safeguards,
public anti-corruption and similar governance type organisations131 can support this
reformative process. Constitutional safeguards as part of the Maginot line defending the
public interest are however, dependent upon Parliament providing such independent
inquisitorial public organisations and accompanying legal process with sufficient statutory
powers and resources to effectively prevent capture and related corruption. A priority is the
identification, timely and sustained elimination of those clientele related forms of corruption,
some appearing in plain sight, more recently recognised by the High Court of Australia. This
Court provided constitutional support for the prohibition of political donations and like
'favours' from the alcohol, gambling, tobacco and property developer industries in NSW.

129 WHO European Office for the Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases Policy in action - A
tool for measuring alcohol policy implementation 2017
http://www.euro.who.int/ data/assets/pdf file/0006/339837/WHQ Policv-in-Action indh Vll-2.pdf;
http://eucam.info/2019/02/05/new-who-factsheets-reveal-europe-struggles-to-implement-policies-to-reducealcohol-consumption/ ; See Kent Buse, Sonja Tanaka and Sarah Hawkes, 'Healthy people and healthy profits?
Elaborating a conceptual framework for governing the commercial determinants of non-communicable
diseases and identifying options for reducing risk exposure' (2017) 13 Globalization and Health 34; Niamh
Fitzgerald et al, 'Exploring the impact of public health teams on alcohol premises licensing in England and
Scotland (ExILEnS): procotol for a mixed methods natural experiment evaluation' (2018) 18(1) BMC Medical
Research Methodology 123; Roger S. Magnusson et al, 'Legal capacities required for prevention and control of
noncommunicable diseases' [108] (nov 18) (2018) 97(2) Bulletin of the World Health Organization 108.
130 Flyvbjerg, n 44. See also Richard Horton 'Offline: Defending the left hand of the state' www.thelancet.com
391 23 June 2018.
131See Wood et al, 56.
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Appendix: Prototype Multi-spectrum Legislative Capture Framework Test
Development and application of Gaming and Liquor Administration Amendment Bill (2015) NSW
Component of Test
1. Identification of
reciprocating conduct
suggestive of alleged
legislative capture

Factors and Evidence

Source

a.

Development and application of the Gaming and
Liquor Administration Amendment Bill 2015 and
related legislation favouring the NSW alcohol supply
industry
Reported admission by Mr Yabsley former Federal
Treasurer of Liberal Party of unlawful, potentially
corrupt political donations from the within the NSW
alcohol industry to the NSW Liberal Party (May 2016).
'We're talking about property developers, owners of
certain licensed premises. 1 don't think it was a great
secret about the fact that that was happening. It
struck me as being something that had been
happening over a long period of time../
NSW Electoral commission withholds $586,992 in
political donations to the Liberal Party from their
refusal to identify the source of the donations

See 'Part 5. Case Study' of this paper. Hereafter 'Case Study'.

Mr Toole previous NSW Minister responsible for
alcohol, gambling and racing reported (Nov 2017)
statement to a NSW Australian Hotels Association
(AHA) awards ceremony 7 would like to acknowledge
(senior AHA representatives) for the work that (they
do) in advocating for the industry... the incredible work
that you do behind the scenes with Parliament and
with the Opposition in raising the industries concerns,
to ensure that you are getting the best deal from
whoever is in government...As the Minister, the New
South Wales Government has made a number of
reforms in relation to this industry. And 1 can tell you

Andy Young 'Minister promises more pub reforms: NSW Minister
for Racing has promised more pub reforms that will be good for
the industry' The Shout 27 November 2017
https://www.theshout.com.au/news/minister-promises-pubreforms/. Note the above extract from the original article was
subsequently removed from the on-line publication after it is
understood inquiries were made from a major media source. The
original heading of the article 'Minister promises more pub
reforms' however remains in the URL.

b.

c.

d.

84

Michael Koziol 'Former Liberal Party treasurer admits he knew of
illegal donations' Sydney Morning Herald 23 May 2016
https://www.smh.com.au/Dolitics/federal/former-liberal-Dartvtreasurer-admits-he-knew-of-illegal-donations-20160523gplzsh.html

Sarah Gerathy 'NSW Liberal party received almost $600,000 in
unlawful donations before 2011 election, Electoral Commission
finds' ABC online news 22 September 2016
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-22/liberal-Dartv-receivedunlawful-donations-electoral-commission/7869824
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e.

f.

this, we are not finished there. We have got a lot of
other reforms that we are going to be announcing
shortly that are going to be good for your industry'
'If someone donates $1000, they support you. If they
donate $100,000, they've bought you'. Quote from
politician interviewed in research project

The NSW alcohol outlet licensing process 'favour(s)
the applicant, demonstrate inconsistencies, fail to use
health statistics, misinterpret other statistics, make
inconsistent use of reputable health research findings
and treat legal obligations as mitigations. The
cumulative effect is a low refusal rate. Of 168
applications, 15 were refused. Review and appeal for
objectors have been severely restricted in NSW'.

Kypri, K. et al 'If someone donates $1000, they support you. If they
donate $100 000, they have bought you'. Mixed methods study of
tobacco, alcohol and gambling industry donations to Australian
political parties'. 2019 Drug Alcohol Rev., 38: 226-233. Hereafter
'Kypri et al 2018'.
Alison Ziller 'Eroding Public Health through liquor licensing
decisions' (2018) 25 Journal Law and Medicine (JLM) 489.
Hereafter 'Ziller 2018'.
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2.

Alleged consistent and
repeated capture conduct

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

3.

Public Interest (PIC) Above alleged conduct
was not in the public
interest
A. Process & procedure

Demonstrable shift in narrative towards a neoliberal
script from November 2015 to current period
Published evidence of a pattern of alcohol outlet
decisions exhibiting bias favouring the industry since
the introduction of the FFP reforms
Increase in ILGA approval rate of outlets following FFP
amendments in November 2015
Relationship between government and industry
establishes consistent and repeated pattern of undue
influence ' "If you join the dots, you will find policy
decisions were made when very substantial donations
were made by the AHA... "There has been a lot to
answer for between political donations and policy
outcomes," he adds about the general nature of
political lobbying'
A pattern of persistent political donations and related
irregularities before and after the same were banned

Insufficient public notice of statutory amendments. Only
made publicly available after Bill was introduced into
Parliament for (it is understood) the Second Reading
Speech
No opportunity for public input e.g. Parliamentary
committee to review Bill
Questionable assertion Bill had no 'policy' implications
thereby negating consultation requirements with public
Prima facie inconsistency with NSW Better Regulation
Principles requiring business and community consultation

Case study
Ziller 2018

Ziller 2018
Jane Hansen 'Questions are being asked about the connections
between the O'Farrell Government and the Australian Hotels
Association' The Sunday Telegraph 18 December 2011
https://www. dailvteleRraph.com.au/news/ooinion/questions-arebeing-asked-about-the-connections-between-the-ofarrellgovernment-and-the-australian-hotels-association/newsStorv/75bd55de6b4b73b9234651f04296088c. Media analysis
contributing to case study
See above article and related contained within this table

Timetable of passage of Bill. See Case Study.

Timetable of passage of Bill. See Case Study.
Government correspondence to stakeholders preceding passage of
Bill through NSW Parliament 28 September 2015
NSW Department Finance, Services and Innovation
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B.

Objectives
Outcomes

and

Public Health and safety is a core public interest
consideration. Industry profits and their consumers'
'convenience' are primarily private commercial interests
and rate lowly as a non-excludible 'public good'. Retaining
democratic processes, public corruption prevention and
public confidence in government administration are also
fundamental public interest considerations. The current
reality is that only the alcohol industry has sufficient access
to resources to finance any Supreme Court challenges to
the alcohol regulation system in NSW.
Reliance on neoliberal narrative emphasising 'customer
convenience', 'reducing red tape', 'regulatory burden' and
'confusion'. Whilst not incorporated into statutes, became
a primary consideration factors in operation of outlet
approval process.
Post 2015 reform increase in ILGA outlet approval rate for
higher risk outlets
Blurring of the narrative distinction between public &
private interest. Consumer convenience conflated into
public interest.
Arbitrary limitations on public objectors to appeal certain
outlet approval decisions confined to those within 100m of
proposed outlet. This and the following item are examples
where conduct may fall in both subcategories of public
interest examination 'process' and 'outcomes'
Unexplained inconsistencies between which types of
license applications can be externally appealed to the NSW
Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
Alcohol industry provided prohibited political donations to
government
NSW Electoral Commission withheld over $500,000 from
Liberal Party as they refused to acknowledge source of
donations. See item 1 'c' above

See Ian Harper et al, 'Competition Policy Review Final Report'
March 2015, 47, 127, 145ff.
http://comoetitionpolicvreview.gov.au/files/2015/03/Competitionpolicv-review-report online.pdf

Minister's Second Reading Speech and Parliamentary Debate
See ILGA decisions identified by Ziller 2018

Case Study.
Department of Justice Annual report 2016/17
Parliamentary debate. See also case study analysis
'Fit for Purpose' 2015 Statutory amendments contained within
Gaming and Liquor Administration Amendment Bill (2015) detailed
in Case study. Hereafter 'Statutory amendments'

Statutory amendments

Attributed to former Treasurer of the Liberal Party
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-22/liberal-partv-receivedunlawful-donations-electoral-commission/7869824 and
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/former-liberal-partvtreasurer-admits-he-knew-of-illegal-donations-20160523gplzsh.html
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Size of industry donations to political parties influence
their decision making/reform processes
Closure of Newcastle OLGR inspector office in June 2016
with loss of all 9 positions. No consultation with the public
or police. A hotel in Newcastle's suburb of Hamilton
subsequently became the most violent premise in NSW

4.

Separation of Powers
(SoPC) regarded as 'check
and balance' to prevent
concentration of power in
one branch of government.
Promotes independence,
objectivity, impartiality and
fairness.

Kypri et al 2018
https://www. theherald.com.au/storv/4052696/liquor-officeclosed-bv-stea!th-mp/?cs=305

All ILGA employees as part of a former Independent
Statutory Authority absorbed within government
Department of Industry

Statutory amendments

Abolition of ILGA Chief Executive position

Statutory amendments

ILGA subjected to Ministerial Direction with exceptions
relating to individual licensing approval matters and
disciplinary action under the Act. Nothing however
prevents the Minister from making directions regarding a
class of licenses and an overall approach to disciplinary
matters
ILGA must consider advice from Secretary of the
Department
Unitary alignment of all decision making with the
government's goals. No scope for ILGA effective
independence '... all decision-making and processes are
aligned with the government's goals and properly support
government harm reduction policy settings'.
Resignation of ILGA's first Chairperson after introduction of
measures alleging loss of independence of the Authority

Statutory amendments

Statutory amendments
NSW Department of Justice website 'Liquor and Gaming Reform'.
https://www.iustice.nsw.ROv.au/Pages/about-us/liquor-gamingreform/liauor-gaming-reform.aspx

Sean Nicholls 'Liquor and gaming in ’chaos1 before lockout laws
review' Sydney Morning Herald 5 April 2016
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/liquor-and-gaming-inchaos-before-lockout-laws-review-20160405-gnvhho.html
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Post reform outlet approval process subject to bias,
inconsistency, lack of procedural and substantive fairness
and transparency.

5.

Intention and Motivation
allied to conduct (IMC)

Admission in media by former Liberal Party Treasurer that
party had received unlawful political donations from the
alcohol industry that influenced policy making in test 1
above. Hansen in '2 d' above also reveals the alleged
influence of the AHA over the government decision making
process and the reciprocating relationship between
governments and industry with donations exchanged for
the creation of a legislative environment conducive to
industry profitability and development. The closeness of
the mutually beneficial relationship between industry and
government is further highlighted by the reported 2017
statement of the NSW Minister Toole at '1 d' above.
Admission by anonymous interviewee that large sums of
political donations would effectively enable the donor to
'buy' the party
Reported comment (2007) from former President NSW
AHA to the effect 'who said democracy was cheap'

See reported comment (2017) from Mr Toole, previous
NSW Minister responsible for alcohol, gambling and racing
in test '1 d' above

Ziller 2018

Kypri et 2018

Andrew Clennell 'Politicians sup at the table with hoteliers' Sydney
Morning Herald 13 February 2007
https://www.smh.com.au/national/politicians-sup-at-the-tablewith-hoteliers-20070213-gdpglx.html

..........................
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23 May 2019

The Hon Peter Hall QC
Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500 Sydney NSW 2001
By email: lobbying@icac.nsw.gov.au
Dear Chief Commissioner,
Consultation: The regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW: A chance to have
your say (April 2019)
The Australian Professional Government Relations Association (APGRA) welcomes the
opportunity to provide feedback to the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (the
Commission) regarding the above consultation and the discussion paper, Enhancing the
democratic role of direct lobbying in NSW , by Dr Yee-Fui Ng and Professor Joo-Cheong Tham
(Discussion Paper).
APGRA is a professional association for consulting and ‘in-house’ government relations
practitioners around Australia and agrees with the Commission that ‘lobbying’ is an important and
legitimate part of a vibrant democracy. Our consulting members operate in accordance with the
Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011 (Act) and associated Lobbying Code of Conduct and
generally believe this regulatory framework is fit for purpose.
‘Lobbying’ and ‘lobbyist’ are terms that are used with a variety of meanings in everyday discussion,
whereas these terms have a quite a specific meaning under the NSW regulatory framework. While
the sector itself bears a responsibility for not clearly explaining the activities of professional
government relations practitioners to the broader community, it is disappointing that the Discussion
Paper uses these terms inconsistently, makes claims that are unsupported by evidence, adopts
unstated assumptions and, in places, engages in hyperbole.
This submission will begin by providing the Commission with an overview of APGRA and the
practice of professional government relations practitioners , before providing general views on
issues raised in the Discussion Paper and then responding to specific questions. We do believe
there are some potential areas for improvement to the current regulatory framework and we set
these out in our responses.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comment in relation to the current consultation.
Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned on 03-9611 1800 or 02-8353 0400, respectively,
if further information is required.
Yours sincerely
[signed]

[signed]

Feyi Akindoyeni
President

Les Timar
Secretary
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A.

About APGRA

APGRA was established in 2014 by a number of longstanding public affairs consulting firms and
senior practitioners to promote ethical standards, greater transparency and a binding code of
conduct applicable to members conducting government relations activity.
The aims of the APGRA are to:
•

Promote high standards of government relations practice in Australia through the
establishment and maintenance of a robust industry code of conduct;

•

To protect, promote and advance the interests of government relations professionals on
all issues affecting or likely to affect the Australian professional government relations
industry;

•

Complement existing regulation of government relations activity in Australia and provide a
basis for regular dialogue between government and the profession; and

•

Contribute to greater understanding of professional government relations in Australia, and
the legitimate and important role the sector plays in a vibrant democratic system.

The centrepiece of APGRA is a Code of Conduct (Appendix) that regulates the behaviour of
members and promotes high ethical standards within the government relations profession. The
Code operates alongside the NSW lobbying regulatory framework and similar legislation and codes
in place around Australia, thereby creating the basis for a co-regulatory framework to maintain and
further develop professional conduct.
Membership of the APGRA is open to practitioners across all categories – including consultants,
in-house practitioners at corporations and peak industry groups – provided they are able to satisfy
and commit to the Code of Conduct and Membership Rules. Failure by members to do so are
grounds for declining or cancelling membership, or applying other sanctions deemed appropriate.
Further information on the APGRA can be found at www.apgra.com.au.

B.

About the industry

Lobbying is a legitimate undertaking in a free and open democratic society. Professional
government relations practitioners provide advice and assistance that enhances the effectivenes s
and free-flow of information between the corporate/industry/not-for-profit sectors and government .
This is not only of benefit to non-government parties but, importantly, can expose government to
new ideas and opportunities beneficial to the broader community.
Despite the benefits delivered through professional government relations, ‘lobbying’ frequently
attracts a negative connotation, and is seen by some as a method through which ‘big business’
inappropriately seeks to influence government for narrow commercial benefit. APGRA rejects the
substance of this assertion but accepts that the profession’s efforts to date have not been effective
in explaining and demystifying the practice of government relations. Indeed, APGRA notes the
Commission’s view from 2010 that “lobbying attracts widespread community perceptions of
corruption” but that “in general, professional lobbyists act ethically, and that lobbying, when done
well, can enhance rather than detract from good decision-making by public officials.”1
In APGRA’s view, corruption risks are significantly less where a professional government relations
practitioner is engaging with a public official than where this is being undertaken by someone who
undertakes contact with government on an ad hoc or occasional basis.

1

NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption, Investigation into corruption risks involved in lobbying (November 2010) p
7.
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We note that professional government relations practitioners, whether they act for third parties or
are in-house, are typically involved in a range of activities that are substantially broader than simply
direct advocacy (which is a common understanding of the term ‘lobbying’). The basic elements of
a government relations practitioner’s activities include:

C.

•

Understanding the business and priorities of the organisation they are advising as well as
the specific objectives they may have in an area of public policy;

•

Researching, and advising organisations on, current policy settings in areas of interest to
them and potential trends in the development of policy by government (e.g. based on
changes in other jurisdictions);

•

Assisting the organisation formulate ‘the case’ they intend to put forward to government in
relation to legislation, a government/parliamentary policy inquiry or some other matter –
this often involves factoring in existing policy settings as well as casting a critical eye over
the organisation’s arguments and the justification/evidence they propose to put forward;

•

Advising the organisation on relevant government portfolio/agency responsibilities (i.e. who
they ought to be engaging with in government) as well as relevant government and
parliamentary processes;

•

Assisting in the formulation of
correspondence etc. to government;

•

Monitoring ongoing developments in public policy, parliament and the broader public
discourse of relevance to the organisation’s activities; and

•

Lobbying or advocacy activities that include coordinating logistical arrangements for
government stakeholder meetings on the organisation’s behalf and, in many cases,
attending these meetings and undertaking relevant follow-up.

the

organisation’s

public

policy

submissions,

General comments on the Discussion Paper

In its Introduction, the Commission makes the point that “All NSW constituents, community groups
and businesses should expect to have fair and equitable access to influence public officials and
public authorities….” APGRA agrees. This equality of access is important in a democratic society
and we note the significant contribution that new technologies have made over recent years in both
broadening the distribution of government information and opportunities for participati on.
The Chief Commissioner’s Foreword refers to the phenomenon of ‘secret lobbying’ and the risks
that may arise. In considering this, APGRA firstly notes that many legislative and statutory
decision-making processes are in fact open to public (and sometimes multi-stage) consultation –
for instance, policy discussion papers, exposure draft legislation and land use planning
assessment processes. It is also correct to say that there are occasions when a non-government
party may seek to introduce an idea, proposal or service to government that is of commercial value
to that party vis a vis its competitors. In this scenario, APGRA believes it is legitimate for this is be
undertaken on a confidential basis – indeed, it is in the public interest because it encourages the
free flow of ideas.
In general terms, APGRA is disappointed with the quality and robustness of the Discussion Paper
that has been prepared for the Commission by external parties. It does not make even the pretence
of being an even-handed or balanced discussion of ‘lobbying’, the activities of professional
government relations practitioners or the current regulatory framework. Indeed, the tone of the
Discussion Paper is alarmist in certain places, key propositions are unsupported by evidence and
important terms are used vaguely and without proper context being provided. Our specific
concerns are as follows:

3
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Inaccurate representation of the sector
In APGRA’s view, the Discussion Paper does not present a balanced discussion of government
relations practice or the existing framework through which consult ing practitioners are regulated.
For example, when discussing possible reform options regarding the Register of Third-part y
Lobbyists, the paper indicates that this “restrictive coverage fails to provide proper transparency”
because it does not include “repeat players (e.g. in-house lobbyists).”2 It states that “there is no
justifiable basis” for the distinction between third-party and in-house lobbyists in this sense. 3 Yet
there clearly is a justification for this limited coverage, which was reflected in the introduction of
the Lobbying Code of Conduct in 2009 and subsequently confirmed in the Act – namely, that there
is a public interest where third parties represent client interests to government for there to be
transparency in the identity of that client. In contrast, it is transparent and clear on whose behalf
representations are being made where an in-house practitioner engages with a government official
(i.e. their employer). APGRA believes this public interest rationale remains sound.
We additionally question the exaggerated tone and inconsistent language used throughout the
paper, which fails to present a balanced discussion of lobbying. For example, the authors use
terms such as “clandestine activity” and refer to the scenario of government being “oiled by political
and financial interests”; we do not believe hyperbolic or pejorative language contributes to a
meaningful discussion about how the democratic role of direct lobbying can be enhanced in NSW.
Similarly, an inconsistent definition of ‘lobbyist’ is used throughout the discussion paper. In some
places, the authors refer to a lobbyist as any non-government person or party who engages with
government; in other places, it appears to refer to those who currently have registration obligations
under the existing regulatory framework (i.e. third-party government relations practitioners). For
example, the paper states that risks of corruption and misconduct are heightened in “situations
when lobbyists or their clients make political contributions to the elected officials or his or her
party.”4 Logically, this sentence is to be read to refer to a registered third-party lobbyist, yet in the
context of the assertion that is being made it is hard to see what difference exists between a thirdparty or an in-house lobbyist in the context of corruption and misconduct risks.
On the issue of post-separation employment, the authors reference a statistic that a quarter of
former federal ministers have taken on roles with special interests after politics . 5 There is no
statement as to what qualifies as a ‘special interest’, but the implication is clearly a negative one.
It then refers to this phenomenon as “a ‘revolving door’ or ‘golden escalator’ in politics” with a
significant proportion of senior people leaving government “to become well-paid lobbyists”. 6 The
reader is left in no doubt as to the authors’ views of this, although it is unclear on what basis an
assessment has been made of how well-remunerated these people are. Equally, there is no
attempt at discussion of whether former government representatives moving into the private sector,
or vice-versa, may actually provide public benefit in the form of additional capabilities, new
perspectives and broader experience.
Information presented in the Discussion Paper also appears to be incomplete. The paper states
that “By contrast, in Victoria, both third party and in-house lobbyists are required to register on
separate registers.”7 This statement is incomplete, as the additional register is limited to those who
are in-house ‘government affairs directors’ (that is, it does not require registration by other senior
in-house executives who have engaged with government representatives) and, of those, only
requires registration by those who have previously held a specified position in government or a
political party.

2

Dr Yee-Fui Ng and Professor Joo-Cheong Tham, Enhancing the democratic role of direct lobbying in NSW (March 2019) pp
17-18.
3
Ibid, p 18.
4

Ibid, p 8.
Ibid, p.31.
6
Ibid.
7
Ibid, p.8.
5
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Lack of evidence
In various places in the Discussion Paper, insufficient (or no) evidence has been presented to
justify the authors’ claims or recommendations. For example, in relation to proposed models for
registration, the paper states that “Another (narrower) approach is to restrict coverage to ‘repeat
players’ [i.e. professional lobbyists who receive compensation for carrying out lobbying activities,
such as consultant lobbyists and in-house lobbyists]……[this] has key advantages as it targets
only significant players.”8 The assumption that appears to underpin this proposal is that the larger
integrity risk lies with professional lobbyists as opposed to those who engage government on an
ad hoc basis. Where is the evidence to support this proposition? On the contrary, it is reasonable
to suggest that those who lack the specialised knowledge, practical experience in government
engagement and understanding of applicable ethical standards may present a greater integrity
risk.
The authors discuss what they believe to be “financial conflicts of interest that give rise to the risk
of corruption and misconduct with direct lobbying.” 9 They suggest that this risk is heightened “when
government officials have a reasonable prospect of being employed by lobbyists and/or their
clients after leaving government.”10 There is no evidence cited of corruption cases that have
occurred as a consequence of this particular scenario. The paper goes on to note that “These risks
are particularly significant given the high proportion of lobbyists who are former government
officials.”11 This suggests that there is something inherently inappropriate or surprising in the
situation that many people who operate in the government relations area have previously worked
in government, and that corruption and misconduct are widespread issues. Again, no evidence is
presented to support this assertion.
While the Discussion Paper quotes extensively from sources (including the authors themselves),
in some places these sources often also lack substantiation for claims made. For instance, t he
paper proposes the introduction of “regulation that targets certain industries” and relies on a
Queensland case study produced by the Australia Institute to argue that “businesses in highly
regulated areas, such as mining…are more successful in securing meetings with senior
government officials, compared to consumer and community groups.” 12 The robustness of this
conclusion is questionable given the source organisation’s open acknowledgment that it is
opposed to coal mining; we also note that this work does not rely on NSW data to make its claim.
Directly following on from this, and in support of the idea that lobbying regulation ought to target
certain industries, the authors conclude that “access to politicians is skewed towards wellresourced corporate channels, compared to community groups”. This claim, unsupported by any
evidence of the respective access of corporate and community groups, then references in a
footnote the concept of “the Pollution Paradox (‘The dirtiest companies must spend the most on
politics if they are not to be regulated out of existence, so politics comes to be dominated by the
dirtiest companies’)”, sourced from a recent book published by a UK environmental activist. Its
probative value in relation to NSW lobbying regulation is unclear.

D.

Responses to specific discussion questions

Measures to improve transparency
1.

Are there any examples of lobbying laws/practices in other jurisdictions (interstate
or overseas) that seem to work well?

8

Ibid, p 18.

9

Ibid, p 9.

10

Ibid.

11

Ibid.

12

Ibid.
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APGRA is supportive of the regulatory framework that currently exists in NSW, including
legislation, regulations, executive arrangements and parliamentary resolutions. We support these
measures as fit for purpose, fulfilling the public policy objectives they are designed to serve –
namely, transparency in relation to the representation of third party interests and a set of ethical
standards for all those who deal with government.
2.

Who should be required to register on the Register of Third-party Lobbyists?

The Register provides transparency over the activities of third party lobbyists who are “c arrying on
the business (generally for money or other valuable consideration) of lobbying Government officials
on behalf of another individual or body”.13 In contrast, the interests of in-house government
relations staff – that is, their employer – are apparent.
APGRA is of the view that the current system is effective in fulfilling its purpose as it relates to
consulting government relations practitioners; namely, it ensures transparency over whose
interests are being represented to government.
However, we consider that there is room for improvement in expanding the registration
requirements to include all third parties who make representations to government on behalf of
clients – this might include lawyers, those from major business services firms, town planners and
other consultants (however described). Wherever the situation arises that a person is representing
a third party’s interest to government, the person should not be permitted to operate outside the
regulatory framework simply by reason of the way in which they describe t hemselves.
3.

Should there be a distinction between lobbyists on the register and lobbyists bound
by the code of conduct?

APGRA believes this distinction is sound. Third party lobbyist have an obligation to be registered
to achieve the particular transparency objective relating to the client’s interest being represented.
Under current arrangements, the Code “applies to third-party lobbyists and to all other individuals
and bodies that lobby NSW Government officials (including individuals engaged to undertake
lobbying for a third-party lobbyist).”14 APGRA believes it is appropriate for the ethical standards
under the Code to apply generally to those who deal with government.
4.

Should there be a distinction between ‘repeat players’ and ‘ad hoc lobbyists’?

As set out in the response to question 2, above, APGRA does not agree with expansion of the
registration system to encompass in-house government relations practitioners (or other senior inhouse executives).
In our view, any distinction between ‘repeat players’ and ‘ad hoc lobbyists’ is arbitrary and not
founded in evidence. The proposition is based on the unstated assumption that ad hoc participants
represent less of an integrity risk than those who engage with government on an ongoing basis . In
fact, the counter-argument could be reasonably made that ad hoc lobbyists may lack t he
specialised knowledge, practical training and awareness of operative standards . Additionally, it is
unclear how the distinction would be made between repeated and ad hoc participation.
5.

Should there be targeted regulation for certain industries? If so, which industries
should be targeted?

APGRA does not agree with an expansion of the registration system for the reasons stated above.
If the system were to be expanded, however, we cannot see an evidence-based rationale for a
differentiation between industries. This concept is premised on the suggestion that those in certain
industries represent more or less of an integrity risk than those in others; we again fail to see what
13
14

Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011 (NSW) s 3(1).
Lobbying of Government Officials (Lobbyists Code of Conduct) Regulation 2014 (NSW) s 3.
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evidence supports this assumption or what information would be used to discriminate between
industries. Who would decide which industries are ‘in’ or ‘out’? In the absence of a compelling
rationale, we believe such a distinction would be contrary to the rule of law, holding that the law is
applied fairly and equally.
6.

What information should lobbyists be required to provide when they register?

We believe that the compliance burden ought to be reasonable and proportionate. Currently, those
who register are required to provide:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the name and business contact details of the lobbyist,
the names of the individuals engaged to undertake the lobbying of Government
officials for the lobbyist,
the names of the persons having a management, financial or other interest in the
lobbyist of a kind prescribed by the regulations,
the names of the third parties who have retained the lobbyist to provide, or for
whom the lobbyist has provided, lobbying services (whether paid or unpaid),
such other information relating to the lobbyist as the regulations may prescribe or
the Electoral Commission considers appropriate. 15

APGRA believes the above categories of data provide a reasonable level of information. The
assertion that “’Repeat players’ should be able to bear the administrative burdens of registration
given the regularity of their direct lobbying” ignores the reality that many consulting government
relations practitioners are sole operators and that some operate only infrequently in NSW.
7.

Should lobbyists be required to provide, or at least record, details of each lobbying
contact they have, as well as specify the legislation/grant/contract they are seeking
to influence? Should this information be provided only to regulatory agencies or be
publicly available?

It is unclear in what sense the consultation paper here is referring to when using the term ‘lobbyist’;
specifically, whether it refers to consulting government relations practitioners (i.e. registered under
the current system) or to all who make representations on a professional basis to government.
In any case, APGRA does not support the provision of details for each lobbying contact. The
publication of such details may have a negative impact on levels of engagement by the nongovernment sector with government, for minimal benefit.
8.

Should lobbyists be required to disclose how much income they have received
and/or how much they have spent on their lobbying activities?

It is again unclear in what sense the consultation paper here is referring to ‘lobbyist’; specifically,
whether it refers to consulting government relations practitioners (i.e. regulated under the current
system) or to all who make representations on a professional basis to government.
In any case, the APGRA does not support this proposition. The Discussion Paper has not provided
the compelling rationale/benefit that this proposal would require to be justified, and has not
articulated the potential costs associated with commercial confidentiality and competition at the
very minimum.
9.

How should lobbying interactions with ministerial advisers, public servants, and
MPs be disclosed?

Please refer to our response to question 7.

15

Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011 (NSW) s 10(1).
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10.

What information should Ministers be required to disclose from their diaries and
when?

Under the current framework, all Ministers are required to publish quarterly diary summaries of
scheduled meetings with stakeholders such as external organisations, third party lobbyists and
individuals. These records include details of the date, the organisation or individual met with, and
the purpose of the meeting. APGRA believes the current system is fit for purpose.
11.

How can the disclosures of lobbying regulation best be presented and formatted to
better enable civil society organisations to evaluate the disclosure of lobbying
activities?

Based on our understanding, we believe the current register is easily searchable and does not
require modification.
12.

Should there be greater integration of lobbying-related data? E.g. should there be
integration of (i) information on political donations made by lobbyists; (ii) the
register of lobbyists; (iii) ministerial diaries; (iv) details of investigations by ICAC;
(v) list of holders of parliamentary access passes; and (vi) details of each lobbying
contact (if reform occurred)?

It is again unclear in what sense the Discussion Paper here is referring to when using the term
‘lobbyist’. If a narrow definition is intended (i.e. consulting government relations practitioners who
are listed on the Register), APGRA believes this would be unfair and discriminatory towards such
practitioners.
More broadly, APGRA does not agree that this is a necessary or appropriate role for government .
13.

Should the NSW Electoral Commission be required to present an annual analysis of
lobbying trends and compliance to Parliament?

APGRA is of the view that the level of information already published is sufficient, including where
regulatory compliance issues have emerged. It is also unclear as to the purpose of this analysis,
what it might consist of, and what added information it would provide.
Measures to improve integrity
14.

What duties should apply to lobbyists in undertaking lobbying activities?

The Lobbyists Code of Conduct includes duties to be observed by all lobbyists in connection with
lobbying activities, such as a duty not to engage in misleading, dishonest, corrupt or other unlawful
conduct, a duty to provide truthful and accurate information, and a duty to disclose any interest in
specific matters discussed during a meeting.16
APGRA supports the measures outlined in the Code of Conduct and believes they are fit for
purpose, as they clearly set out the ethical standards of conduct to be observed by those
undertaking government lobbying, in the interests of transparency, integrity and honesty.
APGRA’s own Code of Conduct provides complementary professional standards for member
practitioners.
15.

16

Should NSW members of Parliament be allowed to undertake paid lobbying
activities?

Lobbying of Government Officials (Lobbyists Code of Conduct) Regulation 2014 (NSW) Part 2.
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APGRA agrees that NSW members of parliament should not be permitted to undertake such
activities.
16.

Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials?

It is again unclear in what sense the Discussion Paper is referring to when using the term ‘lobbyist’.
Regardless, APGRA suggests there should be a single set of rules that govern the provision of
gifts or other benefits to a government official either by consulting government relations
practitioners or any other non-government party. We do not believe there is a quantifiable need to
single out lobbyists under a separate rule. If a single set of rules is indeed developed, a reasonable
definition of what constitutes a ‘gift’ or ‘benefit’ ought to be applied so that low-value or minor
offerings are not included (for example, purchasing a cup of coffee for a government representative
should not constitute a prohibited gift or benefit). The current framework and definitions under Part
4 of the Ministerial Code of Conduct (i.e. Independent Commission Against Corruption Amendment
(Ministerial Code of Conduct) Regulation 2014) appears to embody this approach.
17.

Should the definition of ‘government official’ be expanded to Members of
Parliament?

APGRA supports expansion of the regulatory system to include members of parliament.
18.

What obligations should apply to government officials in relation to lobbying
activities?

APGRA believes that government officials should not accept representations from those
representing third parties – however those representatives may describe themselves – unless they
are listed on the Register and comply with the Code of Conduct.
19.

Should public officials should be obliged to notify the NSW Electoral Commission if
there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that a lobbyist has breached the
lobbyist legislation?

In APGRA’s view, the more significant practical issue is the extent to which people representing
third parties are not currently registered. It would be useful to clarify, and if necessary amend, the
regulatory framework to ensure that all such third parties are registered (see response to question
2).
APGRA has no concern with public officials reporting possible non-compliance to the Electoral
Commission. We have some concern as to how an ‘obligation’ would operate (e.g. would there be
sanctions for failure to do so?), and so would recommend that this be encouraged through
government policy and education of officials, rather than a statutory obligation be put in place.
20.

Should government officials be required to comply with certain meeting procedures
when interacting with lobbyists? If so, what procedures are appropriate?

It is again unclear in what sense the consultation paper is referring to when using the term ‘lobbyist’.
If a narrow definition is intended (i.e. consulting government relations practitioners who are listed
on the Register), APGRA believes this would be unfair and discriminatory towards such
practitioners, and without an evidentiary basis.
If a broader definition of lobbyist is intended, this seems to be a solution without a problem. Where
is the evidence that the lack of formal rules on meeting procedures is creating a significant
problem?
21.

Should there be a ‘cooling off period’ for former Ministers, MPs, parliamentary
secretaries, ministerial advisers, and senior public servants from engaging in any
9
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lobbying activity relating to any matter that they have had official dealings with in?
If so, what length should this period be?
APGRA supports the ‘cooling off period’ used at a federal level, whereby persons who have retired
from office as a Minister or Parliamentary Secretary are restricted for a period of 18 months from
engaging in lobbying activities relating to any matter that they had official dealings with in their last
18 months in office.17 Similarly, persons who held certain senior government positions 18 are
restricted for 12 months from engaging in lobbying activities relating to any matter that they had
official dealings with in their last 12 months of employment.19
We believe these restrictions are fair and reasonable, and APGRA supports the use of these
restrictions at appropriate senior levels. It is important that any restriction of this kind is reasonable
and proportionate, bearing in mind that people should not be unduly cons trained from securing
employment. We think these 18 month/12 month restraint periods represent a reasonable balance,
and they also have the virtue of being consistent with the existing federal rules. Logically, these
restraints should apply regardless of whether a person works in a consulting or in-house role.
We note these standards are already embodied in the APGRA Code of Conduct under sections
18 and 19 (see Appendix).
22.

How should a post-separation employment ban be enforced?

We suggest that a relevant provision could be added to the statutory declaration required before
an individual can be included on the Register, and submitted annually.
23.

Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists be required to disclose
whether they are a former Minister, ministerial adviser, MP, or senior government
official and, if so, when they left their public office?

APGRA has no concern with this proposal, but suggests this is limited to service in the NSW
Government or Parliament.
24.

Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists who are former
government officials be required to disclose their income from lobbying if it exceeds
a certain threshold? If so, what should be the threshold? And for how long should
this obligation apply after the lobbyist has left government employment?

APGRA’s general views on income disclosure are set out above in response to question 8 – we
oppose it. It is unclear from the Discussion Paper what the rationale of this proposal is in relation
to former government officials.
Measures to improve freedom
31.

Should there be provision for exemption from restrictions on direct lobbying such
as the ban on post-separation employment when undue hardship can be
demonstrated?

Given APGRA’s position set out in response to question 21, we do not believe the rationale for any
exemption arises.
32.

Could existing or new regulatory requirements drive improper lobbying practices
underground or have a dampening effect on legitimate lobbying?

17

Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Government, Lobbying Code of Conduct (2013) s 7.1.
Including persons employed in the Offices of Ministers or Parliamentary Secretaries under the Members of Parliament (Staff)
Act 1984 at Adviser level and above, members of the Australian Defence Force at Colonel level or above (or equivalent), and
Agency Heads or persons employed under the Public Service Act 1999 in the Senior Executive Service (or equivalent).
19
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Government, Lobbying Code of Conduct (2013) s 7.2.
18
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APGRA believes that the various far-reaching proposals put forward in the Discussion Paper gives
rise to significant risk of both a chilling effect on legitimate government engagement and improper
lobbying activity.
A major consideration that is not at all raised in the Discussion Paper is the legitimate (and
common) situation where a non-government party seeks to raise an issue with government to
which some level of commercial sensitivity or confidentiality attaches. It is naïve to think that a
scenario of ‘radical transparency’ would not alter the level and quality of this engagement or,
potentially, undermine compliance with lobbying rules by unscrupulous parties.
Measures to improve compliance and enforcement
33.

Is there adequate support for lobbyists and government officials to enable them to
understand their obligations under the lobbying legislation?

APGRA agrees that there appears to be an information gap on the part of some in government
regarding lobbying activities and the existing regulatory system.
Of particular concern is the practice or informal ‘policy’ evident among some ministerial offices to
constrain contact with registered third party lobbyists solely for the reason that those people are
so registered. This is a perverse outcome given that those impacted are in fact the only people
subject to regulation; it seems to be a product of a lack of understanding of the role of lobbying,
the relevant legislation and Code of Conduct.
APGRA stands ready to play a role with government officials in explaining the role of lobbying and
government relations practitioners.
34.

To understand their obligations in relation to lobbying, should there be training
and/or education programmes for (i) lobbyists; (ii) public servants; (iii) Ministers;
and ministerial advisers? If so, what sort of training or education programme is
needed?

We strongly support greater education to assist stakeholders in understanding their obligations
under the current lobbying framework. As noted above, APGRA believes it can play a role in
informing government officials on the role of lobbying.
37.

Are the sanctions under the lobbyist legislation adequate (i.e. suspension of
lobbyists, placing on Watch List, or deregistration)?

APGRA believes the current graduated system of sanctions ought to also include a ‘warning’ as
the lowest level sanction for minor and/or unintentional breaches of the Code of Conduct. This
would improve the proportionality/flexibility of sanctions and serve to formally alert lobbyists to noncompliance before it escalates.
Ends/……
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Appendix

Code of Conduct
Introduction
The individual and firm members of the Association believe that government relations practitioners
must be honest, open and transparent at all times in their dealings with government and clients,
and are committed to high standards of integrity in the conduct of their businesses and activities.
This Code of Conduct has been developed by the Association to clearly articulate the professional
and ethical framework for the way in which members relate to government in Australia. Members’
primary obligations are to abide by the relevant legislation and government codes in place around
Australia. It is intended that this Code will operate alongside those schemes, but in any and all
cases of inconsistency, relevant legislation and government codes will prevail to the extent of that
inconsistency.
Membership of the Association is open to any firm or person for whom the making of
representations to government in Australia constitutes part of their professional activities, and who
is prepared to abide by and implement this Code of Conduct and Membership Rules, and continues
to comply with them on an ongoing basis.
This Code of Conduct covers the activities of members in their interaction with Australian
governments at all levels. Members can include specialist government relations firms and their
staff, professional communications firms that also offer government relations support as part of
their services, ‘in-house’ and individual government relations practitioners as well as any other
professionals who make representations to government.
It is a pre-requisite and condition of membership of the Association that members adopt and abide
by this Code of Conduct, and that all practitioners involved in providing government relations
services and making representations to government observe the duties and principles set out in
the Code. Members will be required to renew their commitment to the Code each year as a
condition of membership.
Failure to adopt and abide by this Code of Conduct and Membership Rules will be grounds for
declining or cancelling membership of the Association, or other sanctions deemed appropriate and
proportionate.
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Definitions
“Consulting Practitioner” means a Government Relations Practitioner who is engaged as a third
party to Make Representations on behalf of an individual, a company or an organisation.
“Client” means an individual, association, organisation or business who:
a) has engaged the Practitioner, or the organisation for whom the Practitioner works, on a
professional basis to Make Representations to an Government Representative; or
b) in relation to an ‘in-house’ Practitioner, means the Practitioner’s employer.
“Executive Role” is any leadership, office-bearer, fundraising or decision making role in a
registered political party or associated entity but does not include ordinary membership of a political
party.
“Government Institutions” includes Parliament, local government, the ministry, the bureaucracy,
and government owned trading organisations.
“Government Relations Practitioner” or “Practitioner” is an individual who may be a person,
body corporate, unincorporated association, or partnership who Makes Representations.
“Government Representative” means a Government Institution or a person elected to be a
member of a Government Institution such as a Member of Parliament or local councillor as well as
their staff, such as Ministerial staff, staff employed by a Member of Parliament, staff employed by
a local or shire council, or staff employed in the public sector.
“Lobbying Rules” means rules established by legislation or a Government Institution to regulate
lobbying or government relations practitioners or their activities. For an up to date list, see the
Association’s website.
“Making Representations” includes substantive contact with a Government Representative for
the purpose of influencing government decision-making including making or changing legislation,
developing or amending policy or programs, the awarding of a tender, a grant or allocation of
funding, and meeting or other requests, but does not include non-substantive matters such as
requests for publicly available information or modifying logistical arrangements for a meeting.
“Management Committee” means the Management Committee of the Association or their
designate.

Operation of this Code
1. This Code applies in respect of all circumstances in which a Government Relations
Practitioner is Making Representations on behalf of a Client.
2. Any breach of this Code of Conduct will be dealt with in accordance with the Membership
Rules and it is an obligation of membership that each member (and their relevant staff) is
bound by those Rules.
3. This Code commences on 1 July 2014.
Professionalism
4. Practitioners will act with honesty and decency at all times towards Government
Representatives.
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5. Practitioners will not act in a manner detrimental to the reputation of the Association or the
professional practice of government relations in general.
6. Practitioners will not engage in any conduct that is corrupt, dishonest or illegal.
7. Practitioners will use reasonable endeavours to satisfy themselves of the truth or accuracy
of all statements made or information provided to Government Representatives and will
exercise proper care to avoid giving false or misleading information.
8. Practitioners will diligently advance and advocate their Client’s interest.
9. Practitioners will devote time, attention, and resources to the Client’s interests that are
commensurate with Client expectations, agreements, and compensation.
Interactions with Government
10. When interacting with Government Representatives, Practitioners will disclose on whose
behalf they are acting, and will not misrepresent their interests.
11. Where the proposed or actual activities of a Client may be illegal, unethical or otherwise
contrary to a Lobbying Rule or this Code, Practitioners will advise the Client accordingly
and refuse to act in relation to the relevant activity.
12. Practitioners will not make misleading, exaggerated or extravagant claims regarding, or
misrepresent, the nature or extent of their access to, or relationship with, Government
Representatives, political parties, or members of political parties. This clause extends to
claims of ‘guaranteed’ access to, or outcomes from, particular Government
Representatives.
13. Practitioners will not offer or give, or cause a Client to offer or give, any financial or other
incentive to any Government Representative that could be construed as a bribe or
inducement.
Personal Political Activity
14. Practitioners will keep strictly separate their professional activities and any personal activity
or involvement on behalf, or as a member, of a political party.
15. Practitioners will not serve in an Executive Role with a political party.
16. Practitioners will not play a senior management role in the conduct of an election campaign.
Employment of Government Representatives
17. Practitioners will not employ, or otherwise commercially engage, any current Government
Representative.
18. Practitioners who were formerly elected Government Representatives will not, for a period
of 18 months after they ceased to hold office, Make Representations on behalf of a client,
with respect to any matter on which they had official dealings in the 18 months prior to
leaving that role.
19. Practitioners, who were formerly non-elected Government Representatives will not, for a
period of 12 months after they ceased their former role, Make Representations on behalf
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of a Client, with respect to any matter on which they had official dealings in the 12 months
prior to leaving that role.
Compliance with Laws, Regulations and Rules
20. Practitioners will comply with any relevant Lobbying Rules and with this Code. Where any
conflict exists between this Code and a Lobbying Rule, Practitioners must abide by the
Lobbying Rule.
21. Practitioners will comply with any legislation, government resolution or rule relating to
donations to political parties and any other matter.
22. Practitioners will conduct themselves in accordance with the rules of parliament or any
other Institution of Government while within their precincts (including rules relating to any
access pass that might have been issued to them).
23. Practitioners will abide by the rules for obtaining, distribution and release of parliamentary
and governmental documents.
24. Practitioners will not obtain information from Government Representatives by improper or
unlawful means.
25. Practitioners will not cause a Government Representative to breach any law, regulation or
rule applicable to them.
Obligations Only Applying to Consulting Practitioners
26. Consulting Practitioners will have a written agreement with their Client regarding the
terms and conditions for their services, including the amount of and basis for
compensation.
27. The fees charged by a Consulting Practitioner will be reasonable, taking into account the
facts and circumstances of the engagement.
28. Upon termination of their relationship, Consulting Practitioners will take steps to the
extent reasonably practicable to protect a Client’s interests, such as giving reasonable
notice to the Client, allowing time for employment of another Practitioner, and
surrendering papers and property to which the Client is entitled.
29. Consulting Practitioners will indicate to their Clients their membership of the Association,
and the existence of obligations under this Code and the Lobbying Rules.
30. Consulting Practitioners will avoid conflicts of interest in Making Representations on behalf
of a Client to a Government Representative.
31. Consulting Practitioners will disclose any known conflict of interest to their relevant Clients
and resolve the conflict issue promptly.
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Councillor Professor Philip Thalis
Sydney Town Hall
483 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
GPO Box 1591
Sydney NSW 2001 Australia
Telephone +61 2 9246 7383
PThalis@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au

23 May 2019

Dear Chief Commissioner

SUBMISSION TO THE REGULATION OF LOBBYING, ACCESS AND INFLUENCE IN NSW

We are writing to provide our comments to the investigation the NSW Independent Commission
Against Corruption (ICAC) is conducting into the regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW
(Operation Eclipse), regulation that we believe is long overdue.
We are concerned that only a handful of the recommendations from ICAC’s previous investigation in
2010 have been implemented, and welcome this investigation.
We agree with the discussion paper that lobbying processes should be made as open and
transparent as possible. Transparency should be an integral principle to the regulation of lobbying,
access and influence to elected officials.
Public disclosures of lobbying activity should be more immediate. Lobbying activity disclosures need
to be made in real time or as soon as practicable. We agree with the discussion paper that the act of
disclosure promotes accountability.
In general, we support the creation of any guidelines for elected officials to follow to prevent lobbyists
and proponents from enjoying greater access to them than the general public.
Should you wish to speak to us about the above, please contact Pamela Poci, phone 9246 7383,
email ppoci@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au.

Yours sincerely

Philip Thalis
Councillor

Jess Miller
Councillor

Jess Scully
Councillor
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Councillor
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The Hon. Peter Hall QC - Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
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NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption,
Investigation into the Regulation of Lobbying Access and
Influence in NSW
Submission from Women’s Electoral Lobby NSW
20th May, 2019
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WOMEN’S ELECTORAL LOBBY
Women’s Electoral Lobby (WEL) is an independent, non-party political, feminist
lobby group dedicated to creating a society where women’s participation and their
ability to fulfil their potential are supported and respected. Founded in 1972, WEL
promotes equality between men and women. WEL particularly advocates policy and
program solutions to issues that continue to disadvantage or endanger women,
including those relating to women’s health, education and training, safety, economic
security, and participation in public life. We advocate for women of all backgrounds
at all intersections where there is injustice and unfairness.
Notwithstanding that lobby is in our name, WEL is not a third party lobbyist. WEL is a
community-based interest group incorporated under the Associations Incorporation
Act 2009 (NSW). It is funded by membership subscriptions, donations, fund-raising
events and bequests. It currently employs two part-time staff members. All other
work is undertaken on a voluntary basis. It neither requests nor receives any fees or
gifts for its lobbying work.
WEL welcomes this investigation by the Independent Commission Against
Corruption (Commission) and would like to address some, but not all, of the
consultation questions. We are committed to the principle of transparency, integrity,
fairness and freedom as a framework for this investigation.
Code of Conduct
WEL endorses the code of conduct prescribed through the Lobbying of Government
Officials (Lobbyists Code of Conduct) Regulation 2014 (NSW) (Code of Conduct).
WEL is excluded from the definition of third party lobbyist contained in the regulation,
but, nevertheless operates with integrity, honesty, accuracy and appropriate respect
for privacy and confidentiality in all its dealings with the NSW Government and its
officials. Our policies are in the public domain on our website and/or Facebook page.
We publish an Annual Report outlining our lobbying activities with delegations and
representations to Government and, where available, the results of those activities.
Register of Third Party Lobbyists
Q2. WEL supports the Commission’s aim to make lobbying processes transparent
and to establish a searchable data-rich register of third party lobbyists. WEL submits
that this register needs to contain all organisations, companies, consultancies which
undertake lobbying work on behalf of others or their organisation, for a fee or other
emolument. Its maintenance and update or upgrade needs to be well resourced and
at arms-length from Government control, oversighted by an independent agency
established within legislation. This agency should be required to report annually to
the NSW Parliament.
There is a need to capture in the definition of third party lobbyist all agents who
engage with government including those from in-house government relations teams
often found in large corporations like Telstra or Crown Casino, for example.
Community based lobbying groups, such as WEL, which are voluntary organisations
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and which do not receive any payment or profit for their lobbying work should not be
required to register given the administrative burdens that may impose and the likely
patchwork understanding and compliance by this sector.
Q3. There should be no distinction between lobbyists on the register and those
bound by the Code of Conduct. If the current regulation and its definition is not
adequate to capture all third party lobbyists then it should be amended.
Q4. There should be no distinction between “repeat players” and “ad hoc” lobbyists.
The public interest is best served by full disclosure irrespective of the number of
times an organisation or its individual representatives lobby.
Disclosure of Lobbying Activity
Q6. In addition to the matters set out in section 10 of the Lobbying of Government
Officials Act 2011 (NSW), third party lobbyists should be required to provide
information as to whether any of the persons engaging in their lobbying activities are
former politicians, staffers to politicians or senior public servants and the details of
their last employment in those capacities.
Q7. WEL submits that third party lobbyists should be required to provide details of
each lobbying contact, date, those present, length of meeting; reasons for the
contact specifying what they are seeking to influence and the desired outcome from
the influence. This information should be publicly available.
Q8. Third party lobbyists should be required to disclose the income received from
their lobbying, the source of the income and the expenditure incurred on the lobbying
activity.
Q9. WEL submits that contacts with Ministers, ministerial advisers, public servants,
Members of Parliament by third party lobbyists should be recorded and publicly
available for scrutiny soon after contact. This should all be available on a searchable
data base.
Q10. Ministers should be required to disclose meetings with third party lobbyists,
those present and the topic of the meeting on a monthly basis.
Promoting accessibility and effectiveness
Q12. WEL supports the integration of all the lobbying-related data as suggested in
the long form of this question and the Commission’s discussion paper.
Q13. WEL supports the NSW Electoral Commission (or an independent body
created in separate legislation) being required to present an annual analysis of
lobbying trends and compliance to the NSW Parliament.
Promoting the integrity of direct lobbying – other measures
Q25. WEL submits that there should be a requirement on the NSW Government to
make public statement of explanation and reasons for significant executive
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decisions. The process for arriving at these decisions must be detailed to reassure
the community about the integrity of the process as well as the due diligence applied
to protect the public interest or public funds. There cannot be a shelter from
transparency taken under contract law, commercial-in-confidence or in the process
of Cabinet decision-making, Cabinet-in-Confidence. Such shelter needs to be clearly
circumscribed and restricted to high security or other high risk circumstances.
WEL can provide an example of a very contentious process with the Family and
Community Services Going Home Staying Home reforms which led to a wholesale
restructure of homelessness services with contracts being issued to various
providers and not to others. The reform involved the introduction of Competitive
Tendering; Consolidation of Services into regions; Reduction in the number of
providers; one umbrella Specialist Homelessness Service replacing many women’s
specific services like women’s refuges. All bidding providers were sworn to secrecy
because the process was competitive. In many instances, the existing providers had
no tendering or commercial experience. They were small organisations competing
against larger charitable and faith-based organisations, cashed up and able to pay
for advice on how to compile a competitive tender document. It was not a levelplaying field. The consultation about the reforms was internal to FACS. There was no
broader community involvement.
The NSW Government rationale for the lack of explanation for decisions was
unsatisfactory. The community impacts were profound with many women’s refuges
closed. The decision-making processes to arrive at the allocation of multi-million
dollar contracts, in the view of community organisations, were not transparent and
lacked integrity and consistency across regions.
WEL made representations to the Ombudsman about the process, but, in the end, it
was a Cabinet Decision and WEL was deprived of further and better information.
WEL would have also benefitted from knowledge of which organisations had been
involved in Ministerial or Government official meetings prior to the decisions on
reforms. Were faith-based charities consulted? Which charities? And so on.
Where there are major reforms or organisational restructurings to be undertaken, it is
vital that the community is able to interrogate information about those organisations
or vested interests which are engaging in third party lobbying of government to steer
a decision to their advantage. Further, it is important that the NSW Government state
the reasons and processes for significant executive decisions in tabled documents in
the NSW Parliament.
The need for written reasons is common place in many administrative decisions
made by governments across Australia and, as alluded to in the Commission’s
discussion paper, the need to provide a written explanation is an effective
mechanism to promote good government decision-making.
Fair consultation processes
Q26 WEL supports the development of guidelines on fair consultation processes to
ensure that all in the community have an equal opportunity to be heard on any major
reform or policy decision or project or program.
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Q27. WEL suggests that the guidelines should ensure diversity of participation; be
clear about how stakeholders in a decision are identified and who must be consulted
to undertake such identification in the first instance. There must be gender equality
as well as cultural diversity in any stakeholder group. Experiential as well as expert
representation must be included.
Government officials should expressly understand that they need to be facilitators
and listeners if there is to be productive and purposeful participation by community.
Q28. The guidelines should provide that the reasons given for significant decisions
must acknowledge and report upon the fairness of any consultation, detailing
process and participants. For example, this could be done by a requirement to
provide a schedule to the reasons for the decision containing information about the
groups and persons invited to participate in any consultation, the process for
selecting those persons or groups, any publicly advertised invitations or
announcements and where they were published and the dates they were published,
the dates of written submissions and the identity of the persons or groups who made
them and the dates of any meetings with any identified persons or groups.
Resourcing disadvantaged groups
Q29. As acknowledged in the Commission’s discussion paper, there is no
government support or resourcing to support advocacy. Indeed, many government
contracts contain specific clauses to prohibit such activities by community
organisations undertaking service delivery. Such clauses and the under-resourcing
of aspects of the public service does not promote participation in the political process
nor advocacy activities independent of government.
WEL would welcome a change in government policy to remove such clauses from
government contracts and to better resource women’s organisations and others to
assist them with advocacy work as well as promoting more participation in the
political process. In WEL’s experience, this is best done through funding.
WEL should emphasise here that it is self-funded. It receives no government grants.
WEL notes that at various times in the NSW public service, there were women’s
policy units dedicated to women’s issues and liaising and consulting with women’s
organisations on policy reform or implementation. This greatly assisted communitybased advocacy on women’s issues given the expertise of the then public service.
There is still Women NSW which now resides in the Family and Community Services
and Justice Cluster. There is still a Minister for Women, but Women NSW is underresourced and confined to producing statistical reports and a Women’s Strategy. It
may organise community consultations, but it does not have the resources to
undertake meaningful, inclusive and expert consultation. Accordingly, another means
by which to ensure better consultation is to once again resource the public service
with specialist policy units.
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Promoting the role of education and training
Q33. WEL is not aware of any relevant programs that would assist third party
lobbyists and government officials better to enable them to understand their
obligations.
Q34. WEL supports the provision of government-funded education and training for all
officials to understand their obligations and responsibilities and to appreciate the role
that advocacy organisations play in a democracy as opposed to third party lobbyists
and well -resourced companies, corporations and charities buying influence. The
best type of training program would be face to face and undertaken as part of an
induction program and then renewed annually.

WEL NSW Contacts
Jozefa Sobski AM
jsobski@ozemail.com.au

Rachel Francois
rfrancois@level22.com.au
WEL NSW Executive Members on behalf of WEL NSW
Contact: wel@welnsw.org.au
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PO Box 516, Kingswood NSW 2747
T 02 9673 1788 | www.records.nsw.gov.au
ABN: 96 588 554 718

State Archives
NSW & Records
GOVERNMENT

23 May 2019

Ref: 16/0177

The Hon. Peter Hall QC
Chief Commissioner
Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001

Dear Chief Commissioner

The Regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments on the ICAC Consultation Paper: The
Regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW.

As a prelude to specific comments on questions and issues raised in the consultation paper, NSW
State Archives and Records would note that underpinning and supporting accountability in all its
guises is the proof provided by records. Records are evidence - they provide us with proof of what
happened, what information was communicated, or what decision or action was taken and, thus,
they provide an essential means to meet accountability requirements.
Poor records and recordkeeping, or a lack of records, can hamper transparency and contribute to
accountability failures in the conduct of official business. In some instances, a lack of records,
inadequate records, or poor recordkeeping practices, can heighten the risk of corruption.
Supporting accountable business activity, sound administrative practice and good governance,
through good records and recordkeeping is one of the policy objectives of the State Records Act
1998.

Response to questions in the Consultation paper
Question 7 - Should lobbyists be required to provide, or at least record, details of each
lobbying contact they have, as well as specify the legislation/grant/ contract they are
seeking to influence? Should this information be provided only to regulatory agencies or be
publicly available?

We would recommend that lobbyists be required to record details of the lobbying contact that they
have and that these details should be provided to the regulator.
We note that lobbyists are not bound by the requirements of the State Records Act, however
legislation regulating lobbyists would be able to incorporate recordkeeping requirements.
We would suggest that lobbyists be required to identify and document:
•

who participated in the meeting/conversation/discussion

•

the purpose of the meeting (topic)

•

whether the meeting relates to legislation, grants or contracts (specify which legislation,
grants or contracts)

•

what information was provided or communicated in the meeting

•

what advice, decisions, actions or consultation was to be undertaken (i.e. outcomes).

The information contained in the record should be sufficient in detail to enable others to understand
what took place in the meeting and any commitments that were made.
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We note that the Register of lobbyists and associated documentation are required as State
archives (see Functional retention and disposal authority - Government and public sector
administration, support, coordination and service delivery (FA313), disposal class 10.1.4 at
https://www.records.nsw.qov.au/recordkeeoinq/rules/retention-and-disposal-authorities/functionan.
We have enclosed a copy of this functional retention and disposal authority for your information.
Question 9 - How should lobbying interactions with ministerial advisers, public servants,
and members of Parliament be recorded and disclosed?

Public servants (including public servants in NSW Government agencies and departments, and
departmental staff on secondment to the Minister’s office) are bound by the requirements of the
State Records Act 1998. Ministerial advisers, chief of staff, and members of Parliament are outside
the application of the Act.
Public servants are required to “make and keep full and accurate records of the activities of the
office.” (section 12(1) of the Act). This requirement is embedded into policies, procedures, and
business rules; departmental codes of conduct; requirements in the Public Service Commission’s
Capability Framework; and reinforced through induction programs, training and awareness
programs, and monitoring activities to ensure that staff are complying with requirements to make
records and save these into the organisation’s records management system.
Ministerial advisers, chief of staff, and members of Parliament require guidance and assistance in
this area. Having documented proof of what happened, what information was communicated, what
decision or action was taken, would enable these office holders to meet accountability
requirements in this high risk area of official business.
Question 10 - What information should ministers be required to disclose from their diaries
and when?

Memorandum M2015-05 - Publication of Ministerial Diaries and Release of Overseas Travel
Information (replacing Memorandum M2014-07 - Publication of Ministerial Diaries) requires:
... all Ministers to regularly publish extracts from their diaries detailing scheduled meetings
held with stakeholders, external organisations, third-party lobbyists and individuals.
Scheduled meetings include meetings scheduled to take place in person or by
videoconference, teleconference or telephone call.
Ministers must publish summaries in the attached form one month after the end of each
quarter. The summary should disclose the organisation with whom the meeting occurred
(or, if an individual is attending in a personal capacity, the name of the individual) and the
purpose of the meeting.
If a third-party lobbyist attends the meeting, the summary should disclose that third-party
lobbyist, as well as the names of all individuals engaged by the third-party lobbyist to
undertake the lobbying who are attending the meeting, and the name of their client.
The published diaries should include details of all scheduled meetings of a Minister
involving the discussion of a matter that may be considered by the Minister, whether
formally or informally, in his or her role as portfolio Minister or as a member of Cabinet.

These requirements go some way to providing transparency on meetings held with Ministers,
however the requirements, nor the Meeting Summary Template to be used by Ministers (or their
staff), provide a sufficiently ‘full and accurate’ record of the meeting. In fact, there is very minimal
information, which does not allow for full transparency nor accountability of the meetings/contact
that the Minister is involved in.
For a record of the meeting to be full and accurate, the record would also need to provide
information on what information was provided in the meeting, what advice, decisions, actions, or
consultation is to be undertaken. The information contained in the record should be sufficient in
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detail to enable others to understand what took place and any commitments that were made. We
note that Ministers of the Crown are covered by the requirements of the State Records Act 1998
(see section 3, k1) and are required to “make and keep full and accurate records of the activities of
the office.” (section 12(1) of the Act).
We would recommend that Ministers should disclose all information that is necessary to
understand:
•

who participated in the meeting/conversation/discussion

•

the purpose of the meeting (topic)

•

whether the meeting relates to legislation, grants or contracts (specify which legislation,
grants or contracts)

•

what information was provided or communicated in the meeting

•

what advice, decisions, actions or consultation was to be undertaken (i.e. outcomes).

We are appreciative of the workloads undertaken by Ministers and their staff and would emphasise
that good recordkeeping can be built into processes ‘by design’, so as to ensure that
recordkeeping is automatic and routine and supports, rather than creating an impost on people’s
work.
Appendix B: Table 1 - The implementation of recommendations made in the NSW ICAC
Lobbying Report

We have reviewed the implementation of recommendations made in the 2010 ICAC Report and
note that Recommendation 3 has been implemented, but not Recommendation 2.
We note the importance of Recommendation 2 and that to build a robust recordkeeping culture
around lobbying activity, that there are a number of strategies that need to be deployed:
•

Codes of conduct

•

policies and procedures

•

assigning responsibilities for making full and accurate records of lobbying activity
(meetings, telephone discussions etc.)

•

induction programs for new staff

•

ongoing training and awareness

•

designing recordkeeping into work processes to enable automatic and seamless creation of
records

•

changing common perceptions of records and recordkeeping, and recognition that good
recordkeeping brings value, not a liability.

We see value in reiterating Recommendation 2 and broadening the requirements of 2(e ) and 2(f)
to ensure that records created are sufficient in detail to enable others to understand what took
place and any commitments that were made.
We note that making records of meetings has also been addressed in the NSW Ombudsman’s
Good conduct and administrative practice Guidelines for state and local government (2017).
Module 14 Acting transparently includes detailed information on making minutes/notes of
meetings and telephone conversations.
-

-

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a response to the Consultation Paper. NSW State
Archives and Records is happy for our response to be made publicly available on the
Commission’s website.
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If you would like to discuss any aspect of the information above, please feel free to contact me on
either 9673 1788 or at ben.alexander@records.nsw.qov.au or Andrew Pickles, Manager,
Government Recordkeeping on 8257 2900 or email: andrew.pickles@records.nsw.gov.au.
Yours sincerely

Ben Alexander
Acting Executive Director
State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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State Archives and Records Authority of New
South Wales

Functional Retention and Disposal
Authority: FA313
This authority covers records documenting the function of
government and public sector administration, support,
coordination and service delivery

This functional retention and disposal authority is approved
under section 21(2)c of the State Records Act 1998 following
prior approval by the Board of the State Archives and Records
Authority of New South Wales in accordance with section 21(3)
of the Act.
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© State of New South Wales through the State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales 2011. This
work may be freely reproduced for personal, educational or government purposes. Permission must be received
from State Records Authority for all other uses.
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State Archives and Records Authority of New
South Wales
Functional Retention and Disposal Authority
Authority
no

FA313

SR file no

07/0742

Scope

This functional retention and disposal authority covers
records documenting the function of government and
public sector administration, support, coordination and
service delivery from 1976 onwards.

Public
office

Department of Premier and Cabinet and Infrastructure
NSW

Issue date

24/10/2011 Department of Premier and Cabinet
16/04/2014 Amendment to entries covering Grant
assistance (3.3.0)
23/08/2018 Infrastructure NSW
Approval to use:
•
•

State Infrastructure Projects (entry 9.0.0)
Strategic Planning and Advice (entry 10.0.0)
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About the Functional Retention and Disposal Authority
Purpose of the authority
The purpose of this retention and disposal authority is to identify those records created
and maintained by NSW public offices which are required as State archives and to
provide approval for the destruction of certain other records created and maintained by
NSW public offices, after minimum retention periods have been met.
The approval for disposal given by this authority is given under the provisions of the
State Records Act 1998 only and does not override any other obligations of an
organisation to retain records.

The retention and disposal of State records
The records retention and disposal practices outlined in this authority are approved under
section 21(2)(c) of the State Records Act 1998 (NSW). Part 3 (Protection of State
Records) of the Act provides that records are not to be disposed of without the consent of
the State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales (State Archives and
Records NSW) with certain defined exceptions. These exceptions include an action of
disposal which is positively required by law, or which takes place in accordance with a
normal administrative practice (NAP) of which State Archives and Records NSW does not
disapprove. Advice on the State Records Act can be obtained from State Archives and
Records NSW.
The authority sets out how long the different classes of records generated by an
organisation must be kept to meet its legal, operational and other requirements, and
whether the records are to be kept as State archives. State Archives and Records NSW
reviews and approves organisations' retention and disposal authorities under the State
Records Act. It is the duty of a public office, in submitting a draft retention and disposal
authority for approval, to disclose to State Archives and Records NSW any information
which affects the retention of the records covered by the authority.
State Archives and Records NSW's decisions take into account both the administrative
requirements of public offices in discharging their functional responsibilities and the
potential research use of the records by the NSW Government and the public. One of
State Archives and Records NSW's functions is to identify and preserve records as State
archives. These are records which document the authority and functions of Government,
its decision-making processes and the implementation and outcomes of those decisions,
including the nature of their influence and effect on communities and individual lives.
Criteria for the identification of State archives are listed in Building the Archives: Policy
on records appraisal and the identification of State archives. The Policy also explains the
roles and responsibilities of State Archives and Records NSW and of public offices in
undertaking appraisal processes and disposal activities.

Implementing the authority
This retention and disposal authority covers records controlled by the public office and
applies only to the records or classes of records described in the authority. The authority
should be implemented as part of the records management program of the organisation.
Two primary objectives of this program are to ensure that records are kept for as long as
they are of value to the organisation and its stakeholders and to enable the destruction
or other disposal of records once they are no longer required for business or operational
purposes.
The implementation process entails the assessment or examination of records in order to
identify the disposal class in the authority to which they belong. This process enables the
organisation to determine the appropriate retention period and disposal action for the
records. For further advice see Implementing a retention and disposal authority.
Where the format of records has changed (for example, from paper-based to electronic)
this does not prevent the disposal decisions in the authority from being applied to records
which perform the same function. The information contained in non paper-based or
State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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technology dependant records must be accessible for the periods prescribed in the
classes. Where a record is copied, either onto microform or digitally imaged, the original
should not be disposed of without authorisation (see the General Retention and Disposal
Authority - Original or source records that have been copied). Public offices will need to
ensure that any software, hardware or documentation required to gain continuing access
to technology dependent records is available for the periods prescribed.

Disposal action
Records required as State archives
Records which are to be retained as State archives are identified with the disposal action
'Required as State archives'. Records that are identified as being required as State
archives should be stored in controlled environmental conditions and control of these
records should be transferred to State Archives and Records NSW when they are no
longer in use for official purposes.
The transfer of control of records as State archives may, or may not, involve a change in
custodial arrangements. Records can continue to be managed by the public office under a
distributed management agreement. Public offices are encouraged to make
arrangements with State Archives and Records NSW regarding the management of State
archives.
Transferring records identified as State archives and no longer in use for official purposes
to State Archives and Records NSW should be a routine and systematic part of a public
office's records management program. If the records are more than 25 years old and are
still in use for official purposes, then a 'still in use determination' should be made.
Records approved for destruction
Records that have been identified as being approved for destruction may only be
destroyed once a public office has ensured that all other requirements for retaining the
records are met. Retention periods set down in this authority are minimum periods only
and a public office should keep records for a longer period if necessary. Reasons for
longer retention can include legal requirements, administrative need, government
directives and changing social or community expectations. A public office must not
dispose of any records where the public office is aware of possible legal action (including
legal discovery, court cases, formal applications for access) where the records may be
required as evidence.
Once all requirements for retention have been met, destruction of records should be
carried out in a secure and environmentally sound way. Relevant details of the
destruction should be recorded. See Destruction of records: a practical guide.
Organisations should review functional retention and disposal authorities regularly to
ensure that they remain relevant as the organisation's functions and activities, operating
environment and requirements for records change. Retention requirements may change
over time. This can occur when:
•

business needs or practices change

•

new laws, regulations or standards are introduced

•

new technology is implemented

•

government administration is restructured and functions are moved between
entities, or

•

unforeseen or new community expectations become apparent.

State Archives and Records NSW recommends that organisations check any functional
retention and disposal authorities more than 5 years old to ensure that the retention
periods and disposal actions remain relevant.

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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Regardless of whether a record has been approved for destruction or is required as a
State archive, a public office or an officer of a public office must not permanently
transfer possession or ownership of a State record to any person or organisation without
the explicit approval of State Archives and Records NSW.

Administrative change
This retention and disposal authority has been designed to link records to the functions
they document rather than to organisational structure. This provides for a stable
retention and disposal authority that is less affected by administrative change. The
movement of specified functions between branches or units within the public office does
not require the authority to be resubmitted to State Archives and Records NSW for
approval. However, when functions move from one public office to another the public
office that inherits the new function should contact State Archives and Records NSW to
discuss use of any existing retention and disposal authority approved for use by a
predecessor organisation.

Amendment and review of this authority
State Archives and Records NSW must approve any amendment to this authority. Public
offices that use the authority should advise State Archives and Records NSW of any
proposed changes or amendments to the authority.
State Archives and Records NSW recommends a review of this authority after five years
to establish whether its provisions are still appropriate. Either the public office or State
Archives and Records NSW may propose a review of the authority at any other time,
particularly in the case of change of administrative arrangements, procedures or to
operating environments which are likely to affect the value of the records covered by this
authority.
In all cases the process of review will involve consultation between State Archives
Records NSW and the public office. If the process of review reveals that this authority
requires amendment, the necessary amendments should be made and approved.
Contact Information
State Archives and Records NSW
PO Box 516
Kingswood NSW 2747
Telephone: (02) 9673 1788
E-mail: QOvrec@records.nsw.qov.au
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Functional Retention and Disposal Authority
Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313

Dates of coverage: 1976+

List of Functions and Activities covered

Reference

Function

1.0.0

ABORIGINAL TRUST FUND REPAYMENT SCHEME
(AFTRS)

Activity

Page
9

1.1.0

Claims

9

2.0.0

CABINET SERVICES

10

3.0.0

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

10

3.1.0

Committees

10

3.2.0

Community Cabinets

11

3.3.0

Grant assistance

12

3.4.0

Policy

13

3.5.0

Programs

14

3.6.0

Service coordination

14

4.0.0

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

15

4.1.0

Advice

15

4.2.0

Community Liaison

16

4.3.0

Emergency and disaster response

16

4.4.0

Exercises & training

17
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313

Dates of coverage: 1976+

List of Functions and Activities covered

Activity

Page

4.5.0

Implementation

18

4.6.0

Media & Public Information Campaigns

18

4.7.0

Planning

18

4.8.0

Policy

19

4.9.0

Procedures

19

4.10.0

Programs

20

4.11.0

Reviewing

20

Reference

5.0.0

Function

21

MINISTERIAL AND PARLIAMENTARY SERVICES

5.1.0

Audit

21

5.2.0

Leave

22

5.3.0

Policy

22

5.4.0

Security (includes Ministerial protection)

23

6.0.0

24

PROTOCOL AND EVENTS

6.1.0

Awards and honours

24

6.2.0

Celebrations, ceremonies and functions

24

6.3.0

Committees

26
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313

Dates of coverage: 1976+

List of Functions and Activities covered

Reference

Function

Activity

Page

6.4.0

Emblem administration

26

6.5.0

Official visits

27

6.6.0

Protocol & Procedures

28

7.0.0

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT

28

7.1.0

Advice

29

7.2.0

Advocacy

30

7.3.0

Awards and honours

31

7.4.0

Industrial awards and agreements

31

7.5.0

Learning And Development (Training)

32

7.6.0

Policy (internal)

34

7.7.0

Workforce planning & management

34

8.0.0

PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW

36

8.1.0

Program or agency performance review and
improvement

36

8.2.0

Regulation review and reform

37

9.0.0

STATE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

39
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313

Dates of coverage: 1976+

List of Functions and Activities covered

Activity

Page

9.1.0

Policy

39

9.2.0

Project planning and management

40

Reference

10.0.0

Function

41

STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE

10.1.0

Legal Policy

41

10.2.0

Legislation

42

10.3.0

Liaison

42

10.4.0

Policy

42

10.5.0

Reporting

43

10.6.0

State plan development and reporting

44
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Functional Retention and Disposal Authority
Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

1.0.0

ABORIGINAL TRUST
FUND REPAYMENT
SCHEME (AFTRS)

The administration of the Aboriginal Trust Fund Repayment Scheme (ATFRS)
established to repay to Aboriginal people and their descendants money that was
put into trust funds and never repaid.

1.1.0

Claims

The receipt and assessment of claims.

1.1.1

Records relating to applications made under the Aboriginal Trust Fund Repayment
Scheme. Records include:
•

the register of the applications

•

applications and supporting evidence

•

correspondence with applicants

•

research into, assessments of and recommendations on applications (this
includes recommendations of the AFTRS unit and of the AFTRS Panel or the
DG to the Minister in respect of the claim)

•

final determinations and advice to applicants regarding
recommendations/decisions

•

appeals by applicants and their determination.

Disposal Action

Required as State
archives

1.1.2

Records relating to the development of guidelines governing the making and
payment of claims. Records include background research, draft versions containing
significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, reports
analysing issues and the outcomes of consultation with stakeholders, etc.

Required as State
archives

1.1.3

Records relating to meetings and liaison held with other agencies and stakeholders
to coordinate and discuss the administration of claims processes. Includes
meetings with NSW State Records, Legal Aid, Aboriginal Affairs, Department of
Community Services etc. Records include agenda and minutes of meetings,
correspondence relating to actions or business arising.

Retain minimum of
20 years after
action completed,
then destroy
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

CABINET SERVICES
2.0.0

CABINET SERVICES

Cabinet Office set of agenda and minutes of Executive Council meetings. This
includes schedules of agenda items prepared by the Cabinet Secretariat and copies
of agenda items prepared by the Office of the Governor and circulated to the
Cabinet Office.

2.0.1

3.0.0

The provision of administrative services to Cabinet and its committees and to the
Executive Council.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Retain until
administrative or
reference use
ceases, then,
subject to
confirmation of the
transfer of
Governor's Office
set as State
archives, destroy

The function of facilitating, delivering or coordinating programs or projects to assist
or support or to address issues impacting on the general community or targeted
community groups such as regional or rural communities, the Aboriginal
community, women, seniors, children, etc.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMUNITY RELATIONS for records of addresses, speeches, media releases or
statements delivered or issued by the Premier

3.1.0

Committees

The activities associated with the management of executive and advisory
committees and task forces.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records LEGAL
SERVICES - Advice for records relating to legal advice furnished to committees

3.1.1

Records relating to the registration of persons interested in serving on boards and
committees. Records include expressions of interest, applications, correspondence
with applicants.

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Committees
destroy
3.1.2

Records relating to advertisements on behalf of agencies seeking candidates to sit
on boards and committees. Records include requests from agencies, and the
placement of advertisements.

Retain minimum of
2 years after action
completed, then
destroy

3.1.3

Guidelines and handbooks relating to board or committee appointments,
remuneration, standards of conduct, etc. This includes guidelines and handbooks
developed for use by agencies or for board or committee members.

Required as State
archives

3.1.4

Records relating to the development of guidelines and handbooks concerning board
or committee appointments, remuneration, standards of conduct, etc. Includes
records of drafting and development processes.

Retain minimum of
10 years after
action completed,
then destroy

3.1.5

Summary information resources and brochures developed for the public relating to
or promoting community representation on boards and committees.

Retain minimum of
5 years after
superseded or
withdrawn, then
destroy

3.2.0

Community Cabinets

Activities associated with arranging and responding to issues arising from
Community Cabinets.
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Cabinet Secretariat, policy advice
and support services to the Government CABINET SERVICES - Regional visits
for records relating to regional cabinets

3.2.1

Records relating to forums or meetings held as part of regional visits and the
handling of issues arising from them. Includes records of invitations to attend or
details of participants who attended, records documenting issues raised or matters
discussed during meetings, forums and Q&A sessions and briefings and reports

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Community Cabinets
relating to the investigation of issues raised.
Records relating to arrangements for community cabinets. Includes advertising and
notification of meetings, booking and arrangements regarding venues, facilities,
etc.

3.2.2

3.3.0

Grant assistance1

Retain minimum of
2 years after action
completed, then
destroy

The activities associated with receiving applications for and issuing grant funding
to community groups, organisations or individuals.
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Department for Women
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT - Grant funding for grants arranged though the
Office for Women or its successor organisations
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Cabinet Secretariat, policy advice
and support services to the Government COORDINATION OF GOVERNMENT,
MAJOR PROJECTS AND LEGAL SERVICES - Submissions for requests to the
Premier from individuals or organisations for small grants

3.3.1

Records of the deliberations and decisions of committees or panels responsible for
the assessment of grant or funding applications, submissions to the Premier or
responsible delegated officer concerning recommendations for grant or funding
approvals and records documenting the Premier's or delegated officer's approval or
variance of these recommendations and summary records or registers of grant
applications (successful or unsuccessful) where the information or detail is not
otherwise documented in the organisation's annual report, committee or panel
records or ministerial submissions.

Required as State
archives

3.3.2

Records of successful grant applications and their administration where the grant
relates to projects or services of State or regional significance. This includes

Required as State
archives

1 Scope of entries 3.3.1 - 3.3.3 amended, retention period for records covered by entry 3.3.4 reduced from 7 years to 4 years and new entry 3.3.5 added April
2014
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Grant assistance
records of the grant application and associated records relating to the
administration and monitoring of the grant, including correspondence and
consultation with and reports, papers or financial statements, etc., submitted by
the grant recipient.
3.3.3

Records of successful grants to support community projects or services within local
communities. This includes records of the grant application and associated records
relating to the administration and monitoring of the grant, including
correspondence and consultation with and reports, papers or financial statements,
etc., submitted by the grant recipient.

Retain minimum of
7 years after all
grant conditions are
complete, then
destroy

3.3.4

Records relating to the assessment of grant applications that are unsuccessful.

Retain minimum of
4 years after action
completed, then
destroy

3.3.5

Summary records or registers of grant program applications (successful or
unsuccessful) where the information or details are also documented in the
organisation's annual report, committee or panel records or ministerial
submissions.

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy

3.4.0

Policy

The activities associated with developing and establishing policy decisions relating
to development and delivery of services and programs to the community.
See COMMUNITY SUPPORT - COMMITTEES for records relating to the
development of policies and guidelines for people to sit on boards and committees.

3.4.1

Records relating to development of whole of government or multiple agency policy
concerning the provision of services and programs to the general community or to
targeted community groups, where the agency takes a lead role in development
and implementation of the policy. Records include guidelines setting the criteria for
the involvement of the agency in service delivery projects or improvement
activities, policy proposals, background research, records of consultations or

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Programs
meetings, draft versions of policies containing significant changes or alterations or
formally circulated for comment, reports analysing issues and the outcomes of
consultation with stakeholders etc.
3.5.0

Programs

The process of managing a set of procedures, activities, resources, related projects
and/or management strategies that are usually ongoing.
See COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Service coordination for records relating to
projects initiated to resolve local issues requiring interagency coordination
See PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW - Program performance
improvement for state wide strategies to address structural issues in the
performance and delivery of programs in the New South Wales public sector.
Records relating to programs or schemes developed to address issues affecting or
to support the development and delivery of services to the general community or
to targeted community groups e.g. programs to assist community groups with
employment and settlement, support volunteering or crime prevention and
community safety programs. Includes records documenting programs of work,
consultation and liaison with other organisations, agencies or community groups,
guidelines and publications developed to support the programs. Also includes
records documenting the evaluation, assessment or reporting on the outcomes of
the programs.

3.5.1

3.6.0

Service coordination

Required as State
archives

The processes involved in coordinating and facilitating the delivery of government
services to communities in NSW. Includes regional forums and task forces
convened to resolve particular issues of concern to local communities.
See COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Programs for the development of programs
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMITTEES for records relating to project committees or task forces
coordinated by other government agencies

3.6.1

Records relating to projects initiated to resolve issues associated with local service
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

COMMUN1TY SUPPORT - Service coordination

3.6.2

delivery or local problems requiring interagency coordination where the
organisation is the lead agency, NSW representative or has secretariat
responsibility. Includes records of meetings of groups, committees, etc established
or convened to coordinate activities, including records of associated
correspondence and business arising, records of forums and meetings held with
other agencies and/or community representatives relating to the issue or project,
agreements or memoranda of understanding with other organisations, agencies,
community groups, etc concerning coordination or implementation of the project,
project action plans, reports and issues papers relating to the project, its progress,
outcomes etc.

archives

Records relating to the provision of advice and reports to the Premier on
interagency projects initiated to resolve issues associated with local service
delivery or local problems where the organisation is not the lead or primary
coordinating agency.

Required as State
archives

4.0.0

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT

The function of preparing for and responding to natural disasters, security threats,
terrorism and other emergencies within the State. This includes co-ordination and
support of emergency services organisations as well as the analysis, co-ordination
and development of policies, procedures and guidelines.

4.1.0

Advice

The activities associated with offering opinions by or to the organisation as to an
action or judgment. Includes the process of advising.
See EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Emergency and disaster response for
records relating to post emergency event de-briefing and analysis
See EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Reviewing for records relating to advice
associated with reviews of programs and operations
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMITTEES for records relating to representation on interagency and national
committees.
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Advice
Records relating to the formulation and provision of advice on security and
emergency management issues. This may include advice provided to the Premier,
Cabinet, heads of agencies, interagency and inter government committees, non
government organisations or the private sector. Records include:

4.1.1

4.2.0

Community Liaison

•

briefing notes

•

minutes

•

reports

•

correspondence, and

•

associated source data supporting the advice.

Required as State
archives

The activities associated with maintaining regular general contact between the
Government, community groups, the private sector etc. concerning security and
emergency management.

4.2.1

Records of liaison and meetings with community leaders and representatives of
community groups to discuss matters or issues relating to the management or
minimisation of security risks.

Required as State
archives

4.2.2

Records relating to general liaison and information exchange with community
groups concerning security or emergency management arrangements or initiatives.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

4.3.0

4.3.1

Emergency and
disaster response

The activities associated with the response to emergencies arising from acts of
terrorism, natural disasters and other incidents.
Records relating to the response to emergencies, natural disasters or incidents that
have a significant impact on the State or a particular region or locality and its
residents. This includes emergencies, natural disasters or incidents that are
declared State emergencies or disasters, that result in major loss of life, injury or
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Emergency and disaster response
damage to property or that have a notable impact e.g. there is formal inquiry into
the emergency either in relation to its causes or handling, the emergency results in
substantial changes to legislation or government policy, the emergency was the
result of a terrorist act or deliberate attempt or act of sabotage against the
government. Records include activation and operation of the State crisis centre,
liaison with police, emergency services and other State, local and Commonwealth
Government and their agencies, de-briefing provided during and after the
emergency, reviews of the response and recommendations for future action such
as improvements in response times, coordination of services or intelligence
gathering/information requirements etc.
4.3.2

Records relating to the response to emergency incidents that have a limited impact
on persons or property (i.e. do not involve significant loss of life or major injury or
damage to property within the State or a particular region or locality or do not
have major policy/legislative impact). Records include liaison with police,
emergency services and other State, local and Commonwealth Government and
their agencies, de-briefing provided during and after the emergency, reviews of the
response and recommendations for future action.

Retain minimum of
10 years after
action completed,
then destroy

4.3.3

Records relating to pro-active incident, emergency or crisis response coordination
and planning for major events (such as World Youth Day and Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC)), that are incident free or where incidents are minor. Includes
debriefings, reviews and recommendations for the management of future events.

Required as State
archives

4.3.4

Records relating to routine correspondence, enquiries and information about
emergency arrangements.

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy

4.4.0

Exercises & training

The activities associated with State and interjurisdictional exercises to test
preparedness to respond to and recover from emergencies arising from act of
terrorism, natural disasters and other incidents.

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Exercises & training
Records relating to the conduct of the exercises to test preparedness for
emergencies or security incidents. Includes records relating to the establishment of
exercises, invitations to participate in exercises, staffing arrangements, the use
and supply of equipment, handbooks, training documentation, the umpiring of
exercises in other jurisdictions.

4.4.1

4.5.0

Implementation

4.6.0

Media & Public
Information
Campaigns

4.7.1

Planning

Required as State
archives

Information campaigns designed to disseminate the Government's message in
relation to national and State security.

Records relating to media and public information campaigns to promote counter
terrorism and security awareness among the general community. Includes
campaigns planned as part of national information campaigns. Records include
project briefs, project plans, approved drafts, proofs of posters, leaflets and web
sites, campaign launches etc.

4.6.1

4.7.0

The activities associated with carrying out or putting into action, plans, policies,
procedures or instructions.
Records relating to the implementation of recommendations from formal Inquiries
into an emergency incident e.g. in relation to its causes or handling.

4.5.1

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy

Required as State
archives

The process of formulating ways in which objectives can be achieved. Includes
determination of services, needs and solutions to those needs.
Records relating to the formulation and development of plans and strategic
initiatives for emergency, security or disaster preparedness and response within
the State where the agency has a major input into planning processes. Records
include planning or project proposals and approvals, background research, draft
versions of plans containing significant changes/alterations or formally circulated
for comment, notes of meetings or reports analysing issues and the outcomes of
consultation with stakeholders etc.

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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NSW ICAC EXHIBIT
ICAC investigation: Lobbying, Access and Influence (Op Eclipse)
Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Planning
4.7.2

Records relating to the formulation and development of plans and strategic
initiatives for emergency, security or disaster preparedness and response within
the State where the agency has no or only minor input into planning processes.
Records include draft versions of plans or reports received for comment or
information purposes.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

4.7.3

Records relating to planning for the protection of current and former New South
Wales office holders. Records include manuals, risk assessments of office holders,
risk plans and risk escalation plans in the event of an incident.

Required as State
archives

4.8.0

Policy

4.8.1

4.9.0

The activities associated with developing and establishing decisions, directions and
precedents which act as a reference for future decision making, as the basis from
which the organisation's operating procedures are determined.
Records relating to the policy coordination of the Government's response to
terrorism events and threats. Records include policy proposals, background
research, records of consultations, draft versions of policies containing significant
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, reports analysing issues
and the outcomes of consultation with stakeholders.

Procedures

Required as State
archives

Standard methods of operating laid down by an organisation according to
formulated policies.

4.9.1

Records relating to the development of procedures governing counter-terrorism
response for NSW Government agencies. Includes input into national procedures,
manuals or handbook (such as the national Counter-terrorism handbook). Records
include background research, draft versions of procedures containing significant
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, reports analysing issues
and the outcomes of consultation with stakeholders.

Required as State
archives

4.9.2

Records relating to the development of counter-terrorism training manuals and
instructional material for use in the NSW Government.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
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ICAC investigation: Lobbying, Access and Influence (Op Eclipse)
Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Programs
completed, then
destroy
4.10.0

Programs

The process of managing a set of procedures, activities, resources, related projects
and/or management strategies that are usually ongoing.
See EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Reviewing for records relating to reviews of
programs

4.10.1

Records relating to development of programs for supporting or coordinating
emergency, security or disaster preparedness and response within the State where
the agency has a major input into or responsibility for the program. Includes
training programs developed for NSW Government agencies. Records include
background research, draft versions of reports containing substantial
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, final, approved versions of
proposals concerning changes, the outcomes of meetings with program
stakeholders etc.

Required as State
archives

4.10.2

Records relating to development of programs for supporting or coordinating
emergency, security or disaster preparedness and response within the State where
the agency plays a non-significant role or they are Commonwealth run programs.
Records include background research, draft versions of programs containing
significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, notes of
meetings or reports analysing issues and the outcomes of stakeholders including
Commonwealth and other State parties.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

4.11.0

Reviewing

The activities involved in re-evaluating or re-examining products, processes,
procedures, standards and systems. Includes recommendations and advice
resulting from these activities.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Personnel records PERSONNEL Security for records relating to security clearances
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Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Reviewing
4.11.1

5.0.0

Records relating to reviews of government programs and operations for managing
and responding to natural disasters, security threats, terrorism and other
emergencies within the State. Records include - documents establishing the
review, background research, draft versions of review reports containing significant
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, final and approved
versions of reports, project or action plans.
MINISTERIAL AND
PARLIAMENTARY
SERVICES

Required as State
archives

The function of supporting elected officials in the execution of their duties. Includes
Ministers' offices support, including the Premier as well as Executive support and
support for the Leader of the Opposition and former Office Holders.
See STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE - Policy for ministerial memoranda
issued by the Premier

5.1.0

Audit

The activities associated with officially checking quality assurance and operational
records, systems or processes to confirm legislation, directions and regulations
have been adhered to or that operations are carried out efficiently, economically
and in compliance with requirements. Includes audits of Ministers' offices
administrative processes and office expenditure.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT - Audit for records relating to formal audits of accounts or the
management of financial resources.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT - Audit for records relating to organisation-wide audits across
functions

5.1.1

Records relating to the conduct of audits of Ministers' offices administrative
processes and expenditure which identify major irregularities and lead to findings
of misuse or inappropriate practices. Records include records of audit planning,
liaison with auditing bodies, minutes or notes of meetings, notes taken at
interviews, correspondence, draft versions of audit reports containing significant
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, final, approved versions of
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ICAC investigation: Lobbying, Access and Influence (Op Eclipse)
Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

MINISTERIAL AND PARLIAMENTARY SERVICES - Audit
audit reports, records of any remedial action taken.
Records relating to the conduct of audits of Ministers' offices administrative
processes and expenditure which are routine. Records include records of audit
planning, liaison with auditing bodies, minutes or notes of meetings, notes taken at
interviews, correspondence, draft versions of audit reports containing significant
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, final, approved versions of
audit reports, records of any remedial action taken.

5.1.2

5.2.0

Leave

5.3.0

The administration of applications for leave.
Records relating to notices and approvals of Ministerial absences by the Premier.

5.2.1

Policy

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy

The activities associated with developing and establishing decisions, directions and
precedents which act as a reference for future decision making, as the basis from
which the organisation's operating procedures are determined.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS - Policy for records relating to advice or notifications
regarding policies that apply to the whole-of-government, e.g. Premier's
Memoranda and Circulars, Treasurer's Directions.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS - Submissions for records relating to submissions
by the organisation on the development or review of government-wide policies
developed by central coordinating agencies.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT - Policy for records relating to the organisation's policies on
cross-functional or organisation-wide matters.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
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Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

MINISTERIAL AND PARLIAMENTARY SERVICES - Policy
MANAGEMENT - implementation for records relating to the implementation of
government-wide policies by the organisation.
5.3.1

5.4.0

Records relating to the development and review of policies and codes of conduct
for Ministers and ministerial staff. Records include policy proposals, background
research, records of consultations, draft versions of policies containing significant
changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, reports analysing issues
and the outcomes of consultation with stakeholders and final versions of policies
and codes of conduct. This includes the Ministerial handbook and associated
guidelines and correspondence regarding the application of policies and
responsibilities for their implementation.
Security (includes
Ministerial protection)

Required as State
archives

The activities involved in providing security protection to current and former New
South Wales office holders.
See EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - Planning for records relating to risk
assessments and the development of plans for the protection of current and former
office holders.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT - Security for records relating to the protection of current and
former office holder's residential and business premises.

5.4.1

Records relating to major security occurrences, such as terrorist attacks,
assassination attempts, break-ins, involving current and former office holders or
their families. Includes records of liaison and reports relating to the incident and its
handling.

Required as State
archives

5.4.2

Records relating to liaison activities and reports concerning security and protection
for current and former office holders or their families where there was no security
occurrence or the security occurrence was of a non threatening nature (e.g. a false
alarm).

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy
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ICAC investigation: Lobbying, Access and Influence (Op Eclipse)
Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

MINISTERIAL AND PARLIAMENTARY SERVICES - Security (includes Ministerial protection)
Records relating to arrangements for the personal security of current and former
office holders.

5.4.3

6.0.0

PROTOCOL AND
EVENTS

Retain minimum of
3 years after action
completed, then
destroy

The function of delivering or coordinating government support for special events
and providing ceremonial, protocol or hospitality services to visiting guests of the
government. Includes the management of State aspects of the Australian Honours
system and supporting the Governor of NSW in their ceremonial and community
roles.
See COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Grant assistance for records relating to the
funding or sponsorship of community events

6.1.0

Awards and honours

Titles, certificates or decorations conferred on persons as a token of respect or in
recognition of service, distinction or achievement.
See PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Awards and honours for records relating
to the award of the Public Service Medals
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMUNITY RELATIONS - Celebrations, ceremonies, functions for records
relating to administrative arrangements for functions to present awards
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMUNITY RELATIONS - Celebrations, ceremonies, functions for records
relating to the receipt of awards by the agency
Records relating to the administration of awards schemes, for example the
Premiers and Australia Day Awards, by the agency. Records include nominations
for awards, decisions on granting award and details of award recipients.

6.1.1

6.2.0

Celebrations,
ceremonies and

Required as State
archives

The activities associated with arranging and managing festivities or celebrations to
honour a particular event or occasion.
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Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Celebrations, ceremonies and functions
functions

See PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Committees for records of committees
established to plan and coordinate particular events
See PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Community events and programs for records
relating to sponsorship programs
See PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Official visits for records relating to hospitality
functions associated with official visits
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Cabinet Secretariat, policy advice
and support services to the Government CO-ORDINATION OF GOVERNMENT,
MAJOR PROJECTS AND LEGAL SERVICES - Visits for records relating to
overseas visits made or proposed to be made by Ministers
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records for records
relating to the management of issues associated with intellectual property, use of
logos etc
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMUNITY RELATIONS - Celebrations, ceremonies, functions for records
relating to catering, transport and venue bookings for events.

6.2.1

Key records relating to government ceremonies, festivities or celebrations, this
includes annual events (e.g. ANZAC Day and Australia Day) and one-off public
events or ceremonies to mark a specific event or occasion (e.g. Welcome home
parades, Opening of Parliament, State Funerals, memorial services). Records
include development and approval of events, funding details, merchandising,
badgeing, programs, guest lists, selected official photos, including funding details,
official patrons and reports relating to the occasion or event or programs
associated with the event.

Required as State
archives

6.2.2

Records relating to the coordination of arrangements for ceremonies, festivities,
celebrations or events. Records include event planning, marketing and media
relations, liaison and consultation with other government agencies or levels of
government or the community sector.

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
completed, then
destroy
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Celebrations, ceremonies and functions
Records relating to arrangements for Government exhibitions or displays at
community events such as agricultural shows, trade shows, sporting events or
exhibitions. Includes records relating to administrative arrangements for the
mounting of displays such as transport, equipment, facilities.

6.2.3

6.3.0

Committees

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

The activities associated with the management of committees and task forces
(internal and external, private, local, state, Commonwealth etc.).
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMITTEES for records relating to the establishment and meetings of Boards
and advisory committees, councils etc and administrative arrangements for
meetings
Records relating to the establishment and meetings of committees, councils, etc.
established for the purposes of coordinating or delivering particular special events,
e.g. the Australia Day Council, the Committee for the Sesquicentenary of
Responsible Government in NSW. Includes records relating to the committee's
establishment, terms of reference, appointment of members, resignations and
declarations of pecuniary interests, proceedings, minutes, reports, agendas etc.

6.3.1

6.4.0

Emblem administration

Required as State
archives

The activities associated with managing State emblems including the Coat of Arms,
Floral Emblem, and the State flag. Includes the protection of emblems, the
processing of requests for usage and reproduction and the provision of flags to
community groups and organisations.

6.4.1

Records relating to the management of New South Wales Emblems, State flag and
the New South Wales Coat of Arms. Records include memoranda and circulars
issued by the agency stipulating the how State symbols may be used, the
conditions under which applications may be made and approvals for use where the
permission given is of a permanent nature.

Required as State
archives

6.4.2

Records relating to the provision of advice to both government and the public on
the use of State symbols. Includes records relating to the provision of access to

Retain minimum of
7 years after action
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Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Emblem administration

6.4.3

6.5.0

Official visits

image libraries and approvals of artwork.

completed, then
destroy

Records relating to requests by organisations and individuals to use State symbols
on a one off or temporary basis. Records includes requests and responses giving or
denying permission.

Retain minimum of
7 years after
permission expires
or is superseded,
then destroy

The activities involved in coordinating visits to Australia by guests of the New
South Wales Government. Includes visits by the Royal Family, foreign heads of
government and representatives of foreign governments.
See PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - PROTOCOL & PROCEDURES for records
relating to policy governing the correct protocol and precedence to follow during
official visits.
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Cabinet Secretariat, policy advice
and support services to the Government CO-ORDINATION OF GOVERNMENT,
MAJOR PROJECTS AND LEGAL SERVICES - Visits for records relating to
overseas visits made or proposed to be made by Ministers
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT - Corruption for records relating to the management of official
gifts

6.5.1

Records relating to visits by the Royal Family, foreign Fleads of State, Fleads of
Government and other leading dignitaries, including the Secretary-General of the
United Nations. Includes records of organising and managing official or formal
social occasions, liaison and coordination with Commonwealth authorities,
programs and guest lists for hosted functions, selected official photos, reports, etc.

Required as State
archives

6.5.2

Records relating to private/transit visits or cancelled official guest of government
visits.

Retain minimum of
10 years after
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Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - Official visits
action completed,
then destroy
Records relating to visits to New South Wales by other guests of the government,
including Ministers of foreign governments. Includes records of organising and
managing official or formal social occasions, liaison and coordination with
Commonwealth authorities etc.

6.5.3

6.6.0

Protocol & Procedures

Retain minimum of
10 years after
action completed,
then destroy

Policy and procedures governing the management of protocol and conduct or
staging of events.
See PROTOCOL AND EVENTS - EMBLEM ADMINISTRATION for records
relating to management and use of the State symbols, flags and emblems

6.6.1

Records relating to development of protocols for State or government ceremonies,
forms of address, and tables of precedence and flag procedures. Includes
Aboriginal Cultural Protocols and Practices Policy established by the office.

Required as State
archives

6.6.2

Records relating to the development of policies or policy advice to government
concerning the management or staging of events e.g. user pays policy for private
sector events

Required as State
archives

6.6.3

Records relating to the development of procedures for the management or holding
of events.

Retain minimum of
10 years after
action completed,
then destroy

7.0.0

PUBLIC SECTOR
EMPLOYMENT

The function of managing employment and remuneration practices for people
working in the State Public Service including State/sector wide policy, procedures
and guidelines. Includes the negotiation of industrial awards and agreements, the
provision of assistance to agencies to resolve industrial relations and employment
matters, workforce planning and management with respect to data collection,
superannuation, capability development, executive services, recruitment, ethics,
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Submission 11

Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Advice
occupational health and safety, redeployment and relocation, and equity and
diversity.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Personnel records for records
relating for records relating to the management of all staff within the organisation
7.1.0

Advice

The activities associated with offering opinions by or to the organisation as to an
action or judgement. Includes the process of advising.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS - Advice for general advice to the Premier or Cabinet
regarding public sector employment issues.

7.1.1

7.1.2

Records relating to the receipt, development and provision of advice by the agency
concerning public service-wide employment policy and its formulation or
concerning major reforms or changes to practices. May include advice concerning
issues that are controversial, attract media or parliamentary scrutiny or ministerial
involvement. Includes advice on employment conditions, superannuation,
retirement policy, equity and diversity etc. Records include:
•

briefing notes (includes background briefs and question time briefs)

•

minutes providing advice to the Minister

•

advice concerning or the drafting of government responses to inquiry
recommendations

•

policy papers (white papers for policy and green papers for discussion)

•

ministerial statements

•

advice to other agencies.

Records relating to the receipt and provision of advice concerning public sector
employment that does not relate to the formulation of public service-wide policy
or concern major reforms or changes to practices. Also includes advice provided to
agencies on routine industrial advocacy matters.
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Dates of coverage: 1976+

Authority number: FA313
No

Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Advocacy
7.2.0

Advocacy

The activities associated with the provision of advocacy services and advice in
courts and tribunals to facilitate successful implementation of the government's
public sector workforce management policies. Includes development and
presentation of submissions on behalf of the Minister/Government and State
government departments and agencies in issues such as dispute notifications,
award applications, unfair dismissal, cases and agreement processes.
See PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - ADVICE for records relating to the
provision of advice or assistance to agencies on issues, matters or cases not
affecting or likely to impact on the overall terms and conditions or framework for
the management of public sector employees, e.g. on issues such as unfair
dismissal or enterprise bargaining.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - Disputes for disputes that the agency has with the
agency's own employees.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - Grievances for records relating to the handling of
employee grievances and complaints.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records LEGAL
SERVICES - Litigation for records relating to managing lawsuits or legal
proceedings between the organisation and other parties in a court or other
tribunal.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Personnel records PERSONNEL Discipline for records relating to disciplining employees.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Personnel records PERSONNEL Grievances for records relating to individual grievances raised by employees.

7.2.1

Records relating to submissions and representations made to tribunals and courts
regarding matters affecting the overall terms and conditions and framework for the
management of public sector employees or statutory appointments and offices.
Includes research, submissions, representations and exhibits made on dispute
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Government and public sector administration, support, coordination and service delivery
Authority number: FA313
No

Dates of coverage: 1976+

Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Awards and honours
notifications or wage and pay related allowance proposals and to test cases on
matters such as parental leave, superannuation and pay equity.
7.3.0

Awards and honours

Awards or honours conferred on public servants and public service agencies in
recognition of service, distinction or achievement.
See PROTOCOLS AND EVENTS - Awards and honours for records relating to
Australia Day or the Premiers Awards
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMUNITY RELATIONS - Celebrations, ceremonies, functions for records
relating to arrangements for award ceremonies
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Personnel records PERSONNEL Performance management for records relating to awards issued to staff as part
of programs or schemes internal to the agency

7.3.1

7.4.0

Records relating to the issue of awards recognising the achievement of agencies or
of individual employees or office holders. Includes records of nominations,
recommendations of review panels and judging committees and Premier's
approval.
Industrial awards and
agreements

Required as State
archives

The activities relating to negotiations and consultation with representative
organisations on industrial matters affecting the public sector workforce.
See PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Advice for records relating to the
provision of advice to agencies undertaking negotiations with unions
See PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Advocacy for submissions or
representations to courts or tribunals on industrial relations matters
See PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Reviewing for records relating to reviews
of agency bargaining claims against service wide guidelines
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - Agreements for records relating to workplace or
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No

Dates of coverage: 1976+
Description

Function/Activity

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Industrial awards and agreements
other agreements that the agency negotiates with its own employees.
Records relating to the negotiation of awards and agreements governing public
sector employment conditions. Records include final versions of industrial awards
and agreements and any variations, minutes of meetings or consultation
processes, correspondence relating to the negotiation of terms and conditions etc.

7.4.1

7.5.0

Learning And
Development
(Training)

Required as State
archives

The activities involved in providing learning and development services to
government agencies and employees. Includes providing consultancy services and
developing, evaluating and delivering training and skills development programs.
See POLICY (INTERNAL) OR WORKFORCE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
for records relating to the development of public sector management policy in
areas other than learning and development.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMITTEES for records relating to representation on national or State industry
training or educational committees
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMUNITY RELATIONS - Marketing for records relating to the promotion of
education or training programs and opportunities
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT - Evaluation for records relating to the evaluation of the
administration and operation of courses.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT - Joint ventures for records relating to the development of
programs and agreements with other State and federal government agencies or
with service providers.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT - Planning for records of operational plans for delivering
programs
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records TENDERING
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Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Learning And Development (Training)
or CONTRACTING OUT for records relating to the issue and assessment of
tenders for the provision of courses or training services or the evaluation of
contracted service providers
7.5.1

Records relating to the development of educational programs for the professional
development of public sector employees. Records include program business
case/proposals, program authorisation, planning for the program and variations.

Required as State
archives

7.5.2

Records relating to policy for the management and delivery of public sector
learning and development programs and services. Records include background
research, drafts containing significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for
comments, notes of meetings or consultation with stakeholders etc.

Required as State
archives

7.5.3

Records relating to the monitoring, review and evaluation of public sector
leadership, learning and skills development programs and training courses.
Includes reporting on the progress and outcomes of programs and initiatives and
reports and recommendations relating to formal evaluations and reviews of
programs, pilots, etc.

Required as State
archives

7.5.4

Records relating to the development of procedures for the management of learning
and development programs and services, includes guidelines for education
providers and students. Records include background research, drafts or versions
containing significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, etc.

Retain minimum of
5 years after
superseded, then
destroy

7.5.5

Records relating to the enrolment of students into a course or subject. Includes
enrolment forms and register and records of withdrawals from courses/units.

Retain minimum of
6 years after
completion or
discontinuation of
course by the
student, then
destroy
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Function/Activity

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Learning And Development (Training)
7.5.6

Records relating to determination of progressive results/grades. Includes records
relating to the grading/marking of individual assessment components of a subject
or course. Includes also appeals against results.

Retain minimum of
1 year after appeal
period expires, then
destroy

7.5.7

Records relating to student academic transcripts/final results and awards.

Retain until
administrative or
reference use
ceases, then
destroy

7.5.8

Records relating to applications for entry into and assistance to undertake
professional development programs. Records include application forms, including
applications for associated scholarships or assistance to undertake program,
correspondence with applicants and course providers, advice about the result of
the application Records include application forms, correspondence with applicants
and course providers, advice about the result of the application.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

7.6.0

Policy (internal)

The activities associated with developing and establishing decisions, directions and
precedents which act as a reference for future decision making.
See PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Workforce planning & management
for policies applying throughout the New South Wales public sector.
Records relating to the development and establishment of internal policies to
support the conduct or administration of public sector employment processes or
activities. Includes drafts and final versions.

7.6.1

7.7.0

Workforce planning &
management

Required as State
archives

Activities relating to the central coordination, oversight and control of the public
sector workforce. Includes service-wide policies, procedures and guidelines and
workforce management, planning and strategy.
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Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Workforce planning & management
7.7.1

Records relating to the development and establishment of policies, procedures and
guidelines relating to the public sector workforce, employment and employment
practices. Records include proposals, research papers, results of consultations with
agencies, unions and other stakeholders, drafts circulated for approval or
comment, advice to the Premier and Minister, approved and final versions. Records
includes Departmental circulars and Premiers Memoranda concerning employment
or industrial relations matters, the Personnel Handbook, etc.

Required as State
archives

7.7.2

Records relating to the authorisation of public sector (including senior executive)
employment conditions and remuneration and approvals for establishment changes
involving either increases in remuneration or the upgrading of establishment
positions or an increase in the number of establishment positions. Records include
submissions/requests for authorisation/approval, internal assessment of request
and advice re confirmation/refusal of request.

Required as State
archives

7.7.3

Records relating to reviews of public service employment structures and
conditions. Includes reviews of senior executive (SES) remuneration structures, of
agency based agreements to ensure they are within government policy and
financial guidelines, of savings implementation plans submitted by agencies.
Records include documents establishing the review, meetings with agencies, final
report and action plan.

Required as State
archives

7.7.4

Records relating to projects and planning exercises to assist in the reform or
ongoing management of the public sector workforce or the implementation of
significant changes to workforce management practices, policies and procedures.
Records include background research, draft versions of plans formally circulated for
comment, notes of meetings or consultation with stakeholder agencies, reports.

Required as State
archives

7.7.5

Reports relating to the profile of the public sector workforce or the status or
outcomes of sector wide workforce management or reform initiatives. This includes
agency specific and sector wide annual, quarterly and ad hoc reports compiled
from workforce profile data submitted by agencies and reporting from agencies

Required as State
archives
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PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT - Workforce planning & management
regarding establishment changes.
7.7.6

Records relating to the collection of public sector workforce profile data. Includes
annual, quarterly and ad hoc collections. Records include collection form
templates, data specifications, raw data, statistical data set collections, data
quality audits.

Retain minimum of
10 years after
action completed,
then destroy

7.7.7

Records relating to consultation with agencies on workforce data collection.
Includes records relating to arrangements for and feedback from information or
Q&A session held with agencies concerning workforce profile information collection
processes. Records include advertisements for feedback sessions, booking
arrangements, registrations of participants, feedback from participants.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

7.7.8

Record relating to applications for exemptions to advertise Senior Executive
Service (SES) positions. Records include requests received and decisions on the
applications.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

8.0.0

PUBLIC SECTOR
PERFORMANCE
REVIEW

The function of reviewing regulatory regimes and public sector structures,
performance and accountability and developing sector-wide, service or agency
specific strategies for improvement.

8.1.0

Program or agency
performance review
and improvement

The activities involved in evaluating or examining the performance of government
programs or agencies and the monitoring of initiatives or management of projects
to achieve improved program outcomes or address issues affecting agency
performance. Reviews may include agency and/or program reviews, major
structural reviews involving multiple agencies, targeted agency or functional area
reviews as requested by Cabinet.
See COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Service coordination for records relating to
coordination of services in regional areas to address local conditions or issues and
reporting through regional coordination groups.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
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Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW - Program or agency performance review and improvement
CONTRACTING-OUT for records relating to contracting out of projects.
8.1.1

Records relating to projects initiated for the purpose of assisting Government
agencies to achieve better service outcomes and address impediments to effective
performance. Includes Premier's priority projects. Records include project plans,
project briefs, liaison and meetings with agencies, action plans, final reports.

Required as State
archives

8.1.2

Records relating to reviews of government agencies, programs and functions for
the purpose of providing recommendations to government on improvements to the
cost and quality of service delivery. Includes reports to the Council on the Cost and
Quality of Government. Records include project plans, advice to the Premier,
establishment and operation of the project steering committee, correspondence
with the agency, review working papers including drafts that have been approved
or have been circulated for comment, research (including both documentary and
survey data), discussion papers, reports to the project steering committee, review
chronology, final reports or submissions relating to the findings and
recommendations of the review, agency response to the review, implementation
plans, monitoring schedule and correspondence of implementation.

Required as State
archives

8.1.3

Reference documentation compiled in relation to agencies under review. Includes
copies of documents received from agencies under review such as agency
guidelines and policies, background information on the agency or services, agency
publications, excerpts from legislation and regulations.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

8.2.0

Regulation review and
reform

The processes involved in reviewing agency regulatory proposals, specific
regulatory frameworks or areas and monitoring the implementation of regulatory
reform processes. Includes development of guidelines and standards to assist
Government agencies with development and review of legislation, regulations and
other Statutory instruments.
See PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW - Reviewing for records relating
to reviews of specific regulatory frameworks or areas
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PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW - Regulation review and reform
8.2.1

Records relating to the assessment of regulatory proposals issued by Government
agencies. Includes proposals that are not approved or proceeded with. Records
include regulation statements submitted by agencies, assessments of regulatory
proposals, consultations with agencies including meetings, amendments to
proposals, advice to the Premier concerning a proposal, certificates of approval
issued by the Premier or relevant Minister.

Required as State
archives

8.2.2

Records relating to the development of policies, standards and guidelines for the
making and review of legislation, regulations and other Statutory instruments.
Records include background research, draft versions of procedures containing
significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for comment, reports
analysing issues and the outcomes of consultation stakeholders etc.

Required as State
archives

8.2.3

Records relating to projects for improving regulation involving working with
national or international organisations. Includes projects with the Council of
Australian Governments and the Organisation of Economic Cooperation and
Development. Records include project plans, meetings with project partners,
project reports.

Required as State
archives

8.2.4

Records relating to reporting on recommendations for regulatory review or reform
and monitoring and reporting on progress in implementing regulatory reform.
Includes responding to recommendations arising from reviews carried out by
organisations such as the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal. Records
include monitoring, research, consultation with agencies etc.

Required as State
archives

8.2.5

Records relating to the provision of general advice to Government agencies
concerning regulatory proposal development processes, such as advice concerning
the application, requirements or interpretation of standards or guidelines.

Retain minimum of
20 years after
action completed,
then destroy

(For advice provided in relation the actual assessment of a submitted proposal use
the disposal class relating to assessments of regulatory proposals.)
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Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW - Regulation review and reform
8.2.6

Records relating to the advocacy within Government of improved regulatory
performance. Records include submissions made to inquiries, advice made to the
Premier, Cabinet and the Minister responsible for improving regulation.

Required as State
archives

8.2.7

Records of statistics, surveys and other raw data collected or collated for the
purposes of regulatory review or reform projects.

Required as State
archives

8.2.8

Records relating to projects for the review of regulatory regimes in NSW. Records
include issues papers, briefs to Cabinet, Cabinet endorsement of the project scope,
project plans, liaison and meetings with other agencies, consultation and meetings
with industry stakeholders, legal research, interim recommendations in made in
consultation with the responsible agencies, final reports with recommendations
made to Cabinet, draft legislation.

Required as State
archives

8.2.9

Reference documentation compiled in relation to regulation review projects.
Includes copies of documents collected or received from agencies in relation to the
review such as guidelines and policies, agency publications, excerpts from
legislation and regulations, literature reviews.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

9.0.0

9.1.0

9.1.1

STATE
INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS

The function of facilitating the planning and development of State infrastructure.

Policy

The activities associated with developing and establishing decisions, directions and
precedents which act as a reference for future decision making, as the basis from
which the organisation's operating procedures are determined.

See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS for records relating to submissions made to the
Commonwealth concerning proposed infrastructure projects

Records relating to the development of guidelines and protocols governing the
management or delivery of infrastructure projects. Includes policy, protocols and
guidelines relating to the conduct of major infrastructure projects, government
agency involvement in infrastructure development, private sector participation or

State Archives and Records Authority of New South Wales
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Function/Activity

Disposal Action

STATE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS - Project planning and management
involvement in projects. Records include background research, final versions and
draft versions containing significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for
comment, reports analysing issues and the outcomes of consultation with
stakeholders such as the private sector, community representatives and
government agencies involved in infrastructure development, etc.
9.2.0

Project planning and
management

The processes involved in planning and managing infrastructure projects. Includes
project authorisation, evaluation and joint ventures supporting projects.

9.2.1

Records relating to the assessment of infrastructure project proposals, including
unsolicited proposals and proposals that are not proceeded with. Records include
correspondence, business cases, reports on proposals or project viability,
approvals or decisions relating to the proposal.

Required as State
archives

9.2.2

Records relating to the making of orders or directions for the carrying out or take
over of a major infrastructure project or the transfer or divesting of assets, rights
and liabilities in relation to the project.

Required as State
archives

9.2.3

Records relating to the management of State significant or major infrastructure
projects where the agency plays the lead role in managing the project. This
includes records relating to the negotiation and management of joint venture or
partnership agreements,, such as public private partnership or privately financed
project agreements, project plans, records of meetings with stakeholders, project
partners and key agencies, reports and briefings relating to the progress or status
of the project.

Required as State
archives

9.2.4

Records relating to the development of infrastructure projects where the agency
does not play the lead role (for example its role is to provide advice or coordination
to bring the agencies managing the infrastructure project together but it does not
play a secretariat role) or the project is not of State significance. Records include
proposals, assessments of proposals, advice provided and received from agencies,
reports and project status and progress.

Retain minimum of
10 years after
action completed,
then destroy
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Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE
10.0.0

STRATEGIC POLICY
AND ADVICE

The function of providing policy advice to the Premier, Cabinet, Executive,
Governing bodies, etc.
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Cabinet Secretariat, policy advice
and support services to the Government for records relating to intergovernmental
agreements
See Functional Retention and Disposal Authority Cabinet Secretariat, policy advice
and support services to the Government SUBMISSSIONS for records relating to
advice exchanged between the agency and other government agencies and
governments on both legislative and non-legislative matters.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records
COMMITTEES for records relating to the establishment of and participation in
intergovernmental and interagency committees

10.1.0

Legal Policy

The activities involved in providing legal advice to the Premier and Cabinet on
issues of public policy governing the whole of the State, intergovernment relations
and State and federal constitutional matters.
See General Retention and Disposal Authority Administrative records LEGAL
SERVICES - Advice for records relating to legal advice provided to Premier &
Cabinet

10.1.1

Records relating to election writs for NSW State elections and by-elections.

Required as State
archives

10.1.2

Records relating to the provision of advice to the Premier concerning the
administration of casual vacancies within the Parliament.

Required as State
archives

10.1.3

Records relating to the receipt of advice from the Legislative Assembly on election
timetables and the return of writs for the administration of casual vacancies in the
NSW legislative assembly.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy
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STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE - Legal Policy
Records relating to the registration of lobbyists. Includes the register, application
forms, advice and decisions on applications, notification of applicants.

10.1.4

10.2.0

Legislation

Required as State
archives

The process of making laws.
See STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE - Advice for records relating to advice
provided to the Premier on the legislative proposals of other agencies

10.2.1

Records relating to the provision of advice and support to agencies on the
development of legislation where the portfolio agency has primary carriage of the
development of the legislation. Records include briefing notes and minutes
providing advice to the Minister, comments on Cabinet submissions and proposals,
correspondence, copies of drafting material including regulation impact
statements, Explanatory Memoranda, reading speeches prepared for the portfolio
Minister etc.

Required as State
archives

10.2.2

Records relating to the development of legislation for whole of government
purposes where the agency has primary carriage of the development process.
Records include consultations with relevant agencies, organisations and
stakeholders, advice to the Premier and other agencies, legislative drafting
material including regulatory impact statements, second and subsequent reading
speeches and preparation of Explanatory Memoranda.

Required as State
archives

10.3.0

Liaison

Records relating to routine liaison activities and information exchange undertaken
with Commonwealth, State and/or local government organisations in order to
assist in the coordination of government administration or projects.

10.3.1

10.4.0

The activities associated with maintaining regular general contact between the
organisation and other government agencies.

Policy

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy

The activities associated with developing and establishing decisions, directions and
precedents which act as a reference for future decision making, as the basis from
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Function/Activity

Description

Disposal Action

STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE - Policy
which the organisation's operating procedures are determined. Include policy
responses to the findings of royal commissions and commissions of inquiry.
10.4.1

Master set of circulars or memoranda issued by the Premier/Department.

Required as State
archives

10.4.2

Records relating to the development and establishment of government policies that
impact on whole-of-government or cross portfolio administration and/or have far
reaching social or economic impact. Records include policy proposals, research
papers, results of consultations, supporting reports, major drafts and final policy
documents, national policy statements, working papers, comments made on such
policies.

Required as State
archives

10.5.0

Reporting

The processes involved in receiving reports from other organisations regarding
their activities, including unsolicited reports received from not for profit
organisations advertising their programs to the Premier's office.
See STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE - State plan development and
reporting for records of reports received against State Plan targets, See State
Planning

10.5.1

Records relating to reports received from agencies of government and nonGovernment organisations for the purpose of keeping the organisation or
Department informed of their activities where issues dealt with in the reports are
the subject of public interest or controversy or require further action by the
organisation or Department. Records include copies of reports, covering letters,
responses, etc.

Required as State
archives

10.5.2

Records relating to reports received from agencies of government and nonGovernment organisations for the purpose of keeping the organisation or
Department informed of their activities where issues dealt with in the reports
require no further action from the organisation or Department. Records include
copies of reports, covering letters, etc.

Retain minimum of
5 years after action
completed, then
destroy
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STRATEGIC POLICY AND ADVICE - State plan development and reporting
10.6.0

State plan
development and
reporting

Activities associated with the development and implementation of key planning
documents establishing objectives and priorities to guide the conduct and
coordination of activities across government.

10.6.1

Records relating to the development of planning documents establishing
government priorities and objectives for action e.g. the State Plan, State
Infrastructure Strategy Statements and associated plans to support the delivery of
targets and actions e.g. Priority Delivery Plans negotiated with key agencies.
Includes records of background research, submissions or advice government
agencies, notes of meetings or reports analysing issues and the outcomes of
consultation with stakeholders and the community, final versions and draft
versions containing significant changes/alterations or formally circulated for
comment.

Required as State
archives

10.6.2

Records relating to reporting by agencies against State plan targets. Includes
reports by other areas of the organisation monitoring NSW Government agencies
and programs performance against State Plan targets and reports submitted by
agencies concerning progress in meeting targets or outcomes and records of
meetings with agencies to discuss reporting outcomes and progress towards them,
such as agenda and minutes of meetings, advice, actions arising and follow up
correspondence arising from business discussed.

Required as State
archives

10.6.3

Records relating to the development of systems to manage performance reporting
and monitoring of outcomes against planning initiatives. Records include
background research, proposals and records relating to the implementation of
systems e.g. notes of meetings, correspondence or reports relating to
implementation issues and feedback or consultation with system users etc.

Retain minimum of
2 years after
system superseded,
then destroy
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Dr Betty Con Walker
T: 9360 4537

M: 0409 360 453

walkerbob@bigpond.com

23 May 2019
The Hon Peter Hall QC
Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001

RESPONSE TO ICAC ON
THE REGULATION OF LOBBYING AND INFLUENCE IN NSW:
A CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR SAY

1.

Measures to improve transparency

Register of Third-party Lobbyists
2. Who should be required to register on the Register of Third-party Lobbyists?
4. Should there be a distinction between “repeat players” and “ad hoc lobbyists”?
5. Should there be targeted regulation for certain industries? If so, which industries should be
targeted?

The NSW Register of Third-party Lobbyists is defective because as noted in ICAC’s
Discussion Paper, and as the name suggests, only a narrow category of lobbyists
are required to register their details. This requirement captures just a small
proportion of lobbyists while the majority of lobbyists including in-house lobbyists,
peak organisations, charities, public officials including Members of Parliament are
not required to register.
One key flaw in the operation of the NSW legislation is the fact that so-called ‘peak
organisations’ are not required to register even though, by definition, they are
lobbyists. Ironically, this has arisen from the strong ‘lobbying’ of government by some
of these peak organisations to gain the exclusion.
This exemption is important because the actions of some peak organisations can
have a significant impact on the State Budget. A case in point is the club industry
represented by the lobby group, ClubsNSW. Through its lobbying of politicians at all
levels, this lobby group has been able to retain gaming machine tax concessions
which have cost the State Budget billions of dollars in the last two decades in
revenue forgone totalling over $13 billion.1 According to the 2018-19 NSW Budget,
the tax concessions to the club industry are expected to cost $914 million in just one
year.2 This means that the value of the tax concessions are greater than the tax the
government collected from clubs for being allowed to operate poker machines continuing a trend commenced since 2012.

1. NSW Budget Papers 1996-97 to 2018-19.

2. 2018-19 NSW Budget Paper 1.
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In contrast, I as a sole professional trader, and with little potential to influence the
State Budget, have been registered as a lobbyist since the policy was introduced
and a register was administered by the Department of Premier and Cabinet in 2009.
As a former Treasury official and with a Doctorate in Economics, the work I
undertake mainly involves providing professional technical advice on public finances
and the operations of government. Nevertheless, at the time of the register’s
inception, I requested advice from the Premier and Cabinet and was told that, just to
be on the safe side, I should register as a lobbyist which I did. I have continued to
do so, in case I need to directly represent any client to government.
This raises the issue of the exemption from the register of ‘in-house lobbyists’ who in
some cases may be professionals or technical advisers. So while some
professionals such as lawyers who may act as ‘in-house’ lobbyists may not be
required to be registered before they represent their clients to government, this is not
the case for other professionals such as economists who are not ‘in-house’ lobbyists.
It is recommended that this anomaly be rectified. Either all or none of the
professional/technical advisers should be required to register.
Question 4 refers to ‘repeat players’. A change to a more targeted approach of the
registration of only ‘repeat players’ would not necessarily resolve issues described
above in response to question 2. For example, significant players (such as peak
organisations) may only need to hold a few meetings with a key Minister and one
meeting with a Premier just before an election to achieve a significant financial
advantage on behalf of their industries. This may be regarded as ‘ad hoc’ lobbying
but would have greater impact on the State’s finances than a lobbyist who may be
regarded as a ‘repeat player’. Possibly that issue may be resolved by a targeted
approach to certain industries.
A further flaw in the Register arises from the activities of some parliamentarians.
Some Members of Parliament undertake direct lobbying on behalf of interest groups
to such an extent that may prove costly to the State’s Budget and which may raise
questions as to motivation. More on this issue below.
Suffice it to say that in one case, a peak organisation lobbied Members of Parliament
and others in an attempt to overturn a government decision aimed at reducing
concessional tax treatment for the club industry with the potential of costing the NSW
Budget hundreds of millions of dollars per annum.
In one of the interviews reported at page 157 in my book, Casino Clubs NSW:
Profits, tax, sport and politics ("Sydney University Press, 2009), former Premier of
New South Wales, the Hon Bob Carr, was so concerned by the activities of one
Member of Parliament that he made the following statement:
One member of the Labor Caucus was in and out of the headquarters of
ClubsNSW so often that in my view it wasn’t inconceivable that he may have
warranted an ICAC inquiry, I believe, in muddying his role as a legislator with
his role as a lobbyist for the club movement. I believe a threshold may have
been crossed there.
2
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While it may be difficult to identify internal lobbying on behalf of interest groups
amongst Parliamentary colleagues, it is recommended that this requires further
consideration.

Disclosure of lobbying activity
6. What information should lobbyists be required to provide when they register?
7. Should lobbyists be required to provide, or at least record, details of each lobbying contact they
have, as well as specify the legislation/grant/ contract they are seeking to influence? Should this
information be provided only to regulatory agencies or be publicly available?
8. Should lobbyists be required to disclose how much income they have received and/or how much
they have spent on their lobbying activities?
9. How should lobbying interactions with ministerial advisers, public servants, and members of
Parliament be recorded and disclosed?
10. What information should ministers be required to disclose from their diaries and when?

Before considering changing disclosure responsibilities of lobbyists, there is a need
to improve disclosure responsibilities of government officials.
The dependence on disclosures in ministerial diaries for information on the extent of
lobbying activity in New South Wales is questionable since those diary entries are
limited in detail and scope. Actions in relation to disclosures as raised in ICAC’s
Discussion Paper are supported as follows:
•

Disclosures about meetings in ministerial diaries should specify the subject
matter, and whether it relates to any legislative bills (which should be specified),
grants or contracts.

•

Disclosures should go beyond just scheduled meetings with external
stakeholders, and include lobbying that occurs at fund raisers, official events,
town hall meetings, and community functions. Fund raisers are restrictive and
provide a particular advantage of access to those who can afford the entry fee.
Official events tend to provide access to the more privileged in society or the
more ‘socially advantaged’ and also to those of the same political party
orientation.

•

Disclosures should detail interactions between lobbyists and other significant
public officials, such as ministerial advisers (particularly chiefs of staff) and senior
public servants.

•

Disclosures should detail lobbying meetings between Ministers and other
parliamentarians. This is imperative since NSW Parliamentarians are allowed to
undertake secondary employment including lobbying, and this may be in a paid
capacity.

More work is required to determine the most viable and effective form of such
disclosures including whether the burden should be on public officials (Ministers,
other parliamentarians, ministerial advisers and public servants) or lobbyists. What is
3
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clear is that information provided should specify when, where, by whom, and with
whom lobbying occurred, what it was about, and any outcome.

2.

Measures to improve integrity

Regulation of the-lobbyists
14. What duties should apply to lobbyists in undertaking lobbying activities?
15. Should NSW members of Parliament be allowed to undertake paid lobbying activities?
16. Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials?

NSW Members of Parliament should not be allowed to be paid lobbyists since there
is a possibility of creating a conflict of interest with their role as elected
representatives. This is imperative as even a benefit may not be clearly visible since
it may be in kind. For example, benefits to MPs (or, for that matter, to candidates)
may be provided through the provision of meeting facilities, or by meeting printing
expenses etc. - transactions that do not involve cash payments.
Moreover, some Parliamentarians may be ‘captured’ by lobbyists for peak
organisations, not through cash payments but through the promise of electoral
support from the members of those bodies.

Regulation of the lobbied
17. Should the definition of “government official” be expanded to include members of Parliament?
18. What obligations should apply to government officials in relation to lobbying activities?
19. Should public officials be obliged to notify the NSW Electoral Commission if there are reasonable
grounds for suspecting that a lobbyist has breached the lobbyist legislation?
20. Should government officials be required to comply with certain meeting procedures when
interacting with lobbyists? If so, what procedures are appropriate?

For reasons noted above, without a shadow of a doubt, the definition of ‘government
official’ should be expanded to include Members of Parliament.
Accordingly, all government officials should comply with all lobbyist requirements.
All public officials, including Parliamentarians, should be obliged to notify the NSW
Electoral Commission if there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that a lobbyist
has breached the lobbyist legislation
Government officials should be required to comply with certain meeting procedures
when interacting with lobbyists. ICAC’s recommendations are supported including
that the New South Wales Premier develop a model policy and meeting procedure to
be adopted by all departments, agencies and ministerial offices about the conduct
and recording of meetings with lobbyists and that as a minimum the procedure
should provide for:

4
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a. a Third Party Lobbyist and anyone lobbying on behalf of a Lobbying Entity to
make a written request to a Government Representative for any meeting, stating
the purpose of the meeting, whose interests are being represented, and whether
the lobbyist is registered as a Third Party Lobbyist or engaged by a Lobbying
Entity;
b. the Government Representative to verify the registered status of the Third Party
Lobbyist or Lobbying Entity before permitting any lobbying;
c. meetings to be conducted on government premises or clearly set out criteria for
conducting meetings elsewhere;
d. the minimum number and designation of the Government Representatives who
should attend such meetings;
e. a written record of the meeting, including the date, duration, venue, names of
attendees, subject matter and meeting outcome;
f. written records be maintained of telephone conversations with a Third Party
Lobbyist or a representative of a Lobbying Entity.

Regulation of post-separation employment
21. Should there be a cooling off period for former ministers, members of Parliament, parliamentary
secretaries, ministerial advisers, and senior public servants from engaging in any lobbying
activity relating to any matter that they have had official dealings in? If so, what length should this
period be?
22. How should a post-separation employment ban be enforced?
23. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists be required to disclose whether they
are a former minister, ministerial adviser, member of Parliament or senior government official
and, if so, when they left their public office?
24. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists, who are former government officials,
be required to disclose their income from lobbying if it exceeds a certain threshold? If so, what
should be the threshold? And for how long should this obligation apply after the lobbyist has left
government employment?

With an increasing proportion of lobbyists coming from the cohort of former
Ministers, Members of Parliament, ministerial advisers, and public servants, it is
imperative that there be a cooling off period for all before engaging in any lobbying
activity relating to any matter in which they had official dealings.
In the public interest, the cooling off period for former Ministers, Chiefs of Staff and
senior public servants should be four years. In the case of other Parliamentarians
and other ministerial staff, the cooling off period should be two years.
Past lax enforcement of the current limited 18-month post-separation ban in New
South Wales points to the need of an independent regulator to enforce breaches.

5
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Disclosure of lobbyists’ previous government employment by public officials and the
date when that employment ended is supported. Provision of such information would
help identify conflicts of interest.
The issue of disclosure of income from lobbying by former public officials requires
further consideration having regard to privacy laws.

Promoting the integrity of direct lobbying - other measures
25. Should there be a requirement on the part of the NSW Government to make a public statement of
reasons and processes in relation to significant executive decisions? If so, what circumstances
would trigger such a requirement and how might it operate in practice?

A ‘significant executive decision’ would need to be defined.
For instance, if lobbying is involved in an executive decision with significant financial
implications then a requirement for a public statement of reasons and processes is
laudable. This would be in addition to a mention in the State Budget which usually
does not contain much detail on individual decisions.
The need for such a statement could arise from a reversal of a previous government
decision associated with intensive lobbying by an interest group and at a significant
cost to the State Budget. Such a requirement may avoid decisions being made for
political reasons rather than in the public interest.
Apart from information on the reasons and processes associated with a decision, it is
agreed that such a statement could include:
•

A list of meetings with lobbyists;

•

A summary of key arguments made by those lobbying;

•

A summary of the recommendations made by the public service;

•

If these recommendations were not followed, a summary of the reasons for this
action.

Such an approach should assist in the integrity of major decision-making.

3.

Measures to improve fairness

Fair consultation processes & Resourcing disadvantaged groups
26. Should there be NSW Government guidelines on fair consultation processes?
27. If so, what should be provided under these guidelines in terms of these processes being
inclusive, allowing for meaningful participation by stakeholders and promoting adequate
responsiveness on the part of government officials?
28. If so, how should these guidelines be integrated with a requirement to provide a statement of
reasons and processes with significant executive decisions?

6
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29. How can disadvantaged groups be supported by the NSW Government in their lobbying efforts
(for example, ongoing funding of organisations, and public service dedicated to supporting
community advocacy) to promote openness in the political process and to promote advocacy
independent of government?

As a Treasury official, I advocated that Premiers and Treasurers seek annual preBudget submissions from community organisations, particularly those representing
disadvantaged groups, and to follow up with a consultation. That resulted in useful
discussions for both parties.
There is obviously much room for improvement in such an ad hoc process including
the provision of assistance to the smaller less resourced groups to improve fairness
and equal access to public decision-making.
Obviously peak employer groups such as NSW Business Chamber have more
resources for preparing such pre-Budget submissions than those representing the
less well-off in the community.
Official events, fund raisers and other political party functions provide opportunities
for lobbying of Ministers and other public officials by those able to attend those
events. The latter may include former politicians and former (and even current) party
office holders who may be working as lobbyists. These are opportunities not open to
the less resourced disadvantaged groups and individuals.

4.

Measures to improve freedom

Promoting the balance of freedom, restrictive measures and proportionality
30. How can the measures to promote the democratic role of direct lobbying be designed so as to
have a proportionate impact on the freedom to directly lobby?
31. Should there be provision for exemption from restrictions on direct lobbying such as the ban on
post-separation employment when undue hardship can be demonstrated?
32. Could existing or new regulatory requirements drive improper lobbying practices underground or
have a dampening effect on legitimate lobbying?

The recommendations for enhanced disclosures set out in this response would
promote the democratic role of lobbying without impacting on the freedom to directly
lobby.
Bans on post-separation employment are only for limited time periods and claims
about ‘undue hardship’ should be viewed with great scepticism, particularly as
nothing would stop a former Parliamentarian or public official from being paid for
providing advice to interested parties - without the former Parliamentarians or paid
officials being directly engaged in lobbying.
The notion that regulatory requirements would drive lobbying practices underground
ignores the fact that the major part of lobbying currently does take place outside the
so-called regulated framework - and thus could be described as already taking place
‘underground’. Extending the coverage of regulation can only improve the situation
7
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and surely public officials including Members of Parliament at the very least can be
trusted to comply with the law.

8
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24 May 2019

Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
SYDNEY NSW 2001
via lobbying@icac.nsw.gov.au

Dear Commissioner
The Regulation of Lobbying, Access and Influence in NSW
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission in response to the April 2019 Discussion
Paper on this important topic.
The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) is an independent, non-profit legal centre based in
Sydney.
Established in 1982, PIAC tackles barriers to justice and fairness experienced by people who
are vulnerable or facing disadvantage. We ensure basic rights are enjoyed across the
community through legal assistance and strategic litigation, public policy development,
communication and training. Our work addresses a wide range of issues, including government
accountability.
In this short submission we will not attempt to address all of the questions raised in the
Discussion Paper, but will instead concentrate on six specific issues.
1. Coverage of the Lobbyists Register
Question 2. Who should be required to register on the NSW register of lobbyists?
Question 3. Should there be a distinction between lobbyists on the register and lobbyists
bound by the code of conduct?
Question 4. Should there be a distinction between ‘repeat players’ and ‘ad hoc
lobbyists’?
PIAC believes that the current coverage of the Lobbyists Register – which applies only to thirdparty lobbyists – is a significant limitation on the effectiveness of the register as an anticorruption measure. This is because it excludes a range of individuals that have regular contact
with government officials, particularly regarding for-profit interests, including
Level 5, 175 Liverpool St
Sydney NSW 2000
some of those identified on page 17 of the Discussion Paper:
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•
•

Government relations staff and directors of corporations and other commercial entities [and]
Technical advisers who lobby as a part of their principal work for clients (eg architects, engineers,
lawyers, accountants).

PIAC therefore supports the expansion of the register to include a wider range of lobbyists,
especially ‘in-house’ lobbyists who are seeking contracts or other commercial benefits from
Government, either for themselves or for their clients.
This might be best achieved by expanding the register to capture ‘repeat players’, in addition to
third-party lobbyists, although we are not in a position to provide advice on the appropriate level
of contact to distinguish between repeat players and ad hoc lobbyists.
PIAC also submits that care should be taken to ensure that the expansion of the register does
not unnecessarily or arbitrarily capture not-for-profit organisations and other community-based
groups who engage in lobbying but where the risk of corruption may be reduced, noting that
they will still be covered by the general lobbying code of conduct.
2. Regulation of Members of Parliament
Question 15. Should NSW members of Parliament be allowed to undertake paid lobbying
activities?
Question 17. Should the definition of “government official” be expanded to include
members of Parliament?
PIAC believes that Members of NSW Parliament should be prohibited from undertaking paid
lobbying activities while they serve in the Legislative Assembly or Legislative Council.1
There are a number of reasons for this, including that it presents clear risks for real conflicts of
interest, especially where the allocation of funds is directly made by Parliament, and/or where
Members of Parliament are involved in the oversight of projects, for example through the
Committee process.
It is also arguably a derogation of the Member of Parliament’s overall democratic duty to
represent all of their constituents rather than giving greater attention to special interests who
may be able to raise funds to engage them to lobby within government on their behalf.
PIAC supports including all Members of Parliament within the definition of ‘government official’
for similar reasons, including that they may be involved in the allocation of funds, and scrutiny of
projects, that should be the subject of lobbying regulation.
3. Gifts from lobbyists
Question 16. Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials?
Yes. PIAC supports prohibiting gifts from lobbyists to government officials, given such gifts
necessarily raise either real or perceived conflicts of interest, and there is likely no significant
harm caused by such a prohibition.

We also support some restrictions on lobbying activities post-office, especially for members of the
Executive, although we do not make a comment about the time periods that should be imposed.
1
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4. Government guidelines on fair consultation processes
Question 26. Should there be NSW government guidelines on fair consultation
processes?
Question 27. If so, what should be provided under these guidelines in terms of these
processes being inclusive, allowing for meaningful participation by stake-holders and
promoting adequate responsiveness on the part of government officials?
PIAC supports the development of NSW government consultation guidelines.
These guidelines should include the mechanics of consultation, including the timelines that
should be allowed and the different methods of consultation employed (including written
submissions, in-person meetings and alternative means), both of which should be aimed at
encouraging the widest possible range of participation from the community.
The guidelines should also include a commitment to meaningfully engage with people who will
be directly impacted by a potential government decision. This is especially important where
those people may be vulnerable or experiencing disadvantage, and/or where they are
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander.
The guidelines should also include a commitment to notify people who participate in a
consultation process of the outcome of that process, including where the outcome is not to
proceed with any change.
5. Government funding for advocacy
Question 29. How can disadvantaged groups be supported by the NSW government in
their lobbying efforts (for example, ongoing funding of organisations, and public service
dedicated to supporting community advocacy) to promote openness in the political
process and to promote advocacy independent of government?
PIAC supports the arguments outlined on page 37 of the Discussion Paper regarding the
benefits of government funding for advocacy, especially for groups representing individuals and
communities experiencing disadvantage. There are clear advantages in ensuring government
hears from a wide range of voices, not just from those who are already well-resourced.
On a practical level, this diversity of voices can be assisted by ensuring that government
funding agreements do not prohibit the use of that money for advocacy activity where it is
directly related to the aims and objectives of the organisation, and do not include even broader
limitations on organisations that receive government funding from engaging in any advocacy
activity altogether (whether imposed via contract or because of legitimate fears of defunding).
6. Appropriate regulator
Question 35. Does the NSW Electoral Commission have adequate powers and resources
to enforce lobbying regulations in NSW?
Question 36. How can the enforcement of the lobbyist regime be improved?
PIAC is not in a position to comment on whether the current enforcement regime is adequate.
However, we do question the location of the regulator for lobbying activities.
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Specifically, the regulation of lobbying would not appear to be a core activity for an electoral
commission, and will consequently receive comparatively less attention than other activities
which form its core business (namely, the conduct and oversight of elections).
PIAC therefore questions whether the NSW Electoral Commission is the appropriate regulator
of these activities, and suggests that consideration should be given to an alternative regulator,
which may be either a new standalone independent office, or giving these functions to a
different, existing agency.
Thank you in advance for considering the issues raised in this submission. If you would to clarify
any of the above, or for further information, please contact our Senior Policy Officer, Alastair
Lawrie, on 02 8898 6515 or via alawrie@piac.asn.au.
Yours sincerely

Jonathon Hunyor
Chief Executive Officer
Public Interest Advocacy Centre
Direct phone:
E-mail:

+61 2 8898 6508
jhunyor@piac.asn.au
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Submission to Operation Eclipse
Christopher Knaus and Nick Evershed, Guardian Australia

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this inquiry. We offer this submission as an
observation of the lobbyist system in NSW, from the vantage of the media. Data editor Nick Evershed
and I have worked extensively on lobbyist issues through Guardian Australia’s Transparency Project.
Lobbying is, of course, a legitimate part of a healthy democratic system. It allows those affected by
government to directly communicate their views and expertise to decision-makers.
But ensuring it is properly regulated and open to proper public scrutiny is critical in reducing
corruption risks.
The NSW system, in our experience, is relatively strong compared to the federal regime, but remains
far below international best-practice.
Corruption risks
In broad terms, lobbying poses a corruption risk where wealth affords undue influence. The best
lobbyists have the greatest access to ministers, ministerial staff, or public servants. They are often
former government insiders - either ministers, ministerial staff, or bureaucrats - who use their
connections and knowledge of government to benefit their clients.
The best lobbyists are also the most expensive. Their services are typically only affordable to
society’s most powerful. This can have a distorting effect on the democratic process and can create
disparities in access to government.
Wealth already appears to be a factor in levels of access to government. This is exemplified by the
comparative access of miners and environmentalists to government. Miners can afford to pay
lobbyists and donate to political parties. Environmentalists cannot. The distortion is reflected to some
extent in the ministerial diaries. Our analysis suggests the resources sector secured roughly 188
meetings with ministers in 235 weeks. The NSW Minerals Council, the group with the greatest level
of access, had 61 meetings in that time. The environmental group with the greatest level of access was
the Lock the Gate Alliance. It had just 19 meetings with NSW ministers.
An area of acute risk is the “revolving door”, a term used to refer to movement between lobbying and
politics. An investigation last year, focussed at the federal level, revealed one in four lobbyists held a
prior government role, whether as a minister, MP, staffer, bureaucrat, or political party executive. We
found multiple instances where party executives concurrently held roles with lobbyist firms. This
means a lobbyist - who is being paid by private interests - simultaneously has influence over a party’s
candidate pre-selections and policies. The corruption risk is clear. Lobbying rules are supposed to stop
this practice, but they are not enforced, carry no real punishment, and are easily avoidable.
The revolving door creates risks in other ways. Ministers and ministerial staff who move immediately
into lobbying carry with them critical information and contacts. They possess inside knowledge about
imminent government decisions and contract opportunities or requirements. A defence minister who
immediately takes up a lobbying role for an arms manufacturer, for example, can give the company an
unfair advantage in securing a weapons contract. The minister has inside knowledge of tender
specifications, competitor bids, and key government figures involved in decision-making. Again,
lobbying rules in most jurisdictions, including NSW, include a cooling-off period, but are rarely
enforced and narrow in scope.
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Transparency measures
The main strength of the NSW system is its release of ministerial diaries, a transparency measure
which is actively resisted at the federal level. The diaries give a rough approximation of the degree of
access that corporate interests are afforded to NSW ministers. It allows an answer to the question:
‘who is in the room?’. There are, however, many flaws with the diaries. They are not regularly
audited, so NSW ministers are able to include/exclude meetings without consequence. The diaries
offer scant information. Typically, an entry will say only who met with whom, and when. They give
little detail on what was discussed, or what policy an entity was seeking to influence. They only cover
formal, diarised meetings, not incidental catch-ups or encounters, which are commonplace in the halls
of parliament. The diaries are also frustratingly inaccessible to data journalists. They are in PDF form,
and names of entities are inconsistent across the PDF files. This requires the data to be cleaned and
homogenised before any analysis of trends can be undertaken. .
The NSW lobbyist register is weak in many respects. It only covers third-party lobbyists - those
professional lobbyists who are working on behalf of an external client. In-house lobbyists, those who
work directly for corporations, are not included. The biggest companies in the world - Google and
Facebook, for example - hire their own lobbyists, typically described as “government relations”
executives. The current system means they are hidden from the public. The premier Barry O’Farrell
explained this in 2010 by saying: “There are no transparency issues for in-house lobbyists, as it is
self-evident who they represent”. This may be self-evident to politicians. But the current system hides
in-house lobbyists entirely from the public. It does not allow public and journalists the ability to
understand which in-house lobbyists are actively attempting to influence government. This is not only
bad for transparency, but it also unfairly punishes third-party lobbyists, who are subject to a higher
level of scrutiny with no apparent justification. Victoria has moved to include in-house lobbyists in its
register. But it is not without difficulty. Defining “in-house lobbyist” is challenging. The concept is
malleable and open to interpretation. Is a chief executive who approaches a government minister
seeking to influence policy, for example, an in-house lobbyist? Other jurisdictions (Victoria, for
example) have grappled with this issue and found definitions that adequately capture in-house
lobbyists.
The lobbyist register in NSW has other flaws. A critical weakness is that, unlike other jurisdictions, it
gives us no idea of whether a lobbyist has previously worked in government, their former role and
when they left.
The register does not include details of “lobbyist contacts”, unlike Queensland, which requires
lobbyists to regularly list recent interactions with government.
The strengths of the register include its inclusion of ABNs for clients and lobbyist firms, which allow
for better comparative analysis with other datasets by removing the need to fix messy/inconsistent
names prior to data analysis. Details around the dates a client or individual lobbyist has become
involved with a lobbyist firm are also useful. The ability to export the lobbyist register as an Excel file
is also handy and allows for greater data analysis.
Another window into the influence of lobbyists is through the public declaration of gifts to NSW
politicians. Gifts are declared in pecuniary interest registers. NSW fails significantly in this regard.
The pecuniary interest documents are handwritten and only accessible to the public if they are tabled
in NSW parliament. This makes them enormously difficult to access and/or analyse, and reducing
transparency.
Lobbyists routinely declare donations to major political parties. Unfortunately, the disclosure regime
does not require lobbyists to make any declaration of whether they are donating on behalf of a client
and, if so, who. This creates the risk that lobbyists are acting as a conduit for donors who are
prohibited or wish to hide their identity from public disclosure.
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Even when the client of a lobbyist is known, determining the beneficial owner of the client in the case
of a company can be difficult. As it stands, the cost of ASIC searches to establish the ultimate
ownership of a company are a significant barrier to such research, even when the concessional rates
available to journalists are taken into account. There is some hope this situation will be improved as
the Turnbull government announced that concessional access for media organisations would be
extended to cover all searches, but this has not yet been implemented.
Lobbyist rules
The lobbyist rules in NSW are weak relative to international best-practice. The punishments for a
contravention of the lobbyist code of conduct involve placing a lobbyist on a watch list - designed to
inflict reputational damage - and suspending or cancelling their registration. Offences punishable by
fines exist only for accepting success fees in relation to the lobbying of a government official or
breaching the 18-month cooling off period designed to prevent former ministers and parliamentary
secretaries immediately lobbying government.
The current system in NSW risks simply pushing lobbying activities underground. Those who have
their registration suspended or cancelled appear to face no consequence if they continue to lobby
while unregistered. There appears to be no discrete offence for this in NSW law. In Western Australia,
lobbying by unregistered persons can lead to a fine of $10,000.
The cooling-off rules are also deficient. It only applies to ministers and former parliamentary
secretaries. This ignores political staffers, bureaucrats, and backbench MPs, who can also trade on
inside knowledge and connections to enhance their value as lobbyists. The time period of 18-months
is also well short of international best-practice. Canada's lobbying laws prevent designated public
office holders from lobbying for a period of five years.
Enforcement is a strength of the NSW system, compared to other Australian jurisdictions. Last year,
Guardian Australia asked the federal, state, and territory governments for evidence of their
enforcement activities. NSW, where the NSW Electoral Commission assumes responsibility, was by
far the most active. In 2017-18 NSW took 54 enforcement actions, including placing lobbyists on a
watch list, issuing formal warnings, or suspending or cancelling registrations. It has been less active in
other years.
The NSW Electoral Commission has a greater degree of separation from government than the federal
system, where lobbying is overseen by government departments. Canada has a wholly-independent
lobbying commissioner - the Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying of Canada - which enforces the
laws and metes out punishments.
Priorities for reform
In our view, the single-greatest reform available to build transparency and restore confidence in
government would be the creation of an integrated transparency register. This system would act as a
searchable database that incorporates lobbying, donations, NSW government contracts, gifts to
politicians, and ministerial diaries. Transparency campaigner Rosie Williams, who runs AusGov.info,
has attempted to build such a system manually at a federal level.
This would be a major overhaul. But it would bring together disparate systems and give a complete
picture of corporate influence on democracy. Lobbying, donations, gifts, and access should not be
viewed in isolation. Rather, they should be viewed as cogs in a broader effort to influence.
Other incremental reforms open for consideration:
-

a greater level of detail in NSW ministerial diaries, including a proper description of a
meeting’s subject and purpose. The homogenisation of names and the inclusion of ABNs to
allow for ease of analysis.
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-

greater frequency of release for ministerial diaries. The current quarterly release is too slow
and does not allow for real-time transparency.
the inclusion of in-house lobbyists on the lobbyist register
a longer cooling-off period, and an extension of the cooling-off period to staffers and
bureaucrats.
an offence for lobbying while unregistered, similar to that in existence in Western Australia.
expand the definition of “government official” under the act to include MPs and senior
staffers.
an annual analysis by the NSW Electoral Commission of the levels of access to NSW
ministers, showing trends and disparities.
the digitisation and mandatory release of pecuniary interest registers, in a format that is
searchable and easily retrievable.
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16th May 2019

Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001
E: lobbying@icac.nsw.gov.au

The regulation of lobbying access and influence in NSW
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a response to the consultation paper on the
regulation of lobbying access and influence in NSW.

About Community Industry Group
Community Industry Group (previously the Illawarra Forum) is the peak body working for
community services and organisations in South East NSW. We support community
organisations, promote expertise and innovation, foster industry development and pursue
social justice.
For more than 25 years, Community Industry Group (CI Group) has taken a leadership role in
the local community services sector. We regularly engage with those organisations, services
and individuals who work with disadvantaged and vulnerable children, families and
communities. We also advocate on behalf of community organisations and vulnerable
communities to raise awareness of the issues which are impacting service delivery, and
affecting the lives and outcomes of disadvantaged communities.

Comments on the consultation paper
Community Industry Group considers that advocacy is often stifled in not for profit
organisations which depend on government funding to deliver their services to
disadvantaged individuals and communities. Many such organisations are afraid to speak out
fearlessly and frankly as they should for fear of losing their funding, particularly in the

communityindustrygroup.org.au
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current context which is marked by a rise in competition and contestability for scant funding
opportunities.
Access to government representatives, particularly Ministers, is also currently inequitable,
with professional third party lobbyists and powerful business people having greater
opportunities for interactions, both official and unofficial. We would recommend that any
future system would seek to ensure equality of access.
We concentrate our submission on four specific areas:

Definition
Advocacy is an important activity for non-government organisations which seek change on
behalf of the public good. We strongly recommend that clear definitions be developed to
identify the distinction between such advocacy and the lobbying which is carried out for
commercial gain or business purposes. Such a definition should clearly identify the
distinction between not for profit advocacy, and professional internal business petitioners or
paid third-party lobbyists who are engaged by private organisations to influence government
for financial and commercial gain.

Access
One of the major issues not for profit advocates have in pursuing social justice issues is the
inequity of access to government representatives. There is significant inequity in the access
third party lobbyists have, particularly to Minister and Members of Parliament, their advisors
and key staff members; and the access small non-government organisations have. Many
professional lobbyists invest significantly to develop strong relationships through social
activities. Such behaviour is contrary to the purpose and principles of not for profit
community organisations. In the interests of fairness, measures should be instituted to
ensure parity of access.

Fairness
Fairness would also suggest that government representatives and decision-makers must be
able to demonstrate that both sides of any issue under consideration have been heard
equally. Ensuring fairness may thus require the resourcing of smaller not for profit
community advocates to have a voice. This may include funding small non-government
organisations explicitly for advocacy activities. Most importantly, access to Ministers and
decision makers should be demonstrated to be fairly distributed.
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Transparency
Clearly the current system of publishing the diaries of our political representatives gives
insufficient transparency. Diaries merely specify dates, the individual or organisation, and a
very brief outline of the purpose of the meeting. There are no details of what was discussed,
or any actions arising. Lobbyists may also have additional access through unofficial meetings
or other engagements which do not appear in the diaries.
For transparency purposes, we strongly recommend that any register of meetings should
include the length of meetings, items under discussion, outcomes or actions, and all who
were present, including advisors or aides. A register should also outline any events or
activities attended. Importantly, the register should also include a list of people and
organisations which requested a meeting, but were declined.
We finally recommend that this register of meetings, which includes far greater detail as to
the persons present and the matters discussed, be developed and administered by an
independent Registrar. The Registrar will be responsible for reviewing the register,
examining irregularities, and ensuring the inclusion of people and organisations which have
unsuccessfully sought meetings. We further recommend that a separate Commissioner be
instituted to investigate any allegation of misconduct in relation to meetings and lobbyists.

The Community Industry Group has welcomed the opportunity to pass on feedback from the
South East NSW region on the regulation of lobbying access and influence in NSW. Should
you require further information on any of the points raised in this submission please contact
me on 02 4256 4333 or email at nsloan@cigroup.org.au.

Sincerely,

Nicky Sloan
CEO
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Lobbying: Corruption Risks
What do you consider to be the actual or perceived corruption risks in lobbying?
Our perspective is from the healthcare sector and we are concerned about payments from
pharmaceutical and medical device companies to health professionals, healthcare organisations
such as hospitals and clinics, medical societies, medical research institutes, and
consumer/patient groups.(1-8) A risk of these payments is that the decisions made or
commented upon by these groups - such as prescribing decisions, drug purchasing decisions,
or public reimbursement decisions – may be in influenced more by commercial concerns than
evidence of drug efficacy and safety.

Definition of Lobbyist
Should the definition of lobbyist be expanded?
In addition to considering lobbying by direct employees of companies (e.g., pharmaceutical
and device companies) and industry associations (e.g., Medicines Australia), we also need to
consider industry funding of health professionals, healthcare organisations and associations,
academic researchers, and patient/consumer groups. If a person with financial links to a
company lobbies government, that person should be subject to the same rules and requirements
for transparency as a direct lobbyist.

Lobbying: Key issues for Debate
What do you consider to be the key issues which would benefit from debate in a Public Inquiry?
Due to fragmented data sets, a lack of data linkage, and a lack of transparency, it is currently
difficult to investigate the association of pharmaceutical industry payments to the healthcare
sector with prescribing and other care provision decisions in Australia. For example, unlike the
United States where the Sunshine Act legislation has created a centralised searchable registry
of pharmaceutical industry payments to physicians and teaching hospitals, the disclosure
landscape is still fragmented in Australia. Although Medicines Australia, the pharmaceutical
industry trade associations, requires member companies to publicly report some payments, they
are not in a central registry.(1) Additionally, gifts of food and drink are excluded from publicly
reported payments although these gifts have been shown to be linked to prescribing patterns
that are favourable to the sponsor (9) and such gifts are ubiquitous in Australia, with over 90%
of industry-sponsored events for health professionals including provision of food and drinks.(7)
Moreover, the available reports likely underestimate the true extent of industry sponsorship as
the disclosure requirement applies only to Medicines Australia member companies.
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In Australia it is very difficult, if not impossible, to link payments to individual physicians with
their prescribing patterns. Such linkage is crucial to understanding for example whether
payments to professionals to promote specific medicines are associated with increased rates of
off-label or inappropriate use of that medicine. This type of information can be a very helpful
and necessary first step required for planning of targeted interventions.
Additionally, submissions from members of the public, health professionals, and consumer and
professional organisations on coverage decisions made by the Pharmaceutical Benefits
Advisory Committee are not publicly available, making it unfeasible to study the impact of
industry payments on position statements. In contrast, due to the public availability of
submissions on public policy in the United States, it has been possible to expose tobacco
industry efforts to financially support scientists, healthcare professionals and consumers to
lobby against tobacco regulation.(10-16) In the United States, it has also been possible to
document the link between organisational financing from opioid manufacturers and positions
in policy submissions on proposed guidelines for opioid prescribing use.(17)
Therefore, the lack of transparency of commentaries considered for public policy, the lack
of data linkage and the currently fragmented disclosure landscape are key issues for
debate.

Lobbying: Priorities for Reform
What areas of regulatory reform, if any, do you consider to be a priority? Do you have
suggestions based on other regulatory systems?
A centralised, mandatory registry of lobbying activities and payments is a necessary reform.
The Open Payments database in the United States is an example of a mandatory, centralised
registry of payments from the pharmaceutical industry to all registered physicians. Second, as
mentioned above, open access to public commentary is needed to enhance transparency around
decisions about use of public money, such as pharmaceutical coverage. Thirdly, given the
amount of funding available from the corporate and business sectors to facilitate lobbying, as
compared with independent (e.g. non industry funded) health consumer organisations,
grassroots community representatives and representatives of disadvantaged population groups
within Australia, there is a need to ensure that government officials shelter a set proportion of
their calendars to meetings with organisations and individuals without corporate financing.
Consideration should also be given to provision of small grants allowing community
organisations without corporate subsidies to participate in advocacy.
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Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials?
We think that regulations about giving gifts is another area that needs reform. Evidence from
social sciences showed that “gifts of negligible value can influence the behaviour of the
recipient in ways the recipient does not always realize”.(18) In the healthcare sector, it has been
shown that even a single sponsored meal with an average value of less than US$20 was
associated with increased prescribing of the promoted brand medication, and that prescribing
of the promoted brand increased with the numbers of meals received.(9) We believe that
transparency around gifts, including gift registries, is necessary but insufficient to prevent gifts
from influencing decision makers. We suggest that gifts should be prohibited.
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Friday, 24 May 2019
Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001

Dear Sir
The Regulation of Lobbying, Access and Influence in NSW
I write on behalf of Barton Deakin Pty Ltd (“Barton Deakin Government Relations” or “Barton
Deakin”) in response to your discussion paper, The Regulation of Lobbying, Access and Influence in
NSW: A chance to have your say. The comments below reflect the views of Barton Deakin, informed
by decades of government, political and corporate advisory experience across Barton Deakin’s team.
I am CEO and National Managing Director of Barton Deakin, and I have over 30 years’ experience in
many aspects of government relations, ministerial offices at State and Federal level, as the CEO of an
industry association and as a registered lobbyist. I explicitly state the places in this submission where
I record purely personal views.
About Barton Deakin
Barton Deakin Pty Ltd is a registered third-party lobbying company which in November 2019 will
have operated for a decade. Throughout our history we have been active and registered in all
Australian jurisdictions (where it is required) and in New Zealand. We are owned by the public
company WPPAUNZ, which in turn is majority owned by global communications conglomerate WPP.
Barton Deakin is a “partisan” third-party lobbying firm, that is, we only lobby Liberal National
Coalition Governments and Oppositions on behalf of our clients. WPPAUNZ owns another lobbying
firm, Hawker Britton, which only lobbies Labor Governments.
General Comments
Before I move to the specific questions raised, I would like to make some general comments. The
approach and ethic of Barton Deakin (and Hawker Britton) on these matters is, “governments
regulate, we comply”. In that spirit, we are pleased to share our views about your discussion paper
and its philosophical and practical issues.
The value of lobbyists
Lobbying is part of an effective democracy. Lobbying to influence political and policy outcomes is
undertaken by citizens - as well as many other entities, interest groups, community organisations,
industries, businesses and others.
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I am pleased that your discussion paper recognises the legitimacy and value of lobbyists and
lobbying activity. Australian Governments, collectively, spend tens if not hundreds of billions of
dollars purchasing products and services from the private and community sectors. They also make
policy, regulatory and funding decisions that impact Australian businesses and the community sector
daily. Government needs to understand the impact of their decisions on communities and on
sectors of the economy.
Conversely, businesses and community groups need to understand the impact of government
proposals and decisions. In my long experience, often government and business find it hard to
understand each other. It is uncommon for a Minister to be a subject expert in their portfolio
especially in the early period of their Ministry. A good lobbyist will understand both government
and business and will perform as a communications conduit that improves the efficiency and
effectiveness of the relationship between governments, the business community and community
groups.
A live example is the case of the technology sector, and in particular the Australian-based
entrepreneurial start-up economy. Over the course of the last Parliament, the Commonwealth
Government sought to legislate in two areas that created a negative response in the tech sector.
One of those was a security measure for encrypted communications apps (The “AA” Act) and one
was on the carriage of violent and offensive materials on social media platforms. The debate around
these proposals were characterised, on both sides, by claims of misunderstanding of intent, (by
government) and impact (by industry). Government, Opposition and the industry itself publicly
stated the need for industry to improve its communications with government to create a better
understanding of each other. That goal is being pursued with the direct assistance of in-house
government relations executives and third-party lobbyists such as Barton Deakin.
Lobbying to influence a desired outcome occurs not just of Ministers, public servants and advisors. It
can be aimed at cross bench MPs, minor parties, political parties, and others that surround them.
Lobbying of the all is legitimate but what occurs with the latter is less visible publicly but can still
affect public policy outcomes. Whilst we agree it is important to acknowledge that many forms of
lobbying occur, it would be impractical nevertheless to require all of these lobbying activities to be
detailed publicly.
It is reasonable to note that former political staff, Members of Parliament and public servants do
tend to have relationships across the political and government processes. We consider it aids public
confidence if there is a greater acknowledgement and visibility when these categories of people
engage in lobbying.
This can be achieved by requiring specialist “in-house lobbyists” employed by a business, industry
association or charitable/community groups, who are former elected officials or senior public
servants and advisors, to be on a secondary register. This could be similar (but broader) to that in
Victoria for Government Affairs Directors.
Assumptions in the Paper
I wish now to expand on my theme that lobbyists facilitate efficient and effective communications
between governments, the private sector and community sectors.
One of the key weaknesses of the Discussion Paper and its supporting Study is that it presents a onedimensional, binary image of the work of lobbyists. This is also the key weakness of critics of the
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government relations industry. This key weakness is an assumption that all a lobbyist does is lobby a
government on behalf of a client for a result.
While this is certainly an element of our work, it is only one part. A good lobbyist will understand a
government’s policies and assist by filling knowledge gaps on either side and ensuring each side can
communicate clearly about its perspectives and decisions in relation to an issue at hand. When a
client approaches a lobbyist with an issue, that lobbyist should have the confidence to tell them “no”
or “it won’t work” or “you’ll have to wait”.
Lobbyists are risk managers for clients, helping to clear consultative processes being clogged with
“ideas that won’t fly” or proposals with mistaken or false assumptions. Governments and
organisations as a result can devote more of their limited resources to other uses.
Good government relations companies perform a range of services beyond government-facing
lobbying, much of those services relating to strategic advice including risk management. We advise
clients on their strategic plans, we provide opinions on election outcomes, we keep them up to date
on government policies and related threats and opportunities. We also assist and educate,
explaining to clients how and why governments do things.
Principles
The Discussion Paper sets out four key principles, which I will address in response to the questions
below. However, to those four and I would add a further principle, the principle of Practicality.
Many of the proposals in the Discussion Paper may appear valid in theory, however there are a
number of issues that would render them impractical.
The paper identifies the risk of over-regulation “driving lobbying underground”. While this may be a
valid risk, I submit that there are also potential risks that over-regulation could impair useful
communications that benefit the policy makers, denying themselves useful policy feedback from the
private sector. Indeed, the paper makes another false assumption that the communications are all
one way – from lobbyists to government. This is incorrect. Government representatives need the
opportunity to seek informal feedback to policy ideas.
A case in point is the technology sector example above. There is massive disruption and innovation
across all sectors of the economy thanks to technology. Governments, with the best will in the
world, struggle to keep up with regulatory responses. There is a place for the formal consultative
process in establishing broader policy process, but to keep up with advances in technology and the
consequences of regulatory decisions they need to be in constant contact with the sector and their
representatives.
The other principle I would add is Proportionality. In my experience governments, in responding to
political issues, often impose greater regulation on already regulated sectors, while bad actors
operating outside of the regulatory environment escape detection, regulation or sanction.
Self-Governance
The paper makes passing reference to self-governance in the context of compliance with lobbyist
regulations. I think it is important for the Commission to understand the level of self-governance of
a large lobbying firm such as Barton Deakin.
Firstly, Barton Deakin is a national company. We therefore comply with each jurisdiction’s
regulations and laws, including regarding lobbying, donations and, more recently, the Federal
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Government’s Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme. In addition, we require and abide by our
own terms and conditions including ethical work practices.
Secondly, Barton Deakin is majority owned by a public company, WPPAUNZ. This obligates us to
respond to reporting and internal auditing requirements from our owners, who themselves are
obligated to comply with Corporations Laws as a listed company.
Thirdly, WPPAUNZ’s majority owner, WPP, fully complies with global best practice in corporate
governance as enforced by the Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) Act, including through regular audits of
subsidiaries including Barton Deakin.
Finally, many of our clients, in particular multinational clients, are also SOX compliant, and therefore
require very detailed obligations of us. A recent example was the 18 months taken to be engaged by
a client, from the moment of the first inquiry to the signing of the contract.
I hope this gives the Commission an insight into the web of codes, laws, practices and contracts that
ensure the highest levels of proper governance of a third-party lobbying company like Barton
Deakin, as well as the reputational and commercial risk and damage done to companies which
transgress the regulatory environment.
Measures to Improve Transparency
Questions 1 - 10
Barton Deakin believes that the current disclosure regime involving the Lobbyist Register, the Code
of Conduct and the declaration of Minister’s diaries serves the community well. We would not be
opposed to the diary disclosure rules being extended to all MPs, nor for formal meetings with senior
public servants.
The formal recording and disclosure of all contacts between government officials and lobbyists
would present problems of impracticality. The sheer volume of contacts between lobbyists, industry
associations, community groups etc. and government officials, especially during a parliamentary
sitting period or at time of crisis (such as natural disasters) would overwhelm government officials
and those undertaking lobbying activities. It would immerse them in red tape.
Most contacts are mundane – checking meeting times and attendees, checking facts around policies,
checking that that interpretation of a policy is correct. This sheer volume means it would be highly
likely that mistakes of omission would be made. This leads to several issues. Firstly, the “civil
society” organisations (which are undefined by the Commission) may make mistaken or deliberately
vexatious interpretations of disclosed contacts, particularly where they are motivated by political
opposition to the incumbent government.
The Commission fears the risk of lobbying “being driven underground’. I believe that the real risk is
that government officials cease communicating with stakeholders, outside of formal government
processes, because of the “risk” of a vexatious claim by other parties. I will return to this below, in
supporting another suggestion made by the Commission.
Barton Deakin does not agree with the inclusion of other lobbying entities on the Register of ThirdParty Lobbyists. This Register should effectively be a listing of permitted entities with which the
private and community sectors can engage with confidence that those entities have met their
regulatory obligations and are under continuous scrutiny against those obligations.
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We do feel there is a benefit from a secondary list or register for former officials, political staff or
MPs who are employed or engaged to lobby by a business, industry association or other charitable
or interest group – even if unpaid. This can be similar to the Victorian model and disclose the time of
separation from government employment. This secondary register would acknowledge the reality
that lobbying by many entities does occur but recognise that the style and purpose may be different.
We would be strongly opposed to public disclosure of our fees and expenditures. This runs counter
to deep principles of commercial confidentiality and competition policy. Also, it again exposes a
misleadingly simplistic labelling of our work. Direct lobbying is only a part of what we do. Other
services include strategic advice, risk management and audits, coaching, education and training,
submission writing, business to business services and much more.
One aspect of the NSW Register requiring urgent amendment is the longevity of information
contained therein. At present, once a client is on the register, they are listed there permanently,
notwithstanding a distinction between “active” and “inactive” clients. This is unfair, as over time
ownership of a company may change. It also leads to inaccuracies. For example, during the
Electoral Commission’s own audit of Ministerial diaries, Barton Deakin was asked if they had been
involved in arranging meetings for companies that had not been clients for many years.
The same applies for ownership details. The current Barton Deakin register contains details of two
parties that are no longer owners. This is unfair as, at a later date, individuals may need to make
disclosures of interest that do not accord with information applied on the Register.
Barton Deakin understands that the principle of transparency requires former clients to remain
listed for a statutory period– the national standard being 3 months. Barton Deakin supports the
Western Australian system, whereby the registered officer is prompted by a quarterly email to
amend the register on a self-service basis.
Questions 11 - 13
Barton Deakin does not oppose any of these proposals. It should be relatively simple for a
technology engineer to design a system to link these pieces of information.
Measures to Improve Integrity
Questions 14 - 16
Barton Deakin supports the requirements of lobbyists described in this section. Our statement of
ethics available on our website reflects many of these points.
We feel it is incongruous that MPs who are paid by the public to represent the public interest are
able to accept payments for lobbying activities. This clashes with the principles in the Commission’s
paper.
Questions 17 -20
We are not, in principle, opposed to any of the proposals in this section. Indeed, we believe the
proposals for meeting procedures in the study are sound and should protect the integrity of both the
lobbied and the lobbyist. While we accept the need for meeting records in clause (e), for reasons
described above on the principle of practicality, we do not support the proposal in clause (f).
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Having said that, and while we have opposed the public disclosure of all contacts between
government officials and lobbyists, we strongly endorse the proposal to provide a dedicated internal
resource for government officials to raise concerns about contacts with anyone.
This position is based on my experience as a Chief of Staff. I would have very much welcomed the
ability to discuss these matters with a dedicated officer in the public service. Dissatisfied with the
support available years ago when I was a Chief of Staff, I simply took contemporaneous notes and
filed them. A dedicated, empathetic resource that would allow staffers to a) talk their issues over
and/or b) file a formal incident report would be both a great comfort and support to staff. The
public knowledge that this resource exists, that MPs and staffers have an “integrity back stop”
should provide those contemplating doing the wrong thing a strong deterrent.
Questions 21 - 24
In general, we support the notion of a cooling off period for senior former government officials.
Indeed, Barton Deakin insists with new appointments that our consultants do not have contact with
the ministerial office they have served for 12 months.
Transparency however can be improved by replicating the Federal approach of requiring disclosure
of when separation occurred for former Ministers, ministerial advisors, and public servants.
One issue the Commission may wish to consider is an obligation for MPs or Ministerial staff, on
deciding to accept employment with a registered lobbyist or other private entity, to make a
declaration to their Minister and Departmental Secretary that would exclude them from accessing
cabinet documents and attending sensitive meetings in the period prior to their departure.
We are not opposed to adding our biographies to the register – indeed we would welcome it. Most
good lobbyists would have a publicly available website with biographical detail of its staff, as do we.
Question 25
While we understand the theoretical approach behind this proposal, on balance we do not support it
on the principle of practicality. It runs the risk of significantly slowing down the policy-making
process. Ultimately, the government of the day will have to publicly account for these decisions and
be judged by voters at the ballot-box.
Measures to improve fairness
Questions 26 - 28
“Fairness” is a very subjective thing, and difficult to codify. Ultimately it is in governments’ political
interests to provide as broad and comprehensive consultation process as possible.
At the same time, a “code of best consultative practice” may be useful for government in the
following context. Often when lobbying government, the resulting answer to the party doing the
lobbying will be unsatisfactory to them. It is very easy for third parties to claim the outcome as
“unfair”, when their proposal is simply rejected because it “does not measure up” or runs counter to
the government’s priorities. If the government can show that they have conformed with a code, it
could provide a defence against “unfairness”.
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Barton Deakin is a strong supporter of the Institute of Public Administration Australia (IPAA) and
many of our consultants, including the author, are members. IPAA conducts a range of education
seminars on best practices in government administration and we would be surprised if they have not
covered this matter.
As noted above, we do not agree with the “statement of reasons” proposal.
Question 29
This is an intriguing question and we understand and support the motivation behind it. Barton
Deakin serves a range of pro-bono or “low-bono” clients, including in charity, medical research,
social services, the arts or other non-government organisations. We would welcome a debate about
the merits and challenges posed by a publicly funded advocate that can replicate some of the
functions of a registered lobbyist.
Measures to improve freedom
Measures to improve compliance and enforcement
I have chosen to discuss Questions 30-37 together, as I believe they are closely related. The views I
express below are my personal views.
Firstly, I would like to address the regulatory counterparty to lobbying activity. My view is that
Government can improve its regulatory architecture to supervise legitimate lobbying. Some argue
that barriers to entry in the lobbying industry are too low, and that “anyone can sign a few forms
and hang out a shingle”. While I am not sure I agree with this view, the Government could improve
the way that it approaches the regulation of lobbying.
As noted above, I and we strongly support the proposal for an independent officer (“Commissioner
for Lobbying”) that can provide advice to parliamentary staff and departmental officers who wish to
discuss specific lobbying activity and, if they feel the need, formally register an issue for
investigation.
I would also support an advisory panel to inform the Commissioner. This may consist of former
parliamentarians, former bureaucrats, former lobbyists, former journalists, academics and
representatives from “civil society”. The panel may have the formal or informal responsibility to
consult with stakeholders on developments in lobbying. The Commissioner could have the
responsibility to produce the annual report mooted in the discussion paper.
Such a panel would be congruous with advisory committees that support governments with policy
and program development, including procurement practices.
One important necessity - and the panel could address this - is to reduce the potential for
misunderstanding between the bureaucracy, parliamentary staff and lobbyists.
I therefore support the idea of education campaigns for staff and bureaucrats mooted in the
discussion paper, and I believe the IPAA is the best vehicle to deliver them. The IPAA, however, may
need strong encouragement and, potentially, resources to do so. In the past, I have offered,
unsuccessfully, to provide lectures on parliamentary staffing or lobbying. I have delivered many such
lectures to the private sector and to individual government departments.
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With respect to lobbying companies themselves, in my MBA thesis I posed myself the question “can
lobbying develop into a profession alongside lawyers and accountants?”. On balance my answer was
“no”, however I found that there is scope for ongoing education and formal professional
development of lobbyists, following the IPAA model for the bureaucracy.
As an aside, in the course of my research for my thesis, I found a striking paucity in academic study
of the lobbying industry and in particular in the Australian context. This was relative to the
substantial range of research in other business disciplines such as marketing, finance, governance,
operations, etc. I find this gap in peer-reviewed research curious, given the critical and dynamic
importance of the relationship between industry and government, for both parties. To that end,
while I do not agree with all of the findings and discussions in the study informing the discussion
paper, I applaud the author’s endeavour and we encourage a greater development of this field of
research.
In conclusion
Barton Deakin is very pleased to provide our input into this Inquiry, and we would be pleased to
assist further. We appreciate the Commission’s recognition of lobbying as a legitimate economic
activity. We recognise that all parties have an obligation to operate at the highest standards,
including through continuous improvement in regulatory structures around lobbying. At the same
time, commercial confidentiality between lobbyists and their clients should be protected rather than
weaken competition between firms.
Yours sincerely,

Matthew Hingerty
CEO and Managing Director.
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Humane Society International Inc.
ABN 63 510 927 032

PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107
Australia
Telephone +61 2 9973 1728
Fax +61 2 9973 1729
Email admin@hsi.org.au
www.hsi.org.au

Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001
By email: lobbying@icac.nsw.gov.au

24 May 2019
Dear Sir or Madam,

Humane Society International Australia (HSI) welcomes the opportunity to
comment on regulation of lobbying, access, and influence in NSW. HSI is a
registered charity and conducts lobbying activities Australia wide.
HSI seeks to create an ecologically sustainable and humane world for all
animals and their environments. Through education, advocacy and
empowerment, we seek to forge a comprehensive change in human
behaviour, protecting all wildlife and their habitats. We have more than 25
years’ experience in promoting the enhancement and protection of all animals
and their habitats. We work actively to assist government bodies and agencies
to further the protection of animals and the environment through appropriate
regulations and enforcement.
Effective and fair lobbying is a necessity for us to be able to undertake this vital
work.
HSI commends the NSW ICAC’s efforts to bring about necessary reform of
lobbying practices. Overall, we are in support of improvements to the Lobbying
of Government Officials Act 2011 (NSW) (’the Act') and the associated NSW
Lobbyists Code of Conduct 2014 (NSW) (’the Code’) that aim to strengthen the
integrity and repute of the government and public administration. We are in
support of steps that will increase lobbying transparency, and increase
accountability.

US Office:
Washington DC
Regional Offices:
Africa
Canada
Europe
India
Latin America
Mexico
United Kingdom

While we are conscious that some of the supported reforms may appear
onerous to lobbyists, we are also of the view that under present regulation,
successful lobbying by underrepresented and underfunded segments of
society is beyond onerous and well into the territory of impossible. To that
end, HSI is in support of regulatory improvements that are proportionate in
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the benefits they provide to less powerful advocates and the burden they impose on more influential
lobbyists.

Transparency
The NSW register of lobbyists is a valuable tool for transparency and accountability in political
lobbying; however it has some significant shortcomings that allow for continued exploitation by selfinterested parties.
All repeat lobbyists, not just those that are third-party lobbyists as defined by the Act, should be
registered and bound by the Code. At present, unless you are considered a third-party lobbyist you
are not required to register as a lobbyist, however this leaves many corporations and individuals off
of the register of lobbyists and as such they may enjoy certain obfuscations from scrutiny. We would
support the proposed development of special regulations for certain targeted industries and “repeat
players” such as those proposed by Tham and Ng (2019). This would close the loophole that currently
allows CEO’s and interest groups to lobby without disclosures made to the full extent of the Act and
the Code.
Historically, there have been certain industries which possess significant leveraging power over
government, and stand to benefit greatly from regulatory decisions and land use decisions. A
particularly clear example of this is the fossil fuel industry. In 2017-18, fossil fuel companies
donated $1,277,933 to the federal ALP, Liberal and National parties.1 This is only donations which
were disclosed, so the true figure may be much higher.
Disclosures
Registered lobbyists should be obligated to publicly disclose, on a frequent and ongoing basis, details
of each lobbying contact they have, as well as specify the legislation/grant/contract they are seeking
to influence. They should also be required to disclose all political donations, and financial
expenditure on lobbying activities. We are of the view that all such disclosures should be public,
except in extremely sensitive circumstances, and in such cases these disclosures must still be made in
confidence to the regulatory agency.
Furthermore, government representatives should be required to create records of lobbying activities
undertaken with them and publish their diaries. This allows for cross checking of disclosures and
therefore increases transparency and integrity of information.
In the interests of accessibility and clarity, all such information should be integrated into a database
that includes lobbyist information, information on political donations made by lobbyists, ministerial
diaries, details of any investigations by the Commission, lists of holders of parliamentary access
passes, and details of each lobbying contact. Furthermore we support the proposal that this
information be analysed by the NSW electoral commission for inclusion in an annual review of
lobbying trends and compliance.

1

Market Forces, Friends in high places: fossil fuel political donations
‹https://www.marketforces.org.au/politicaldonations2019/›
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Integrity
Lobbyist Integrity
In the interests of integrity, lobbyists should be bound by duties of truthfulness, conflict of interest
avoidance, unfair influence avoidance, and an overall duty to abide by legal requirements. These
duties should be enforceable at law to ensure they are taken seriously and are effective in improving
lobbying integrity.
These duties should be similar to those applied in Queensland,2 with the addition of further
requirements relating to lobbyists broaching issues on the basis of their merits and not on the basis
of their influence, financial or otherwise.
Furthermore there should be a strict prohibition on the giving of gifts to government officials by
lobbyists.
Integrity of Government Officials
To begin with, the definition of government officials should be broadened to include both local
government officials and MPs. From our perspective, this is particularly important as many land-use
decisions are made at the local government level and such governments are highly susceptible to
influence from large entities or other governments due to their size.
We would further submit that obligations for government officials should be enshrined in the Act and
not relegated only to the Code.
We support the recommendations of the 2010 ICAC Lobbying Report3 that meeting policy and
procedure should be implemented that provides for:
1.

a Third Party Lobbyist and anyone lobbying on behalf of a Lobbying Entity to make a written
request to a Government Representative for any meeting, stating the purpose of the meeting,
whose interests are being represented, and whether the lobbyist is registered as a Third Party
Lobbyist or engaged by a Lobbying Entity;

2.

the Government Representative to verify the registered status of the Third Party Lobbyist or
Lobbying Entity before permitting any lobbying;

3.

meetings to be conducted on government premises or clearly set out criteria for conducting
meetings elsewhere;

4.

the minimum number and designation of the Government Representatives who should attend
such meetings;

5.

a written record of the meeting, including the date, duration, venue, names of attendees,
subject matter and meeting outcome;

2
3

Queensland Integrity Commissioner, Lobbyists Code of Conduct (2013), cl 3.1(e) ; cl 3.1(j); cl 3.1(k)
NSW ICAC, Investigation into Corruption Risks involved in Lobbying (2010)
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6.

written records of telephone conversations with a Third Party Lobbyist or a representative of a
Lobbying Entity.

Furthermore, we support the existing cooling off period for former government officials that
prevents them from engaging in lobbying activities after they cease government employ. At present,
the cooling off period is 18 months and excludes ministerial advisers and parliamentary secretaries.
We submit that the cooling off period should be extended to up to 5 years for senior officials, as is
the standard in Canada (who have seen much success with their lobbying laws4) and apply to all
advisers and parliamentary secretaries.
Finally all registered lobbyists must be required to publicly disclose whether they have been a
government official at any time. We also support the proposal that former government employees
should be required to disclose their lobbying income for a set period of time if it exceeds the industry
standard for paid registered lobbyists who were not formally government officials.
Finally, we support a duty upon government officials to report suspected breaches of the Act and the
Code to the NSW Electoral Commission.

Fairness
We note that NSW does not presently have community consultation guidelines. We submit that such
guidelines should be implemented, which address the following:
1.

The provision of meaningful information to the community in relation to issues up for
consultation;

2.

Adequate time allocation to ensure meaningful consultation;

3.

Mandatory meaningful and timely responses from the government following consultation;

4.

Active inclusion of a range of demographics during consultation;

5.

Required publication of a statement of reasons and processes for significant executive
decisions.

Furthermore we submit that community organisations should receive dedicated support from the
NSW government to assist them with effective lobbing. We acknowledge that any financial support
provided for this purpose should be allocated with strict caution to prevent opportunities for
leverage over community groups, as well as prevent the government from providing resources to
groups of a certain viewpoint, and not others. Furthermore, such support need not only be financial,
but could also take the form of lobbying guidance and the provision of other expertise and nonfinancial resources.

4

George Rennie, Australia’s lobbying laws are inadequate, but other countries are getting it right, The
Conversation 21 June 2017‹https://theconversation.com/australias-lobbying-laws-are-inadequate-but-othercountries-are-getting-it-right-78550›
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Not-for-profits and Charities
If the lobbing register was expanded to include all repeat lobbyists, and therefore charitable
organisations, HSI is of the view that there must be assurance that compliance with future lobbying
legislation would not create conflict with existing laws applicable to charitable organisations, or their
obligations to the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. In the interests of fairness,
not-for-profits should not be in a position where their legitimacy or accreditation is placed at risk in
exchange for their ability to advocate legitimately for policy on behalf of their consituents.
We also submit that the administrative burden of compliance with the lobbying register would need
to be offset by the provision of assistance by the government as provided above, or less stringent for
charitable organisations. This is simply due to resource limitations and the expectations of donors as
to our administrative expenditure.

Enforcement
One of the most glaring shortcomings of present lobbying legislation is the lack of proactive
enforcement.5
HSI would be in support of the proposed training and education programmes for both lobbyists and
those being lobbied, to ensure complete and accurate understanding of legal requirements.
However, without providing the NSW Electoral Commission with adequate resourcing and grounds to
enforce the Act and the Code, such education programmes would be pointless. To this end, HSI
submits that the NSW Electoral Commission be given further powers and resources to conduct
proactive monitoring of lobbying activities, through audits and reporting requirements.
Overall HSI is very much in support of further recommendations from the NSW ICAC to create a
transparent and democratic lobbying environment in NSW, and past recommendations from the
NSW Lobbying ICAC Report of 2010 that have yet to be fully implemented in NSW. We are pleased to
see NSW taking community lobbying and participation seriously.
Please forward any correspondence in relation to these submissions by email to erica@hsi.org.au. I
can be contacted anytime on (02) 9973 1728 or at the email address noted above.
Yours sincerely,

Erica Martin
Chief Executive Officer
Humane Society International

5

Christopher Knaus, Not a single lobbyist punished for rule breaches in five years, The Guardian 18 September
2018 ‹https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/sep/18/not-a-single-lobbyist-punished-for-rulebreaches-in-five-years›
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Dan Gocher, Director of Climate & Environment
Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility (ACCR)

NSW ICAC: Lobbying conduct and regulation in NSW
Draft consultation response

About ACCR
The Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility (ACCR) is a not-for-profit association focused on evaluating and
improving the performance of Australian listed companies on environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues,
including in particular on climate change, human rights, and labour rights. ACCR frequently engages with Australian listed
companies, their shareholders, and their investors on these issues.
A large part of ACCR’s work involves scrutinising the lobbying activities of Australian listed companies, as well as the
industry associations that represent listed companies on various issues (for example, the Australian Petroleum Production
and Exploration Association, or the NSW Minerals Council).
ACCR is a shareholder in many companies that make up the ASX100 index. ACCR regularly meets with ASX-listed
companies about environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues, and regularly briefs investors about the ESG
performance of ASX-listed companies.
Listed companies regularly lobby the NSW government on a range of legislative changes and project approvals. Direct
lobbying by companies, and indirect lobbying by companies via industry associations, poses risks to shareholders
particularly where transparency is lacking. In instances where industry associations are lobbying on behalf of their
members, there are further risks to company shareholders where this lobbying is inconsistent with the stated policies of
the company concerned. For this reason, in the interests of shareholders and investors, as well as in the public interest
more broadly, ACCR supports reasonable measures to better regulate lobbying activity, by any and all entities hoping to
gain a financial benefit from contact with government representatives.
ACCR is grateful for the opportunity to provide input on the discussion around the regulation of lobbying, access and
influence in NSW.
Listed companies and lobbying in NSW
ACCR understands that companies across all sectors of the economy seek to influence government, through direct or
indirect lobbying. This poses potential problems for many institutional investors, particularly when the lobbying efforts of
companies do not reconcile with a company’s own stated commitments. For example, many investors have called for
policy stability to address carbon emissions, while the companies they are invested in, are actively lobbying directly or
through industry associations, to disrupt such policy. This creates risks for investors in the short term, as the transition in
the energy sector becomes more unpredictable, and in the long term, as policies to mitigate carbon emissions are
delayed. In our view, investors would benefit from greater regulation and transparency around lobbying activities.
In our experience, lobbying activities by companies in the resources industry are highly sophisticated. For example, Rio
Tinto and Santos, two companies with which ACCR regularly engages, have continuously and successfully lobbied NSW
ministers about the approval of their projects over several years.
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In 2014 and 2015, Rio Tinto met with various NSW ministers in relation to the approval of an expansion to its Warkworth
mine. Following the Land and Environment Court’s rejection of the expansion in 2013, Rio Tinto lobbied the NSW
government to escalate the economic significance of coal above impacts on water, biodiversity, etc. Rio Tinto also lobbied
for changes to policies relating to biodiversity offsets, that were critical in the subsequent approval of the Warkworth
expansion.
Gas company Santos has sought to develop its Narrabri coal seam gas (CSG) project since acquiring the original project
proponent, Eastern Star Gas in 2011. Santos has met with various NSW government ministers seeking initially to overturn
the existing moratorium on onshore gas development, which was ultimately successful (with the exception of residential
exclusion zones) in 2014, and subsequently accelerate the approvals process for its Narrabri project.
Industry associations and lobbying in NSW
Industry associations are member-based organisations comprising of companies operating in a particular industry or
region. They are also known as trade associations, business associations, industry bodies, and industry trade groups.
Industry associations commonly engage in activities that promote the interests of their members to relevant stakeholders,
government and community organisations.
The lobbying activities of industry associations can have a significant impact on politics and society. This may occur
through lobbying in relation to regulatory and legislative reviews, for example on climate change and energy policy.
Industry associations seeking to influence political outcomes in NSW include the Australian Energy Council, the Australian
Petroleum Production and Exploration Association (APPEA), the Minerals Council of Australia and the NSW Minerals
Council.
Industry associations operate in an intermediary position between their member companies and public servants and
politicians. Their representatives act as spokespeople for the collective interests of a group of companies from a particular
industry. Industry associations commonly assert their political influence through direct policy engagement, including public
and private engagement with government, media and advertising, and political donations, and indirect policy engagement,
such as the sponsorship of think tanks, and by supporting fundraising and campaigning events.
Increasingly, Australian listed companies are making commitments to prohibit political donations as part of their
governance and transparency measures. Some companies judge that being associated with overt political lobbying may
result in unwanted reputational, operational and governance risks for the company or its investors. However, industry
associations may act as a conduit for companies not wishing to publicly or overtly lobby public officials, authorities and
parties. While some companies may have made public commitments not to make political donations, they may be paid
members of an industry association that does. For example, BHP, Rio Tinto, South32, Orica and Newcrest Mining made
no political donations in the 2017-18 reporting year, but are all paid members of the Minerals Council of Australia, which
gave a total of AUD 94,900 to political parties in that period, including the NSW Liberal Party.
There are no obligatory reporting requirements relating to the disclosure of membership of industry associations in
Australia. Some industry associations choose to publish a list of their members in annual reports, whilst others keep this
information confidential.
ACCR is concerned that Australian listed companies in the mining and resources sector, as well as their representative
industry associations, have undue influence upon government in NSW. Analysis by Guardian Australia recently found that
in a 235 week period, a suite of these companies1, and their representative bodies, had 188 meetings with NSW
1

These companies included Shenhua, Whitehaven, Glencore, Rio Tinto, BHP, AGL, Origin Energy, Santos, Anglo American and
Centennial Coal.

2
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government ministers2. This included 61 meetings between the NSW Minerals Council and NSW ministers. In the same
period, environmental groups were only granted 19 meetings.
ACCR has catalogued the advocacy of the NSW Minerals Council throughout the previous term of the NSW government.
The NSW Minerals Council has been successful in convincing NSW government ministers that taking action on climate
change would mean sacrificing jobs and growth. The NSW Minerals Council has criticised emissions reduction targets,
sought to prolong the life of existing coal-fired power stations, and encouraged the construction of new coal-fired power
stations. This is despite these views not being consistent with those of some of its largest members - including BHP and
South32. While ACCR seeks to educate investors in these companies about such inconsistencies, the lack of
transparency around lobbying in NSW makes that task quite difficult.
Response to ICAC consultation paper questions
1. Measures to improve transparency
ACCR shares the Commission’s concerns about opaque lobbying processes and poor standards of accountability giving
way to potential corruption in NSW (p. 9, Consultation Paper). ACCR welcomes the expansion of the lobbying regulatory
scheme in NSW to require a greater level of transparency, by improving disclosure requirements generally.
Register of Third-Party Lobbyists
Question 2. Lobbyists employed directly by listed companies or industry associations are not currently required to name
themselves as lobbyists, or publicly disclose their lobbying activities. In our view, there is no good reason for this type of
lobbying to be excluded from the regulatory scheme. ACCR supports broadening the definition of ‘lobbyist’ to include any
individual or group, representing any entity which seeks to promote a commercial interest, or gain a financial benefit from
their engagement.
As well as Third-Party Lobbyists, the following groups should be required to register on the NSW lobbyist register:
- Direct and indirect employees of listed and unlisted companies, including board members and other official
representatives of companies.
- Direct and indirect employees of industry associations, including any contractors or subcontractors engaged to
undertake lobbying activities.
Question 5. As previously stated, a large proportion of ACCR’s work focuses on Australian listed companies and industry
associations seeking to influence government decision-making in relation to climate and energy issues (including for
example, planning and development approvals in New South Wales). ACCR believes that there should be targeted
regulation for the mining and resources industry.
As the 2010 ICAC Issues Paper3 on this subject noted:
‘Lobbying is most likely to be concentrated around areas where there are competing significant interests and the
discretion to affect those interests. It is reasonable to expect that the intensity of lobbying may vary according to:
a) the advantage, whether financial or otherwise, likely to be obtained from successful lobbying, b) the level of
discretion afforded to the public official, c) the possibility of review/appeal of any decision, and d) the number of
participants in the industry.’ - p. 14.

2

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/mar/22/mining-sector-met-nsw-ministers-almost-every-week-over-four-years

ICAC 2010, Lobbying in NSW: An issues paper on the nature and management of lobbying in NSW, discussion paper, accessed at
https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/478/Lobbying%20in%20NSW%20-%20issues%20paper.pdf.aspx.
3

3
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The resources industry in New South Wales has a high degree of all of the above characteristics. Companies and their
representative industry associations in this sector are active, well organised, and prominent. Representatives from this
industry enjoy frequent and direct access to members of parliament, including government ministers4. The legislation,
regulations, contracts, grants and projects which these groups seek to influence are often highly contentious, and
commonly contend with local community opposition, as well as broader contests with civil society groups over issues such
as climate change, environmental damage and biodiversity, Indigenous land rights, jobs, and public health and safety.
Combined, all of these realities heighten the corruption risks involved in the lobbying of public authorities and officials, by
representatives of companies and industry associations in the mining and resources sector.
Disclosure of lobbying activity
Question 6. ACCR supports the adoption of mandatory standards of conduct and procedures for lobbying activities. It is
reasonable to require lobbyists to provide their names; the name of the entity that they are representing; their involvement
in or with that entity (whether they are directly employed or indirectly employed, for example); and the general and specific
purpose of any lobbying activity. They should also be required to submit identification numbers, such as ABNs and/or
ACNs, and full formal business names in addition to the names under which they operate, to support the cross-checking
of entities across government and other data sets.
Question 7. Lobbyists should be required to provide details of each instance of lobbying contact that they have, and
make a note of any policy, legislation, grant, contract, regulation or project that is raised during this contact. This should
include any prospective policy, legislation, grant, contract, regulation and/or project. This information should be made
publicly available.
Question 8. Lobbyists seeking a financial benefit from lobbying (including membership fees paid to an industry
association) should be required to disclose how much income they have received and which entity paid them, as well as
how much they have spent on their lobbying activities over what timeframe.
Question 9. Collection and disclosure services should be implemented using the Australian Government’s Digital Service
Standard and NSW Government’s own Digital Design Standard, with the advice or involvement of digital.nsw, the
government’s experts in creating accessible digital services. Disclosure data should be published as Open Data, inline
with the NSW Government Open Data Policy.
In the interests of consistency, fairness, and transparency, lobbying interactions should be recorded and disclosed in a
standardised way through an online form. Such a form or template should have mandatory fields, including the data points
mentioned at Questions 6 and 7. Disclosures should be published in as close to real time as possible. ACCR stresses the
need for standardisation of data, and how a lack of standardisation can be used to manipulate the process. For example,
there were several entries in the NSW ministerial diaries in 2015 of “Coal” being entered as the name of the concerned
party5. Such information is clearly designed to obfuscate.
Question 10. ACCR supports the publication of lobbying information by ministers through the periodic release of
ministerial diary records, which already occurs. However, we consider that these records are currently too minimal, and do
not give members of the public a sufficient understanding of the lobbying which has taken place.

4
5

See: https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/mar/22/mining-sector-met-nsw-ministers-almost-every-week-over-four-years
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/mar/22/mining-sector-met-nsw-ministers-almost-every-week-over-four-years
4
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For example, on 25/02/2019, the NSW Minister for Resources, Minister Energy and Utilities and Minister for the Arts
recorded a meeting with the Business Council of Australia6. The recorded purpose of the meeting was ‘energy’. From the
BCA’s most recent publication7, it could be assumed that ‘energy’ could relate to extending the life of existing coal-fired
power stations or scrapping “green schemes” (presumably renewable energy targets). However, given that the BCA has
approximately 140 members nationally, and represents a number of companies with energy-related interests (such as
AGL, Origin Energy, Santos and Woodside), due to the minimalist reporting requirements, it is impossible to understand
what was discussed at the meeting, and which company or companies the BCA was representing.
Ministers should be required to disclose the following details of their meetings with lobbyists: who was present at the
meeting; the date, time and duration of the meeting; any relevant legislation, grants, contracts, regulations, projects or
policies which were discussed; the meeting agenda; and minutes from the meeting. Narrow exemptions for genuine
commercial-in-confidence information would be reasonable.
Promoting accessibility and effectiveness
Question 11. Online disclosures need to be as close to the time of relevant action as possible. Timeliness is one of the
most crucial elements to identifying and correcting problematic practices. As in our response to Question 9, disclosure
services should be implemented using the Australian Government’s Digital Service Standard and NSW Government’s
own Digital Design Standard, with the advice or involvement of digital.nsw, the government’s experts in creating
accessible digital services. This will ensure a collaborative design process and a resulting service that is accessible and
useful to us and the broadest range of users. Disclosure data should be published as Open Data, as a feed and in bulk on
data.nsw.gov.au, and inline with the NSW Government Open Data Policy.
Question 12. It would be useful to integrate lobbying related data including: information on political donations made by
lobbyists; the register of lobbyists; ministerial diaries; details of investigations by the Commission; list of holders of
parliamentary access passes; and details of each lobbying contact.
Crucially, when records are submitted, they must be required to include the information that enables the cross-referencing
with other datasets, such as ministerial diaries, business registers, political donations etc. (see response to Questions 6
and 9 above).
Question 13. To incentivise compliance, ACCR supports the annual or biannual publication of lobbying trends and
compliance to the NSW Parliament. Such reporting should be publicly available online.
Regulation of the lobbyists
Question 15. NSW members of Parliament should not be allowed to undertake paid lobbying activities during their term of
Parliament. See Questions 21 and 22 below for ACCR’s comments on the regulation of post-separation employment.
Question 16. Lobbyists should be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials. It is ACCR’s view that gifts and
expenditure on “entertainment” have been intrinsically linked with previous corruption scandals in NSW.

6

https://www.dpc.nsw.gov.au/assets/dpc-nsw-gov-au/publications/January-March-2018-1409/0218aa9452/Minister-for-Resources-Minist
er-Energy-and-Utilities-and-Minister-for-the-Arts-January-2019-March-2019.pdf
7

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/bca/pages/4678/attachments/original/1554878192/A_plan_for_a_stronger_Australia_-_vol1_-_n
oembargo.pdf?1554878192

5
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Regulation of the lobbied
Question 17. The existing definition of “government official” should be expanded to include ministers, members of
Parliament, parliamentary secretaries, ministerial advisers and senior public servants. This expanded definition should
apply to all members of parliament, including the government (or ruling coalition), opposition and minor parties.
Question 18. Government officials attending a meeting with lobbyists should be accompanied by at least one other
government official, one of whom should be responsible for taking minutes (see Question 20).
Question 19. Public officials should be obliged to notify the NSW Electoral Commission of potential breaches of the
lobbying legislation. There should be appropriate protections for whistleblowers, in order to avoid repeat cases like that of
former Department of Planning manager Rebecca Connor, as reported by The Newcastle Herald in November 20188.
Question 20. A minimum of two government officials should be required to attend any meeting with a lobbyist. One of
those officials should be required to take minutes, which should be submitted to the NSW Electoral Commission (as the
existing regulator) via an electronic form within a week of the meeting taking place.
Regulation of post-separation employment
Question 21. ACCR supports a cooling off period for former ministers, members of Parliament, parliamentary secretaries,
ministerial advisers and senior public servants from engaging in any lobbying activity relating to any matter that they have
had official dealings in. We suggest that this cooling off period should be for at least one term of government — currently
four years.
Question 22, Question 23. In order to enforce a post-separation employment ban, lobbyists should be obliged to declare
any previous role as a government official when seeking to register as a lobbyist. The NSW Electoral Commission should
be permitted to conduct simple investigations to determine whether lobbyists have been truthful in their applications to the
lobbyists’ register.
Question 24. ACCR supports requiring lobbyists who are covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists, who were former
government officials, to disclose any income that they receive from lobbying. In the absence of a four year cooling off
period, this disclosure should be required for a period of at least one term of government.
Promoting independent supervision to enforce lobbying laws
Question 35. ACCR supports the establishment of an independent ‘Integrity Commissioner’, charged with oversight and
enforcement of lobbying laws. In ACCR’s view, the NSW Electoral Commission is not the appropriate body to regulate
lobbying in NSW. An Integrity Commissioner would be responsible for collecting and disclosing lobbying activities,
investigating potential breaches of lobbying laws, prosecuting minor matters, and referring serious matters to the
Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC).

Yours sincerely,
Dan Gocher
Director of Climate & Environment
Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility (ACCR)

8

https://www.theherald.com.au/story/5757672/i-wouldnt-play-ball-sacked-department-of-planning-manager-alleges-corruption/
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Introduction
NCOSS is the peak body for the community sector in NSW. Our vision is for a NSW free from poverty
and disadvantage.
As required by our constitution, we pursue this end via a range of activities which include:
influencing social and economic policy; advocating for residents in NSW to have access to services
and resources to mitigate the impacts of poverty; developing informed public opinion; representing
the needs of disadvantaged and vulnerable individuals and groups to all levels of the government
and non-government sector, the media and the general public; and representing the nongovernment sector to the government, businesses, philanthropic networks and the public.1
This highlights the central role that advocacy and input to public policy and decision-making
processes play in pursuit of the NCOSS mission.
The community sector in NSW (and elsewhere) is undergoing significant reform and upheaval as
Government transitions from direct service provision to the purchasing of services from nonGovernment and community-based organisations (referred to as ‘NGOs’ in this submission). This
change shifts greater responsibility and risk to the community sector. The move to consumer-driven
care and individualised funding packages, data driven decision-making, and commissioning for
outcomes are some of the changes that NGOs are grappling with in a constantly evolving and
complex landscape.
In this environment, the importance of the sector in addressing complex social issues and meeting
the needs of vulnerable and disadvantaged communities continues to grow. Along with this, the
need for the sector (and NCOSS) to be able to advocate, influence policy processes, and bring its
expertise and experience to bear on decision-making, is paramount.
NCOSS welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the work of ICAC to improve the transparency
and fairness of lobbying activities and decision-making processes in NSW. The recognition that
disadvantaged groups, as identified in the Discussion Paper, require support from Government in
their lobbying efforts is particularly important. There is currently a disparity between the resources
available for NGOs and community groups to dedicate to advocating and lobbying and those
available to many industries and professional lobbyists. NCOSS supports an approach that ensures
fairness, transparency and a level playing field for all who seek to influence government.
Over the last few years NCOSS has undertaken grassroots consultation in over 24 communities
across metropolitan and regional NSW and regularly convened a range of expert advisory groups –
including the Forum of Non-Government Agencies, Regional Forum, Health Equity Alliance and
Children, Young People and Families Alliance. NCOSS also recently held a forum for our members to
discuss Operation Eclipse and provide input into our submission.
This submission is therefore informed by the expertise and experiences of our members, expert
advisory groups, the broader social services sector and their clients.

1

NSW Council of Social Service 2017, Constitution of Council of Social Service of New South Wales, dated 9 November, available at:
https://www.ncoss.org.au/about/governance
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NGOs: Advocates or Lobbyists?
Many NGOs would not consider advocacy activities that seek to influence government decisions that
benefit the people they deliver services to, as “lobbying”. In NCOSS consultations with NGOs there
was concern expressed that failing to distinguish the activities of organisations acting in the public
interest from lobbyists representing for-profit interest groups, misrepresents the intention that
underpins advocacy activities of many NGOs. It also obscures the difference in power relations
between for-profit lobbyists, who represent commercial interests and benefit from greater
resources to dedicate to their activities, and groups that seek to represent the interests of poor and
disadvantaged citizens.
NCOSS supports the development of an approach that improves the transparency, integrity and
fairness of all lobbying activities while clearly distinguishing between lobbying by for-profit interest
groups and advocacy activities conducted by NGOs.
Arguably, NGOs who engage in advocacy already fall within the definition of “lobbying” under the
NSW Lobbyist Code of Conduct. Section 4(1)(a) states:
‘[L]obbying a NSW Government official means communicating with the official for the
purpose of representing the interests of others in relation to … legislation or proposed
legislation or a government decision or policy or proposed government decision or policy…’
The definition of lobbying further extends to ‘any such communication for the purpose of
representing community interests’.2
A key question is therefore whether and how NGOs – who advocate in the public interest and for
public benefit, and in doing so enable a robust representative democracy – should be captured by
lobbying laws that apply to for-profit, third party lobbyists.

What is advocacy?
Advocacy involves the development of public policy, the promotion of, or opposition to particular
laws, policies, practices or decisions of governments and awareness- raising.3 Further, ‘Civil society
advocacy is understood as key to supporting the “robust functioning of democracy”, both by
cultivating democratic practices among members and participants, and, more importantly in our
view, by ensuring that the most diverse range of views and voices is represented in policy debate.’4
Advocacy also plays a crucial role in improving service delivery. The community services sector is one
where increased demand for services is not a positive thing – particularly when that demand cannot
be met, as is so often the case. Advocacy is a key channel through which the underlying and systemic
causes of demand of services can be highlighted. NGOs who are community service providers and
their peak representatives therefore need the opportunities to share their expertise with decision
makers.
Advocacy can take many forms, from undertaking research, to attending meetings with MPs and
bureaucrats, participating on advisory groups and steering committees, to public campaigns and use
of the media. It is important that these activities continue, so that the needs of marginalised and
2

NSW Lobbyist Code of Conduct, section 2(c)
https://www.acnc.gov.au/tools/guides/charities-elections-and-advocacy
4 Carson, Dr. A. & Maddison, A/Prof. S. 2017, Civil Voices: Researching Not-for-Profit Advocacy, University of Melbourne, Victoria, pp15
3
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disadvantaged groups, who are traditionally locked out of the policy process, are represented to
decision makers.

Public interest
The primary difference between NGOs engaged in advocacy and for-profit lobbyists is that most
NGOs’ advocacy is aimed to influence government to act in the public interest. Unlike for-profit
lobbyists, NGOs act as a conduit for information and voices from the public that often go unheard. It
should be noted that NGO advocacy is also often informed by the expertise of service providers,
research and evidence and expert opinion.
Although the ‘public interest’ is a central concept to our democratic system, it has no clear
definition. The public interest has been described as ‘…a convenient and useful concept for
aggregating any number of interests that may bear upon a disputed question that is of general – as
opposed to merely private – concern’.5 Most attempts to describe the public interest refer to the
community as a whole, the ‘common good’ or ‘society’. However these definitions ultimately fail to
identify the interest of groups, or sections of the population that do not fall into the category of the
majority, for example, people living with disability or people experiencing poverty and disadvantage.
It is arguably easier to understand the concept of the public interest by looking at what it is not; it is
not a private interest, personal interest or “’other motivation’ type issues that focus on the private,
personal or partisan interests of the decision-maker”.6 Guidance can also be drawn from the
definition of public benefit under the Charities Act 2013 (Cth) (the Charities Act) which replaced the
common law definition of charity as ‘an entity that is a not-for-profit and the purposes of which are
charitable and for the public benefit.’7 The Charities Act contains a list of certain purposes presumed
to be for the public benefit which include preventing and reliving sickness, disease or human
suffering, advancing education and relieving poverty.8
Public interest or benefit is enshrined in many NGOs’ Constitutions. For example, NCOSS’s
Constitution states that our purpose is to:
1. Advance social or public welfare; and
2. Other purposes beneficial to the general public;
by undertaking activities including: working towards eliminating poverty in NSW by influencing
social and economic policy; and advocating for all NSW residents to have access to services and
resources that mitigate the effects of poverty.
NCOSS’s Constitution also stipulates that it must pursue charitable purposes only and apply its
income in promoting those purposes.9

Not all NGOs are the same
NCOSS recognises that that not all NGOs are the same. Some exist solely for advocacy purposes,
others have a dual role of providing direct service delivery alongside an advocacy function and some
5

Commonwealth Freedom of Information Bill, the Australian Senate Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs (1979).
Wheeler, C. 2006, ‘The Private Interest: We know it’s important, but do we know what it means?’, AIAL Forum, No. 48, available at:
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/AIAdminLawF/2006/2.html
7 Charity Act (Cth) 2013, s 5.
8 Charity Act (Cth) 2013, s 7.
9 NSW Council of Social Service 2017, Constitution of Council of Social Service of New South Wales, dated 9 November, available at:
https://www.ncoss.org.au/about/governance
6
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organisations exist solely to deliver services.
All NGOs have an important role to play to ensure diverse views are represented in policy debate.
For example, direct service delivery organisations may not have a core advocacy function, but often
provide input into policy development through submissions, participation on steering groups and
working parties, campaigns and activities designed to raise public awareness of issues.
Some NGOs are also much larger and well-resourced than most others. Some NGOs, for example,
own large property holdings and may engage with decision-makers on matters related to their own
land and property development, which arguably cannot be seen as advocating in the public interest.

Measures to improve transparency
Register of Third-party Lobbyists
1. Are there any examples of lobbying laws/ practices in other jurisdictions (interstate or overseas)
that seem to work well?
2. Who should be required to register on the Register of Third-party Lobbyists?
3. Should there be a distinction between lobbyists on the register and lobbyists bound by the code of
conduct?
Lessons from Scotland and Ireland
NCOSS strongly supports a more robust lobbying framework and considers the Scottish laws a strong
model in which to seek guidance. However, careful consideration needs to be taken about where
NGOs sit within this framework. Disappointingly, Scotland and Ireland’s sophisticated lobbying
frameworks have not been successful in distinguishing for-profit lobbying from NGO advocacy.
Ireland’s Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 requires third party lobbyists, in-house lobbyists,
representative bodies, advocacy bodies as well as any person communicating about the
development or zoning of land to register as a lobbyist if they engage in relevant communication
about a relevant matter. Similarly, Scotland requires anyone who has engaged in ‘regulated
lobbying’ to be included on the lobbying register.10 A person engages in regulated lobbying if a
person makes a communication that is in relation to Government or parliamentary functions, and is
not a communication of a kind mentioned in the schedule.11
Scotland attempts to limit types of communications that are regarded as ‘regulated lobbying’ in the
schedule of exemptions. Section 5 exempts ‘a communication made by an individual who is not
making it in return for payment.’12 This exemption would only capture volunteer-based
organisations, and not paid employees working in NGO advocacy – guidance notes for the legislation
make it clear that the exemption does not cover an employee making a communication in return for
payment of any kind. Therefore, a similar exemption in NSW lobbying laws would need to be
expanded to properly protect NGO advocacy conducted in the public interest, for public benefit.

10

Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016 (Scot).
Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016, s 1(a) (Scot).
12 Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016, sch 5 (Scot).
11
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The challenge for NSW
NCOSS does not want to see extra burden placed on the NGO sector. Any consideration of defining
NGO advocates as ‘lobbyists’ and requiring them to be listed on the register, must also factor in the
impact this could have on the NGO sector and the consequences of a weakened civil society voice.
NGOs already operate in an uncertain funding environment which can give rise to a culture of selfsilencing, as discussed later in this submission. In light of this, any extra barrier between NGOs and
government decision-making would not be sustainable for the sector.
In contrast to a large part of the NGO sector, for-profit lobby groups have had an inequitable level of
access to government decision-making. Not all for-profit lobbying is the same – there are many
legitimate for-profit lobbying activities that occur – however there are also powerful big business
and industry lobbyists that have an unfair advantage through their access to resources and
influence, and have a history of acting in bad faith. For example, the tobacco industry has a history
of influencing government policies and discrediting scientific research and evidence-based tobacco
control measures.13,14
Based on the above considerations, NCOSS supports a distinction between lobbyists on the register
and lobbyists bound by the NSW Lobbying Code of Conduct (“code of conduct”). NCOSS would also
support requiring all communications by for-profit entities to be registered on the Register, not just
communications by Third-Party Lobbyists. Those NGOs advocating in the public interest could
remain bound by the code of conduct but exempt from the Register on the basis that their work is in
the ‘public interest without regard to personal, party political or other immaterial considerations.’15
This would also need to take into consideration the fact that some large, well-resourced NGOs may
at times engage with decision-makers on matter of self-interest, as previously discussed.

Disclosure of lobbying activity
6. What information should lobbyists be required to provide when they register?
7. Should lobbyists be required to provide, or at least record, details of each lobbying contract they
have, as well as specify the legislation/grant/contract they are seeking to influence? Should this
information be provided only to regulatory agencies or be publically available?
8. How should lobbying interactions with ministerial advisers, public servants, and members of
Parliament be recorded and disclosed?
9. What information should ministers be required to disclose from their diaries and when?
There are many different disclosure models that the Commission can draw and improve upon from
overseas and within Australia. A disclosure framework should aim to place as much information as is
practically possible in the public domain, while balancing the administrative burden between
lobbyists and government and allowing for systematic comparison of lobbying activity reported by
lobbyists against ministerial diaries and other sources.16
Disclosure by lobbyists
The Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016 provides a good example of what a lobbyist must disclose on the

13

World Health Organization 2008, Tobacco industry interference with tobacco control, Geneva
Chapman, S. & Freeman, B. 2014, Removing the emperor’s clothes: Australia and tobacco plain packaging, Sydney University Press,
Australia
15
Ng & Tham, above n 1, 10.
16 Ng & Tham, above n 1, 21.
14
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lobbying Register:








the name of the person lobbied,
the date on which the person was lobbied,
the location at which the person was lobbied,
a description of the meeting, event or other circumstances in which the lobbying occurred,
either—
o a statement that the lobbying was undertaken on the registrant's own behalf, or
o the name of the person on whose behalf the lobbying was undertaken, and
the purpose of the lobbying. 17

NCOSS supports a similar disclosure requirement for lobbyists as that adopted in Scotland, with the
additional requirement to disclose the legislation/grant/contract they are seeking to influence.
NCOSS also supports the additional disclosure requirements outlined by Transparency
International’s International Standards for Lobbying Regulation:



the ultimate beneficiary of lobbying activities; and
any supporting documentation shared with the public officials.18

A new mechanism for lobbyists to declare this information may not be required. NCOSS strongly
supports the proposal in the Discussion Paper to enhance the effectiveness of disclosure by
integrating information on political donations made by lobbyists, the register of lobbyists, ministerial
diaries, details of investigations by ICAC and the list of holders of parliamentary access passes into
one database (subject to our position on parliamentary access passes discussed later in this
submission). Viewing this information side by side also promotes systematic comparison of lobbying
activity reported by both lobbyists and government.
Disclosure by the lobbied
Currently in NSW, the main source of information on the extent of lobbying occurs through the
disclosure of ministerial diaries. In principle, NCOSS supports the current obligation on ministers to
disclose their ministerial diaries. It is noted however that often scant information is recorded on the
purpose and outcomes of meetings. The practice of simply listing the date, subject and meeting
attendees does not provide the public with information on what transpired at the meeting. For
example, the disclosure summary for the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special
Minister of State for the period of 1 January to 31 March 2019 only includes the following
information:

20/01/2019

Meriton Properties Ltd

Discuss planning and education issues

To improve transparency and accountability of current obligations for diary disclosure, consideration
should be given to the publication of more detailed information such as meeting agendas and
summary of discussions.
As noted in the Discussion Paper, ministerial diaries ‘do not cover official events, town hall meetings,
and community functions, where lobbying frequently happens’.19 There is also inadequate
transparency around meetings between Ministers and Parliamentarians which is of particular
17

Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016 s 6 (Scot).
Transparency International 2015, International Standards for Lobbying Regulation, Standard 3: Lobbying Register, available at:
http://lobbyingtransparency.net/standards/transparency/
19
Ng & Tham, above n 1, 20.
18
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concern because Parliamentarians are permitted to undertake secondary employment or
engagements, including paid lobbying activity, provided they disclose the employment and the
income derived from it. 20
There is further concern that disclosing the diaries of ministers does not adequately capture all
lobbying activity that government are subject to, as meetings with lobbyists also commonly occur
with senior government officials that are logical targets because of their power and influence in
decision-making.
NCOSS supports the suggestion in the Discussion Paper that all the diaries of Chiefs of Staff, senior
departmental staff and Members of the New South Wales Parliament are disclosed. It is important
that disclosures are timely in order to be most effective in holding government to account for their
decisions. NCOSS also supports monthly publication of ministerial diaries, as is currently the practice
in Queensland.21

Promoting accessibility and effectiveness
11. How can disclosures of lobbying regulation best be presented and formatted to better enable
civil society organizations to evaluate the disclosure of lobbying activities?
12. Should there be greater integration of lobbying related data? For example, should there be
integration of:
(i)
Information on political donations made by lobbyists
(ii)
The register of lobbyists
Ministerial diaries
(iii)
Details of investigations by the Commission
(iv)
List of holders of parliamentary access passes
(v)
Details of each lobbying contact (if reform occurred)?
(vi)
13. Should the NSW Electoral Commission be required to present an annual analysis of lobbying
trends and compliance to the NSW Parliament?
Accessibility of disclosure information is crucial for civil society organisations, the media and others
to hold ministers to public account and to provide transparency. Currently, the NSW Electoral
Commission website is not intuitive or easy to navigate. In contrast, the Scottish Lobbying Register is
easy to use with the lobbyist search box right at the top of the page. It has good functionality as it
enables searching by individual name or broadly by title, the date the meeting occurred or by the
lobbying activity.
The Guardian’s Transparency Project is also user friendly as it is visual which allows multiple sources
of information to be displayed without seeming text heavy and therefore user friendly. NCOSS
recommends that a transparency platform is created which combines both the Scottish lobbying
register functionality with the visual platform similar to the Guardian’s Transparency Project.
As discussed above, NCOSS supports the integration of other lobbying related data to give the public
a clear picture of how decisions are made without placing unreasonable administrative burden on
both lobbyist and government. NCOSS agrees that the list of transparency related data noted in
question 12 should be integrated into the same platform.

20

NSW Code of Conduct for Members (adopted May 2015, Votes and Proceedings, pp 53-5), cl 2 (under review); Proposed Revised Code cl 2.
Queensland Cabinet and Ministerial Directory 2019, Ministerial Diaries, Queensland Government, available at:
https://www.cabinet.qld.gov.au/ministers/diaries.aspx

21
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NCOSS also supports the Commission’s proposal for the NSW Electoral Commission to be required to
present an annual analysis of lobbying trends and compliance to the NSW Parliament. However,
there is a preference that other substantial reform that is outlined in our submission be prioritised
above and over this proposal. Whilst important, NCOSS considers access to essential information on
lobbying practices – how our representatives make decisions – most important. It is essential that
the public, civil society and the media have access to a user friendly platform that contains detailed
information on lobbying practices in NSW.

Measures to improve integrity
Regulation of the lobbyists
14. What duties should apply to lobbyists in undertaking lobbying activities?
15. Should NSW members of Parliament be allowed to undertake paid lobbying activities?
16. Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government officials?
NCOSS supports previous recommendations from the Commission that the lobbyist code of conduct
should include requirements for lobbyists to:






Inform their clients and employees who engage in lobbying about their obligations under the
code of conduct;
Comply with the meeting procedures required by Government Representatives with whom they
meet, and not attempt to undermine these or other government procedures or encourage
Government Representatives to act in breach of them;
Not place Government Representatives in the position of having a conflict of interest;
Not propose or undertake any action that would constitute an improper influence on a
Government Representative, such as offering gifts or benefits.22

Further to the above, NCOSS supports prohibiting lobbyists from giving gifts to government officials.
This constitutes an improper influence and undermines the trust in government officials acting in the
public interest.
NCOSS proposes abolishing the one-year ‘Authorised Visitor’ category passes for lobbyists to the
NSW Parliament. It is unnecessary for lobbyists to have unfettered, frequent access to decisionmakers that is not available to other stakeholders.
Finally, NCOSS does not support NSW Members of Parliament undertaking paid lobbying as
secondary employment while they are an elected representative. This is clearly a conflict of interest.
NSW Members of Parliament should also be subject to a post-separation employment ban
(discussed later in this submission in response to questions 21 and 23).

Regulation of the lobbied
17. Should the definition of “government official” be expanded to include members of Parliament?
18. What obligations should apply to government officials in relation to lobbying activities?
20. Should government officials be required to comply with certain meeting procedures when
interacting with lobbyists? If so, what procedures are appropriate?
22

Ng & Tham, above n 1.
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NCOSS supports expanding the definition of ‘government official’ under the lobbyist register to
include local government officials and members of Parliament, as they are important players in the
political process. Members of Parliament should also be required to comply with the lobbyist
legislation under their Code of Conduct, similar to Ministers.
Government officials should be subject to the expanded disclosure requirements discussed earlier in
this submission, in response to questions 9 and 10. NCOSS also supports the Commission’s previous
recommendations that government officials comply with meeting protocols including:








A Third Party Lobbyist and anyone lobbying on behalf of a Lobbying Entity to make a written
request to a Government Representative for any meeting, stating the purpose of the meeting,
whose interests are being represented, and whether the lobbyist is registered as a Third Party
Lobbyist or engaged by a Lobbying Entity;
The Government Representative to verify the registered status of the Third Party Lobbyist or
Lobbying Entity before permitting any lobbying;
Meetings to be conducted on government premises or clearly set out criteria for conducting
meetings elsewhere;
The minimum number and designation of Government Representatives who should attend such
meetings;
A written record of the meeting, including the date, duration, venue, names of attendees,
subject matter and meeting outcome;
Written records of telephone conversations with a Third Party Lobbyist or a representative of a
Lobbying Entity.23

Regulation of post-separation employment
21. Should there be a cooling-off period for former ministers, members of Parliament, parliamentary
secretaries, ministerial advisers, and senior public servants from engaging in any lobbying activity
relating to any matter that they have had official dealings in? If so, what length should this period
be?
23. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists be required to disclose whether they
are a former minister, ministerial adviser, member of Parliament or senior government official and, if
so, when they left their public office?
NCOSS supports a cooling-off period for former ministers, members of Parliament, parliamentary
secretaries, ministerial advisers and senior public servants from engaging in any paid lobbying in the
portfolio area they worked. This cooling-off period should be 3-5 years, consistent with
Transparency International Australia’s recommendations.24
The NSW Register of Lobbyists should also require lobbyists to disclose whether they are a former
minister, ministerial adviser, Member of Parliament or senior government official and when they left
their public office, consistent with the Commonwealth register.

23

Ng & Tham, above n 1.
Brown, A.J. et al 2019, Governing for integrity: a blueprint for reform, Draft Report of Australia’s Second National Integrity System
Assessment, Griffith University & Transparency International Australia, available at:
https://www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0028/726247/Governing-for-Integrity-Australia-2nd-NIS-Assessment-DRAFT-REPORTApril2019.pdf
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Measures to improve fairness
Fair consultation processes
26. Should there be NSW Government guidelines on fair consultation processes?
27. If so, what should be provided under these guidelines in terms of these processes being
inclusive, allowing for meaningful participation by stakeholders and promoting adequate
responsiveness on the part of government officials?
NCOSS supports establishing NSW Government guidelines on fair consultation processes. These
guidelines should be co-designed with stakeholders, including the community sector. They should
also incorporate the principles of co-design themselves to ensure all critical stakeholders – from
professional and lived experience experts, to service providers, to end users – are supported to
participate in consultation processes and are respected as equal partners sharing expertise in the
design of policy and service system reform.25 This includes ensuring consultation processes are:






Inclusive
Respectful
Participative
Iterative
Outcomes-focused

The guidelines should also include, but not be limited to, specific guidance around:
Access, inclusion and representation


Consultation processes should take into account the specific needs of population groups,
including those experiencing disadvantage. Consultation methods should therefore be adapted
and tailored to support engagement with stakeholders who may not respond to traditional
methods, or require assistance to understand policy issues and contribute meaningfully.



Where possible, NSW Government agencies should partner with NGOs who have established
relationships with members of the community who may be ‘hard to reach’ for consultation.
They should also recognise that direct consultation with target groups is as important and
necessary as consulting with representative bodies.



NCOSS agrees with the Commission’s suggestion that there should be an obligation to ‘actively
seek out a range of voices’ and further suggests that the guidelines could be accompanied by
examples of best practice in other jurisdictions. For example, the Parker Police Department in
Colorado is a strong example of community engagement using a range of methods and
touchpoints to reach diverse groups within the community.26 Their approach incorporates a mix
of face-to-face engagement and community programs – for example through their ‘Cram the
Cruiser’ program which supports a local food bank and identifies community needs – and online
tools, such as their online engagement platform that allows police and residents to explore
issues and solve problems together.

25

NSW Council of Social Service 2017, Principles of Co-design, available at: https://www.ncoss.org.au/capacity-building/sectorsupport/templates-and-resources/principles-of-co-design.
26 Cantrell, J. & Nagl, A. 2018, ‘Parker Police are on the Map for Community Policing and Engagement’, Community Engagement Blog, Bang
The Table, 30 May, available at: https://www.bangthetable.com/blog/parker-police-map-community-policing-engagement/
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Many NGOs may be hesitant to participate in consultation processes for a range of reasons
discussed later in this submission. The guidelines should therefore include a commitment to the
principle that all stakeholders have equal right to be heard during consultation without fear of
reprisal, financial or otherwise.

Transparency and responsiveness


There should be a commitment to transparency throughout public consultation processes. The
Independent Review of Out of Home Care in NSW (the ‘Tune Review’) is a recent example of
poor practice where the Review’s report filed in 2016 was kept from the public for two years,
until mounting pressure from community sector organisations and NSW Parliament moved the
NSW Government to release it in June 2018. Timely release of information that informs policy
change and reform is in the public interest and crucial to a strong democracy. Lack of
transparency compounds information asymmetry and limits the capacity of stakeholders to
analyse, develop and provide thoroughly informed, evidence-based policy advice. Some NGOs
are funded to do this and require access to timely information to meet deliverables.



Timeframes and stages of the consultation process – including how and when the government
agency will respond to stakeholders and publish consultation outcomes – should be clearly
articulated and published at the commencement of consultation processes. This should be
accompanied by a statement explaining how the consultation process has adhered to the
guidelines.



It is not uncommon for NGOs invited to represent the community sector on an advisory
committee or working group convened by Government to be required to sign a confidentiality
agreement. In many instances this feels like a blunt and unnecessary legal instrument that
prohibits proper consultation, sharing of views and consideration of relevant issues.

Timing considerations


There should be minimum timeframes for seeking input, such as six weeks. Some consultations
have in the past only allowed stakeholders two weeks to lodge a written submission, which is
insufficient time for many organisations or individuals with limited resources. The OECD Draft
Best Practice Principles on Stakeholder Engagement in Regulatory Policy point to many OECD
countries requiring or recommending minimum periods of 30 or 60 days for public comment.27



Consultations over the Christmas and New Year shutdown period should be avoided.
Organisations are often short-staffed during this time and less able to contribute meaningfully.



There needs to be an awareness and coordination of concurrent consultations on similar or
related policy matters, impacting the capacity of stakeholders who are likely to contribute to
both. For example, recently submissions to the Their Futures Matter discussion paper (on
access to the child protection system) were due on the same date as submissions to the
Regulating Child Safe Organisations discussion paper, making it logistically difficult for
stakeholders in the child protection space to provide meaningful input to both.

27

OECD 2017, Best Practice Principles on Stakeholder Engagement in Regulatory Policy: Draft for Public Consultation, available at:
http://www.oecd.org/governance/regulatory-policy/public-consultation-best-practice-principles-on-stakeholder-engagement.htm
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NCOSS further supports the Commission’s suggestions that there be consultation to establish the
need for public policy reform and separate consultation on the implementation measures. According
to a 2017 University of Melbourne survey of over 1,400 NGOs conducted in partnership with Pro
Bono Australia and the Human Rights Law Centre, government consultation with most NGOs only
commences in the middle of the policy cycle, when policies have already been determined.28 This is
consistent with the experience of the NSW community sector in recent years and demonstrates a
clear need for NGOs to be consulted earlier on and throughout the policy cycle to ensure the policy
rationale is sound.

Resourcing disadvantaged groups
29. How can disadvantaged groups be supported by the NSW Government in their lobbying efforts
(for example, ongoing funding of organisations, and public service dedicated to supporting
community advocacy) to promote openness in the political process and to promote advocacy
independent of government?
NGOs serve to amplify the voices of those who would otherwise go unheard – people living with
multiple and intersecting forms of disadvantage, who already struggle to access basic supports and
services on an everyday basis, let alone key policy and system reform processes that have profound
impacts on their lives.
NGOs in the community sector are now operating in an increasingly complex and uncertain funding
environment impacted by the rollout of the NDIS, competition, commissioning and contestability,
and the interaction between state and federal government funding. This continues to put significant
pressure on NGOs’ capacity to respond to the growing and diverse needs of the broader community,
let alone remain sustainable and engage meaningfully in advocacy. According to the 2017 University
of Melbourne survey, commonly cited barriers to NGOs having a voice include cuts to funding and
fewer resources for advocacy.29 This is consistent with advice received by NCOSS.
For communities to rebuild trust in their governments, they need to feel that the local supports and
services they rely on are stable and accessible. In the context of advocacy and representation, the
consequence of uncertain and unstable funding is significant. When community-based organisations
lose funding, particularly those that are smaller and more localised, governments lose a direct,
trusted and much-needed connection and insight into grassroots communities and marginalised
groups. This makes it all the more challenging for policy processes to be robust and informed by a
range of civil voices.
Adding further complexity to this is the fact that many NGOs are already ‘self-silencing’ out of fear of
losing their government funding, or in other cases have restrictions on advocacy built into their
Commonwealth funding agreements. These restrictions impact over 1 in 5 NGOs across Australia in
their ability to be heard.30 Similar restrictions previously existed in some NSW funding agreements in
2013,31 however it is important to note that many, such as those for peak NGO bodies, now include
deliverables specifically for advocacy and policy development.
To promote openness and democracy in the political process, the NSW Government needs to
28

Carson, Dr. A. & Maddison, A/Prof. S. 2017, Civil Voices: Researching Not-for-Profit Advocacy, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
Carson & Maddison, above n 6.
30 Ibid.
31 https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2013/05/state-nfp-gag-clauses-outrageous-feds/
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continue to support NGOs to advocate freely without restriction or fear of reprisal, and to be
sustainable so they can continue to service and be a voice for the community.
Restrictions on advocacy
The Not-for-profit Sector Freedom to Advocate Act 2013 (Cth) (the Freedom to Advocate Act) made it
unlawful for federal funding agreements to contain clauses restricting or preventing not-for-profit
entities from ‘commenting on, advocating support for or opposing a change to any matter
established by law, policy or practice of the Commonwealth’.32 No such legislation exists in NSW.
Restrictive funding agreements regarding advocacy generally appear to be a more of a barrier in
state rather than federal funding – the 2017 University of Melbourne survey found 65% of statebased NGOs felt restricted by their funding agreements as opposed to 42% of national NGOs.33
In NSW, the new standard Human Services Agreement (the HSA) for NGO services procured by NSW
government agencies includes a term stating that nothing restricts the ability of the contracted NGO
from entering into public debate or advocacy activities, subject to compliance with ‘obligations
relating to confidentiality, privacy and Conflict of Interest.’34 However, the HSA definition of ‘Conflict
of Interest’ refers to having an interest that conflicts, or may be reasonably perceived as conflicting,
with the contracted NGO’s ability to ‘fairly, objectively and independently perform [their] obligations
under the Agreement’.35 It is therefore arguable whether NGOs under the HSA would be able to
reasonably conduct advocacy on matters relevant to their service and clients without breaching their
Conflict of Interest obligations.
Establishing a NSW Freedom to Advocate Act would go some way to addressing potential restrictions
around advocacy. However, since the Commonwealth Act commenced, there have been a range of
government policies and practices designed to limit advocacy by NGOs. Some of these have been
direct, including for example cutting funding to peak bodies. Other measures have been more
indirect with a chilling effect that has resulted in ‘self-silencing’ by these groups, or careful use of
non-government funding sources to support advocacy work. An example is the current restriction
under the National Partnership Agreement on Legal Assistance Services which prevents community
legal centres from using Commonwealth funding to lobby governments or engage in public
campaigns.36
Uncertainty about whether NGO advocacy is captured by legislation such as the Electoral Funding
Act 2018 (NSW) (the Electoral Funding Act) is also an issue. The Electoral Funding Act imposes
registration and disclosure requirements on ‘Third Party Campaigners’ on expenditure used for the
purpose of influencing voting at an election.37 Similar to the discussion earlier in this submission on
the nature of NGO advocacy, it is arguable whether NGOs are Third Party Campaigners as they seek
to influence party policy for the public benefit – as opposed to voting intentions – but this

32

Not-for-profit Sector Freedom to Advocate Act 2013 (Cth) s 5(1).
Carson & Maddison, above n 6.
34 Human Services Agreement for Funding of Services – Standard Terms 2017, clause 21.2, NSW Government, available at:
https://www.facs.nsw.gov.au/download?file=534254
35 Ibid.
36 Goldie, C. & Hunyor, J. 2019, ‘Who’s afraid of advocacy?’, media release, Australian Council of Social Service, para.4, available at:
https://www.acoss.org.au/media_release/whos-afraid-of-advocacy/
37 Section 29(10) of the Electoral Funding Act also imposes a cap on this expenditure, however the High Court decision of Unions NSW v New
South Wales [2019] HCA 1 invalidated this provision.
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uncertainty and the potential administrative burden poses another challenge to NGOs who are
already under-resourced in advocating in the public interest.
Ultimately, advocacy needs to be recognised and valued as a core and legitimate function of NGOs
conducted on behalf of communities, and any potential barriers to advocacy should be minimised.
Dependence on government funding and self-silencing
For NGOs dependent on government funding – of which there are over 2,900 involved in human
services in NSW38 – there can be a culture of fear and ‘self-silencing’ when it comes to advocacy,
even for those who do not have restrictions built into their funding agreements.39 This is particularly
the case for smaller to medium-sized organisations who have limited resources, shorter term
contracts, are more reliant on government as a single source of funding and are constantly
competing with larger, more well-resourced organisations for the same pool of funding.
This is where peak representative bodies like NCOSS have an important role to play – advocating on
behalf of those who are not resourced or do not feel secure to do so. However, while peak advocacy
is powerful and informed by a strong alliance of sector organisations, it cannot and should not
completely replace the views of other stakeholders whose voices should be sought and heard.
To this end, NCOSS seeks to support and empower its members to conduct their own advocacy, for
example by approaching their local Member of Parliament on matters important to their
community. This can prove challenging; most recently, in the lead-up to the NSW Election NCOSS
was told by a number of local service providers that while they felt they could provide their local
candidate with a useful community perspective, they did not want to appear partisan or political, or
risk ‘getting the funder offside’. No member of the NSW community, whether acting privately or on
behalf of a service or organisation, should feel unable to approach their local Member of Parliament
or candidate for fear of jeopardising their funding.
In another example, NCOSS heard that a representative from the local office of a NSW Government
agency had been present at a 2017 regional community consultation convened by NCOSS to inform
NCOSS’s advocacy priorities (at which Chatham House Rules applied and were explained at the start
of the consultation). Following the consultation, the government representative identified and
reported back to their office views expressed by a local service provider during the consultation. This
resulted in backlash for the service provider and damage to the professional relationship.
These examples illustrate the tension NGOs can experience in not wanting to appear adversarial
with government – for NGOs, the threat to both funding and professional relationships posed by
speaking out is a very real risk to their sustainability and ability to keep serving the community.
The importance of peak advocacy
Some peak bodies, including NCOSS, have deliverables around advocacy and collaboration with the
NSW Government on policy development built into their core funding. This demonstrates that NSW
Government funding agencies understand and value the important role peaks play in advocating
around systemic issues on behalf of those who cannot.

38

NSW Department of Finance, Services and Innovation 2016, Human Services Data Hub NGO Providers, Data NSW, available at:
https://data.nsw.gov.au/data/dataset/0d915408-0026-44f7-a477-5f29ad7708ea
39 Carson & Maddison, above n 6.
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Peak bodies also have strong connections to community through their membership. NCOSS
represents a diverse membership of community sector organisations, ranging from other peak
bodies and regional peaks, through to smaller, local service providers right across the state from
metropolitan NSW to areas as remote as Wilcannia.
Particularly as the NSW Government seeks to streamline and consolidate its agencies and portfolios
over the coming term, the role of peaks and the robust policy work we do will become all the more
important. Unlike for-profit lobbyists, peak bodies like NCOSS have a long history of conducting
strong, transparent, research-based, community-informed policy development that adds value and
diverse voices to the work of Government. The NSW Government should continue to support and
resource NGO policy and advocacy as a key input to inclusive policy and decision-making processes.
The ongoing need for individual advocacy funding and support
Advocacy is not just about systemic change, but also about individualised and tailored support for
our most vulnerable to navigate the systems and policies in place. It is therefore disappointing and
concerning that many NGOs, whose primary function is advocating on behalf of individuals and
families experiencing disadvantage, are having their support and resources taken away.
A live example of this is the experience of disability advocacy organisations across NSW. Under the
transition to the NDIS, disability advocacy organisations were initially faced with defunding in June
2018. Under mounting pressure from NGOs and the Stand By Me campaign,40 the NSW Government
announced funding would be extended to June 2020, which has provided some breathing space but
still means that many people with a disability will lose advocacy support post-June 2020, and the
organisations providing this support will no longer be viable.
While NCOSS supports the Commission’s suggestion that there could be a general scheme providing
ongoing support for community advocacy, any support should be provided in partnership with the
community sector to ensure it is responsive and appropriate to the community’s needs. Resources
should also be directed to those advocacy services that already have a long track record of
supporting vulnerable groups in the community and established, trusting relationships.
Supporting marginalised and disadvantaged groups to have voices heard and interests represented
requires secure, long-term funding for advocacy; not just for peak bodies, but also for organisations
focused on advocacy support for individuals.

Conclusion
This ICAC investigation comes at a time when a new term of NSW Government provides new
opportunities for communities and their representatives to engage with decision-makers on the
issues that matter to them most.
It also comes at a time when public trust in governments is decreasing and there is a renewed push
for transparency, integrity and fairness in political decision-making and democratic processes. This is
where it is all the more important to recognise the difference between the contributions of NGO
advocacy and for-profit lobbying to democracy, and the context in which NGOs operate to
understand the regulatory and administrative burden they can and cannot bear.
40NSW

Disability Advocacy Alliance, Stand by Me (20 May 2019) Stand by Me <https://standbyme.org.au/>
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In strengthening lobbying laws, it is also important to recognise that it is not about barring selfinterest or for-profit lobbying in itself, but ensuring it is done in a way that does not disadvantage
other groups in society who should have equal say, influence and access.
Finally, for a truly robust democracy and fair policy processes, measures around equity and fairness
must be improved to ensure NGOs are supported to advocate for the most disadvantaged citizens in
NSW. Resourcing and supporting this must be seen as a NSW Government responsibility, along with
the commitment to an environment where NGOs are able to advocate freely, without fear of
reprisal, and ultimately give a voice to those who are never heard.
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this investigation. We would very much welcome the
opportunity to discuss this submission with you in greater depth. Should you have any questions in
relation to this matter, please do not hesitate to contact NCOSS Director of Policy & Research, Anna
Bacik (02) 8960 7916 or via email at: anna@ncoss.org.au.

Joanna Quilty
CEO, NCOSS
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To whom it may concern
I am writing this submission in response to your call for responses on the
regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW.
I am a private citizen of NSW living in Coffs Harbour and I have lost faith in the
democratic processes of not only the NSW Government but Australian
democracy as a whole.
I am deeply concerned about the influence that private business interests are
having on NSW Government policy.
I am concerned about NSW politicians and bureaucrats with links to fossil fuel &
resource extraction industries.
I am concerned about the revolving door between elected NSW Government MPs
and their future and/or previous employment in business sectors such as
mining, gas, and agriculture, in particular cotton and irrigation.
I am disturbed at the amount of influence that lobbyists and the MPs who have a
history in the above organisations may have in decisions made by NSW
Government.
I am disturbed at the lack of transparency that often cloaks decisions made by
NSW MPs in favour of the interests of lobby groups and that hides the details
from us, the general public of NSW.
I am concerned that this lack of transparency carries the risk of inappropriate or
improper decision-making and can encourage cronyism and even corruption.
I would like to see a robust, strong ICAC in place that is able to challenge any lack
of transparency of NSW Government decisions and policy. An ICAC that makes
sure that the NSW Government is representing its constituents and not the
interests of lobbyists and the organisations they represent. An ICAC that can
safeguard against the undue influence and self-interest of lobbyists and the
business and organisations they represent.
Finally I would like to see trust and confidence in government and public
administration restored to the citizens of NSW.
Yours sincerely
Kirsten Mackenzie
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Introduction
On behalf of its more than 300 non-government organisations (NGOs) Fams works with, Fams
welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the Commission’s consultation on the influence
of policy-making processes.
For nearly 40 years, Fams has been the peak body for family and community service organisations
delivering Targeted Early Intervention (TEI) programs that support children experiencing
vulnerability.
Children are kept safe by quality services that help kids and families when and where they need it.
Fams makes this possible by advocating for better public policy, advising how to achieve sustainable
outcomes and acting to help vulnerable children, young people, families and communities.
NGOs are responsible for contributing to the delivery of more than $130 million of government
contracted TEI services. These services are currently subject to a range of reforms, many of which
will take effect when contracts expire in June 2020.
Fams, as a peak body, advocates on behalf of:
• Fams member organisations and NGOs delivering a range of early intervention family and
community services.
• Children throughout the state who require the best start possible in order to thrive.
Fams regularly participates in Government reform consultations and frequently represents the
needs of its members, and the children and families they support, through direct lobbying of elected
representatives and official government decision-makers.

Response to Issues Paper - The regulation of lobbying, access and
influence in NSW
Fams is of the view that lobbying plays an important part in our democratic process, but that
measures must be in place to ensure appropriate access to decision-makers, and a level playing field.
Fams therefore supports the principles of transparency, integrity, fairness and freedom as outlined
in the Commission’s consultation paper.
This submission will highlight opportunities within each of these principles to improve both the
regulation and practice of government influence in NSW. This is illustrated by examples of Fams’
current experience working with the Department of Family and Community Services (FACS) and
other government departments and agencies, transforming the TEI sector and participating in
whole-of-government child protection reform (Their Futures Matter).

Measures to Improve Transparency
Fams supports that transparency is vital to any policy-making process, and that measures should be
in place to promote this.
Fams particularly notes the consultation paper’s questions two, three and four, related to third-party
lobbying.
While Fams and its member organisations take part in activities to directly influence government,
under the current regulatory scheme, they are not required to directly register on the Third-Party
Lobbyist Register. They may be registered as a client of a professional lobbyist, when they have
engaged such services.
As a small not for profit with only four staff, any significant changes to regulatory compliance
requirements has the potential to place an undue burden on Fams and our NGO member services
which experience similar resourcing concerns. This would limit the contributions of peaks and
2
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service providers to effectually contribute to government reform. Fams cautions that onerous
compliance measures could effectively silence the voices of those who are working with and for the
most vulnerable in the community – children, particularly those experiencing disadvantage or who
are vulnerable to risk.
Recommendation 1:
Any additional regulatory measures considered to improve transparency should be designed to
place limited additional administrative burdens on peak bodies, NGOs, NFPs, charities and
consumer representative organisations.
Recommendation 2:
Elected officials, government departments and public servants should shoulder
the lion’s share of responsibility in proving transparency and be resourced to do so.
Recommendation 3:
Caution should be given to ensure that the same penalties for administrative non-compliance by
NGOs are proportionate, compared to deliberate non-compliance, or non-compliance driven by
organisations or people with a profit motive.

Measures to Improve Integrity
Fams specifically notes the Commission’s question 25, Should there be a requirement on the part of
the NSW Government to make a public statement of reasons and processes in relation to significant
executive decisions?
Government decision-makers must recognise that matters that relate to protecting vulnerable
children and supporting children to thrive are of public interest and therefore ensure that meritbased decisions are made.
FACS is the largest NSW state department to transition to a commissioning model and a significant
amount of Government funding is under consideration through this process. There are dire
consequences for children if this is not distributed effectively.
It is vital that FACS maintain its integrity in distributing these vital funds. To support this, any
executive decisions related to sector reform, outcome design, program evaluation and
commissioning should be justified and communicated appropriately.
FACS contracts NGOs to deliver programs and services to meet its outcomes. It funds and engages
peak bodies, including Fams, to promote and inform sector development. Having the support and
trust of the sector enhances the participation in reform processes by frontline service providers and
the consumers they support.
Recommendation 4:
Fams supports that the NSW Government should be required to make a public statement of the
reasons and processes in relation to significant executive divisions such as funding decisions,
reform processes and their recommendations and proposed process changes.
Recommendation 5:
In relation to reform related to the child protection continuum, communication of significant
executive decisions should include:
• Timely access to relevant data which informs decision.
• Evidence of co-design (between service users, service providers and government) and placebased principles in determining reforms.

3
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• A plan for minimising any adverse impacts of decisions on end-users of existing services,
particularly where programs or services will cease or change, and a transition approach is
required to reduce the likelihood of any children falling through the cracks.
• Evidence that conflicts of interests are managed, particularly when those involved in a
consultation are also the beneficiaries of funding arrangements.

Measures to Improve Fairness
Fams agrees with the Commission’s discussion paper that fairness comprises three essential
elements: inclusion, meaningful participation and adequate responsiveness.
As a peak body, Fams makes an important contribution to the development of inclusive and
innovative public policy and provides government officials and agencies access to robust advice from
a single point of contact representing the sector.
However, it should not be used as a proxy for engaging directly with consumers.
In the case of the work of TEI NGOs’ work, these consumers are children. Fams subscribes to the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, including Article 12, which UNICEF abridges as:
Children have the right to say what they think should happen when adults are making
decisions that affect them and to have their opinions taken into account.
Children must therefore be involved in government reform and consultation processes, as well as
contributing to judicial or administrative proceedings which affect their individual outcomes.
Recommendation 6:
To facilitate the participation of community members, formal NSW Government Community
Consultation Guidelines should be adopted which employ mechanisms to encourage consumers to
participate and promote their views and experience.
Guidelines should also recognise that vulnerable or disadvantaged populations, including children,
will need specific mechanisms to support their ability to actively participate.
Fams particularly notes question 29:
How can disadvantaged groups be supported by the NSW Government in their
lobbying efforts (for example, ongoing funding of organisations, and public
service dedicated to supporting community advocacy) to promote openness in the
political process and to promote advocacy independent of government?
Peak bodies, member associations and consumer representative groups are vital to enabling
representative consultation, and ensuring the voice of vulnerable or disadvantaged people is
appropriately reflected in the Government decision-making processes that affect them.
Peak bodies are a cost-effective way for governments to access advice from a single point of contact
that represents the interests of its membership group. Furthermore, peaks contribute research,
collect data, facilitate the adoption of reforms and are an effective conduit between government
and their sector.

Recommendation 7:
Peak bodies must continue to be funded through, for example FACS’ Sector Development
Program, with core funding increased to secure improved participation in reform processes.
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This would firstly improve fairness and accessibility for disadvantaged communities, and contribute
to government decision-making processes. Secondly it would embed co-design principles, drawing
on the expertise of frontline service providers, service users and peak bodies.
While Fams has recommended that peak bodies and consumer representative organisations remain
exempt from any lobbyist registration register, should this or any other additional compliance
measure be introduced, peak body funding arrangements must be amended to support this, so as
not to direct core funding away from supporting their members.
Recommendation 8:
Should any additional compliance measures be introduced as the result of recommendations
made by Operation Eclipse, core funding for peak bodies be increased to an appropriate level to
support this.
Currently, peak bodies are funded by the very Department they are designed to influence. This
creates concerns about probity and is a clear conflict of interest for both the peak body and the
government. This hinders willingness to contribute effectively to Government consultations, engage
in public discourse or participate in direct lobbying for fear of repercussions in the form of funding
cuts. This interferes with genuine consultation by creating real or perceived barriers to participation.
This conflict of interest must be resolved.
Recommendation 9:
Responsibility for funding peak bodies should be transferred to a department independent of the
decision-making process, such as the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC), or an appropriate
agency.

Measures to Improve Freedom
NGO service providers are currently directly funded through FACS commissioning processes. This
creates a clear conflict of interest when it comes to measuring and reporting outcomes and engaging
in system improvement processes.
Some NGOs in the sphere of Fams’ work have reported an unwillingness to contribute to FACS
consultations, engage in public discourse or participate in direct lobbying for fear of repercussions in
the form of funding cuts. Clauses within funding contracts, unclear system redesign processes,
opaque consultation processes and lack of public accountability for decisions made are cited as
contributing to this fear.
The frontline services working directly with community members are therefore not fully contributing
effectively to system improvements.
Recommendation 10:
Responsibility for system reform and design should be separated from direct commissioning,
which should be moved to an independent department such as DPC or Treasury, or an appropriate
agency.
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Summary
In this submission, Fams has highlighted a number of opportunities and considerations in support of
the Commission’s desire to improve transparency, integrity, fairness and freedom in relation to
lobbying and government influence. Changes to processes, regulatory environments and funding
arrangements have been considered.
At the centre of these recommendations is the recognition that those who are experiencing or
vulnerable to disadvantage must be both considered and included in any consultation or reform
process, and that measures must be put in place to ensure this happens appropriately.
A summary of Fams’ recommendations are listed below:

Transparency
Recommendation 1:
Any additional regulatory measures considered to improve transparency should be designed to place
limited additional administrative burdens on peak bodies, NGOs, NFPs, charities and consumer
representative organisations.
Recommendation 2:
Elected officials, government departments and public servants should shoulder
the lion’s share of responsibility in proving transparency and be resourced to do so.
Recommendation 3:
Caution should be given to ensure that the same penalties for administrative non-compliance by
NGOs are proportionate, compared to deliberate non-compliance, or non-compliance driven by
organisations or people with a profit motive.

Integrity
Recommendation 4:
Fams supports that the NSW Government should be required to make a public statement of the
reasons and processes in relation to significant executive divisions such as funding decisions, reform
processes and their recommendations and proposed process changes.
Recommendation 5:
In relation to reform related to the child protection continuum, communication of significant
executive decisions should include:
Timely access to relevant data which informs decision.
• Evidence of co-design (between service users, service providers and government) and placebased principles in determining reforms.
• A plan for minimising any adverse impacts of decisions on end-users of existing services,
particularly where programs or services will cease or change, and a transition approach is
required to reduce the likelihood of any children falling through the cracks.
• Evidence that conflicts of interests are managed, particularly when those involved in a
consultation are also the beneficiaries of funding arrangements.

Fairness
Recommendation 6:
To facilitate the participation of community members, formal NSW Government Community
Consultation Guidelines should be adopted which employ mechanisms to encourage consumers to
participate and promote their views and experience.
Guidelines should also recognise that vulnerable or disadvantaged populations, including children,
will need specific mechanisms to support their ability to actively participate.
6
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Recommendation 7:
Peak bodies must continue to be funded through Sector Development Funding, with core funding
increased to secure improved participation in reform processes.
Recommendation 8:
Should any additional compliance measures be introduced as the result of recommendations made
by Operation Eclipse, core funding for peak bodies be increased to an appropriate level to support
this.
Recommendation 9:
Responsibility for funding peak bodies should be transferred to a department independent of the
decision-making process, such as the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC), or an appropriate
agency.

Freedom
Recommendation 10:
Responsibility for system reform and design should be separated from direct commissioning, which
should be moved to an independent department such as DPC or Treasury, or an appropriate agency.
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Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001

WWF-Australia
Suites 14-15/Baileys Cnr
143 London Circuit
Canberra City ACT 2600
GPO Box 408
Canberra City ACT 2601
Tel: +61 2 6120 0100
enquiries@wwf.org.au
@ WWF_Australia
wwf.org.au
ABN 57 001 594 074

Sent by email: lobbying@icac.nsw.gov.au

27 May 2019
Dear Sir/Madam,
Submission to the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) investigation into
the regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW (Operation Eclipse)
1.

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the investigation.

2. WWF-Australia is part of the WWF International Network, the world's largest independent
conservation organisation. WWF’s global mission is to ‘stop the degradation of the planet's
natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature’.
3. WWF is active in more than 100 countries, including all countries in Asia (except North
Korea), and has approximately five million supporters.
4. WWF-Australia strongly supports the principles of transparency, fairness, integrity and
freedom of political communication.
5. As a general principle, WWF-Australia endorses any measures that provide transparency of
lobbying activities and decision-making, as well as any steps taken by the NSW ICAC to
safeguard against undue influence and self-interest.
6. WWF-Australia welcomes the consideration by the NSW ICAC of further options for lifting
standards of probity to ensure integrity in official decision-making.
Measures to Improve Transparency: Register of Third-party Lobbyists, disclosure of lobbying
activity, and promoting accessibility and effectiveness
7. WWF-Australia submits that, at a minimum, the Register of Third-Party Lobbyists in NSW
should:
i)

be extended to include in-house repeat lobbyists. Until it does, a significant portion
(potentially the vast majority) of lobbying will remain out of the realm of public
visibility;

ii)

give very careful consideration to who should be included in the definition of “inhouse lobbyist”. Further consultation should be undertaken on this definition, but it
should, as far as possible, capture all industry professional lobbyists, without
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imposing a significant administrative burden on those representing community
interests;
iii)

require lobbyists to capture, via a digital recording, all lobbying meetings with
members of Parliament, their senior staff and senior public servants. Additionally, a
written record of all other communications, should be made available publicly online.
“Lobbying communications” should not be limited to face-to-face scheduled
meetings, but should include all attempts to influence a decision, wherever it occurs;

iv)

impose higher standards on lobbyists representing highly regulated industries and
“prohibited donors” as defined in s. 51 of the Electoral Funding Act 2018 (NSW).
These standards should be aimed at ensuring meetings held outside of the
Parliament, such as fundraising dinners, are included on the register;

v)

integrate and make accessible lobbying-related data, including political donations,
political expenditure, ministerial diary disclosures and details of investigations by the
Commission, in order to facilitate public interest reporting; and

vi)

be straightforward for lobbyists to comply with.

Measures to Improve Integrity: Regulation of post-separation employment
8. To address the significant risk of a conflict of interest between government decision-makers
and industry, WWF-Australia submits that the existing post separation “cooling off” period of 18
months should be extended beyond Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries. It should include
all Members of Parliament, Ministers and Shadow Ministers’ senior staff, and senior public
servants.
9. Additionally, WWF-Australia submits that the post separation “cooling off” period should
extend to all forms of lobbying activity, including activity as an in-house or external lobbyist.
When registering, lobbyists should be required to disclose previous positions of employment
within government or parliament.
10. If you have any questions about this submission, please contact Malene Hand, Senior
Manager Government Engagement on 0447 117 923 or mhand@wwf.org.au.
Yours faithfully,

Dermot O’Gorman
CEO
WWF-Australia
2
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1.

Lobbying is an inevitable and necessary part of a free and democratic

society. Citizens need to be able to access their elected representatives as do the
various interests – economic, social and environmental – that make up our society.
Our freedoms are positive (the freedom to) as well as negative (freedom from).
2.

The public should be seen as an active participant in the process of

government, and by extension our democracy, and this includes their rights to:
•

Have access to their elected representatives;

•

hold to account those who represent them;

•

be given an account by their representatives;

•

know why those decisions are made;

•

have access to the information on which these decisions
are made

•

be heard in government;

•

be listened to by government;

•

be entitled to explanation;

•

be involved in the process of government;

•

contribute to discussions in government; and

•

associate with fellow citizens to press points of view or to
provide services through cooperation.

(John

Stewart,

“Innovation

in

democratic

practice

in

local

government”, Policy and Politics, Vol.24, No. 1).
Implicit in this list are the key requirements of a liberal and democratic society –
accountability, access, openness, engagement and the freedoms to speak and
associate.
3.

One would expect of our MPs that they seek to hear from “all points

of view” when it comes to policy development but in reality, there will be
understandable inequalities of access and the capacity to be heard. These inequalities
relate to, firstly, the degrees of support given to an MP or his or her political party. It
might be voluntary work on campaigns or significant financial donations that pave the
way for access and voice. Secondly, it could be the perceived significance of the
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individual or interest and their capacity to mobilise opinion for and against a particular
policy proposal. They may represent a significant factional interest in the MP’s party
or they may be a community or business leader held in high respect. Thirdly, there is
pre-existing bias such that ministers et al will want to hear from those who support
their values and who provide evidence and arguments that may assist in the political
battle. It’s a case study in what the psychologists call “confirmation bias” or “the
tendency to search for, interpret, favour, and recall information in a way that confirms
one’s pre-existing beliefs”.
4.

Note, too, that denial of access (or its limitation) can be as politically

important as allowing it. Does Stewart’s right to be heard extend to extremists keen to
establish some sort of legitimacy in the community?
5.

Given the existence of these understandable inequalities isn’t there a

risk that “undue influence” will be granted for “some” at the expense of “all” and, even
if that’s not necessarily the case, that the level of trust and confidence in the system
will be diminished. What we see in this case is one of the classic tensions, that
between the freedom to advocate, lobby and mobilise and the requirement to avoid
undue influence in the way we are governed. We support one vote one value, what
about one voice one value? Clearly, these are issues for analysis and comment but to
what extent are they matters for regulation, particularly given my “inevitable and
necessary” conclusion about lobbying?
6.

It is a decision for the MP to determine who it is they meet – and how

they conduct themselves in that context. What they can’t expect is that they be free
of scrutiny in respect of these matters. In saying this I note three of John Stewart’s
rights; the right to know why decisions are made, to have access to the information on
which these decisions are made and to be entitled to an explanation.
7.

It follows that there be:
•

Stronger, more enforceable, independently administered
registration and code of conduct requirements for lobbying
activities (including in-house personnel)
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•

Real-time publication of records of lobbying activities,
including diaries of ministers, ministerial staff and
designated officials.

•

Express requirements for compliance with lobbying rules in
parliamentary and ministerial codes of conduct, including
published records and statements of reasons for all
significant ministerial decisions.

(A J Brown et al, Governing for Integrity: A blueprint for reform,
Transparency International and Griffith University, April 2019, p.20.)

8.

It also follows that all jurisdictions in Australia, including the

Commonwealth, have anti-corruption agencies capable of investigating and reporting
on the conduct of MPs, Ministers, and Shadow Ministers; including in relation to code
of conduct requirements for lobbying activities. Any regime for regulating lobbying
that isn’t backed up by an independent and properly powered anti-corruption
commission will be inadequate.
9.

In terms of administration it’s the MP’s diary and how it is managed

that is the key. Much of the discussion about these matters relates to ministerial or
shadow ministerial offices with very little attention being given to the electorate office.
In reality much lobbying occurs at this level as constituents, some of whom have
interests greater than “local”, call upon the elected representatives. Indeed, as we
tighten protocols and codes for access to ministers and their shadows, we can expect
that the focus will shift downwards to the electorate office. The development of codes
of conduct at this level needs to attention too, perhaps by way of a workshop
facilitated by our parliamentary speakers and presidents.
10.

Other measures deemed important to ensure lobbying doesn’t

institutionalise “undue influence” by some include those related to political finance:
•

The lowest realistic caps on both political donations and
campaign expenditure, as well as low, consistent and
universal disclosure thresholds.
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•

Real-time disclosure

•

Consistent and fair regulation of third parties.

(Governing for Integrity, pp19-20)
11.

If our democracy is to work better it’s not just necessary to supervise

and regulate activity from “below” it’s also important to improve the policy-making
process. I’ve made this case in a recent speech: “Governments and parliaments
now have the well-practised option of models of decision-making or policy

advice that take us beyond the usual suspects and vested interests
by creating mini-publics randomly selected and independently facilitated to
inquire, deliberate and recommend…A good starting point would be the wider
use of such juries and assemblies in the consulting stage of parliamentary
committee work” (“The accountability debate in Canberra”, The Mandarin,
17/04/2019). Such initiatives have the potential to strike at the problem of “undue
Influence” and at the same time re-build trust in relations between government and the
people. Indeed, it would take us closer to the one voice one value objective for policymaking.

11.
Let me conclude by referring to three other recommendations from
Governing for integrity. The first is to provide information, training and
support for community organizations with limited skills or resources necessary
to lobby. Just how the government could manage such a commitment
adequately and without falling foul of the claims of bias is difficult to see. It
would, however, be a good initiative for a philanthropic body keen to improve
our democracy. The second is to prohibit the “purchase of ministerial access” as
part of party fund-raising or electoral campaigns. If it’s a “one-on-one” that is
paid for I can certainly see the logic of this and support it. However, if it’s a
speaking event, for example post-budget briefing or policy statement or afterdinner speech often used as fundraisers, I’m not so sure. What’s crucial here are
limits and disclosure, as is the case with all donations. Thirdly, it’s proposed
that there be a 3-5year quarantine period for former ministers accepting any
substantial benefit “from any entity or related entity with which they dealt in
their portfolio”. I see merit in this as a trust issue, but note the vagueness
(“substantial?) and difficulty of policing (post-politics?).
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Summary
would help to minimise the risks associated with inside
information and key relationships.

We welcome the opportunity to present our views on the conduct
and regulation of lobbying in NSW. Our submission is structured
around the five key areas and 37 questions posed by NSW ICAC
(‘the Commission’) in its April 2019 consultation paper.

Citizen engagement – a core responsibility of politicians and
public servants – should be improved through more inclusive
policy review processes. Supporting advocacy for disadvantaged
groups and diffuse interests would help to boost countervailing
voices in public debates, giving politicians and public officials
better information with which to adjudicate the public interest.

We support the Commission’s efforts to promote transparency of
lobbying activity. Transparency reduces the risk that wellresourced groups will have improper influence over decision
makers. Visibility of lobbyists and their activities helps the public,
media and Parliament to hold officials to account. And greater
public scrutiny increases the likelihood that policy makers will
seek out alternative voices.
The NSW register of lobbyists should be expanded to include all
those that lobby regularly, whether for a client, a peak body, union
or other employer. Lobbyists on the register should declare who
and what they are lobbying for.

NSW has better transparency of lobbying activity than most
Australian states and territories, but there is still significant room
for improvement. The recommendations outlined in this
submission would help to better align the NSW regime with its
core purpose of promoting transparency, integrity, fairness and
freedom in lobbying.

Wherever possible, the burden of regulation should be borne by
the lobbied rather than the lobbyist. The goal is not to deter
advocacy but to underscore the responsibilities of public officials.
However, lobbyists should be required to abide by minimum
ethical standards of conduct.
All public officials – including MPs – should be obliged to act with
integrity and fairness and uphold public trust, including in dealings
with lobbyists.
Regulation of post-separation employment for senior public
officials is essential. A cooling-off period of at least 18 months

Grattan Institute 2019
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1 Measures to improve transparency
NSW can improve transparency of lobbying activity by broadening
its lobbyist register, capturing more meaningful information on
lobbying activity, and making the information more accessible for
journalists and the public.

Canada also has a broader lobbyist register that includes all
individuals who are paid to communicate with federal public office
holders. 3
2. Who should be required to register on the Register of
Third-party Lobbyists?

The Register of Third-party Lobbyists
1. Are there any examples of lobbying laws/practices in other
jurisdictions (interstate or overseas) that seem to work well?

The NSW register captures only third-party lobbyists – those who
are paid to lobby politicians on behalf of a client. Ideally the
register would include all those paid to lobby regularly (‘repeat
players’), whether they are lobbying for a client, a peak body,
union or other group. The challenges are in defining ‘repeat
players’ and enforcing registration.

All Australian states and territories (except the Northern Territory)
have some controls on lobbying. However, the NSW regime is
more developed than most. Grattan Institute’s State Orange Book
benchmarked integrity regimes across state and territory
governments in Australia. It found that the NSW and Queensland
lobbying and donations regimes are more transparent than the
rest. Other states do not publish ministerial diaries, for example. 1
But there are still areas where there is room for improvement.

An expanded register should include, at a minimum, any lobbyists
with an ‘Authorised Visitor’ access pass to the NSW Parliament. A
lobbyist with an access pass is clearly a repeat player, and their
access could be denied if they fail to register or breach the code
of conduct.

Overseas examples may be more helpful. Canada has longestablished controls on lobbying which are designed to balance
the legitimacy of lobbying with the need for transparency. 2

3. Should there be a distinction between lobbyists on the register
and lobbyists bound by the code of conduct?
The lobbyists’ register should apply to ‘repeat players’, while the
code of conduct should apply to anyone lobbying – whether they
are ‘repeat players’ or ‘ad hoc lobbyists’. The code is not onerous

1

Daley et al. (2018, Chapter 11).
Canada’s Lobbying Act is based on four key principles: (1) Free and open
access to government is an important matter of public interest; (2) Lobbying
public office holders is a legitimate activity; (3) It is desirable that public office
holders and the general public be able to know who is engaged in lobbying

activities; (4) The system of registration of paid lobbyists should not impede free
and open access to government. Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying of
Canada (2019a).
3 Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying of Canada (2019b).

2
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– it specifies minimum ethical standards of conduct that should
apply to anyone lobbying. These include disclosing conflicts of
interest and not engaging in misleading or corrupt conduct. A
broad code of conduct is difficult to enforce but at least gives
government officials an avenue to raise a complaint if they
observe unethical lobbying.

Consistent rules reduce the compliance burden on lobbyists and
are easier for regulators to monitor and enforce.
Disclosure of lobbying activity
6. What information should lobbyists be required to provide when
they register?

4. Should there be a distinction between ‘repeat players’ and ‘ad
hoc lobbyists’?

An important purpose of the lobby register is to ensure that the
public can see lobbying activities. The current register requires
third-party lobbyists to identify their clients, employees and
owners. The register could be improved by also listing the industry
or industries in which the client operates.

Yes. If ‘repeat players’ can be defined, then they should be
included on the register of lobbyists, alongside third-party
lobbyists. Ad hoc lobbyists should not be required to register.
5. Should there be targeted regulation for certain industries? If
so, which industries should be targeted?
Our research shows that access and influence are skewed
towards certain sectors. 4 But this does not mean that separate
regulation is justified. Separate regulation makes sense only
where the controls being proposed are burdensome and there is a
clear distinction between industries at ‘high risk’ and ‘low risk’ of
undue influence.
Neither of those criteria are met. The reporting requirements and
constraints proposed on lobbyists are not unduly burdensome.
The distinctions between industries at ‘high risk’ and ‘low risk’ of
undue influence are grey and ever-changing, given the moving
policy agenda.

4

An expanded lobbyist register that includes in-house lobbyists as
well as third-party lobbyists should provide largely the same
information. In-house lobbyists should be required to list
employees in their advocacy team but not their entire
organisation.
7. Should lobbyists be required to provide, or at least record,
details of each lobbying contact they have, as well as specify
the legislation/grant/contract they are seeking to influence?
Should this information be provided only to regulatory
agencies or be publicly available?
Lobbyists should be required to record their lobbying contacts –
who was lobbied, the date, the party represented (for third-party
lobbyists), and the subject matter – and provide this information to
the relevant body to make publicly available. The Queensland
Integrity Commissioner administers a register of lobbying contacts

Wood et al. (2018, Chapter 2).
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that could provide a guide. 5 NSW should look to make a similar
register downloadable and searchable.

meetings should identify those present and key issues
discussed. 7

8. Should lobbyists be required to disclose how much income
they have received and/or how much they have spent on their
lobbying activities?

To be useful, ministerial diaries must be published in a timely
manner and an accessible form. For example, all meetings for
one month could be published by the end of the following month,
as already happens in Queensland. The publication should be
searchable and exportable, to facilitate scrutiny. 8

This issue is beyond the scope of our work.
9. How should lobbying interactions with ministerial advisers,
public servants, and Members of Parliament be recorded and
disclosed?

Promoting accessibility and effectiveness

A published register of lobbying contacts should include lobbying
interactions with MPs, advisers and senior public servants. We
also recommend that ministerial diaries continue to be published
and should include meetings with advisers where the minister was
not present. 6
If it can be demonstrated that publishing diaries is not a heavy
burden, then diaries that record the external meetings of all MPs
and senior public servants should also be published.

Ministerial offices should publish details of all official meetings,
both in the office and offsite, all scheduled phone calls, and all
events attended by a minister in an official capacity. ‘Official
meetings’ should include those at which a minister was present as
well as those held with ministerial advisers only. Records of

6

Lobbying information, ministerial diaries and political donations
data should be made publicly available in an online database. At a
minimum, the information should be searchable and
downloadable, to facilitate scrutiny.
Names of individuals and organisations should be validated.
Abbreviations should be discouraged, and spelling mistakes
eliminated. An ABN or ACN should be provided where available.

10. What information should ministers be required to disclose
from their diaries and when?

5

11. How can disclosures of lobbying regulation best be presented
and formatted to better enable civil society organisations to
evaluate the disclosure of lobbying activities?

12. Should there be greater integration of lobbying-related data?
For example, should there be integration of: (i) information on
political donations made by lobbyists; (ii) the register of
lobbyists; (iii) ministerial diaries; (iv) details of investigations by
the Commission; (v) list of holders of parliamentary access

7

Queensland Integrity Commissioner (2019).
Wood et al. (2018, pp 57-58).

8
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passes; (vi) details of each lobbying contact (if reform
occurred)?

Yes – this would help to integrate lobbying information and boost
parliamentary and public scrutiny of lobbying activity. An annual
report would also enable regular evaluation of the effectiveness
of, and the compliance burden associated with, lobbying rules.

Yes – ideally information on these different channels to access
and influence public officials would be publicly available in a
single searchable database. The cost of developing and
maintaining such a database should be assessed.
13. Should the NSW Electoral Commission be required to present
an annual analysis of lobbying trends and compliance to the
NSW Parliament?

Grattan Institute 2019
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2 Measures to improve integrity
NSW can improve the integrity of lobbying interactions by
clarifying the responsibilities of current and former public officials,
including MPs. To help minimise the risks associated with inside
information and key relationships, senior public officials should not
engage in lobbying activities related to their official dealings for at
least 18 months after departing office.

It is more effective and appropriate to regulate government
officials in this case. There should be clear rules for government
officials to avoid conflicts of interest under their code of conduct.
In particular, public officials should not accept sponsored travel, 10
sizeable gifts 11 or other income 12 because these can, or can
appear to, influence decision-making in current or future roles. 13

Regulation of the lobbyists

Regulation of the lobbied

14. What duties should apply to lobbyists in undertaking lobbying
activities?

17. Should the definition of ‘government official’ be expanded to
include Members of Parliament?

The lobbying code of conduct sets an appropriate standard, with
additional reporting requirements for registered lobbyists (see
Section 1).

Yes. Obligations on public officials to act with integrity and
fairness and uphold public trust – including in dealings with
lobbyists – should be extended to MPs under their code of
conduct.

15. Should NSW Members of Parliament be allowed to undertake
paid lobbying activities?

18. What obligations should apply to government officials in
relation to lobbying activities?

No – this could pose a serious conflict of interest. 9

Government officials should comply with lobbyist legislation and
disclose conflicts of interest under their codes of conduct. They
should also be aware of the Lobbyists Watch List (which identifies
lobbyists who have breached the Lobbying Act or code of

16. Should lobbyists be prohibited from giving gifts to government
officials?

9

Wood et al. (2018, pp 60-62).
See for example the Queensland ministerial code of conduct, which specifies
that ministers should not accept sponsored hospitality (Queensland Government,
2016). See also Wood et al. (2018, pp 24-25).
11
Small gifts (e.g. under $300) may be an appropriate exception to allow
presentation and receipt of gifts as a gesture of ‘good manners, goodwill and the
respect for other countries’ customs’ (see PM&C, 2018).
10

Grattan Institute 2019
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conduct) and abide by associated procedures if they choose to
meet with a lobbyist on the list.

Yes. A cooling-off period helps to minimise three main risks. First,
senior officials could make a decision while in office with a view to
their future employment. Second, they may bring privileged
information with them to their new role. And third, their
relationships may enable privileged opportunities to influence. 14

19. Should public officials be obliged to notify the NSW Electoral
Commission if there are reasonable grounds for suspecting
that a lobbyist has breached the lobbyist legislation?
Ideally yes, but this is tricky to comply with and enforce. The
NSWEC could occasionally audit lobbying activity to identify any
lobbyists who should be registered. The primary goal would be to
improve the integrity of lobbying information and educate lobbyists
and public officials on their responsibilities. Public officials should
assist these audits by providing information on meetings if
requested by the NSWEC.

Each of these risks ‘cools’ over time – for example, privileged
information may no longer be relevant after a tender process is
complete, or a change of government might make relationships
less valuable to the new employer. The length of the cooling-off
period should strike a balance between minimising these risks
and minimising restrictions on people’s careers. We recommend a
cooling-off period of at least 18 months.
22. How should a post-separation employment ban be enforced?

20. Should government officials be required to comply with certain
meeting procedures when interacting with lobbyists? If so,
what procedures are appropriate?
Government officials should uphold their code of conduct at all
times and abide by specific procedures if meeting with someone
listed on the Lobbyists Watch List.

If a breach is determined, then the relevant political party should
encourage resignation from the new role or deferral of
employment. If the individual continues in the role, then their
access to public officials should be denied where possible. For
example, access to the NSW Parliament should be restricted and
the individual should be listed on the Lobbyists Watch List.

Regulation of post-separation employment
21. Should there be a cooling-off period for former ministers,
Members of Parliament, parliamentary secretaries, ministerial
advisers, and senior public servants from engaging in any
lobbying activity relating to any matter that they have had
official dealings in? If so, what length should this period be?

14

The first challenge in enforcing a post-separation employment ban
is determining whether a breach has occurred. NSW ministers are
already required to seek the advice of the Parliamentary Ethics
Adviser and table this advice in Parliament. This could be used to
determine whether a breach has occurred.

23. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists
be required to disclose whether they are a former minister,
ministerial adviser, Member of Parliament or senior

Wood et al. (2018, pp 20-29).
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government official and, if so, when they left their public
office?
Yes.
24. Should lobbyists covered by the NSW Register of Lobbyists,
who are former government officials, be required to disclose
their income from lobbying if it exceeds a certain threshold? If
so, what should be the threshold? And for how long should
this obligation apply after the lobbyist has left government
employment?
No. Provided there is a sufficient post-separation employment ban
then former government officials should be treated consistently
with other lobbyists.
Promoting the integrity of direct lobbying – other measures
25. Should there be a requirement on the part of the NSW
Government to make a public statement of reasons and
processes in relation to significant executive decisions? If so,
what circumstances would trigger such a requirement and
how might it operate in practice?
This issue is beyond the scope of our work.
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3 Measures to improve fairness
NSW can help to ‘level the playing field’ in public policy debates
by actively seeking out under-represented views and supporting
advocacy for disadvantaged groups.

holds public hearings to test the views of interested parties,
publishes a draft that includes recommendations, and then
holds another round of consultation on the draft. The
government is required to table the Commission’s findings and
respond to recommendations within 25 sitting days. 17

Fair consultation processes

•

26. Should there be NSW Government guidelines on fair
consultation processes?
Yes, in principle, but the effectiveness of such guidelines will
depend on how they are implemented and communicated.
27. If so, what should be provided under these guidelines in terms
of these processes being inclusive, allowing for meaningful
participation by stakeholders and promoting adequate
responsiveness on the part of government officials?

The One Nation proposal 18 to improve the effectiveness of the
NSW Legislative Council draws on many aspects of best practice
policy making. If adopted by the parliament, it could significantly
improve consultation on difficult policy issues.

Citizen engagement is a core responsibility of politicians and
public servants. 15 But it’s not easy. One way to get better, more
inclusive policy debates is to embrace policy review processes
that actively seek out a range of voices.
Various institutions and processes already facilitate this and could
provide a guide. 16 For example:

•

The Commonwealth Senate and House committee hearing
processes, while not exhaustive, also draw out views from a
range of parties and puts them on the public record. The
recent House of Representatives inquiry into the implications
of removing refundable franking credits, while highly
politicised, adopted an innovative approach to consultation.
Time was allocated at every public hearing for interested
members of the public to make 3-minute representations to
the committee.

The Productivity Commission inquiry process is a bestpractice example of broad consultation. It requests input from
groups on all sides of a debate, publishes their submissions,

15

The proposal will introduce a Green and White Paper process for
all highly contentious legislation before it passes the Legislative
Council. It specifies that public responses be sought on the Green
Paper including impartially-chaired focus groups representative of
the wider public (suburban, regional and country NSW).

18

Holmes (2011); and Information and Privacy Commission NSW (2018).
Wood et al. (2018, pp 67-68).
17 PC (2014).

https://nsw.onenation.org.au/policies/better-government-in-nsw-a-moreeffective-legislative-council/

16
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28. If so, how should these guidelines be integrated with a
requirement to provide a statement of reasons and processes
with significant executive decisions?
See above.
Resourcing disadvantaged groups
29. How can disadvantaged groups be supported by the NSW
Government in their lobbying efforts (for example, ongoing
funding of organisations, and public service dedicated to
supporting community advocacy) to promote openness in the
political process and to promote advocacy independent of
government?
Disadvantaged and diffuse interests are often under-represented
in policy debates. For groups without an obvious publicly-funded
advocate, government should offer financial support – for example
to not-for-profit organisations that represent the interests of young
people, older Australians, consumers, the homeless, or people
with a disability. 19
The NSW Government should consider creating an advocacy
contact office to help such groups navigate the process of making
contact with parliamentarians and public servants.

19

Wood et al. (2018, pp 67-68).
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4 Measures to improve freedom
NSW can improve freedom and encourage advocacy by
regulating the lobbied rather than the lobbyist wherever possible.

This issue is beyond the scope of our work.
32. Could existing or new regulatory requirements drive improper
lobbying practices underground or have a dampening effect
on legitimate lobbying?

Promoting the balance of freedom, restrictive measures and
proportionality

It is difficult to see how reporting on lobbying approaches would
dampen legitimate lobbying activity. That groups or individuals
affected by a policy change would seek to discuss it with
government officials should neither surprise nor attract
opprobrium.

30. How can the measures to promote the democratic role of
direct lobbying be designed so as to have a proportionate
impact on the freedom to directly lobby?
The aim should be to promote transparency of lobbying activity
and accountability of public officials. Transparency enables the
public, media and Parliament to hold officials to account.

The dual reporting processes we propose would remove some of
the risk that either the lobbyist or public official fails to disclose
lobbying contacts. If lobbyists are required to disclose contacts
and officials release their diaries, non-disclosure will only be
effective if both parties agree to breach their obligations.

The resources of those lobbying and being lobbied should be
considered where measures to improve transparency and
accountability impose a burden. For example, registering as a
lobbyist and providing information on lobbying activities imposes
an administrative burden on lobbyists so should be restricted to
the minimum critical information and to those paid to lobby
regularly (‘repeat players’) rather than ad hoc lobbyists (see
Section 1).
Regulation should be borne by the lobbied rather than the lobbyist
wherever possible, because this encourages advocacy while
underscoring the responsibilities of public officials.
31. Should there be provision for exemption from restrictions on
direct lobbying such as the ban on post-separation
employment when undue hardship can be demonstrated?

Grattan Institute 2019

Some parties may seek to exploit the targeted nature of reporting,
to avoid disclosures. For example, we recommend disclosure
requirements be restricted to ‘repeat players’ and the most senior
policy makers. Parties could avoid disclosure by shifting lobbying
activities to those not covered by reporting requirements
(backbenchers or party officials for example are not required to
disclose their diaries). However, these workarounds come at a
cost for lobbyists – they are likely to be significantly less effective
at influencing policy decision-making.
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5 Measures to improve compliance and enforcement
NSW could consider random audits to improve compliance, and
restricting access to senior policy makers as a sanction for
lobbyists who fail to meet minimum ethical standards under the
code of conduct.

Promoting independent supervision to enforce lobbying laws

Promoting the role of education and training

This issue is beyond the scope of our work.

33. Is there adequate support for lobbyists and government
officials to enable them to understand their obligations under
the lobbying legislation?

36. How can the enforcement of the lobbyist regime be improved?

35. Does the NSW Electoral Commission have adequate powers
and resources to enforce lobbying regulations in NSW?

The recommendations provided in this submission would improve
transparency of lobbying activity and encourage compliance.
Occasional random audits of the register against ministerial
diaries and the (private) records of other public officials (with their
cooperation) would improve the integrity of lobbying information.

An independent body should have an educative role to help
parliamentarians, ministerial staff and lobbyists understand their
responsibilities and disclosure obligations. 20 In NSW this could be
ICAC or the NSW Electoral Commission. We have not assessed
the adequacy of existing education initiatives in NSW.

37. Are the sanctions under the lobbyist legislation adequate (that
is, suspension of lobbyists, placement on the Watch List and
deregistration)?

An ethics adviser should be available to MPs to provide advice
when they are in doubt. Professional development for MPs is also
worth considering. 21

Additional sanctions should be considered, including:

34. To understand their obligations in relation to lobbying, should
there be training and/or education programs for: (i) lobbyists;
(ii) public servants; (iii) ministers; (iv) ministerial advisers? If
so, what sort of training or education program is needed?

•

Restricting access to the NSW Parliament for lobbyists who
breach the code of conduct.

•

Requiring political parties to assist in denying access to
lobbyists on the Watch List (for example by not allowing
anyone on the Watch List to attend party functions).

This issue is beyond the scope of our work, but see Coghill et al.
(2008a and 2008b).

20

21

Wood et al. 2018, p 61.
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See Coghill et al. (2008b).
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Lobbying: Corruption Risks
What do you consider to be the actual or perceived corruption risks in lobbying?
It is clear that lobbying can lead to corrupt conduct by both lobbyists and government officials, as
brought to light by various investigations by ICAC and the Western Australian Crime and
Corruption Commission.
The corruption risk is greatly increased when lobbyists also make significant campaign donations
or lavish gifts on government officials, particularly in a context of declining membership of
political parties and their resultant lesser ability to raise funds through membership fees.
Lobbyists: Your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the NSW regulatory regime
Please provide us with a summary of your views.
The NSW system is stronger than many other Australian jurisdictions, with stricter standards for
both lobbyists and government officials dealing with lobbyists. Alongside the legislative scheme,
there is a requirement for Ministers to publicly disclose their diaries, including meetings with
lobbyists, which adds a further layer of transparency. The Lobbyists Watch List is an innovation
that provides for enhanced compliance through public scrutiny of lobbyists on the list and strict
meeting protocols. Furthermore, there is oversight of lobbying regulation through a statutory
authority: the NSW Electoral Commission, which is more independent than the regulator being
situated within a department.
However, the system could be further strengthened. The lobbyist register only applies to third party
lobbyists, and thus excludes the significant number of in-house lobbyists, which is a glaring
omission.
There could be increased disclosure obligations on lobbyists and government officials to increase
transparency (discussed below). The diary disclosure regime could be extended beyond Ministers
to ministerial advisers and senior public servants.
The revolving door ban in NSW is more lax than many other jurisdictions, as it only covers
Ministers and parliamentary secretaries, and does not include ministerial advisers and senior public
servants.
The Lobbied: Your views on the elected and public officials who are lobbied
Please let us know your views on who is lobbied in government and why?
Ministers, ministerial advisers and senior public servants are logical targets for lobbyists, as they
have the ability to make executive decisions and directly influence policy-making.
MPs who hold the balance of power or who hold senior positions within the party may also be
target for lobbyists due to their political clout.
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Lobbying: Key Issues for Debate
What do you consider to be the key issues which would benefit from debate in a Public Inquiry?
The regulation of lobbying has to balance between the freedom for individuals or corporations to
lobby their elected representatives, against the undue influence and corruption risks of powerful
and well-funded vested interests who are able to use their resources and connections to further their
own interests at the expense of the public interest.
There are a few major issues: the rules/laws/regulatory schemes in many Australian jurisdictions
are weak, and the enforcement of some of these rules have been non-existent, such as revolving
door provisions. Thus, the key issues could be an appropriate regulatory model based on best
practice overseas; recommendations for reform; and appropriate enforcement of the regulatory
scheme.
Lobbying: Priorities for Reform
What areas of regulatory reform, if any, do you consider to be a priority?
The lobbyist register should cover both third party and in-house lobbyists, consistent with
comparable jurisdictions such as Canada and the United States.
To increase transparency, lobbyists should be required to disclose every lobbying contact. There
should be an accompanying requirement for Ministers, ministerial advisers and senior public
servants to proactively disclose their diaries. Disclosures should be sufficiently detailed, i.e.
required to specify the subject matter, and whether it relates to any legislative bills (which should
be specified), grants or contracts.
For a lobbying scheme to be fully effective, there should be integration of the data from:
(i) political donations made by lobbyists;
(ii) the register of lobbyists;
(iii) ministerial diaries;
(iv) details of investigations by ICAC;
(v) list of holders of parliamentary access passes;
(vi) gifts given by lobbyists to government officials; and
(vii) details of each lobbying contact (if reform occurred).
This is because the corruption risks of lobbyists partly derive from their ability to shower
government officials with gifts and large political donations, which leads to their consequential
access to government officials and influence on policy-making, justifying further transparency in
this area.
Enforcement by regulators is a major issue, as there are some rules in certain jurisdictions, e.g.
revolving door provisions, that are not enforced despite many breaches.
Lobbying: Other Regulatory Systems
Do you have insights or experience of regulatory systems operating in other jurisdictions, or
overseas?
The Queensland disclosure regime is more comprehensive than NSW as it combines disclosure of
ministerial diaries with lobbyists being required to disclose each lobbying contact. NSW provides
for the disclosure of ministerial diaries, but this only discloses the interaction of Ministers with
lobbyists, but not other government officials such as ministerial advisers and public servants.
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Canada and the United States have well-established lobbying laws, which may be models that
could be considered for the Australian context.
The coverage of lobbyists on the register of Canada and the United States is broader than NSW. For
instance, the Canadian lobbyists register requires the registration of professional lobbyists or any
individual who, in the course of his or her work for a client, communicates with or arranges
meetings with a public office holder. 1 This includes third party lobbyists, in-house lobbyists for
corporations, and in-house lobbyists for not-for-profit organisations. 2
The United States covers lobbyists based on financial thresholds, where lobbyists covered are:
•

Persons who receive financial or other compensation for lobbying in excess of $2,500 per
three month period, makes more than one lobbying contact and spends 20% or more of
their time over a three month period on lobbying activities on behalf of an employer or
individual client. This covers both third party lobbyists and in-house lobbyists; and

•

An organisation is required to register if it plans to engage in lobbying activities during any
three-month period and during that period incurs at least $12,500 in lobbying expenses for
organisations that employ in-house lobbyists and $3,000 for lobbying firms. 3

The United States and Canada are also broader in terms coverage of government officials, as both
legislative and executive branch officials are covered by the lobbying provisions. 4
The disclosures of lobbying activities are also more extensive in the United States and Canada;
both require disclosure of each lobbying contact, and additionally the United States requires
lobbyists to disclose their expenditure as well. Registered lobbyists are required to file quarterly
activity reports with the Clerk of the US House of Representatives and the Secretary of the US
Senate. 5 Lobbyists must also file semi-annual reports of campaign contributions to federal
candidates and events that honour federal officeholders. 6 The semi-annual report must contain
information about the lobbying clients, issues, including bill numbers and executive branch actions,
and total income and expenses received from the client.
Canadian lobbyists have an obligation file a monthly return to the Commissioner of Lobbying, not
later than 15 days after the end of every month, setting out the details of the lobbying clients, name
of the public office holder, subject matter and date of communication. 7

1

Sensitive

Lobbying Act, RSC 1985 (4th Supp), c 44 ss 5-7.
Ibid ss 5-7.
3
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995, 2 USC § 1601-3(10).
4
Covered executive branch official, i.e. the President, the Vice President, any officer or employee, or any other
individual functioning in the capacity of such an officer or employee, in the Executive Office of the President,
any officer or employee serving in a position in level I, II, III, IV, or V of the Executive Schedule, as designated
by statute or Executive order, any member of the uniformed services whose pay grade is at or above O–7 under
section 201 of title 37, United States Code; and any officer or employee serving in a position of a confidential,
policy-determining, policy-making, or policy-advocating character described in section 7511(b)(2)(B) of title 5,
United States Code: Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995, 2 USC § 1601-3.
Covered legislative branch official, i.e. a Member of Congress, an elected officer of either House of Congress,
any employee of, or any other individual functioning in the capacity of an employee of a Member of Congress, a
committee of either House of Congress, the leadership staff of the House of Representatives or the leadership
staff of the Senate, a joint committee of Congress, and a working group or caucus organised to provide
legislative services or other assistance to Members of Congress; and any other legislative branch employee
serving in a position described under section 109(13) Ethics in Government Act 1978 (5 USC App). Lobbying
Act (Can), section 2.
5
Ibid § 1601-5.
6
Office of the Clerk, Guide to the Lobbying Disclosure Act (17 June 2014) US House of Representatives
<http://lobbyingdisclosure.house.gov/amended_lda_guide.html>.
7
Lobbying Act, RSC 1985 (4th Supp), c 44 ss 5-7.
2
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In Canada, lobbyists’ donations to political parties are capped at $1,000, 8 although there is a
loophole within the system that allows lobby groups to provide ‘consultancy services’ to political
parties for free during election times and many lobbyists do so. 9
These regulatory systems, that include a broader coverage of both lobbyists and government
officials, as well as far more extensive disclosure requirements, including disclosures of each
lobbying contact, as well as disclosures of income and expenditure by lobbyists, alongside the
regulation of political donations by lobbyists through either caps or disclosures, could be
considered as possible reform options.
Lobbying: Additional Points
Please provide us with any further points you would like to be raised in the Public Inquiry.
There may be specific higher risk industries that the Public Inquiry might wish to focus on, e.g.
gaming, property developers etc.

Name: Yee-Fui Ng

8

Canada Elections Act, SC 2000, c 9 s 405.
9
Chari, Hogan and Murphy, above n 342, 42.

Date: 31.5.19
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OBJECTION TO:
DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s
Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW.
(Lot 12, DP1197725), A proposed 97
Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
Thursday, 11 September, 2014
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: DA2014/0875 – THE HARBORD DIGGERS CLUB’S [HDC] SITE,
80 EVANS STREET, FRESHWATER. NSW. (Lot 12, DP 1197725).
Reference is made to Warringah Council’s “WARRINGAH update”
advertisement in The Manly Daily newspaper of Saturday 9 August
2014, wherein under the “Development Proposal” notices, notification
was given concerning the display of plans etc. for the above
Development Application proposal, and written advice that submissions
to this application may be made to Warringah Council.
I hereby wish to submit my written OBJECTIONS to this DA’s $160+
Million over-development proposal of the HDC’s site, which as well as
being in breach of the site’s applicable planning controls and instruments
would result in adverse impacts upon adjoining and nearby lands and
also upon the Public Amenity of the location and its surrounds.
My written objection to this DA is lodged for consideration by:
a) Warringah Council’s Development and Compliance Unit’s
assessment of this DA, and
b) The Joint Regional Planning Panel (JRPP) – Sydney East Region,
in their deliberations on and the determination of this DA.
Would you please:
1) Ensure my objection is circulated to appropriate Warringah Council
and JRPP staff for their consideration in their dealings with this DA.
Thank You,
Warringah LGA Resident/Ratepayer/Voter

Page 1 of 100
28/09/2014
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.

The Democratically Elected Warringah Councillors and the Mayor of the
Warringah LGA as representatives of its145,000 + Residents – have
passed a unanimous decision on the proposal for 97 Seniors Living Units
on the HDC’s land site:
“10.3 NOTICE OF MOTION NO 29/2012 HARBORD DIGGERS
APPLICATION FOR SENIORS LIVING SITE COMPATIBILITY
CERTIFICATE
280/12 RESOLVED
Cr Dr Kirsch / Cr Regan
That Council object to the application by Harbord Diggers for Seniors
Living Site Compatibility Certificate at the Harbord Diggers Club (HDC)
site, Freshwater and make a formal submission in that regard to the
Director General of the Department of Planning and ask that the
application be refused and no Site Compatibility Certificate be issued.”
Source: Warringah Council Meeting Minutes, 28 August 2012 - Page 13.
http://www.warringah.nsw.gov.au/council_then/documents/MinutesCoun
cilMeeting-20120828-pdfformat.PDF

Page 2 of 100
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
The Democratically elected NSW Parliamentary Representative (Mr.
Mike Baird, NSW Premier) of Sydney’s Freshwater area - has publicly
expressed the following views on a development on the HDC’s site:

Source: Peninsula Living Magazine published article, April 2011,
(p.22).

Page 3 of 100
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
11 September 2014
The General Manager,
Attention: Development and Compliance Unit,
Warringah Council, DEE WHY NSW 2099.

Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: DA2014/0875 – HARBOR DIGGERS CLUB [HDC] - COASTAL
HEADLAND SITE, FRESHWATER. NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725).
Redevelopment proposal for the Harbord Diggers Club’s Site for 97
Seniors Living Units, Privatised Cafes, Restaurant, Gym, Childcare etc.
As a long term permanent Freshwater, NSW, Resident, Ratepayer and
Voter including being an active member of its Community involved in
Community service activity protecting its beautiful Natural Environment,
who has read and considered all available documentation, videos etc.
concerning this DA and has visited the HDC’s site many thousands of
times over 50+ years, I hereby lodge strong OBJECTIONS to the above
Development Application on the following grounds:

Breaches of Planning Controls applicable to the HDC’s site.
This NEW DA2014/0875 proposes significant variations to the building
envelopes compared to the former Stage 1 DA2013/0412. As such, this
NEW DA does NOT form a Stage 2 application of the former Stage 1
DA2013/0412. It is a brand NEW Development Application that is
different to and is independent of the former Stage 1 DA for the HDC’s
site. Accordingly this brand NEW DA for the site is required to be
independently assessed on its merits and its compliance with all
applicable Planning Controls for the HDC’s prominent Coastal Headland
site in Freshwater, NSW.
The HDC Coastal Headland Site’s Warringah 2011 LEP, DCP and the
Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability 2004 (SEPP HSPD 2004)
- Statutory Planning Controls are set out at APPENDIX 1.

Page 4 of 100
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
The HDC’s land site is zoned R2 Low Density Residential under the
2011 Warringah LEP (WLEP 2011).
This DA seeks merit assessment approval of the HDC site’s proposed
future uses and buildings’ envelopes sizes. It should be fully noted, that
the restrictions on development in Warringah Council’s 2011 Warringah
LEP, militate against the density of development (97 Seniors Living
Units etc.) that the Mounties Group have sought in this DA for the HDC’s
Freshwater, NSW site in the Warringah Local Government Area (LGA).
The HDC’s consolidated site of approximately 15,599 square metres is
located on a visually prominent headland between South Curl Curl and
Freshwater Beaches and is visible from numerous local and more distant
vantage points. This Coastal headland is a remarkably beautiful location
with remnant sandstone coastal heath in excellent condition containing
endangered Flora and Fauna. There are a number of Warringah LGA
Heritage items plus a National and World Surfing Reserve located on
and around this Coastal Headland’s inherent natural beauty.
The HDC site’s R2 low density residential zoning is reflective of its
scenic and visually sensitive character. The use of this site as inter alia a
97 Seniors Living units development is NOT a permissible use within the
R2 low density residential zone under the planning controls applicable to
the HDC’s site. The Site Compatibility Certificate for this site does NOT
constitute development consent - and this new unapproved
DA2014/0875 is required to be assessed and determined on its merits.
The intensity of development proposed (for example, up to five storeys of
buildings and for heights up to 15.95 metres) far exceeds the WLEP’s
planning controls and is inappropriate for such a prominent location. It is
not compatible with the intended use of the site, and would adversely
impact the natural beauty of this sensitive coastal location and the
dominant character of detached housing forms in a landscaped setting.
The R2 “Low density Residential” zoning of the site and the applicable
built form controls, do not provide for or encourage multi-storey flat
buildings on it. The R2 zone anticipates that future development within
the R2 zone should be similar in scale and have the appearance of
detached style housing which is its predominant character.
Page 5 of 100
28/09/2014
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
The scale and intensity of proposed development on the HDC’s site
(being in the most prominent location in Freshwater both in terms of
scenic and visually) is a key factor in shaping the identity and character
of the area. This area is mainly used for passive recreation within a
Natural Coastal setting and this use must be strongly considered in the
assessment of all of the adverse impacts of this proposed development.
The building envelopes proposed on the HDC’s site are not consistent
with the bulk, scale and the character of the surrounding area, e.g. with
the low density residential development to the West and North of the
HDC’s site, are not sympathetic to the scenic and visually sensitive
character of the prominent Coastal Headland and would materially
detract from its outstanding scenic and visual quality.
The development proposal is inconsistent with the following objectives of
the HDC site’s R2 zoning and the reasons for these inconsistencies are:
 To provide for the housing needs of the community within a low
density residential environment.
The design and scale of the development does NOT constitute
appropriate housing “within a low density residential environment” because of the size and scale of the proposed new buildings
nearby to detached dwellings to the west and south-west and the
changing of the HDC’s clubhouse building into 2 new 5 storey
residential living buildings.
 To ensure that low density residential environments are
characterised by landscaped settings that are in harmony with the
natural environment of Warringah.
The large bulk, scale, height and massing of the proposed
overdevelopment of this site is NOT in harmony with the location’s
Natural Environment, significantly with the proposed 2 new 5
storey buildings adjacent to McKillop Park’s Headland Reserve.
The proposal for 97 Seniors Living units is a change of land use that is
equivalent to a rezoning of the HDC’s site from its R2 low density zoning
to a medium density development R3 zoning. This proposal is not
compatible with the LEP controls which have been put in place for the
HDC’s site - after extensive Community Consultation with Warringah
LGA residents during the making of the WLEP 2011.
Page 6 of 100
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DA2014/0875 – Harbord Diggers Club’s Coastal Headland site at:
80 Evans Street, FRESHWATER, NSW. (Lot 12, DP1197725), A
proposed 97 Seniors Living Units etc. Development.
The Multistorey Unit Blocks opposite to the HDC’s site and the HDC’s
Clubhouse’s height, bulk and scale are an eyesore monolithic legacy
from the 1960/70’s era of inappropriate development on this Coastal
headland site which were inappropriately granted development consent
by the corrupt Warringah Shire Council of that era.
In the late 1960’s Warringah Shire Council was dismissed (its 1st of 3
dismissals) for corruption in respect of its corrupted property develoment
approvals - and 2 of its then Warringah Councillors were prosecuted
under the Secret Commissions Prohibition Act 1919 (NSW), with both
receiving jail sentences for receiving bribes to influence both planning
and development decisions in the Warringah LGA. (See: Appendix 2 ).
Warringah Development Control Plan (WDCP) 2011
Front Boundary Setbacks
The WDCP 2011 requires a 6.5 metres setback to all three (3) boundary
frontages. The buildings fronting Evans Street, Carrington Parade and
Lumsdaine Drive have nil boundary setbacks along their Basement
Levels 1 and 2 - which levels are proposed to be built to the street
boundary. This does not comply with the boundary setback requirements
and is an inadequate setback proposal driven by the parking needs of
this over-development proposal.
An adequate landscape buffer of at least 6.5 metres should be provided
here to allow for the provision of adequate deep planting landscaping which is commensurate with the height and scale of this proposal’s
Carrington Parade side walls - which also are in breach of height limits
by up to 31.25% (other walls of the proposal breach by up to 99.3%).

Part B: Built Form Controls - Side Boundary Setbacks.
The boundary setback from the Eastern side boundary (where the club
gymnasium’s Eastern wall etc. is currently located) of the proposed
converted existing Clubhouse to mainly Seniors Living Units building has
0 metres setback in places, in breach of the WDCP 2011 requirement of
at least a 900mm side setback.
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This inadequate setback is located where the proposed 2 new 5 storey
buildings adjoin the Western side of the Crown lands McKillop Park
Reserve and does not provide adequate softening of the visual impacts
of the proposed Seniors Units’ 5 storey buildings’ bulk and scale. The
setback from the South Eastern site boundary to Building F will exceed
the side boundary envelope constraint and is an abrupt change in scale.
The HDC’s site is situated on an island site which includes Crown Land
(McKillop Park) to its South East and Warringah Council owned land to
its North West, which land is an identified existing wildlife corridor for
seabirds etc. identified in the Warringah Natural Area Survey.
The following Natural Environment controls are applicable to the HDC’s
site under the WDCP 2011, Part E, The Natural Environment:
1) E2 Prescribed vegetation – shown on the WLEP 2011 – Land
Application Map,
2) E4 Wildlife Corridors - The North Western side of the site contains
a Priority 3 Wildlife Corridor identified on the DCP Map Wildlife
Corridors,
3) E6 Retaining unique environmental features – shown on the WLEP
2011 – Land Application Map,
4) E7 Development of land adjoining public open space – shown on
the DCP Map Land Adjoining Public Open Space, and
5) E10 Landslip Risk - the site is identified within Land Slip Risk Class
B pursuant to WLEP 2011 Landslip Risk Map, which is defined by
a land slope of between 5 and 25 degrees.
http://www.warringah.nsw.gov.au/ePlanning/pages/Plan/Book.aspx?vid=
14332
This development proposal’s close proximity to coastal corridors and
McKillop Park’s sandstone Coastal Heath which contains endangered
Flora and Fauna, requires an assessment of its impacts on the local and
visiting ecological communities, local vegetation and the sustainability of
this environmentally sensitive park - which would be significantly
impacted by the proposed more intensive site use proposal in respect of
traffic, noise, increased human impacts etc.
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Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a
Disability) 2004 (SEPP HSPD 2004).
The Seniors Living residential units’ component of this development
proposal is spread amongst five (5) buildings and is to be assessed
against the SEPP HSPD 2004, see:
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_reg/seppfsopwad2004826/
index.html#s40
The proposal involves building on the entire HDC’s Coastal Headland
site – with the loss of nearly all ground level Landscaped Open Space
(LOS). The proposed above ground landscaped area - does NOT meet
the landscaping requirements under the Planning controls.
The soil depth on the site for plantings will mostly be limited and is less
than the planning controls requirements - due to nearly the entire site’s
footprint being concreted over in what is a gross over-development of the
site. Shallow planting on the top of the multi-storey roofs of this overdevelopment should not count as LOS towards meeting the controls.
The vital sections of this SEPP are addressed below:
Seniors Living Policy – Urban Design Guidelines for infill development:
The critical component of this policy is the section detailing objectives on
site planning and design, which objective inter alia states: “to minimise
the impact of new developments on neighbourhood character”.
The development proposal’s physical appearance and built form
envelopes will not be in harmony with the existing “local area” character because the urban context of this Headland area is predominately low
density and scale associated with detached and landscaped houses.
The proposal would introduce a significantly different visual presentation
with the entire residential component being comprised of multi-storey
residential flat buildings - which are incompatible with the surrounding
predominately detached building forms in a landscaped setting.
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Division 2 of Part 3 of the SEPP - Design Principles:
The proposal is inconsistent with Regulation 33 of the SEPP because
the bulk, scale, height and density of the proposed development do not
reflect the predominant character of this Coastal Headland area.
Clause 40(4) of the Seniors SEPP – Development standards concerning
minimum sizes and building height.
The majority of the existing HDC’s clubhouse’s massive building
envelope is proposed to be converted into 2 Seniors Living multi–storey
unit complexes. The proposed conversion of the existing Clubhouse’s
building envelope into a Seniors Living Units multi storey proposal’s
height of up to 15.95 metres (on the Northern Lumsdaine Drive side) - far
exceeds (by 99.3%) the applicable 8 metres height restriction under
SEPP (HPSD) 2004 – Clause 40(4)(a).
The proposed 2 buildings on the Eastern part of the HDC’s site adjacent
to McKillop Park would be five (5) storeys high. These 2 proposed five
(5) storey developments exhibit a significant departure from the
permitted [Clause 40(4)(b)] number of two (2) storeys and the permitted
[Clause 40 (4) (b)] 8 metres height controls - and this issue is vital with
regards to the scale of the development and the location’s character test.
The DA’s proposal also fails to implement the 2013 JRPP decision’s
requirement of a 3 Metres setback for all the upper most floors of the
new buildings - to reduce the size and scale of the buildings and to be
more consistent with that of the adjoining detached dwellings to the West
and South-West of the HDC’s site.
The presentation of the proposed 97 residential flats development from
external areas in the locality is a major change to the existing character,
particularly for a site located on a prominent headland in a highly used
natural coastal passive recreation area.
The keeping of the existing clubhouse building to take advantage of its
height which far exceeds the R2 zone’s 8.5 metre and the SEPP’s 8
metre height controls – but changing most of its use to Seniors Living
units (and in doing so receiving a highly significant $Multi-Million uplift in
the HDC site’s commercial value) - does not strike the right balance in
planning a significant redevelopment of the HDC’s site.
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PROPOSED ADAPTIVE RE-USE OF THE HDC’s CLUB HOUSE.
I note the published written report of GM Urban Design and Architecture
dated May 2013 on the proposed adaptive re-use of the existing Harbord
Diggers Clubhouse in a report commissioned by Warringah Council:

“It is not clear how a Seniors Living Units residential development will be
integrated into the existing frame and slab configurations given the
greater floor to floor height seen in a club in comparison to a residential
development. Therefore there is some question as to how much of the
existing structure would really be retained and reused or whether the
intent is really to seek to retain the existing envelope in terms of its
height, location and potential yield.”
(Emphasis added)
The proposal intends to retain and adaptively re-use the existing club
building for the purposes of seniors' housing. The height, bulk, scale and
visual massing of the existing HDC clubhouse building far out ways any
other building in the area, therefore it is very important that the Applicant
provides compelling evidence to demonstrate that adaptive re-use of the
existing clubhouse is being achieved by the proposal.
At the previous JRPP meeting to consider a development proposal
(DA2013/0412) on the HDC’s site, the height of the existing clubhouse
building was only accepted on the basis that the proposal was for readaptive use. This DA relies upon the ‘adaptive re-use’ of the existing
club building which is now proposed to be broken into 2 new buildings.
With the breaking up of the existing HDC’s Clubhouse building into 2
buildings, what is now proposed are 2 new and distinct 5 storey buildings
- which are radically changed in appearance and design – and which
bear virtually no resemblance to the existing HDC’s Club house building.
This DA is for the redevelopment of the site and the design of the
existing club building is proposed to be changed into separate Buildings
E and F. Accordingly, this DA has significantly changed the existing
building’s proposal when compared to the previous DA’s proposal. There
are such extensive changes proposed to the existing Clubhouse’s
structure, features, external appearance etc. it is now unrecognisable.
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An examination of publicly available documentation concerning the
proposals re-use, e.g. Appendix X of the Statement of Environmental
Effects – Construction Methodology - does not dispel concerns that the
real intent is to seek to maintain the Clubhouse’s building existing
envelope - for 2 new 5 storey buildings which are not permitted. It is
apparent from Appendix X, that most of the existing Clubhouse is going
to be stripped out and demolished – rather than retained and re-used.
The 1.5 page “enstruc” letter dated 31 July 2014 (Appendix X) does not
provide sufficient detail or any drawings etc. to adequately explain how
the existing HDC’s Club house would be retained and re-used in this
development proposal. It appears that apart from retention of the upper
slab (which would have to be cut into 2 pieces and its configuration
changed etc.) - most of the existing clubhouse will be the subject of strip
out and demolition works for the new vertical and horizontal structures.

The Mounties Group are required to retain and adapt the existing
Harbord Diggers Clubhouse - as a consequence of the planning controls
preventing demolition without loss of the right to rebuild within part of
the current clubhouse building’s envelope. They have failed to provide
compelling evidence that their proposal is for an adaptive re-use – an
objective analysis shows it is NOT an adaptive re-use.
As this development proposal seeks to virtually redevelop the entire
HDC’s site - it should respond in sympathy, amongst other things, to
contemporary planning objectives and design standards applicable to
the HDC’s site under current planning controls, i.e. 8 Metre maximum
height and 2 storeys maximum development size limits.
The proposed new Seniors Living Units buildings far exceed both the
Building height limit of 8 metres and the requirement for buildings
adjacent to a boundary that must not be more than 2 storeys in height
under the provisions of the SEPP (HPSD) 2004.
Given the proposed change of use and the site’s sensitive location,
support should NOT be given to property development schemes which
seek to almost double the permitted height of buildings - in a totally
unreasonable breach of relevant built form controls.
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Clause 33 of the SEPP must be addressed in the proposal’s design.
The proposal’s new buildings also do NOT have the 3 metre upper floor
level setbacks – a requirement stipulated by the JRPP that they must
have. These new buildings do NOT ensure the development’s
appearance and built form is in harmony with for example the character
of Carrington Parade, Freshwater – which they front.

The Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC) for Seniors Living issued for the
HDC’s site – Contentious and Concerning Issues with NSW Planning.
The Mounties Group’s DA proposal for the HDC’s site seeks to bypass
existing WLEP2011 and WDCP2011 planning controls for this Headland
site - which were the subject of extensive Freshwater and surrounds
Community consultation and feedback to Warringah Council in respect of
the making to the WLEP2011.
This DA proposal if approved, would allow development which was not
envisaged for the HDC’s site under the WLEP2011 and the Freshwater
Communities expressed desired future development of this site.
This proposal also seeks to breach the SEPP for Seniors’ height
planning controls. The process for issuing a SCC for Seniors’ living units
is NOT the same as a planning proposal to rezone the HDC’s site. A
process that is not as rigorous as a rezoning process therefore cannot be
relied upon as a definitive indication of the suitability of the site for a
proposed land use, if that use is to be more intensive than is permitted
on a site.
An SCC should NOT be given the same weight as a rezoning of the site,
because an SCC has not been subject to the same degree of scrutiny or
public consultation. The SCC means that land use is considered to be
“permissible” for the purposes of the development assessment, but it is
not presumed to be “permitted”. The SCC requires development consent
before any Seniors living units could be built on the HDC’s site.
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The SCC does not “approve” an application; it merely allows it to be
submitted for a more detailed assessment by an independent consent
authority to the SCC’s issuing body. A more comprehensive assessment
of the land use implications is required to ascertain whether the
proposed land use of a site is appropriate.
The SCC for the HDC’s site is based on the opinion of the Director
General of the NSW Department of Planning about the broad
compatibility of the proposal. A more refined analysis of the proposal and
the better application of Administrative Law requirements by both
Warringah Council and the JRPP (Sydney East Region) - than what
NSW Planning have demonstrated in this matter – see details below,
would in my submission reveal that the proposed use of land in this DA is
NOT compatible with the site constraints or surrounds.
Administrative Law deficiencies in the issuing of the HDC’s SCC.
A detailed reading and consideration of the NSW Department of
Planning’s documentation concerning their issued SCC for Seniors
Living for the HDC’s site granted on 3/12/12, inter alia reveals that:
1) The SCC has been granted to a non-existent organisation, legal
entity or business name, described by the NSW Department of
Planning and Infrastructure in the Site Compatibility Certificate as
the: “Mount Pritchard Community Club”.
A thorough search of ASIC’s Organisations & Business Names
Register did NOT reveal any such Organisation or Business with
the name “Mount Pritchard Community Club” to be in existence.
2) The syntax of the final paragraph of the SCC, signed off by the
NSW Department of Planning is simply a nonsense - it reads:
“- the development described in Schedule 1 is compatible with the
surrounding environment having had regard to the criteria specified
in clause 25 (5) (b); and” but there is no further text, only the
signature of a Mr Sam Haddad, Director General.
See: http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=VG3NjnBs-s%3d&tabid=314&language=en-US
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A detailed and considered reading of the NSW Department of Planning’s
HDC’s SCC Report - has revealed that it contains numerous factual
errors and unsubstantiated opinions.
For example, in this Report on page 8, at paragraph 10:
“A community information and feedback session was held on 31
December 2011” – which is simply factually untrue because no such
session was held on that New Year’s Eve date.
The Department of Planning’s Report, for example on page 5, also refers
to the non-existent for years suburb name of Harbord.
See: http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=oRKQZ
Hb5Ug0%3d&tabid=314&language=en-US
The numerous pieces of conjecture and unsubstantiated by supporting
evidence opinions, expressed throughout this flawed NSW Department
of Planning HDC SCC Report, and the maladministration in the issuing
of the SCC to a non-existent legal entity are highly concerning.
It is valid to wonder if NSW Planning’s former Director General (Mr Sam
Haddad), his co-signatories to and the author of this Site Compatibility
Certificate for the HDC’s site - have properly read and fully considered
the HDC’s SCC flawed report’s information and the fundamental
planning issues involved?
It is noted that a number of Administrative decisions made by NSW
Planning in 2012/13 were the subject of a Formal Complaint by the NSW
Better Planning Network - and that these formal complaints were up
held.
NSW Planning’s former Director General Mr Haddad had to publicly
concede that he and his Department of Planning had made numerous
Administrative errors in their decision making. (Appendix 3 – Full details).
It is noted in respect of the planning processes operating in NSW
Planning in 2011-13, that Documents forcibly disclosed from the NSW
Government by order of the State’s Upper House of Parliament - show
high level political interference in the planning approval processes.
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For example, in the controversial Windsor Bridge replacement project:

Hidden documents reveal political
interference in planning process
“The documents revealed show how in less than a month following the political
interference, the Department of Planning changed from a position of opposing the
application to one of supporting it.”

(Appendix 4 – Full details).
It is further noted that Mr Sam Haddad was summarily dismissed from
his NSW Planning Director General position - when the now NSW
Planning Minister Ms Pru Goward commenced in April 2014 as the NSW
Planning Minister (Appendix 5 – Full details).
The former NSW Minister of Planning Mr. Brad Hazzard is the former
Solicitor of the HDC; he acted for it in legal matters for several years.
Mr. Hazzard also had been a long term Club member of the Harbord
Diggers Club – and he has on occasions publicly supported this club
during his time in the NSW Parliament (20 + years ).
Despite these perceived Conflicts of Interest, Mr. Hazzard in his publicly
issued Press Release (3/12/2012), see:
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/AboutUs/Contactus/MediaCentre/tabid/
381/ctl/PreviousReleases/mid/950/source/1/language/enAU/Default.aspx?tb=2&yr=2012&mth=12 - concerning the granting of
the HDC’s SCC, advises that his actions in this matter included:
“After considering competing views, I think it is appropriate for the
proponent to lodge a development application with the council”
– in respect of a Seniors Living units development proposal on his former
Legal client’s site.
It is alleged that Political Interference by the former NSW Planning
Minister Hazzard and/or others may have occurred in respect of the
NSW Department of Planning’s granting of the HDC’s SCC for Seniors
Living. (Please see APPENDIX 6 - for full details).
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On the 27 September 2012, during a telephone conversation with a
Senior Officer of the NSW Department of Planning, this Departmental
Officer after looking up Departmental records inadvertently informed me
that the Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC) application for the HDC’s
site had been REFUSED by the Department of Planning.

Sometime between the 27 September
2012 and 3 December 2012, NSW
Planning has reversed its stated
REFUSAL position for the HDC’s SCC
application lodged with it.
In respect of the HDC’s SCC issued in early December 2012, the
reasons behind this U-Turn are NOT transparent. Was there Political
interference by any member of the NSW Parliament directed towards the
NSW Department of Planning concerning this SCC matter??????
The opaqueness of this situation is highly concerning. The reasons
behind this decision making U-Turn by the NSW Department of Planning
- should be independently investigated, fully explained and be made fully
transparent in the Public Interest.
It is noted that some of the practices of the NSW Department of Planning
under former NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard have been exposed
in media reports, including a recent (August 2014) article:-

Hazzard’s department rezoned properties for donors
PUBLISHED: 06 Aug 2014, The department of former NSW planning minister

Brad Hazzard rezoned properties for a Central Coast group in 2013, two years
after it made a donation to the Liberal party.
See: The Australian Financial Review.
http://www.afr.com/p/national/hazzard_department_rezoned_properties_
G5IqKkr4YPx46dojNIykIJ
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The Mounties Group have engaged a number of paid Political Lobbyists
to further their commercial interests and their development proposals for
the HDC’s site. Public Records show the Mounties Group have engaged:
1) Ms Keri Huxley, Director of Huxley Communications Pty Ltd, and
2) Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd (Mr Michael Photios, Mr David
Beg et. al.) – who are registered Political Lobbyists with the NSW
and Commonwealth Governments.
(See APPENDIX 7 – For full details concerning the Mounties Group’s use of
paid Political Lobbyists concerning their commercial and property interests.)

Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd – paid Political Lobbyists for several
NSW Registered Clubs - including the Mounties Group of Clubs.
Premier State's Chairman, Mr. Michael Photios was summonsed and
appeared twice before the current ICAC Public Inquiry (Operation
Spicer) into Political Donations and Political Lobbying practices.
Premier State has acted for several NSW Registered Clubs who have
sought this Lobbyist Firm’s assistance with their interests at both NSW
and Federal Government levels – as Premier State Consulting is a
Registered Lobbyist with both NSW and Federal levels of Government.
One of the NSW Registered Clubs which Premier State has acted for –
the Balmain Leagues Club has been the subject of a series of
Investigative Journalism articles in The Sydney Morning Herald
concerning its Clubhouse site’s redevelopment proposals.
A Sydney Morning Herald article (hyperlink is below) inter alia states:
Mr. Photios emailed the club saying "we have some useful intel to share
with you and importantly, a perspective on the approach to the DoP
[Department of Planning] before lodgment." One of Premier State's
assets appeared to be a very useful contact in the Planning Department:
- Mr. Photios' good friend and fellow Liberal Matt Daniel.
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A 2011 document refers to the DoP's Mr. Daniel dining with Premier
State staff - the night before Mr. Photios met his Balmain/Rozelle Village
clients. "Have talked to Matt about it, and am workshopping ways
forward," said Premier State's Dominic Kelly in a 2012 email to the
developers. See: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/michael-photios-thetigers-and-the-wrath-of-angry-client-benny-elias-20140721-zuxpf.html
The relationships between Premier State Political Lobbyist firm's staff
and its Chairman Michael Photios - with certain staff in the NSW
Department of Planning (who make decisions on Club Property
Development proposals, e.g. the issuing of Site Compatibility Certificates
for Seniors Living Developments on Club sites), including their good
friendships, shared membership of the Liberal Party, dining out together
with NSW Planning staff etc. - is highly concerning, possibly has caused
illegal acts and warrants an independent investigation as to whether
improper influence may have been exerted in this development matter.
See APPENDIX 8 – Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd, Political Lobbyists.
In my view, this necessary independent investigation should include
inquiries into what actions the paid Political Lobbyists of the Mounties
Group may have played in the controversial granting of the SCC by the
NSW Planning to the Harbord Diggers Club site in Freshwater, NSW.
The current ICAC’s Public Hearing (Operation Spicer) has exposed the
nefarious activities of numerous Political Lobbyists and their insidious
influence over certain NSW Parliamentary Politicians – particularly in
respect of large property development proposals in NSW.
Numerous NSW Parliamentarians have been publicly exposed at the
ICAC’s current public hearings for inter alia accepting Political Donations
from and/or being under the influence of certain Property Developers’
Political Lobbyists – concerning some large Property Developments.
Several Liberal Parliamentarians have resigned from the Parliament
admitting their guilt concerning improper/illegal practices and 8 former
NSW Liberal Parliamentarians - now sit on the NSW Parliamentary
cross- benches awaiting their fate from the ICAC’s forthcoming findings.
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The SEPP for Seniors Living – Issues.
The SEPP for Seniors indicates that the DA’s consent authority may
have a different view from the NSW Department of Planning, as to
whether this Seniors living development proposal is compatible
[Regulation 24 (2) (b)].
In my submission, the HDC’s controversial and contentious SCC for
Seniors Living should NOT be given majority weight in the consideration
of and deliberations by the consent authority of this Masterplan DA.
It would I believe be a very useful exercise to obtain a Planning and
Administrative Law specialist - Senior Counsel Barrister’s legal advising
on the legal validity of this NSW Department of Planning issued SCC for
Seniors Living for the HDC’s site in Freshwater, NSW – given its
numerous concerning issues regarding NSW Planning’s actions.
Both the elected representatives of the Warringah LGA and Warringah
Council’s Planning Staff - oppose the Seniors Living units’ component of
this DA proposal.
At a full Warringah Council meeting held on Tuesday 28 August 2012 –
Warringah’s Councillors and its Mayor unanimously adopted a Notice of
Motion (see page 2 of this submission) to formally object to the HDC’s
proposed Seniors Living units development.

This unanimous formal objection to the Mounties Group’s SCC for a
Seniors Living development application on the HDC’s site - by the
Warringah Councillors and Mayor, as the democratically Elected
Representatives of the Freshwater and surrounds communities, is the
strongest possible objection against a Seniors Living units development
on the HDC’s Freshwater site.
Warringah Council’s Planning staff have also objected to the NSW
Department of Planning against it issuing a SCC for a Seniors Living
development on the HDC’s site.
The Freshwater and surrounds communities’ Local Member of the NSW
Parliament (Mr Mike Baird) has also publicly expressed views (see page
3 of this submission) opposing a non-club development on the HDC site.
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The Mounties Group in their pursuit of DA2014/0875’s residential
component of 97 Seniors living units - show their ongoing disregard for
the decision of the Warringah LGA’s democratically elected Warringah
Councillor Representatives, Warringah Council Planning staff advice and
Freshwater’s NSW Parliamentary elected representative (NSW Premier).

The Mounties Group’s so called “Community Consultation” process in
respect of this matter has been analysed based on its representatives’
published statements and documents (Appendix 9). In my considered
view, this process has been A SHAM since its beginnings, with a predetermined outcome for it - of a Seniors Living multi units’ property
development on the HDC’s site.
This DA is for a much larger residential component development
proposal of 97 Seniors Living units - than previously rejected several
times DA’s for 26 residential units on the HDC’s site.
Since taking over the HDC’s site in May 2006, the Mounties Group has
lodged several DA’s with Warringah Council and a former Part 3A
application for the HDC’s site and has had them all rejected. These
previous DA’s had a much smaller number of residential units proposed
in them than what this latest DA seeks, e.g. the refused DA2008/1163
lodged with Warringah Council was for a 26 units' development.
On appeal of this DA2008/1163’s refusal by the Mounties Group to an
independent planning review panel, the Warringah Development
Assessment Panel (WDAP) also again refused its approval.
The Mounties Group further appealed its DA2008/1163’s refusal by
Warringah Council and the WDAP - to the Warringah Development
Review Panel (WDRP). This Section 82A of the EP&A Act review
[REV2010/0033] of the DA for 26 units was assessed by the WDRP
independently of both Warringah Council and the WDAP - and for the
third time this DA was finally rejected in November 2010.
The WDRP’s findings included:
“That the Section 82A review for the Stage One Development
Application No. 2008/1163 for a residential development consisting of 8
buildings containing a maximum of 26 dwellings with underground
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carparking for 51 vehicles at Lot 100, DP 1136132, No. 80 Evans Street,
Freshwater and Lot 7108, DP 1074767, No. 77 Evans Street, Freshwater
be refused for the following reasons:
1. Pursuant to Section 79C(1)(a) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, the proposed development is inconsistent with
the provisions of Warringah Local Environmental Plan 2000 in that the
development is not considered to be consistent with the Desired Future
Character of the H1 Freshwater Beach locality suburbs in the following
respects;
(a) Future development will not maintain the visual pattern and
predominant scale of detached style dwellings in landscaped settings.
(b) The proposed development detracts from the visual quality of the
headland.”
See: http://www.warringah.nsw.gov.au/ecouncil/doccache/1704698.pdf

Accordingly, a previous Mounties Group DA for 26
residential units on the HDC’s site - was refused 3
separate times by 3 different consent authorities, i.e. by
Warringah Council, the WDAP and the WDRP.
Despite these 3 separate rejections of a 26 residential
units' proposal, the Mounties Group is now seeking
development consent for 97 Seniors’ Living residential
units on the HDC’s site.
Given these 3 prior refusal decisions concerning the HDC’s site for much
smaller development proposals, why the NSW Department of Planning
issued a SCC for the site for up to 125 Seniors Units is at least highly
inconsistent – if not highly questionable given the Political Lobbying etc.
involved with obtaining the SCC for the HDC’s site.
What is the correct land zoning for the HDC’s Registered Club’s land site
- Matters for consideration?
In March 2012, the Mounties Group through Urbis, made a submission to
Fairfield City Council in NSW concerning the Draft Fairfield Local
Environmental Plan 2011 to request that it “amend the RE2 zone
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boundary to include other sites under the ownership of the Club.” at
Mount Pritchard (Appendix 10)
In this case Mounties (through Urbis) applied to Fairfield City Council to
have the Mounties club site and adjoining properties owned by Mounties,
changed from R2 Low density residential to RE2 Private recreation in the
Draft Fairfield LEP 2011, so that it may in the future expand the club to
“provide services to its members and the wider community”.
It is further noted that the Fairfield City Submission Summary
Number 146 includes this Council Officer’s Comment:

The DP&I instructed Council to apply the RE2 zone to registered
club sites within the residential zones as part of this Council’s
preparation of the draft FLEP 2011. It was on this basis that
Council has applied the RE2 zone to Mounties Club Site.
This included four residential lots adjoining the Club's core site. The
application comments that: “the review of the draft LEP aims to secure
the long term viability of the Club and enhance its contribution to its
members and wider community”.
The Mounties Group’s application also states: “The submission
acknowledges the proposed application of the RE2 zone to the club site
as the most appropriate zone for the club site.”
I have visited the Mounties Mount Pritchard Club site and after viewing it,
fully agree with the Mounties Group’s views concerning RE2 as the most
appropriate zone for its club site.
I applaud Mounties, Fairfield City Council and the NSW Department of
Planning’s efforts to provide for the future recreational needs of the Mt.
Pritchard community - by zoning the Mounties Group’s Mt. Pritchard
Registered Club site as RE2 (Private Recreation) zoning.
However, I am concerned that both Mounties and the NSW Department
of Planning seem intent on removing that opportunity from the
community of Freshwater located about 50 km from Mt Pritchard, NSW.
I cannot understand why the HDC’s Freshwater site is not also zoned
RE2 - surely both these Mounties Group’s Club lands in Sydney, NSW
residential locations should both be zoned RE2 Private Recreation.
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I strongly suspect that NSW Planning has made another very bad
Administrative decision concerning the HDC zoning’s outcome.
The NSW Department of PIanning should have acted to also protect
future recreational opportunities on the HDC’s site in Freshwater by also
zoning the HDC’s site as RE2 zoned land.
Warringah Council should now properly address this land zoning
anomaly for the HDC’s site and re-zone the site as RE2 Private
Recreation. A comprehensive set of reasons as to why this RE2 rezoning should occur are set out in a legal advising obtained from a
Specialist in Local Government and Planning Law firm. (Appendix 11).
Traffic Issues concerning the HDC site’s proposed development.
The HDC’s own traffic impact assessment estimates that almost 500
cars per hour during evening peak traffic hours would enter/leave from
the development proposal’s entry/exit points for vehicles in Evans Street,
Freshwater.
This volume of traffic converging on and off this Headland will cause
severe traffic and parking problems around it and also create very
unsafe conditions for pedestrians using Evans Street, Carrington Parade
and Lumsdaine Drive, Freshwater located next to the HDC.
The HDC’s traffic impacts report inter alia chose days in late Autumn
(May 2014) and in mid-Winter, (Friday 27 July 2011), to calculate their
traffic figures. As a long term Freshwater resident who has driven and
walked around the HDC’s site thousands of times - considered
observations and logic dictates that if a mid-Summer weekend day had
been chosen for the traffic report, the volume of traffic and parking
demands impacts on the HDC’s location would have been much higher.
A summer day’s traffic demands on and around the HDC’s site would
have produced very different traffic impacts and onsite parking
requirements in the traffic/parking report for the HDC’s site.
I have seen numerous traffic accidents around this Headland site
because of its narrow, windy and undulating roads, which on their bends
around this Headland have inadequate sight lines to oncoming traffic –
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particularly turning right into the McKillop Park Headland carpark. The
entry and exit points of Evans Street and Lumsdaine Drive for traffic
egressing onto Carrington Parade are steep and also have limited views
of oncoming traffic into them.
I note that the traffic study for this proposed development on the HDC
site was conducted by GTA Consultants. I note a Roads and Maritime
Services (RMS) independent audit’s findings of this firm’s traffic report
for another Registered Club – the Balmain Tigers’ development, inter alia
found: “However, a response to the report by Transport for NSW and
Roads and Maritime Services said the traffic modelling contained
"numerous errors", such as underestimating travel times in one direction
by 50 per cent.” In respect of GTA Consultants traffic report.
“The issues were detected in an independent audit commissioned by the
RMS.”
“Two government agencies have refused to support the development,
saying the modelling contains so many errors it is useless.”
“Traffic assessments were carried out by two firms, GTA Consultants
and Halcrow.” (Emphasis added)
Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/shambolic-traffic-model-setsback-balmain-tigers-development-pitch-201302222ewwh.html#ixzz2S6gryqNc
The GTA Consultants latest traffic report identifies that this DA proposal
would generate a total number of 322 and 482 vehicles per hour
respectively in the AM and PM peak hours – resulting in an increase of

119 and 284 vehicle movements in the AM and PM peak hours
respectively.

Parking Requirements
According to the GTA Consultants report, based on the individual
parking requirements for each proposed use, the proposed development
will require 755 parking spaces and it is suggested by GTA Consultants
that a provision of only 705 parking spaces is adequate.
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The shortfall of 50 off street parking spaces is NOT acceptable for this
area of Freshwater which is already under intense pressure for street
parking spaces - particularly during the warmer months when many more
people drive to visit its Coastal Headland and Freshwater Beach.
There is no parking survey or reference provided in relation to the
assumptions applied in the calculation of the expected parking demand.
In addition, the child care and seniors living visitor car spaces must be
specifically allocated for these purposes - and cannot be used in a
shared parking pool set up for other uses.
Access Driveway
The traffic report indicates that the loading dock access driveway and the
car ingress driveway have been proposed to be located at respectively
38m and 48m from the intersection of Evans St and Carrington Parade,
however, the distances mentioned in the report are NOT consistent with
the distance on the lower ground architectural plans (approximately 30
and 40m). The driveways are located on a low point between two road
crests which restrict the sight lines of the vehicles using these driveways.
The proposed driveways are NOT acceptable due to the poor visual
sight distance for traffic turning into the driveway and traffic on Evans St
for both directions of travel, as well as the downhill grades on Evans St.
The traffic on Carrington Parade turning left into Evans St does NOT
have adequate visual sight distance of large rigid trucks and vehicles
entering the driveways. Also, due to the location of proposed driveways
on the downhill, the Evans Street traffic heading to Carrington Parade
does not have adequate stopping distance to the entry driveway.
I have been driving on Evans St., Freshwater for over 35 years – it is a
dangerous road due to the dips in it and presents a road safety problem
as it is with its current traffic volumes – almost doubling its PM peak
traffic volume will create traffic chaos and is a recipe for numerous
instances of vehicle grid lock and more vehicle accidents occurring.
Considering the fact that the proposed driveways provides access to
large rigid vehicles and the GTA Consultants report states 483 vehicles
in PM peak hours, the likelihood of the simultaneous arrival of vehicles
resulting in queuing at the entry should be taken into consideration.
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The report refers this matter to the traffic modelling, however, the ingress
and egress to the development has NOT been considered in the report’s
modelling. The two lane egress driveway to Evans Street would need to
be designated for separate “left turn only” and “right turn only” lanes.
The Loading Dock
The design of the loading dock access driveway does NOT comply with
Australian Standards AS2890.2-2002; Parking facilities – Off street
commercial vehicle facilities. The minimum requirements for width of an
access driveway for HRVs are 12.5m together with an additional 1.5m on
both sides. The provision of driveway taper of 1 in 5 must also be
considered in the dock’s design.
From the demonstrated swept path, it appears that trucks are required to
cross the Evans Street road network’s centrelines across all oncoming
traffic and use both traffic lanes (both traffic directions) to be able to turn
– thereby monopolising and impeding other traffic vehicles. Entering
trucks must take the turn into the loading dock within the traffic lane –
without crossing the road’s double centrelines.
Pedestrian Access
There is concern regarding the location of child care access proposed on
Carrington Parade on the low point of the crest which needs to be
addressed. The provision of crossings for the childcare centre, as well as
for the elderly people walking to/from the site and using public transport
are to be addressed. A pedestrian access to the club is to be provided
from Evans Street. Providing the proposed configurations, pedestrians
would use the ramps to the car park as an access to the club which is
unsafe. Where is the onsite provision for Service Vehicles’ parking?
The development proposal will generate far too much traffic on an
already dangerous road network around the HDC’s site with further
adverse traffic effects also being imposed onto surrounding streets.
There will be Pedestrian/Traffic conflicts all around the development site
from traffic entering and leaving the development and walking around it.
Lumsdaine Drive is regarded by the Freshwater Community as a pristine
area, as is the Coastal Headland in McKillop Park. To direct more traffic
to it and having a club entrance in this area - is a highly negative impact
on the Headland’s Natural Environment and its public visual amenity.
Other property Developers – are also trying to cram people in to the site’s
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surrounding streets’ with new larger developments and the cumulative
traffic impacts have become increasingly problematic - the traffic
situation on busy summer days around the HDC’s site is horrendous.
Evans Street is already too narrow to take two-way traffic without moving
very carefully on it. This new development would turn Evans Street into
an arterial road. More buses (and many more cars) will use this route.
There is a consolidation of 2 existing car parks into 1 car park within the
new development. A queue of cars getting into a single entry car park
will create pedestrian danger on the dip in the road on Evans Street.
The intersection of Evans and Carrington Streets is already very busy
and is dangerous for pedestrians. Pedestrians crossing here have to
contend with cars travelling too fast down Carrington Parade or coming
around a blind corner of Evans Street.
The Friends of Freshwater Inc.’s August 2014 Update Newsletter, at
pages 2- 3 eloquently explains the traffic chaos which this development
proposal if approved would impose onto the Freshwater Community:
“SPARE A THOUGHT FOR THE RESIDENTS OF EVANS STREET.
Evans Street, Freshwater, was never meant to be a major thoroughfare. At its
western end it is squeezed between a cliff face on one side and domestic
housing on the other. It was never designed to carry articulated buses or trucks
but has been called upon as a carriageway for both.
In the new Mounties Development, it will be a major thoroughfare for near 200
new residents and business personnel in the proposed Mounties Development.
They will be daily seeking to travel to the nearby Village, Manly or further.
Clearly this street will be unable to cope, given that already all traffic has to
grind to a halt when the E65 or 139 buses pass through or negotiate the turn
into Charles Street.
On-street parking will undoubtedly be at a premium and squeeze points along the
street will become more problematic. For east Evans Street unit dwellers, the
parking arrangements in the DA will undoubtedly mean that the informal
overnight undercover parking within the Diggers site will cease, as will the
Crown land car park currently used jointly by club members and the community.
The DA foreshadows this area being returned to native vegetation.
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In the end result, the owners of all these vehicles will be forced to seek OnStreet parking in Evans, Lumsdaine or adjacent locations. There is no also no
consideration in the Mounties DA for these adverse outcomes from the
development, nor does there appear to be active planning from Warringah
Council to rectify this situation.” See: http://www.freshie.org.au/the-DukeNewsletter-August-2014

What is the point of having an over-developed ‘island’ site - surrounded
by a ring road of too many cars travelling in conflict with Pedestrians where families, the young and the elderly cannot approach or exit the
site in safety because of the traffic chaos created by over development
of this Coastal Headland site?
The shortage of onsite parking and the amount of additional traffic
generated by the over-development proposal - will force overflow
vehicles visiting the site to park in the McKillop Park car park on the
Northern freshwater Beach Headland.
This prime piece of Public Coastal Recreation land which is now part of a
protected World Surfing Reserve etc. - will again become a de-facto
carpark of the Harbord Diggers Club, as it was in the late 1980’s to early
1990’s era - when this Club’s then many patrons’ vehicles took it over.
The result then was large amounts of rubbish including broken glass
being left in this car park, numerous altercations between unsupervised
persons affected by alcohol etc.
It is my belief that Warringah Council must conduct their own
(independent of this DA’s Owner/Applicant) traffic impacts and parking
requirements assessment for this proposed over-development – which is
a pedestrian and traffic “train wreck” just waiting to happen - to ensure
that independent and appropriate, e.g. non middle of winter minimal
traffic volume data etc. - is used for an independent and reliable
assessment of the traffic impacts and parking requirements of this over
development proposal.
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Is this Development Proposal in the Public Interest – Pursuant to Section
79C (1) (e) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979??
Like many of the Freshwater Community’s long term residents, I see the
HDC’s land site as a community facility - rather than as a land compound
to be plundered for commercial gain by non-Freshwater Community
controlled commercial interests who this Community land site was
entrusted to following their representations that they would look after it.
In my view, it is totally inappropriate for most of the HDC’s Community
Club’s lands to be privatised and leased to personal and commercial
interests - and the HDC’s magnificent site ruined by property over
development for a Trojan horse Property Developer’s financial interests.
This attempted plundering of the HDC’s lands long (55+ years) used for
the Freshwater Community’s leisure and recreational facilities - is a
gross betrayal of our Community which has for over 5 decades
supported this Club. The HDC has been, and all of it should remain as
such - an important provider of leisure and recreational facilities and
social support to ALL of the local Freshwater and surrounds community.
A club exists to serve the interests of its members and the local
Community it is located in. As ClubsNSW has succinctly and correctly
stated many times: “Clubs are owned by the Community for the
Community!” See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7snNoDYITlI
The Community minded practices of the Mounties Group in respect of
some of Sydney’s most disadvantaged youth in the Fairfield Local
Government Community, were the subject of public exposure by The
Sydney Morning Herald in May 2012 (Appendix 12).
The Mounties Group of Clubs amongst other large NSW Registered
Clubs were the subject of significant empirical research and scrutiny for
a PhD Thesis undertaken at Sydney University, which looked at the
activities of the “Big 18 Clubs” i.e. Casino Clubs in NSW.
This Doctoral thesis was the foundation of a now published book:
Betty Con Walker (2009) CASINO CLUBS NSW – Profits, Tax, Sport
and Politics , Sydney University Press ISBN 9781920899400
This published Doctoral thesis’ research and its findings included that the
large NSW Clubs have questionable income taxation status as ‘mutuals’,
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which allows them to pay little if any corporate income tax and low state
tax (compared to NSW Hotels) on their gambling profits.
When NSW Clubs were first allowed to legally operate poker machines
in 1956, clubs were in fact mutual organisations whose profits were
invested back into the community they served, and into the club for the
sole benefit of its members. These genuine club and community
arrangements were the beginning of the favourable government policies
for clubs which continue on to today.
“However, while all the privileges of such clubs have survived the

passage of time, the mutuality requirement is now absent from many
clubs – particularly the larger clubs. It is apparent that the shared
interests are no longer a requirement for membership. In fact, the
membership of many clubs is open to anyone who walks in off the
street.”
Page 6, Casino Clubs NSW – Profits, Tax, Sport and Politics.
Serious questions must now be raised as whether what is proposed for
the HDC’s site in this DA is in fact a mostly commercial operation for
Private and Contractors’ Commercial gain – rather than a “mutual”
Registered Club?? The already questionable income taxation status as a
“mutual” of the Mounties Group - is further questionable and an audit by
the Australian Taxation Office may have significant taxation implications.
It is noted that a material change in operations of a so called “mutual”
Club will result in Income Taxation consequences for a Club. The
Mounties Group has already had a large tax bill from its takeover of the
HDC, as well as the legal costs of a Court Case it lost against the ATO.
Mount Pritchard & District Community Club Limited v Commissioner of
Taxation [2011] FCAFC 129 (17 October 2011)
Source: http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2011/129.html
The Mounties Group are a very wealthy (e.g. net assets of over $233.5
Million as at 30/6/2014) group of clubs whom enjoy for example,
substantial income taxation benefits - despite the significant adverse
social costs they externalise onto communities from their extensive
gambling and liquor sales activities.
With this DA, the Mounties Group are also seeking to impose further
social costs onto the Freshwater Community - in the form of
Environmental degradation and loss of Public amenity from and around
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the HDC’s club site - which is claimed by the Mounties Group to be
operating as a Community Club.
In the Public Interest tests placed upon this DA’s proposed development
of the HDC’s Club’s Community lands, the observations of others bear
consideration:
“Some Clubs, rather than operating for the benefit of members, appear to
operate for the benefit of their management.”
Page 210, Casino Clubs NSW – Profits, Tax, Sport and Politics.
The Mounties Group’s Club Secretary’s Register, reveals its CEO Mr
Greg Pickering’s remuneration package paid from its Club members’
funds exceeded $540k pa + additional benefits. This position holder’s
salary package has greatly increased since the Mounties Group’s
takeover of the HDC (in May 2006) - and has been as high as $640k pa
+ benefits - whilst the HDC has on the basis of the Mounties Group’s
published figures since the May 2006 takeover lost over $20+ Million in
numerous years of financial losses under this one CEO’s control of it.
The HDC under Mounties Management has been a great big “White
Elephant” in terms of its financial performance, loss of market share etc.
The existence of a club implies a special or common interest among its
members. Clubs are claimed to be “Not for Profit” organisations. The
original HDC’s goals of promoting and pursuing its social purpose and
community benefit for which it was established - has now become
superseded by a main mission of commercial and personal gain.
The pursuit of commercial and personal gain - rather than the ‘common
interest’ for which the HDC was originally established on 5 June 1930 lies at the heart of the Mounties Group’s latest property overdevelopment
proposal for the HDC’s site. This DA’s proposal would mean the
overdevelopment of and privatisation of a large portion of the HDC’s
iconic headland site. In desperation for a commercial fix to a long badly
mismanaged club - the baby is being thrown out with the bathwater.

OBJECTIONS SUMMARY
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Objections to this proposal are severable and cumulative concerns
regarding the scale, bulk, height, density of development, and the
unsuitability of the proposed 97 units of Seniors Living residential units an over-development proposal which is not in harmony with the site’s
surrounding built area and Natural Environment.
The HDC’s site is located on a remarkable Natural Coastal Headland
area with sandstone coastal heath containing endangered flora and
fauna species located adjacent to it. The HDC site is in the near vicinity
of heritage items (the Duke Kahanamoku Statute and Memorial Park);
Freshwater’s National/World Surfing Reserves protected under the NSW
Crown Lands Act and Heritage conservation areas (the Coastal cliffs).
The design of the proposed development does not complement the
character of its nearby Heritage items and the protected National/World
Surfing Reserves. The significant and highly valued views to and from
these heritage items and National/World Class Surfing Reserves would
be adversely affected by this DA’s proposed over-development.
The DA’s proposed developments contain building envelopes which are
far too heavily weighted towards a residential over-development
component which is overly dominant on this sensitive and beautiful
Headland landscape setting. The proposed development is not
sympathetic to the scenic and visually sensitive character of the location.
The proposed use of a Seniors Living development of 97 units is
inappropriate for the HDC site on numerous grounds including:
units’ component of the
proposal. The Club and recreation uses - would become ancillary to
seniors units which would overwhelmingly dominate the HDC’s site.
over development of the site which results in adverse impacts upon
adjoining and nearby land and the streetscape, in addition to providing
inappropriate levels of amenity to surrounding and nearby lands.
good design outcome, which minimises impacts on the amenity and
character of the locality. The proposal breaches “built form" principles in
applicable policies, particularly with regards to the bulk and scale of the
development and the compatibility with the surrounding development.
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Concerns are held in relation to the design of the proposed
development. The proposal is inconsistent with Clause 33 of the SEPP
(HSPD), in that the bulk and scale of the development do not reflect the
predominant character of the site’s Coastal Headland area.
proposed building adjacent to McKillop Park Public Reserve is
five (5) storeys high. The development proposal exhibits a significant
departure from the permitted number of two (2) storeys in this area.
adaptive re-use of most of the existing
clubhouse building as a residential flat building development does not
constitute housing within “low density residential environment‟ based on
the size and scale of the buildings adjoining detached dwellings to the
west and south-west.
character of the adjoining heritage and protected Reserve items.
Significant views to and from heritage items or heritage conservation
areas, are adversely affected by the proposed development.
 The proposed 2 new 5 storey blocks of Seniors Living Units are
NOT an adaptive re-use of the existing HDC Clubhouse building –
rather they are a greedy attempt to

retain the existing
Clubhouse’s building envelope in terms of its
height, location and potential commercial yield.

 There are serious doubts concerning the validity of the issuance of
the Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC) for the HDC’s site because of alleged Maladministration in the process by the NSW
Department of Planning. It is noted that the former Minister for
Planning Brad Hazzard (former Solicitor of the HDC) and NSW
Planning were politically lobbied by The Mounties Group’s paid
Lobbyists concerning the issuing of the SCC for the HDC’s site –
which was initially REFUSED by NSW Planning - before NSW
Planning’s mysterious U-Turn approval of the SCC for the site.
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This DA proposal’s indicated future uses by the Mounties Group would
privatise most of the HDC’s site as Seniors Living units - which would be
the subject of long term leases to residents and therefore this part of the
HDC’s site would become inaccessible to Members or Public use.
If this DA were approved and the building envelopes then used as has
been indicated by the Mounties Group, the HDC’s club facility would lose
its views to its South overlooking Freshwater Beach, it’s South East
district views of Manly and North Head - as well as district views to the
West which are currently enjoyed and valued by its Members/Guests.
The current elevated views to the North from the HDC’s Gymnasium
area would be lost and restricted by the proposal for the Clubhouse to be
located at basement level and lower. The proposed development would
remove and privatise the HDC club’s best views - because the Seniors
Living units would occupy the upper levels of the existing HDC’s
clubhouse and have the best panoramic views from the HDC’s site.
The privatisation of the majority of the HDC’s site will threaten, not cater
to, the current and future recreational needs of the Freshwater
community. The Warringah Recreation Strategy 2009 identifies that
Queenscliff and Freshwater have the lowest available open space for
recreation of all the 20 suburbs in the Warringah LGA.
The development proposal removes the identification of the HDC’s site
as a registered club - to an intensive 97 units Seniors Living residential
development - with a smaller club function beneath it - which is a
significant departure from the site’s character.
It is property over-development by stealth by a Trojan horse property
developer posing as a Community Club. The appearance of the
proposed residential flat development from external areas in the locality
is a detrimental change to the locality’s Public Amenity.
This proposal would adversely affect the amenity of the HDC, and
greatly restrict the site’s available area for recreational and leisure needs
available to ALL – by privatising most of it to a privileged few in the
overwhelmingly dominating of the site Seniors Living units development.
See APPENDIX 13 – An example of the public misrepresentations, e.g.
“All assets and profit will be to the club” - made by the Mounties Group in
respect of this proposal’s purposes.
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Conflicts are likely to occur between the recreational uses of the site and
its proposed private residential use. This DA proposal is not in the best
interests of the Freshwater Community and the Warringah LGA - it would
sacrifice the legacy of the HDC, which has grown in the Freshwater
Community to occupy the headland site over a period of over 60 years.
The HDC site has great historic value to the Freshwater and surrounds
areas, and is one of the few club sites which truly directly represents an
important part of Australian history and culture. The whole of the
recreation land of the HDC’s site should be retained as Community Club
lands for suitable recreational and leisure facilities to be provided for the
needs for ALL of the Community in the Freshwater and surrounds areas.
The Harbord Diggers Club site is a dedicated war memorial site – also a
site of historical and family significance which should be preserved as
such. The original Crown Land Grant in 1952 to the HDC stipulated that
the Club’s site was dedicated to the Club as a War Memorial site – NOT a
land site for a large Residential property over-development.
This fact is confirmed in the HDC’s founding father and Club Badge #1
holder - Mr. Edwin Sidney “Meggs” Madigan’s Obituary - “Askin’s mate,
the heart of Harbord Diggers”- which inter alia advised:
“The new club opened in 1957 on Crown land, a “war memorial site”
between Freshwater and Curl Curl beaches. The Minister for Lands had
approved the deal.” http://www.smh.com.au/news/obituaries/askinsmate-the-heart-of-harbord-diggers/2008/08/12/1218306885946.html
The Mounties Group’s primary focus with this DA is the privatisation of
the HDC’s site and commercial profit making for themselves and for
profit private sector contractors they will be engaging to run it - it
demonstrates a total lack of respect for the significance for this iconic
Freshwater Headland War Memorial site.
By any measure, the Northern Freshwater Beach Headland location of
the HDC is a superb physical location. It is simply irreplaceable and needs to be respected as such and as the much loved largest piece
of the Freshwater Community’s social capital.
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The impacts of this proposed over-development for the Mounties
Group’s investment purposes, if approved would be inflicted upon the
Freshwater and surrounds Communities for decades to come - a very
long time. A once in a generation opportunity for a great Architectural
work on the HDC’s site - would be lost to uncontrolled developer greed.
The HDC’s superb site provides a rare opportunity for the visual
celebration of the esteem in which Australian Diggers are held in the
Freshwater and surrounds communities and for a celebration of the
remarkable sandstone Coastal headland upon which this Community
Club should sit - rather than a privatised over-development of the best
pieces of the site and their ocean views for a privileged few.
The ugly 5 storey boxes of Seniors Units proposed for the site are
visually disappointing for such a prime location - and the resultant traffic
congestion etc. consequences of this overdevelopment would ruin the
Public Amenity on and around the HDC’s site.
There is ample potential for a more sympathetic development outcome
for this superb land site - which is compatible with it and is responsive to
the topography of the land and the visual qualities of its prominent
Coastal Headland location.

I strongly urge Warringah Council’s
assessment of this DA to recommend
its refusal - and for the JRPP to reject
this DA outright.
THANK YOU.
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APPENDIX 1

HARBORD DIGGERS CLUB’S HEADLAND
LANDS SITE, FRESHWATER, NSW.
THE Warringah 2011 Local Environment
Plan (WLEP2011) & Warringah 2011
Development Control Plan (WDCP2011) Planning Controls.
The Harbord Diggers Club site’s land zoning under the
Warringah LEP 2011 can be viewed at:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/map/1800_COM_LZN_010_
020_20111117.pdf?id=0203c0be-7144-6878-c96ace4ac6009692
The zoning map shows that the whole of the HDC site's land
has been zoned R2 – Low Density Residential under the
WLEP2011. The permitted uses for this land zoning are:
“Warringah Local Environmental Plan 2011
Current version for 9 December 2011 to date
Land Use Table Zone R2.
Zone R2 Low Density Residential
1 Objectives of zone
• To provide for the housing needs of the community within a
low density residential environment.
• To enable other land uses that provides facilities or services
to meet the day to day needs of residents.
• To ensure that low density residential environments are
characterised by landscaped settings that are in harmony with
the natural environment of Warringah.
2 Permitted without consent
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Home-based child care; Home occupations
3 Permitted with consent
Bed and breakfast accommodation; Boarding houses; Boat
sheds; Building identification signs; Business identification
signs; Child care centres; Community facilities; Dwelling
houses; Educational establishments; Emergency services
facilities; Environmental protection works; Exhibition homes;
Group homes; Health consulting rooms; Home businesses;
Hospitals; Places of public worship; Recreation areas; Respite
day care centres; Roads; Veterinary hospitals
4 Prohibited
Any development not specified in item 2 or 3”
Source:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/view/inforce/epi+64
9+2011+cd+0+N
The Harbord Digger’s Club site’s building height restriction is a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres under the WLEP2011.
The height of buildings map information can be viewed at:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/map/1800_COM_HOB_010
_020_20111122.pdf?id=37ebd753-0f04-ef55-f0fceada3278bedb
The Harbord Diggers Club’s site minimum lot size is 450
Square Metres per land lot. See:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/map/1800_COM_LSZ_010_
020_20110919.pdf?id=31733ead-2327-eedd-8f2abd6dd38efa94
Warringah Local Environmental Plan 2011
Current version for 9 December 2011 to date
Schedule 1 Additional permitted uses
1 …………………….
13 Use of certain land at Lumsdaine Drive, Freshwater
(1(1) This clause applies to land at Lumsdaine Drive,
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Freshwater, being Lot 100, DP 1136132 and Lot 2, DP
579837, shown as “Area 10” on the Additional Permitted Uses
Map.
(2(2) Development for the purposes of recreation facilities
(indoor), recreation facilities (outdoor) (but only if the facility,
whether indoor or outdoor, operates in conjunction with a
registered club) and registered clubs is permitted with consent.
Source:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/view/inforce/epi+64
9+2011+cd+0+N
The Warringah LGA’s 2011 Development Control Plan - the
details of the DCP which is applicable to the HDC’s site are
viewable at:
http://www.warringah.nsw.gov.au/ePlanning/pages/Plan/Book.
aspx?vid=14332

The “State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors
or People with a Disability) 2004” is viewable at:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/viewtop/inforce/epi+143+2004+cd+0+N

Warringah Council’s website information for the HDC’s site:
80 Evans Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096 - advises that:
Attributes
Zone(s):
LEP - Land zoned R2 Low Density Residential
LEP - Land identified in Schedule 1 Additional Permitted Uses. Refer to attached extract of
WLEP2011
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Hazards and Overlays:
LEP - Lot Size Map-all land shown as 450sm
LEP - Height of Buildings Map-all land shown as 8.5m
LEP - Land Slip Risk Map-Area B
DCP - Landscaped Open Space and Bushland Setting 40% of site
DCP - Building Envelope 5m
DCP - Wildlife Corridors
DCP - Land adjoining public open space
Stormwater - within 2m of Council pits and pipes

Please note: the above attributes may be abbreviated and are not a complete list. Council highly
recommends obtaining a Section 149 Certificate and consulting all of the planning maps and controls.

Source:
http://eservices2.warringah.nsw.gov.au/ePlanning/Public/XC.Track/SearchProperty.a
spx?id=333126
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APPENDIX 2
The Multistorey Unit Blocks opposite to the HDC’s site in Evans Street,
Freshwater, NSW and the height of the HDC’s Clubhouse - Background.
The multi-storey Unit Blocks across the road from the HDC’s site in
Evans Street, Freshwater were developed from the mid 1960’s to mid
1970’s. During this era the consent authority was Warringah Shire
Council who gave development approval for them. During this “colourful”
era of Warringah Shire Council’s history it was sacked for corruption and
two (2) of its Councillors were jailed for receiving bribes in respect of
their approving Property Development Applications in the Warringah
LGA.
The Wikipedia entry for Warringah Shire Council explains as follows:
“Dismissals
Warringah Councils have been dismissed three times since the 1960s.

1967
Warringah Shire Council was first dismissed in April 1967 by the Askin
State Government and was triggered by the gaoling of two Councilors for
bribery. The Councilors involved, Dennis Thomas and George Knight,
were prosecuted under the Secret Commissions Prohibition Act 1919

(NSW) for receiving bribes from a development company to influence
planning and development decisions, and both received gaol sentences.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warringah_Council
Former NSW Premier Robin Askin was a highly controversial man who
played a significant part in the history of the HDC by inter alia helping it
obtain its original Crown Land site (c. 1952), fund its clubhouse and
obtain its development approvals through the mid 1950’s to mid-1970’s.
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Robert Askin - Allegations of corruption - “Since his death, there have
been persistent allegations that Askin, allegedly assisted by then Police
Commissioner Norman Allan, oversaw the creation of a lucrative network
of corruption and bribery that involved politicians, public servants and
police and the nascent Sydney organised crime syndicates.”
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Askin#Allegations_of_corruption
The main reason that the Freshwater Beach Headland high rise units
located opposite the HDC were allowed to be built to the height they are
- was the then antecedence of and ongoing endemic corruption in
Warringah Shire Council during the era of their development approvals.
The high rise units next to the Harbord Diggers Club and the height of
the HDC’s clubhouse itself - are part of the very unfortunate and
inappropriate legacy of Robin Askin and Warringah Shire Council’s
1960-70’s colourful era in respect of property developments.
These 1960’s -70’s residential flat buildings are totally inappropriate for
the Freshwater Coastal Headland area which they unfortunately sit upon
and they should not be used as an argument to support this DA’s height,
bulk and scale etc. proposals - as the Mounties Group are trying to do.
These Evans Street, Freshwater existing blocks of flats are a legacy of
bad planning that has spoiled the visual and recreational amenity of the
Northern Headland of Freshwater Beach. These existing flats do not
justify additional unit over-developments on the HDC’s site - to
compound these inappropriate planning and development problems.
To allow new multi-storey units on the basis of these existing flats would
only perpetuate bad planning outcomes, with new multi-storey units
becoming a highly visible landmark reflecting the insensitivity of over
development of this visually scenic Coastal Headland.
As an example of the HDC’s history of Environmental vandalism It
should be noted that the HDC’s first Secretary/Manager (Mr Edwin
“Meggs” Madigan) had part of McKillop Park’s native coastal headland
flora and fauna on the Eastern side of the HDC’s site, illegally cleared
and converted into a car park for the HDC’s use in the early 1960’s.
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In the HDC’s published biography of Mr “Meggs” Madigan, it advises:
“ASKIN INTERVENED FOR MEGGSIE WHEN, without permission, he
transformed the native vegetation area on the ocean side of the club into
a car park. He had the site cleared, then slipped some beer to the road
gangs to deliver their excess loads of asphalt and level it out. He was
dobbed in and received a State Government directive to dig up the car
park and restore the vegetation within twenty-eight days – because this
area had not been part of the club’s Crown land allotment.
Meggs: I saw Bob and we did a deal with the Lands Department.

Instead of ripping up the asphalt the club took over the site on a
lease, which it continues to pay for annually.”

See Pages 66 – 67, HARBORD HERO Meggsie Madigan, Digger

Number One

Author: Gary Martin (2007). Sydney, Harbord Diggers Memorial Club
Limited.
I am informed the road gangs in the above quote were employees of
Warringah Council – per conversations I had with Mr Edwin “Meggs”
Madigan about the Harbord Diggers Club’s history.
A Permissive Occupancy (P.O.) [1966/301 M] was granted by the NSW
Crown Lands Office for the Harbord Diggers Club’s occupancy in the
illegally cleared part of McKillop Park, Freshwater (DP 1074767) for use
as a carpark, with the uninhibited use by the General Public of this area.
A further P.O. of Crown Lands in McKillop Park for landscaping purposes
was granted in 1988 to the Harbord Diggers Club.
McKillop Park is a part of Reserve 145 for Public Recreation notified in
the NSW Government Gazette on the 3rd April 1886. This public carpark
land which is the subject of a P.O. to the HDC - has permanently
remained part of Crown Reserve 145 - and the P.O. was only ever
granted with the intention that it would be a temporary tenure - with this
land being required at some future date, to be fully remediated back to
being part of McKillop Park’s Public Coastal Recreation Reserve.
From its original flat roofed single storey Clubhouse building opened in
October 1957 when the HDC was deeply in debt, assisted by a series of
“interventions” by the then emmensely politically powerful Local member
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and NSW Premier Robin Askin - and aided by a then compliant to him
and corrupt Warringah Shire Council, the HDC’s Clubhouse building
through the 1960’s and early to mid 1970’s under the stewardship of its
first Club Secretary/Manager “Meggs” Maddigan (“Askin’s Mate”) - was
able to gain approval for its numerous building extensions - funded by
the cashflow from its alcohol sales and poker machine gambling to
become the inappropriate Coastal eyesore which it now unfortuntely is.
The HDC’s land and clubhouse buildings’ very colourful history - and the
over 2 decades (c.1952 – 1975) of “interventions” for it by former NSW
Premier Robin Askin was published as part of the HDC’s 50th
Anniversary events:
“Coming

clean on Dirty Diggers”,

The Manly Daily Newspaper – published article, on Saturday 20 October
2007, at pages 46 & 47 - a scan of this article is shown below:
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APPENDIX 3 – NSW PLANNING’S FORMER DIRECTOR GENERAL
SAM HADDAD’S PUBLIC ADMISSIONS OF ERRORS BEING MADE
BY NSW PLANNING STAFF.

Top official admits errors over draft planning laws
Date
August 13, 2013
Nicole Hasham, Urban Affairs

Concerned: Planning and Infrastructure Director-General Sam Haddad.
Photo: Kate Geraghty
The state's top planning bureaucrat has said a proposed overhaul of
planning laws has ''gone further than the government intended'',
reducing the community's ability to fight bad decisions.
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Planning and Infrastructure Director-General Sam Haddad also
conceded department staff may have unintentionally spread ''inaccurate
or misleading information'' about the changes, touted as the biggest
overhaul of the state's planning system in more than 30 years.
He was responding to a formal complaint from the Better Planning
Network community group, which claimed statements by department
officials at public forums that the new laws would not reduce ''judicial
review rights'' - residents' ability to appeal planning decisions where the
law may have been breached - were wrong.
The group's convenor Corinne Fisher pointed to a clause in the draft
legislation that could prevent such appeals in the case of strategic or
infrastructure plans.
Mr Haddad said he was ''concerned'' that the clause ''may … reduce the
circumstances'' in which reviews could be sought.
''The department acknowledges that the current drafting of [the clause]
has gone further than the government intended,'' Mr Haddad wrote,
adding there had been a ''disconnect'' between the drafting of the bill and
the message communicated to the public.
Ms Fisher also questioned department claims that ''ecologically
sustainable development'' - including placing biodiversity at the core of
decisions - was enshrined in the draft legislation.
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Mr Haddad agreed several such principles were not ''expressly referred
to'' in the bill. He described an earlier departmental response to the
contrary as ''regrettable''.
Ms Fisher questioned the department's claims that the Heritage
Council's powers to veto developments on heritage grounds would not
change under the new system.
Mr

Haddad

acknowledged

the

relevant

clause was

''open

to

interpretation'' that the council's authority would be removed. He added
this was unintentional and the bill's wording would be clarified.
Ms Fisher said the ''shocking'' admissions meant the draft laws should
be revised and released for more public consultation.
''This is very important legislation and the people of NSW have a right to
be accurately informed about its effect on communities, environment and
heritage,'' she said.
Greens MP David Shoebridge said the department had misled the public
on ''critical'' issues and the draft laws were ''fundamentally flawed''.
Labor MP Luke Foley demanded the government delay introducing the
bill until it was redrafted.
Planning Minister Brad Hazzard said issues had arisen ''which require
attention'', however the government would introduce the new laws in the
next session of Parliament.
He said the government had conducted ''an unprecedented level of
consultation'' which had elicited support and opposition.
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''Issues such as ensuring ongoing heritage protection and availability of
judicial reviews are being considered and, if appropriate, the draft bill will
be amended,'' Mr Hazzard said.
Source: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/top-official-admits-errors-over-draftplanning-laws-20130812-2rsht.html#ixzz2boZjGpRY
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APPENDIX 4 – An example of the High Level Political Interference by
NSW Liberal Parliamentarians into the NSW Department of Planning’s
planning approval processes.

Windsor Bridge – Hidden documents reveal
political interference in planning process
December 4, 2013 in Heritage, Media

Documents forcibly disclosed from the NSW government by order of the State’s Upper
House show high level political interference in the planning approval process for the
controversial Windsor Bridge replacement project.
The project has been strongly criticised for the damage it will do to Thompson Square,
Australia’s oldest public square.

The documents revealed show how in less than a month following the political
interference, the Department of Planning changed from a position of opposing the
application to one of supporting it. This was despite none of the Department’s external
consultants supporting the application.
See report in SMH here.
Background
The Roads and Maritime Service (RMS) is seeking planning approval for the
construction of a $65 million replacement bridge across the Nepean River at Windsor.
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Local community groups have opposed the plan arguing that it will irreparably destroy
the heritage of a Macquarie town and Australia’s oldest public square.
They also argue that a far lower cost option would be to repair the existing serviceable
bridge for a fraction of the cost. The government’s independent consultants assess the
cost of repairing the existing bridge at just $15 million.
Timeline:
4 October 2011: The Windsor bridge major projects application was lodged with the
Planning Minister as the consent authority
1 July 2013: Department of Planning internal Summary of Project opposes the
application finding repairing the existing bridge was in the public interest.
22 July 2013: Following pressure from Coalition backbenchers the Acting Chief of Staff
of the NSW Premier’s office contacts the COS of the Roads Minister and the Planning
Minister ensuring: “they are fully aware of the importance of delivering the road and that
local MPs are very supportive of the need to improve the region’s roads and at the heart
of this is Windsor Bridge.”
1 August 2013: Despite being in receipt of draft expert reports from heritage, traffic and
engineering consultants not supporting the project Department of Planning produces a
draft report recommending approval.
16 August 2013: Final reports from heritage, traffic and engineering consultants
received not supporting project.
20 September 2013: Final recommendation in support of project signed off by Director
General of Planning.
14 November 2013: NSW Upper House orders all the relevant documents to be
produced in face of opposition from the government.
A good example of the kind of advice that has been ignored by the Department of
Planning in its most recommendation to approve the replacement bridge comes from the
external engineering consultants who wrote this:
It appears the optimum option is some combination between the RMS and the Pearson
Wedgewood options which will be able to provide a viable option to refurbish and
strengthen [the existing bridge] to carry T44 loading with a load factor of 2 which will be
sustainable for the next 25 to 50 years, and not build a new bridge at this stage. Then at
some time in the future a bypass alignment can be identified, approved and built which
avoids all the damage to property, heritage values etc. So with a relatively modest
expenditure (approx. $14.5m) the bridge can be serviceable for the next 50 years within
which time an alternative route will have been identified and agreed.
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Comment by Greens MP and planning spokesperson David Shoebridge:
“On 1 July this year the NSW Department of Planning’s own internal assessment was
that the new bridge should not be built and the public interest was best served by
refurbishing the existing bridge.
“The planning staff in the department found that repairing the existing bridge would fix
local traffic problems, protect heritage and save taxpayers at least $50 million dollars
compared to the government’s preferred option of building a damaging new bridge.
“But in just one month the department of planning did a u-turn and went from a position
of supporting modest repairs to the existing bridge to recommending the government’s
preferred option of a costly, new bridge.
“The only thing that changed in that one month was that the Premier’s office intervened
to make sure Minister Hazzard’s office knew of “the importance of delivering the road”.
“In the face of independent advice from the departmental planners, the political fix was
in, and by 1 August the department produced the first draft report that recommended a
new bridge be approved.
“Amazingly the new recommendation was made more than a fortnight before the
Department received the final heritage, engineering and traffic reports.
“All the independent reports, whether heritage, engineering or traffic, recommend
against building a new bridge.
They all agree that the public interest, our heritage and the budget are best served by
repairing the existing bridge and fixing the approaches.
“Building a new bridge and approaches through Thompson Square will destroy
Australia’s oldest public square and irremediably damage existing Aboriginal heritage.
“This is all about politics, with the Coalition and Roads and Maritime, sticking blindly to a
‘new road at all costs’ approach.
“This ugly political process has directly implicated the Minister’s office. To retain some
shred of public confidence in the planning process Minister Hazzard should immediately
refer the decision to the Planning Assessment Commission,” Mr Shoebridge said.

Source: http://davidshoebridge.org.au/2013/12/04/windsor-bridgehidden-documents-reveal-political-interference-in-planning-process/
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APPENDIX 5 – THE SUMMARY DISMISSAL OF MR SAM HADDAD
FROM HIS POSITION OF DIRECTOR GENERAL OF NSW PLANNING.

Sam Haddad the first casualty - Pru
Goward takes control as Planning Minister




by: ALICIA WOOD, Political reporter Exclusive
From: The Daily Telegraph
April 23, 2014 3:59PM

Sam Haddad has been given his marching orders as Pru Goward shakes up the planning
department. Source: News Limited

IN her first act as minister for planning, Pru Goward has sacked long-time
planning department boss Sam Haddad.
Mr Haddad, who has been the state’s top planning bureaucrat since 2005, will
be axed and a worldwide search will be undertaken to find his replacement.
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Pru Goward has sacked long-time planning department boss Sam Haddad.
Picture: John Appleyard Source: News Limited
“The position of Director General of Planning and Infrastructure was abolished
as part of setting up a new principal Department of Planning and Environment.
The new role of Secretary will have wider responsibilities serving three
ministers (Planning, Environment and Heritage and Local Government) and will
be filled through a competitive merit selection process,” a spokesman for Ms
Goward said.

Laurie Apr 23, 2014
Congratulations Pru this bureaucrat was on the side of many inquiries and
questionable deals. He had to go and it was a mark of the naivety of BOF that
he kept on those in the SES who have no loyalty to his govt as they were
appointed not on merit as Greiner hoped but often because of their closeness to
the ALP govt. or its Obeid appointed flunkeys.
Source: http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/sam-haddad-thefirst-casualty-pru-goward-takes-control-as-planning-minister/storyfni0cx12-1226893515944
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APPENDIX 6 - Possible Political Interference by the former NSW
Minister for Planning (Mr. Brad Hazzard) in the granting of the HDC’s
SCC for Seniors Living by the NSW Department of Planning.
The NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard had perceived Conflicts of
Interest in respect of the HDC’s Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC)
application by the Mounties Group with the NSW Department of
Planning, because of the following issues:
1) Mr Hazzard had many years of membership of the Harbord
Diggers Club in Freshwater, and
2) Mr Hazzard has held the role of being the Club appointed Solicitor
for the Harbord Diggers Club for a number of years.
Given NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard’s perceived Conflicts of
Interest in this Harbord Diggers Club SCC application matter, I was
interested to read Minister Hazzard’s 3 December 2012 Media Release
concerning the Harbord Diggers Club’s SCC application. Please see:
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/AboutUs/Contactus/MediaCentre/tabid/
381/ctl/PreviousReleases/mid/950/source/1/language/enAU/Default.aspx?tb=2&yr=2012&mth=12
Mr Hazzard’s assertions on this matter, which I quote him directly from
his Media release, included his statement: “After considering competing
views, I think it is appropriate for the proponent to lodge a development
application with the council.”
Mr Hazzard’s above direct quote shows that despite his perceived
Conflicts of Interest in the SCC matter – he states he has had a
deliberative role in the considering of this SCC application, i.e. he states
that “After considering competing views,” he has formed his views that it
is appropriate for the Mounties Group to lodge a DA with Warringah
Council seeking up to 125 Seniors Living units on the HDC’s site.
In mid-2012 before this SCC application was determined, I informed
NSW Department of Planning’s Senior staff both orally and in writing of
Mr Brad Hazzard’s both long term HDC membership and of the role he
had held as the Solicitor for the HDC.
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The NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard is a long term member of the
NSW Liberal Party, which political party in October 2010 before the last
NSW State election, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with ClubsNSW, the peak representative body of the Registered Clubs
industry in NSW – that it would strongly support NSW Clubs if voted into
State Government in March 2011.
ClubNSW’s MOU with the NSW Liberal Coalition Government, is
viewable at: http://members.clubsnsw.com.au/docs/ecmfiles/CNSWandCoalition_MoU_Oct10_pdf.pdf?sfvrsn=0
The Mounties Group of Clubs is a member of the Registered Clubs
Association of NSW (T/as ClubsNSW), this NSW Club industry’s Peak
Industry body has a long history of making large $$$6 figure political
donations to the NSW and Federal Liberal Parties - and of lobbying
Political parties to achieve the goals of the NSW Clubs’ industry.
ClubsNSW has also been involved in extensive targeting of a Political
party, e.g. a targeted campaign against the Federal Labour Party in
respect of Poker Machine spending mandatory pre-commitment
proposals.
I note that within a week of the 3 December 2012 press release of
Minister Hazzard concerning the HDC site’s SCC for Seniors Living, his
NSW Liberal Party Parliamentary colleagues were the subject of an
article published in The Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) headed:

Political interference claims swirl
around Tigers redevelopment bid”
“

This SMH article, inter alia asserted:
“Last week, five Liberal MPs appeared in a Ryde newspaper, The
Weekly Times, draped in club colours and urging the public to "Save Our
Tigers" by supporting the proposal, submissions on which close on
Monday.
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They included the Attorney-General, Greg Smith, and the Minister for
Fair Trading, Anthony Roberts, from the party's hard right faction, and
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Victor Dominello, Drummoyne MP
John Sidoti and Strathfield MP Charles Casuscelli, of the moderates.”
“The Leichhardt mayor, Darcy Byrne, said the show of support made a
mockery of claims that the project would be decided without political
interference.”
Source: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/political-interference-claims-swirlaround-tigers-redevelopment-bid-20121209-2b3c5.html
On the 27 September 2012, during a telephone conversation with a
Senior Officer of the NSW Department of Planning, this Officer after
looking up NSW Planning records inadvertently informed me that the
SCC application for the HDC’s site had been REFUSED.
Sometime between the 27 September 2012 and 3 December 2012,
NSW Planning has reversed its stated REFUSAL position for the HDC’s
SCC application lodged with it. The reasons behind this decision making
U-turn by the NSW Department of Planning - should be independently
investigated, fully explained and be made fully transparent to the Public.
When former NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard was questioned in
the NSW Parliament in 2013 via Questions on Notice by Mr. David
Shoebridge MLC about his role as the former Solicitor for the Harbord
Diggers Club, Mr Hazzard’s response was as follows:
1. When did the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure cease
acting as a solicitor for the Harbord Diggers Club?

Answer— “I have no recollection of acting for Harbord Diggers.”
Source:
http://parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/lc/qalc.nsf/search/A16B02407CA2FE6DCA25
7BD5000E1915
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Mr Hazzard’s “no recollection” of acting for the Harbord Diggers as its
Solicitor is an interesting response he has given to the NSW Parliament.
During a meeting in Mr Hazzard’s Office on the 25 October 2012 to
discuss the Harbord Diggers Seniors Living Units development
proposal’s issuance of a SCC etc. – attended by the Friends of
Freshwater, I am informed Mr Hazzard acknowledged that he had acted
as the Harbord Diggers Club’s Solicitor. I am also informed that Mr
Hazzard verbally recalled at this meeting that when he acted as the
HDC’s Solicitor - he formed his opinion that it was a badly run club.
In conversations I have also held with former HDC Board Members (e.g.
Mr Edwin “Meggs” Maddigan etc.) and a former Secretary Manager of
the Harbord Diggers Club - I have also been informed that Brad Hazzard
was a former Solicitor of the Harbord Diggers Club.
It is noted that numerous NSW Liberal Party Parliamentarians during the
current NSW ICAC Public Inquiry (Operation Spicer) also had “no
recollection” of many of their conflict of interest activities etc. which were
the subject of the ICAC’s forensic scrutiny. Many of the NSW Liberal
Parliamentarians when challenged about their questionable activities –
appear to respond with a standard response of: “I have no recollection”.
Some of Mr Hazzard’s activities available on the Public Record include:
Former NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard’s ICAC Appearance:
Hazzard spent his first term embroiled in controversy over his relationship with
Terry Metherell, the Davidson MP whose appointment to a public service
sinecure ultimately led to Nick Greiner’s resignation as Premier.
The proceedings at the Independent Commission Against Corruption led
Hazzard to launch legal action against his own party’s Attorney-General, Peter
Collins, who rejected his bid for legal assistance due to what Hazzard claimed
were the political sensitivities of the issue.
He ultimately dropped the claim against Collins, and had to sell three properties
to cover his legal expenses. The ICAC report exonerated him, but declared him
“a distinctly unsatisfactory witness”.
http://www.crikey.com.au/nsw2011-wakehurst/
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Former NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard’s large inheritance
from his client – as the Executor of and Sole Beneficiary of her will.

The Kindly Solicitor And The Lonely Widow
Sydney Morning Herald
Thursday July 2, 1992
John Slee
THE Liberal backbencher Mr Brad Hazzard, solicitor, has responded passionately to
allegations raised in Parliament about his relationship with a client who made him executor
and sole beneficiary under her will.
On Tuesday he denied allegations by the Opposition that he had sent unsolicited cheques
worth $5,000 to friends and neighbours of the deceased who had inquired about her will. And
in an emotional statement to Parliament on Wednesday, Mr Hazzard gave a detailed account
of the close relationship he and his family enjoyed with the late Mrs Kitty Lawson.
It remains to be seen whether this matter goes any further. The then Attorney-General, Mr
Collins, has refused Opposition demands to pursue it and has advised the Opposition either to
substantiate or drop its allegations. If the Opposition does have any evidence against Mr
Hazzard, it should pass it on to the Law Society of NSW, Mr Collins has said.
There is no reason to doubt Mr Hazzard's account of his warm relationship with Mrs Lawson.
Indeed, for a man with a busy legal practice to attend to and a developing political career, Mr
Hazzard appears to have been generous with his time and affection, especially in the years
from the death of Mrs Lawson's husband in 1982 until her own in 1989.
"When she turned to me for support," Mr Hazzard told Parliament, "I could not and did not
refuse her. I helped her because she needed care, not for any expectations of benefit from
her."
Yet can Mr Hazzard really be surprised that questions are now being asked?
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Obviously, there is a powerful political undercurrent that has helped drive what Mr Hazzard
has described as the "scurrilous accusations reflecting on my parliamentary and professional
probity". If Mr Hazzard had not had a bit part in the Metherell drama, it is unlikely these
allegations would have been made at this time.
Not that the allegations are petty or, as Mr Hazzard has sought to make out, old hat. Even if
they were raised more than a year ago, when Mr Hazzard was seeking preselection before the
last election, they gained new force during the Metherell affair.
This is partly because of Mr Hazzard's own actions. He was a determined applicant for
special legal assistance and became engaged in a bitter fight with Mr Collins, who thrice
refused his applications for funds to help pay for lawyers to represent him as a witness before
the Independent Commission Against Corruption. In the course of these fruitless applications,
Mr Hazzard said he would be forced to borrow money to pay legal fees of $100,000 or more
It was inevitable that the Opposition would seize on this. Here Mr Hazzard was crying poor
when, barely three years earlier, he had inherited from Mrs Lawson cash and assets said by
his accusers to be worth $1 million and by Mr Hazzard to be worth something less than that.
Indeed, putting all controversy over Mrs Lawson's will aside, it must have always struck
many people as extraordinary that Mr Hazzard ever thought he was entitled to special
assistance for the ICAC hearing.
He is, after all, a lawyer himself, with only a peripheral role in the Metherell affair. If he
wanted another lawyer, or lawyers, to hold his hand at the ICAC inquiry, he surely could
afford to pay without the taxpayers' help. Apart from his parliamentary salary and income
from his legal practice, he has property which, according to the parliamentary pecuniary
interest register, includes his home at Allambie Heights, eight adjoining lots in Manly, a
property in Balgowlah Heights and a half share in two other Manly properties.
On the propriety of Mr Hazzard's conduct as a solicitor, it is the Law Society to which,
according to Mr Collins, his accusers should take their complaints - and presumably to which
the public should look for guidance.
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The Law Society's position is simple. As far as the facts of this case have been made public,
Mr Hazzard did the right thing: he referred Mrs Lawson to separate legal advice. If there is
evidence of any wrongdoing the society will investigate. Yesterday, the president, Mr John
Marsden, said no such evidence had been produced.
Yet many people will say that regardless of the details of Mr Hazzard's case, it will always
look wrong for a solicitor to inherit all of a former client's large estate.
There is no simple solution to this problem of inevitable appearance of impropriety. It may be
said, for example, that there should be a rule that no legal adviser should benefit under the
will of a former client.
That would be consistent with roughly analogous rules in other professions, such as the strict
requirement that a doctor's relationship with a patient must never be other than professional.
But there would obviously have to be exceptions - for example, for the solicitor who was
legal adviser to his or her own parents and against whom therefore nothing could be said
when the solicitor inherited their wealth. The reasonable exceptions would not stop there.
Like many areas of professional ethics it really comes down to the lawyer's own perception of
what is right, and peer pressure.
In the present case, Mr Hazzard is living with his own moral choice.

©
Source: http://www.executor.com.au/executor-articles/1992/7/2/the-kindly-solicitor-and-thelonely-widow/
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APPENDIX 7 – MOUNTIES GROUP’S LACK OF TRANSPARENCY –
NON DISCLOSURE OF ITS USE OF PAID POLITICIAL LOBBYISTS IN
RESPECT OF POLITICAL LOBBYING FOR THIS PROPOSAL’s SCC.
The Mounties Group have engaged paid Political Lobbyists to further their
commercial interests including the following persons/firms: 1) Ms Keri Huxley, Director of Huxley Communications Pty Ltd, and
2) Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd (Michael Photios, Mr David Begg et al)
– registered Political Lobbyists with the NSW and Commonwealth
Governments.
Formal Government Information (Public Access) [GIPA] documents obtained
from the NSW Department of Planning’s Office reveal that the Mounties Group
engaged a paid Political Lobbyist Ms Keri Huxley – (who is a former Mayor of
Woollahra and was formerly a Senior advisor to two New South Wales
Liberal Party Senators - Helen Coonan and Bill Heffernan - as well as
being a prominent member of the NSW Liberal Party, which Political
Party includes former NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard) - to act for
them, including Ms Huxley attending the Mounties Group’s meeting with then
NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard - concerning the Harbord Diggers Club’s
Site Compatibility Certificate (SCC) application for Seniors Living apartments.
The GIPA documents also reveal that Ms Keri Huxley had met with then NSW
Planning Minister Brad Hazzard in December 2011 about the HDC’s Seniors
Living development aspirations for its Freshwater site.
The above Formal GIPA was lodged by the Honourable David Shoebridge MLC
in 2013, as a result of numerous concerns with the granting of the Site
Compatibility Certificate (SCC) to the HDC by NSW Planning and requested:
“All correspondence, communication and briefing (including emails and
meeting notes) regarding the consideration and granting of a Site
Compatibility Certificate for Seniors Living for the Harbord Diggers Club’s
site from 1 January 2012 to 30 December 2012.”
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A total of 72 pages of documentation were released from the NSW
Department of Planning’s files pursuant to this Formal GIPA Application.
Analysis of this documentation reveals ongoing lobbying activities by Political
Lobbyist Ms Kerri Huxley including her meeting with Mr Hazzard and also by
the Mounties Group’s CEO Greg Pickering, e.g. his letter dated 26 July 2012
directed at then NSW Planning Minister Brad Hazzard in respect of the
issuance of a SCC for the HDC’s site.
According to the GIPA documentation’s “Record of Meeting – IM12/31499”, on
Wednesday 28 November 2012 a meeting was held with then NSW Planning
Minister Brad Hazzard at 10:30 am on Level 31, 1 Farrar Place, Sydney and was
attended by Ms Keri Huxley, Mr Greg Pickering, CEO of the Mounties Group,
Dale Hunt GM of Harbord Diggers - along with representatives of Cerno (Paul
Di Cristo) and Philon (Lee Pinder) who are the Development and Project
Managers in respect of this DA.
At the NSW Government level, the Mounties Group are listed as a Client of
Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd – a firm of Political Lobbyists who are
registered by the NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet’s Lobbyists Register
to conduct Political lobbying activities etc. for the Mounties Group.
Source:
http://www.dpc.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/124221/Premier
_State_Consulting_Pty_Ltd_-_50.pdf .
The relevant section of the Lobbyists Register is reproduced below:

View Lobbyist Details
Business Entity Name:
ABN:
Trading Name:

Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd
26 149 964 189

Premier State

Details of all persons or employees who conduct lobbying activities
Name:
Michael Photios
Position:
Name:

Chairman
David Begg
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Position:

Director
Chris Stone
Director Policy & Strategy
Nick Campbell
Director
Natalie Christiansen
Manager – Governance & Strategic
Planning
Tracey Hughes
Manager – Client Liaison
Ian Hancock
Government and Policy Analyst
Lauren Emma Gain
Advisor
Christine Kirk

Name:
Position:
Name:
Position:
Name:
Position:
Name:
Position:
Name:
Position:
Name:
Position:
Name:

Executive Assistant

Position:

Client Details

Mounties Group
Mounties
Group

Name:
Details last updated: 08/08/2014

At the Commonwealth Government level, the Mounties Group are also
listed as a client of Premier State Consulting - with the Department of the
Prime Minister and Cabinet - whom maintains a “Register of Lobbyists”,
see: http://lobbyists.pmc.gov.au/register/view_agency.cfm?id=516
The relevant section of the Lobbyists Register is reproduced below:
Lobbyist Details

Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd





Business Entity Name:
A.B.N: 26 149 964 189
Trading Name: Premier State

Details of all persons or employees who conduct lobbying activities
No.

Lobbyist Name

Position

Former Government
Representative

Cessation Date
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No.

Lobbyist Name

Former Government
Representative

Position

1

Michael Photios Chairman

No

2

David Begg

Director

No

3

Natalie Christiansen

Manager – Governance & Strategic Planning

No

Cessation Date

Client Details
No.

Client Name

1

Australian Hotels Association (NSW)

11

Mounties Group

During the Mounties Group of Clubs campaign for its proposed Development
on the Harbord Diggers Club site in Freshwater, Mr. David Begg who is a
Director and Partner of Premier State Consulting – also appeared in a
promotional video for this Club’s property development proposal in Freshwater.
Please see:
http://www.harborddiggers.com.au/index.cfm?page_id=1398&page=A+New+D
awn+For+The+Diggers&var_sw=1&dd=0&d0=1398&d1=0&d2=0&d3=0&pp
=0&cp=1398
This "New Dawn" video in the above hyperlink, shows Premier State
Consulting's David Begg speaking from 1:45 to 1:58 of its time log - in support
of the Harbord Diggers Club's' Seniors living property development proposal.
Mr. David Begg's comments on the Harbord Diggers Club were also used in the
Mounties Group's print media campaign concerning its property development
proposal on the Harbord Diggers site.
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APPENDIX 8 – THE MOUNTIES GROUP’S PAID POLITICAL
LOBBYISTS PREMIER STATE CONSULTING – SOME ACTIVITIES.
The actions of Premier State Consulting Pty Ltd - paid Political Lobbyists for
several NSW Registered Clubs including the Mounties Group of Clubs - and
this firm’s influence over certain staff in the NSW Department of Planning.
Premier State's Chairman Mr. Michael Photios was twice summonsed before the
current ICAC Public Inquiry (Operation Spicer) looking into Political
Donations and Political lobbying practices in NSW.
Mr. Photios' firm has acted for several NSW Registered Clubs including the
Mounties Group of Clubs, who sought his assistance with their interests at both
NSW and Federal Government levels - as Premier State is a Registered
Lobbyist with both of these levels of Australian Government.
One of the NSW Registered Clubs Mr. Photios has assisted (Balmain Leagues
Club), has been the subject of a series of Investigative Journalism articles in The
Sydney Morning Herald concerning its redevelopment proposal - article below.
A Sydney Morning Herald article (http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/michaelphotios-the-tigers-and-the-wrath-of-angry-client-benny-elias-20140721zuxpf.html ) inter alia states:
Mr. Photios emailed the club saying "we have some useful intel to share with
you and importantly, a perspective on the approach to the DoP [Department of
Planning] before lodgement."
One of Premier State's assets appeared to be a very useful contact in the
Planning Department: - Mr Photios' good friend and fellow Liberal Matt Daniel.
A 2011 document refers to the DoP's Mr Daniel dining with Premier State staff
- the night before Mr Photios met his Balmain/Rozelle Village clients. "Have
talked to Matt about it, and am workshopping ways forward," said Premier
State's Dominic Kelly in a 2012 email to the developers.
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The relationships between Premier State Political Lobbyist's staff and Chairman
Michael Photios - with certain staff in the NSW Department of Planning (who
made decisions on Club Property Development proposals, e.g. issuing Site
Compatibility Certificates for Seniors Living Developments etc. on Club sites) including good friendships, shared membership of the Liberal Party and dining
out together etc. with certain NSW Planning staff is highly concerning.....
Mr. Photios’ friendships etc. with NSW Liberal Party Members and their
Political staff were highlighted by those who attended his 3rd Wedding: -

Michael Photios' wedding raises questions about
lobbyists
It was the wedding invitation to cherish for at least seven Liberal MPs. But
Michael Photios's nuptials on the Thai holiday isle of Phuket - attended by
the MPs and senior O'Farrell government staff - puts in question the
Premier's claims lobbyists will have "no influence" with his government.
Mr Photios, 50, married 25-year-old Kristina Iantchev, his third wife, this
month. The former Liberal minister, who has had immense sway over
preselections as a left-wing factional powerbroker, only recently quit as
Liberal vice-president over conflicts with his new role as Premier State
Consulting head.
Captured in wedding photographs were Legislative Council president Don
Harwin and MPs Geoff Lee, Ray Williams, Natasha Maclaren-Jones, Gareth
Ward, Mark Coure and Matt Kean. Among senior staffers were Deputy Premier
Andrew Stoner's chief of staff, Rod Bruce, and Health Minister Jillian Skinner's
chief of staff, Tom Callachor.
Source:
http://www.democracy4sale.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article
&id=559:michael-photios-wedding-raises-questions-aboutlobbyists&catid=103&Itemid=262
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APPENDIX 9
The Mounties Group’s concerning “Community Consultation” processes
regarding the HDC site’s future development options.
In December 2010, a request was made by Urbis on behalf of the
Mounties Group, that the redevelopment of the HDC’s site be declared a
major project under the discredited former Part 3A of the EP&A Act. The
application proposed five buildings ranging from 2 to 6 storeys and
accommodating a redeveloped club (8,000m2) and 100 seniors housing
dwellings.
This Mounties Group Part 3A application lodged without any Freshwater
and surrounds Community Consultation at all - drew a response from the
NSW Premier and NSW Parliamentary Local Member for Freshwater:

“Baird warns Diggers to get onside
11 Jan 11 @ 03:58pm by Brenton Cherry

The December 2010 proposal for the Harbord Diggers Club site.
MANLY State MP Mike Baird has warned Harbord Diggers to get the
local community onside with its latest proposal or have it face the same
fate as previous failed plans.
The club, owned by the Mounties Group, has lodged a 3A application
with the Department of Planning for a $111.5 million proposal which
would see the existing building knocked down and rebuilt along with 100
onsite seniors living units.
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It comes after the community and Warringah Council rejected previous
plans to build 26 townhouses on the headland site.
“My view is that any proposal for that site, given how sensitive
development on the coast is, would need to get the community on side
with it,” Mr Baird said.
“Unless the community supports it I do not think it has much chance.”
Mr Baird said overdevelopment of the headland site would likely face
opposition.
“The sense is that the site is for a club and not a development.”
Mounties CEO Greg Pickering said community consultation would form a
major part of the planning.
“We acknowledge that the community and local council have overturned
our endeavours to transform the site,” he said.
Comments
Displaying (1) Comments
Mounties saddle up - Trojan horse Developers posing as a Community
Club! writes:

Posted on 11 Jan 11 at 06:43pm

A new Clubhouse is welcomed - but not the 100 apartment
overdevelopment!
To build 100 apartments is a gross overdevelopment of a
magnificent headland - which will environmentally ruin it - and also
create traffic chaos around it with a proposed 712 car spaces. This
proposal also requires the loss of part of its McKillop Park Crown
Reserve for Mounties exclusive use. Mounties previous proposals
for 26 apartments onsite, were comprehensively rejected several
times by Independent Planning Panels. Now a proposal to build
100 apartments - they just aren't listening!
Mounties have gone directly to the NSW Planning Minister to
bypass local planning, zonings and controls. This lodgment of a
rezoning & Part 3A proposal with NSW Planning, is designed to
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deliberately cut out our Community and Council - from any say in
this controversial Part 3A overdevelopment.
How is Mounties valuing the Community's concerns and input,
when this new development proposal has already been prepared
and lodged for Part 3A and rezoning assessment with NSW
Planning - before any Community consultation has occurred
concerning it?? “
Source: http://manly-daily.whereilive.com.au/news/story/baird-warnsdiggers-to-get-onside/
In April 2011 after the NSW Government had changed – and when the
Part 3A provisions of the EPA Act were about to be repealed, the
Mounties Group withdrew its Part 3A application with NSW Planning.
The Mounties Group’s land rezoning application for an R3 land zoning
for the HDC’s site lodged with NSW Planning and corrupt former NSW
Planning Minister Tony Kelly in late 2010 also without any consultation
with either Warringah Council or the Freshwater Community - was
blocked by Warringah Council who engaged a Senior Counsel Barrister
to affect this outcome until the NSW Election removed Mr Tony Kelly who the NSW ICAC subsequently found to have acted corruptly in office.
Reference is made to the following published statement of the CEO of
the Mounties Group of Clubs:

“We

have definitely started the new
process with a clean slate and we are eager to
consult with the community, club members and residents.”
(Emphasis added).
Mr Greg Pickering, CEO, Mounties Group.
Peninsula Living Magazine, Page 22, April 2011
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This public assertion made by the Mounties Group of Clubs CEO,
published in April 2011 - before any so called Community Consultation
had occurred in respect of the HDC site’s future - is in direct
contradiction to the Mounties Group’s advice to Warringah Council a few
weeks later on 15 June 2011 at a Pre Lodgement Consultation with
Warringah Council, wherein the Mounties Group identified that they
would be seeking to establish “Seniors housing” for investment purposes
and in this meeting they advised Warringah Council of their plans for this
outcome for the HDC’s site.
“PRE LODGEMENT CONSULTATION - WARRINGAH COUNCIL
15 JUNE 2011

The meeting between the Club
and representatives of
Warringah Council was
attended by the following:
WARRINGAH
COUNCIL
David Kerr (Manager of
Strategic Planning)
Ryan Cole (Team Leader
Development Assessments)
Kathryn Fadeev (Principal
Strategic Planner)

REPRESENTATIVES FOR
THE APPLICANT
Lee Pinder (Philon Pty Ltd)
Paul di Cristo (Cerno
Management)
David Hoy (Urbis)
Matthew O‟Donnell (Urbis)
Gabrielle Morrish (GMU)
Karla Castellanos (GMU)

Key matters discussed at the meeting included:
The HDC Club’s representatives advised that the Club is seeking to
embark on a new planning process for the site that is entirely separate
from any process that has occurred for the site to date.
The Club identified that they would be seeking to establish:
- A registered club together with associated facilities similar to those
existing e.g. Gymnasium
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- Seniors housing that will be a wholly retained and
owned by the Club for investment purposes
(Emphasis Added).
Source:
http://www.warringah.nsw.gov.au/ecouncil/doccache/2601610.pdf at
page 19.
This June 2011 Warringah Council Pre-DA Lodgement consultation
document only became publicly available in April 2013 with
DA2013/0412’s lodgement, when that Masterplan DA’s documentation
was lodged. A GIPA Application and a Formal Complaint to the Office of
the Information Commissioner had been instigated seeking this
informative document before that DA was lodged.
This Pre-DA Lodgement document shows that from at least the 15 June
2011, the Mounties Group’s representatives had already identified and
advised to Warringah Council - that they would be seeking to establish
Seniors housing on the HDC’s site for their investment purposes.
The Mounties Group’s CEO when seeking public input into the HDC
site’s future, also publicly issued statements in The Manly Daily
newspaper on 29 November 2011 – stating that the Harbord Diggers
Club’s site was a “blank canvas” in respect of its future development
options:
“We think there’s an opening for seniors living but

that’s yet to be
determined and will be something that has to go to
the community.” (Emphasis added)
On 13 July 2012, in the midst of a so-called consultation process (which
was little more than a series of briefings), the Mounties Group applied for
a Seniors Living SCC for the HDC’s site from the NSW Department of
Planning. The scale of the proposed Seniors Living development project
(up to 125 units inter alia in a building up to 5 storeys high) was NOT
discussed with the public or Warringah Council at all before the Mounties
Group submitted their SCC Application for this large number of Seniors
Living units for the HDC’s site.
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A Harbord Diggers precinct project Community reference group
Workshop #6 – was held on 1 August 2012.

At page 4 of this Workshop’s Minutes:
feedback on the draft master plan options.

Question: Michael mentioned at the beginning
of his presentation a project brief. When was the
brief to Architectus put out?

When we commenced [meeting] with you [the
CRG, in November 2011]. There has always been
a brief about the club including fitness; what
we’ve done now is separate the fitness from the
club from a built form perspective. We’ve also
added the complementary uses over time.

Question: What was your original brief?

Investigating options for an 8,050 square metres
[sqm] club with approx. 500 car spaces and 1215,000 sqm of other uses.

So what you’re saying is 12-15,000 sqm was
always earmarked for seniors living? What was all
the other stuff [the CRG discussed] about leading
up to here? We have consistently and openly
looked at seniors living as an option and we have
articulated that throughout the [consultation]
process.

When was it decided that seniors living was to
be a significant part of the site? We were
originally asked what we wanted on site. I am
concerned that this has been driven in a particular
direction. From the notes that I have taken – and I
have attended every meeting – this is where it has
been going. “
Source: http://newdiggers.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2012/CRG%20workshop%206%
20summary_FINAL.pdf
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The Friends of Freshwater Incorporated met on
Sept 5 2012 with Urbis Consultants who act on
behalf of the Mounties Group in this matter. The
Friends were briefed on a range of design options
- all of which revolved around Seniors and Aged
Care usages for the HDC’s site.
They were informed that the HDC’s clubhouse
would be rebuilt in an excavated site overlooking
Lumsdaine Drive, Freshwater. These options
were also put to the 1 August 2012 Meeting of the
Harbord Diggers Community Reference Group.
Prior to this 5 September 2012 meeting, The Friends of Freshwater had
discovered that Mounties Group had lodged a Seniors Living Site
Compatibility Certificate application with the NSW Dept. of Planning (on
13 July 2012), for the HDC’s iconic consolidated headland site. They
stated to Urbis that this definitive action at this time undermined the
ongoing consultation process, and gave the strong perception that
Mounties Group has already made up its mind on the HDC’s site usage.

A Harbord Diggers precinct project Community reference group –
workshop #7 was held on Wednesday 26 September 2012. At pages
4 -6 of this workshop’s notes they advise:
Questions and discussion: general
“Are you saying that the whole club would be on one level,
restaurants, functions, bar, gaming? Yes. And you’re only
looking towards Curl Curl, not Freshwater and the lights of
Manly? Yes. That’s crazy. “

“This committee has been railroaded in
to supporting these options, I can’t
support this. I’m frustrated. “
(Emphasis added)

Source: http://www.newdiggers.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2012/CRG%20workshop%207%20summary_Draft.pdf.
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Upon consideration of the public information available concerning this so
called “Community Consultation” project, it is noted:
1) The published assertion of Urbis on the www.newdiggers.com.au
website that: “Meetings will be independently facilitated by the
Urbis consultation team.”,
2) that Urbis as well as allegedly “independently facilitating” these
meetings, has also filtered and selected by a written application
process which members were on this community reference group,
3) no Freshwater and surrounds Community Members had any input
into or say at all into the design of or methodology being adopted in
this “Community Consultation” process,
4) no Freshwater Community Members having any input or say
concerning who was the necessarily Independent Chairperson of
this Urbis run “independent facilitation” process, and
5) Given Urbis have been solely engaged by, instructed by and are
being paid by - their client the Mounties Group of Clubs - the use of
the words “independently facilitated” for the so called “Community
consultation” process adopted in this matter - raises numerous
questions about the independence of Urbis from its fee paying and
instructing client the Mounties Group.
It should be noted that the Mounties Group and Urbis had previously
lodged a very similiar development application under the former Part 3A
of the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act for 100
Seniors Units to be built on the HDC’s site in late 2010 - without any
“Community Consultation” at all in respect of their Part 3A application.
This Mounties Group/Urbis Part 3A “Major Projects” application for the
HDC’s site was rejected by the incoming new NSW Government as part
of its election promises platform to repeal this highly controversial “Major
projects” provision of the EP&A Act.
Like others who have observed (and some who have been personally
involved in) this so called “Community Consultation” process being
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driven by the Mounties Group for the HDC site’s future development
options – my considered view is this “Community Consultation” process
has, as is demonstrated above, had since its very beginnings - a predetermined outcome of a major Seniors’ Living Units property
development on the HDC’s site.
The actions of the Mounties Group in this matter are highly concerning
and raise a number of legal issues concerning it processes and public
representations. It is noted that the NSW Crimes Act contains Criminal
offences for Publishing False and Misleading Statements and for Benefit
by Deception actions.
My concerns regarding the Mounties Group’s sham Community
Consultation were reported several times in both emails to and in face to
face meetings with - the solely appointed by, instructed by and paid for
by the Mounties Group’s Probity Auditor – tasked by the Mounties Group
with oversighting Probity in this matter.
Despite these considerable concerns being raised at length with the
Mounties Group’s Probity Auditor – no action at all was taken by the
Mounties Group to rectify its actions. I was told directly by their Probity
Auditor that my concerns of a sham Community Consultation being
staged in this matter - when a pre-determined outcome was already in
place for the HDC’s site - would be ignored by the Mounties Group.
This response given was consistent with the longitudinal behaviours of
the Mounties Group in respect of persons who raise issues concerning
Mounties practices or who raise concerns with the Mounties Group’s
position on a matter - they are simply ignored by Mounties Group.
Members of the Freshwater and its broader Community formed the view
that - they would NOT participate in the sham Community Consultation
being run for the Harbord Diggers Club site’s re-development.
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Transparency of processes in the so called “Community Consultation”
for the HDC site’s future???
The Mounties Group claims it has operated fully transparent processes
in its so called “Community Consultation” concerning this matter. I have
read all of the publicly available information concerning this development
proposal and I cannot find any public financial information whatsoever
pertaining to the financial analysis - which it is claimed is underpinning
the Mounties Group’s crucial assertion in this matter - that it must
develop 97 Seniors Living units on the HDC’s site in order to make the
HDC’s future as a Registered Club financially viable.
Why all of this Seniors Living units’ development proposal’s financial
information has remained totally hidden throughout this Mounties
Group’s so called transparent “Community Consultation” processes with
the Freshwater and surrounds Communities – says a lot about how
“transparent” to the public the processes adopted really are.
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APPENDIX 10
The Mounties Group’s RE2 zoning submission to Fairfield Council for their Mount
Pritchard Club land site.

Submission to
Draft Fairfield Local Environmental Plan 2011
Submission Summary and Officer Recommendation
Submission Number
146
Subject Site 101 Meadows Road
Current Zone 2(a) Residential A
Proposed Zone RE2 Private Recreation
Submission Summary The submission has been prepared on behalf of the Mounties
Club.
The submission acknowledges the proposed application of the
RE2 zone to the club site as the most appropriate zone for the
club site. The submission requests that Council amend the
RE2 zone boundary to include other sites under the ownership
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of the Club. These sites are as follows:
89 and 115 Meadows Road, Mt Pritchard; and 8 and 10 Leo
Street, Mt Pritchard.

Officer Comment The DP&I instructed Council to apply the RE2 zone to
registered club sites within the residential zones as part of
Council's preparation of the draft FLEP 2011. It was on this
basis that Council has applied the RE2 zone to the Mounties
Club Site. Council officers examined the ownership pattern of
properties surrounding the club during Council's consideration
of the application of the RE2 zone to the Mounties site.

On the basis of the ownership pattern at the time, Council has
applied the RE2 to sites that are owned by the club which
directly adjoin the club's core site. Due to the lag period of
when Council developed the proposed zoning plan and its
eventual exhibition, the Mounties Club may have acquired
additional properties that directly adjoin the club's core site.

Recommendation It is recommended that Council prepare a separate Planning
Proposal that proposes to extend the RE2 zone boundary
around the Mounties site to include 115 Meadows Road and 8
and 10 Leo Street as these site share a direct interface with
other sites in the club's ownership. This is consistent with
Council's approach when it considered the application of the
RE2 to the club site. This approach will provide the Club the
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flexibility to expand onto these sites in the short term giving
consideration that Registered Clubs are no longer permissible
within the R2 Low density Residential zone (of which the
subject sites are proposed to be zoned).
A separate Planning Proposal initiated by Council will provide the community within
that locality the opportunity to comment on the proposed
amendment to the RE2 zone boundary.
It is recommended that 89 Meadows Road be excluded from
the above amendment as the site does not share a common
boundary with the club's core site. And in this regard the R2
zone that is proposed for the site should remain unchanged.
15 March 2012
31942
Draft LEP 2011
Fairfield City Council
Source: Fairfield Council
Fairfield Council Comprehensive LEP Committee
AGENDA
DATE OF MEETING:
17 April 2012

RECOMMENDATION:
5. Submissions to PRIVATE RECREATION ZONES
That:
5.3

115 Meadow Road and 8-10 Leo Road, Mount Pritchard be included in a
separate planning proposal to be prepared by Council to rezone these
parcels RE2 to be consistent with the zoning of the land containing the
Mounties Club, Mount Pritchard.
Source:
http://www.fairfieldcity.nsw.gov.au/bps/Open/2012/LEP_17042012_COM_AT.PDF
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APPENDIX 11
NSW Local Government and Planning Specialist Legal Firm’s Legal
Advising that a RE2 Private Recreation zoning is the appropriate land
zoning for the HDC’s land site in Freshwater, NSW.
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APPENDIX 12
The Community minded practices of the Mounties Group in respect of its
funding for facilities for some of Sydney’s most disadvantaged youth.
The Sydney Morning Herald
“Club

cancels funding over pokies row

May 9, 2012

Conflict of interest ... the Mounties Group will no longer be funding a
youth centre after Fairfield City Council rejected the club's application to
move up to 60 poker machines from two of their northern beaches
satellite clubs, including Harbord Diggers, above. Photo: James

Brickwood
ONE of the state's biggest clubs has withdrawn about $3 million it
promised to build a youth centre after Fairfield City Council opposed its
bid to bring 60 more poker machines to Sydney's most disadvantaged
area.
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The Mounties Group, operator of the Mounties club, told the council it
was withdrawing from an agreement it signed last year to help fund the
$7.5 million centre because the council opposed its application to
transfer gaming machines from two satellite clubs along the northern
beaches to its Mount Pritchard base.
In a letter obtained by the Herald, the Mounties chief executive, Greg
Pickering, told the council the club received its objection to the plan last
August 18, six days after the two parties had agreed to fund the centre.
''The club was surprised that council objected to the allocation of
revenue from gaming machines for the funding of the project, as the club
had always believed there was a mutual understanding that funding
would be sourced from gaming revenue,'' he said.
The council denied this. In a report to its operations committee, which
met last night, it said it was never advised that the Mounties' contribution
was reliant on securing income from the 60 new gaming machines.
''The funding deed of agreement, all previous correspondence, and initial
discussions about the philanthropic project did not include any reference
to reliance on additional revenue from a successful gaming application,''
the report said.
The report said the council was first approached by Mounties in 2009
with an offer to develop a ''major philanthropic project'', before the club
promised to spend about $3 million over 10 years to fund the centre. A
clause within the agreement allows the club to withdraw after planning
approval is granted.
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Mr Pickering's letter said although the club had provided $250,000 for
the design of the centre, funding for the construction and operational
phases would come from additional revenue from the new machines.
The council said it first learned the club had linked the two proposals
when notified in late July of the application made to the NSW Office of
Liquor, Gaming and Racing to transfer the machines from Harbord
Diggers and Manly Bowling Club.
With the Australian Bureau of Statistics ranking Fairfield as the most
disadvantaged area in Sydney, the council has a policy to oppose any
new poker machines.
''Mounties have interpreted council's objection to the transfer of
additional gaming machines to the Mt Pritchard Club as being
inconsistent with council's desire to build and operate the youth centre,''
the report read.
The application to transfer the machines is still being considered by the
gaming authority.
Mr Pickering told the Herald that the club had received legal advice that
it could not go ahead with the application while there was a benefactor
who objected.
''And our advice is that will cause the application to be lost. We can't
afford to do that,'' he said.
When asked why the area needed more poker machines, Mr Pickering
said: ''Fairfield doesn't, Mounties does.''
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Mounties expects the extra machines will increase its annual profit by
$3.3 million to $31.4 million. The group's total revenues from poker
machines last year stood at $72 million
If the transfer is approved, it would boost the number of machines at the
club to 621 and those in the surrounding Fairfield area to 3838.
Government figures show that the average machine in the area makes in
excess of $85,000 profit a year, more than twice the $31,000 average
machine profit in Manly.
The council report said the withdrawal of funding would delay work on
the youth centre until an additional source of funding could be found.”

Source: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/club-cancels-funding-over-pokiesrow-20120508-1yb2z.html

Also see:

“Super-club reneges on deal to fund youth centre
A Sydney council says it will seek to force one of the state's largest
clubs, Mounties, to abide by a written agreement to donate about $3
million to a youth centre despite the club's decision to walk away.The
mayor of Fairfield, Frank Carbone, said a committee meeting on
Tuesday night resolved to refuse a request from Mounties to mutually
abandon an agreement to build a $7.5 million youth and community
centre in Sydney's most disadvantaged area.
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In a letter to the council, Mounties chief executive Greg Pickering said
the club was withdrawing from an agreement to help fund the centre
after the council opposed its application to transfer 60 poker machines
from less profitable areas along the northern beaches to its Mount
Pritchard base.
But Cr Carbone said there was no understanding at Fairfield City
Council that the two applications were linked and it was "shocked" to
receive Mr Pickering's letter "saying he was going to tear up an
agreement that as far as we're concerned never existed".
"They have attempted to coerce council into breaking up the agreement
mutually, but as far as we're concerned we will stick to the agreement as
first proposed and we won't be supporting any additional poker
machines," he said.
The council said Mounties approached it in 2009 to support a
philanthropic project, which led to the deal to help fund the youth centre.
"There's no doubt we're disappointed that Mounties tried to use this
facility as a springboard to obtain more poker machines, which we have
always rejected," Cr Carbone said.
Mr Pickering's letter said the club was surprised by the council's
opposition to the additional machines as it believed there was "mutual
understanding" its contribution to the youth centre would come from
gaming profits.
The construction and operation of the youth centre would be directly
funded by the $3.3 million profit from the new machines, he said.
But the deed of agreement, obtained by the Herald, makes no reference
to poker machines.
It states the two parties "wish to collaborate to achieve the best
outcomes for young people in the community of the Fairfield Local
Government area through a common understanding of roles, and a
commitment to shared principles".
The agreement also stipulates that the council must mention the club's
support "in all publications, promotion and advertising material, public
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announcements and activities by the council" relating to the centre for 10
years.
Although Mounties is seeking to withdraw from the deal now, an exit
clause allows it to do so after the youth centre is granted planning
approval. It is to go on public exhibition later this month.
Liberal councillor Zaya Toma said as the deed did not link the centre's
funding to the approval of additional poker machines "the residents of
our city have a right to know, who gave Mounties the idea or the
understanding that it was?”
Mr Pickering did not respond to a series of written questions from the
Herald yesterday.
The gaming authority is still considering Mounties' application to transfer
60 poker machines from Harbord Diggers and Manly Bowling Club to its
Mount Pritchard base.
According to figures from the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing, the
average machine in the Fairfield local government area makes more
than $85,000 profit a year – more than twice the $31,000 average
machine profit in Manly.”
Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/superclub-reneges-on-deal-tofund-youth-centre-20120509-1ydce.html#ixzz3C2pbgJlL
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APPENDIX 13 – AN EXAMPLE OF THE PUBLIC
MISREPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE MOUNTIES GROUP IN
RESPECT OF THIS HDC RE-DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL.
A factual analysis of some of the published Mounties Group’s rhetoric v’s
the FACTUAL reality - concerning the HDC’s redevelopment proposals.
In 2013, the Mounties Group published and disseminated a document
which they titled:
A New Dawn for The Diggers, (2nd Edition),
Please see:
http://harborddiggers.com.au/site_files/s1001/files/A_New_Dawn_4pp_A
4_Brochure_V2_WebVersion.pdf - for the document in full.

In this public document on Page 4, at Paragraph 2, the Harbord Diggers
Club’s General Manager, Mr. Dale Hunt publicly stated that:
“I am more than willing to stand behind every comment I make ”
At Paragraph 6 of this document, Mr. Dale Hunt also publicly asserted:
“THIS IS A GREEDY STRIP OF ASSETS BY A DEVELOPER
NOT TRUE – All

assets and profit will be to the club.”

Analyses of the true factual situation in respect of Mr. Dale Hunt’s public
promise that: - “All assets and profit will be to the club.” – was undertaken
and revealed the following information:
In several colour advertisements in The Manly Daily newspaper in
August 2014 and also online, for example at realcommercial.com.au –
the following profit making opportunities were offered to the Commercial
Market – requesting that Expressions of Interest for them were to be
lodged by 5 September ’14 with the Mounties Group’s representatives.
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“Harbord Diggers Freshwater - Welcome to the Club of the Future
Seeking Expressions of Interest
Unique opportunities for;
• Cafe, restaurants (x3) and lounge bar - from approx. 150m2 - 800m2
• Child care - up to 90 places (STCA)
• Fitness centre - approx. 1684m2
• Aquatic centre (Learn to Swim) - approx. 1279m2 incl. 2 pools
Expressions of Interest close 5pm, Friday 5th September 2014.
Matthew Yovich
M: +61 401 718 152
P: +61 2 9432 0333
E: matthewy@rooksalinger.com
The Commercial Real Estate Agency handling the Expressions of Interest is:
“Rook

Salinger – SYDNEY, Level 16, 68 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000”

Please see: - http://www.realcommercial.com.au/property-retail-nswfreshwater-501255863 - for the publicly published information of the
profit making commercial activities which the Harbord Diggers Club - is
offering to the Commercial Market for private sector profit making.
Also note the Mounties Group’s website’s published information:
“The Club has recently appointed the seniors living operator who will be
responsible for managing these residences.”
See Question 10 response at:
http://www.newharborddiggers.com.au/news/faqs#faqanswer12
In respect of the operation of the proposed 97 Seniors Living units on the
HDC’s site, the Mounties Group have publicly stated that Watermark – a
private sector for profit operator - has been selected by the Mounties
Group to manage on a Commercial for profit basis the Seniors Living
units on the HDC’s site. Watermark’s for profit activities include a
Seniors Living complex at Castle Cove, see:
http://www.retirementvillagesydney.com.au/ for details.
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In respect of future capital gains increases in the value of the proposed
97 Seniors Living units – the Mounties Group’s documentation advises
that a profit sharing arrangement between the Club and the Private
residents of these units will be implemented.
“Any profits will be shared by both the senior's who lease/licence the
apartments and the Harbord Diggers.” and;
“A percentage of the lease income will be used to manage and maintain
the complex and the remainder will be invested in funds with the profits
shared by the Harbord Diggers and the senior who occupies the
property.”
See Question 12 response at:
http://www.newharborddiggers.com.au/news/faqs#faqanswer12
The above quotations are all from the Mounties Group’s own published
public information.
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13 June 2019
Chief Commissioner
NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
GPO Box 500
Sydney NSW 2001
Sent via email to: Lobbying@icac.nsw.gov.au
Dear Commissioner,
Re: Operation Eclipse
I thank you for the opportunity to respond to the NSW ICAC “Operation Eclipse” Lobbying
Discussion Paper (April 2019).
I am a digital media professional with over 20 years experience. I am personally interested
in how to rebuild public trust and confidence in the integrity of NSW planning and policy
making systems.
My submission specifically addresses the following Discussion Questions:
Discussion Questions 11-13: Promoting accessibility and effectiveness.
Recommendation 1: The development and implementation of an online ‘Integrity Matters’
platform that provides:
Simplified public access to searchable, cross-referenced data-bases, such as those
identified under Question 12.
The ability to make enquiries, submissions and freedom of information requests.
The display of a peer-to-peer ‘Integrity Score’ and review for all stakeholders, along the
lines of an Uber, AirBNB or credit score.
An example of such a platform in the commercial sector is ‘Creditor Watch’, which crossreferences ASIC databases with credit reporting information to enable risk assessment and
due diligence.
Discussion Question 34: Promoting the role of education and training.
Recommendation 2: The creation of an ‘Integrity Matters’ education program that includes
at least the following 3 items:
2a. ‘Integrity Matters’ expedient online quiz-based training, assessment and certification
modules, prescribed for all lobby stakeholders identified in Question 34. An example of an
online learning module could be any simple Udemy course.
2b. ‘Integrity Matters’ public seminars, round-robin at University lecture rooms and theatres,
featuring appropriate panelists examining real world integrity issues and case studies with
live audience Q&A, simultaneously broadcast for online audiences, and available for replay
on demand. An example of the presentation format could be the ABC’s Q&A TV program
but with a tight focus on issues of State integrity.
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2c. ‘Integrity Matters’ social media campaign for a NSW public audience. Consisting of
short, sharp, shareable “explainer” videos with a considered balance between regulatory
information, real world anecdotes and humour. The outcome should be a greater
awareness and understanding of how the lobbying process functions in NSW. The ‘call to
action’ is to engage more in the democratic process, with links to the ‘Integrity Matters’
platform outlined under Recommendation 1.
Discussion Question 35: Promoting independent supervision to enforce lobbying laws.
Recommendation 3: The ‘Integrity Matters’ participatory platform and educational program
should be fully funded by NSW Government and operated under the auspices of NSW
ICAC, rather than the NSW Electoral Commission.
Thank you again for your consideration of this submission. I am available to discuss or
expand on any of the ideas presented in this submission. I look forward to the outcomes of
“Operation Eclipse”.
Please note, the title ‘Integrity Matters’ is presented as a descriptive framing for the
purposes of this submission only.
Kind Regards,
Peter Dowson, B.Com
Centennial Park, NSW, 2021
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Ref: A2971138, A2979896

The Hon. Peter Hall QC
Chief Commissioner
Independent Commission Against Corruption
Level 7
255 Elizabeth St
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Dear Chief Commissioner
I refer to your correspondence to the Premier dated 12 April 2019, concerning the recently
commenced corruption prevention investigation examining practices associated with lobbying,
access and influence in NSW. I also refer to correspondence dated 18 April 2019 from Mr Philip
Reed to me on the same matter.
The Premier has asked me to respond to these letters.
The Government welcomes the Commission’s consideration of matters concerning lobbying,
access and influence in NSW.
Lobbying in NSW is regulated by:





the Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011 (the Lobbying Act),
the Lobbying of Government Officials (Lobbyists Code of Conduct) Regulation 2014 (the
Lobbying Regulation),
the NSW Lobbyists Code of Conduct, which is a Schedule to the Lobbying Regulation;
Premier’s Memorandum M2015-13 ‘NSW Lobbyists Code of Conduct’, and
Premier’s Memorandum M2015-05 ‘Publication of Ministerial Diaries and Release of
Overseas Travel Information’.

Third-party lobbyists are required under the Lobbying Act to be registered on the Lobbyist Register
maintained by the NSW Electoral Commission. For each registered third-party lobbyist, the
Lobbying Act requires that the Register include the names of parties who have retained the third
party lobbyist to provide lobbying services.
On 2 February 2019, the Premier announced that her Government, if re-elected, would require any
third-party lobbyist representing a foreign state or controlled entity to disclose those links on the
publicly available Lobbyist Register, or risk being blacklisted from meetings with government
officials.
On 10 May 2019, the Lobbying of Government Officials (Lobbyists Code of Conduct) Amendment
Regulation 2019 was published on the NSW Government Legislation website, to amend the
Lobbying Regulation. The amendments will require third-party lobbyists:


to include on the Lobbyist Register whether any clients are foreign principals (as defined in
the Commonwealth’s Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018), and



to disclose whether a person or body, whose interests the lobbyist is representing, is a
foreign principal before any meeting is held or other communication is made.

The amendments will take effect on 1 July 2019.
52 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000  GPO Box 5341, SYDNEY NSW 2001
Tel: (02) 9228 5555  www.dpc.nsw.gov.au
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These requirements are consistent with, but operate independently of, the Commonwealth’s
Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme. Under that Scheme, details of individuals and entities
lobbying Commonwealth public officials, or otherwise seeking to influence Commonwealth political
or governmental processes, on behalf of foreign principals, are required to be published on a public
register.
As the Commonwealth disclosure regime only relates to the lobbying of Commonwealth officials,
politicians, entities and processes, amendments to the NSW lobbying regime were required to
cover lobbying of NSW officials by third-party lobbyists on behalf of foreign states or controlled
entities.
The NSW amendments adopt the definition of ‘foreign principal’ from the Foreign Influence
Transparency Scheme Act 2018 (Cth). The Commonwealth’s definition of ‘foreign principal’
includes the government of a foreign country, authorities of governments of foreign countries and
foreign public enterprises.
I trust you will find this information of assistance.
Yours sincerely

Tim Reardon
Secretary
12 June 2019
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June 17, 2019
NSW ICAC
Level 7, 255 Elizabeth St
Sydney, NSW 2000

Dear ICAC,
Submission to the NSW ICAC: Operation Eclipse.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission in response to your
discussion paper, which is part of your ongoing inquiry Operation Eclipse.
Both the introductory paper, The regulation of lobbying access and
influence in NSW: a chance to have your say, and the discussion paper
Enhancing the democratic role of direct lobbying in NSW, are broad and
wide ranging. Each rehearses many worthwhile arguments around the
impacts and regulation of influence in the NSW political system (and
beyond). What these documents also underline is that we do lack a
convincing evidence base as to (i) how existing regulatory schemes work
and (ii) the performance of such systems (design versus implementation).
To really gain leverage over these questions, we ought to thoroughly map
and assess the evolving set of different practices among the Australian
states. The experimentation among the states offers the chance to test
what works, and what the implications of certain definitions and
regulatory regimes is. It would seem ideal to capture this diversity and to
use it as the foundation for conversations as to ‘what’s next’? As will
become evident, the research base is largely limited to the Federal level,
guides my remarks 1. Where relevant I offer insights based on research
elsewhere.
While I have views on many of the themes the inquiry raises, for the
reason of time, I restrict my input to the following core observations:
1. What constitutes lobbying?
The ICAC document spends some time focussing on lobbying effort, which
manifests itself as ‘contact’ – written or oral – between lobbyists and
public officials (civil servants or elected officials). However, lobbying in
this conventional insider sense – so called direct lobbying - is not the
entirety of lobbying effort. For instance, lobbying efforts are expended on
media coverage, social media campaigns, and advertising which targets
the general public. This indirect lobbying is referred to in the paper only
This is certainly true of academic published studies. The Grattan Institute report
“Who’s in the room? Access and Influence in Australian Politics” does, however, provide a
good empirical assessment of some other schemes.
1

1
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tangentially in the context of fake news and misinformation. I would
encourage more attention to this indirect form of lobbying – which is often
most prevalent on high salience issues (or issues where advocates seek to
engage and mobilise the public). While this does not easily fit with the
existing conception of lobby regulation as direct contact, it is important
nevertheless. How might this be incorporated into regulatory effort? It
might be addressed in terms of reporting on expenditure in relation to
advertising in traditional and online media on ‘policy’ questions (outside of
electoral periods).
2. Expanding Coverage to ‘In-house’ lobbyists
The definition of lobbyist should be expanded to ‘in-house’ staff within
interest groups, associations and corporates. The argument to exempt inhouse lobbyists seems to be made on the basis that third party lobbyists
need declare who their client is, given they have multiple, otherwise the
target of lobbying is not clear on who the principal is (see Halpin and
Warhurst 2017). With in-house lobbyists, their client is never in question.
Yet, there are other arguments that would render this logic problematic.
There seems to be value in providing details of lobbying by such agents in
order to reassure the public that there is transparency. As is noted in the
report, the perception of integrity in routine and often valuable dealings
between public officials and organised interests is maintained. This is a
low cost way of so doing.
These will have cost in relation to administrative burden for those
included within a definition of lobbying, which will likely be felt hardest
by those with the fewest resources. More work would need to be done to
striking the right balance between the burden of increasing levels of data
gathering and reporting, and the desire not to impede the pluralistic
expression and voice of views on matters of public policy.
That this move has already occurred to some degree in Victoria offers at
least some up front data on the implication of such a scenario. Some work
to evaluate it might inform subsequent ICAC recommendations and
government decisions.
While no empirical work has been done, my hunch is that the lobbying
industry would raise few concerns with more expansive coverage and
higher reporting/compliance measures. Evidence for this can be gleaned
from the previous NSW ICAC and Federal Parliamentary inquiries on this
theme, which noted few objections raised by the lobbying industry.
3. The ‘market’ for lobbying services
One perspective rarely raised in popular debate is the way regulatory
efforts may or may not foster transparency in the ‘market’ for lobbying
services from a ‘client’ perspective. While not the key focus of this inquiry,
2
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the provision of data on which lobbyist works for whom, and on what, will
arguably enable those ‘purchasing’ lobbying services to be aware of
potential conflicts of interest. These general principal-agent problems in
the market for lobbying services have been raised in the academic
literature of US lobbying (see Lowery and Marchetti 2012). It is important
that this perspective is incorporated into discussions of regulatory
schemes. Efforts by those engaging lobbyists to hold them to account in
the work they do, is surely an important way to bolster efforts at integrity
within the system.
4. Adding Depth of Data on Interactions/Contact
If we restrict the regulatory focus on lobbying to direct contacts, there are
multiple ways in which data on these interactions can be bolstered.
In the parliamentary context, what is known as ‘Door Pass’ data – lists of
those who are granted access to the legislative building – would be one
easy way to make apparent to the public who is accessing key decision
makers on a routine basis. This is now standard in many European
democracies and at the European Parliament. It enables civil society
groups and academic researchers to easily and authoritatively speak to
patterns of access by organised interests. This has not occurred at the
Federal or Stata levels (to my knowledge).
The same opportunities exist for the administrative arena, where lobby
submissions to consultations, inquiries and others routinized input are
regularly received, but often not systematically made available to the
public. I say more on this in point 6 below.
The current lobbying registers are poorly designed and make it quite
difficult for third parties – such as researchers, journalists or other
transparency groups – to monitor activity. The ICAC discussion paper
mentions US Congressional Lobbying requirements, under the Lobby
Disclosure Act (LDA), which has transformed the capacity for government
and the public to monitor direct lobbying from all lobbyists who exceed a
minimum annual spend. The data supplied is quite detailed in quarterly
returns (albeit these are made available only as PDFs). It has led some
civil society groups to clean and provide the data for the use of researchers
and other interested parties (see OpenSecrects website managed by the
Centre for Responsive Politics). Crucially it has created a very large
research base revealing patterns of lobbying at the aggregate level, right
down to the level of an issue area or even a bill. Such a system in
Australia – and its states – would enable similar opportunities for civil
society groups and the media to scrutinise relationships characterised as
lobbying. In the absence of such data, the media and commentators will
likely rely on crude measures and sensational cases that come to light
periodically. In my view, this approach tends to lead to a poor public
debate led by scandals.
3
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In short, I would suggest already collected contact data be made available,
systematically (and for free), in a form that are able to be used by third
parties, like journalists and researchers. In addition, reforms to lobby
registration systems should engage with the US congressional case,
specifically in respect of the data fields that are collected.
5. Revolving Door
The report seeks input on what is often referred to as the revolving door:
where elected officials, or those serving within government, move from
those roles and into jobs in the advocacy sector. The movement of
individuals between, say, industry, civil society and government – with
required cooling off periods – is not in and of itself problematic. Indeed,
one view might have that it promotes mutual understanding and
opportunities for shared problem solving efforts. Yet, the direct movement
from senior levels of government to the lobbying industry – especially
where the individual posseses contacts and knowledge of key processes
and issues – does create an impression that the insights of
public/government service have been opportunistically monetised. Rightly,
there are measures to enforce cooling of periods that limit such
movements. If these are set, it is crucial that they are noted, monitored
and enforced. The trickle of media ‘scandals’ in this regard is arguably one
dynamic undermining trust in the motives of public officials in their
career choices.
Earlier work I conducted showed that up to 30% of all those on the
Federal Lobby Register were former government officials as defined by the
guidelines (Halpin and Warhurst 2017). More recent fine-grained work, as
yet unpublished, shows that in fact when one checks the veracity of
entries against publically available information – such as LinkedIn
accounts and lobbying firm websites – the figure is more like 56%. This
figure itself is not alarming, it merely highlights that any collection – or
indeed, a register – needs to be adequately resourced so as to convey
information that is accurate and timely. I am aware of no such studies of
the various schemes across the States in Australia (the best I am aware of
is the Grattan Institute report). Clearly this would be useful in firming up
any options for NSW.
6. Resourcing Disadvantaged Groups
The academic literature on the organised interest system in Australia
shows that it is numerically skewed towards economic and professional
interests (Fraussen and Halpin 2016). There is somewhat of a double
disadvantage in the sense that many groups advocating for non-economic
interests in turn have lower staff resources with which to engage in
advocacy – and many of their staff no doubt juggle advocacy and service
delivery functions. Moreover, the analysis of the commercial lobbying
4
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register shows that the client base is overwhelmingly private businesses
(Halpin and Warhurst 2017). This is not peculiar to Australia, and in fact
is a common finding in many OECD nations.
While there is a normative view that plural political systems ought to
provide equal opportunity for interested parties to exercise voice in the
context of public policy decisions, there are few clear ways to ensure this
actually occurs. Various schemes have been floated – which remain only
theoretical propositions. For instance, in the US, Drutman and Mahoney
(2017) have proposed a POST, MAP and ASK system for congressional
lobbying. It would entail that advocacy groups POST their position papers
on the web – on a site maintained by the Congressional Library. In turn,
that the Library would MAP the group policy positions and then make
these positions publically available. Finally, congressional committees
would ASK for comments from groups that represented views that the
MAP process showed were missing.
Elements of this framework exist in Australia, which might be adapted to
a similar effect. Departments routinely run policy consultations and
Federal/State parliamentary committees run inquiries: in both cases,
interested parties provide formal written submissions. However, in the
former case, the access to these submissions is haphazard, and there is not
direct mapping of submissions until after the consultation is over. The
only way to systematically access these submissions is by way of FOI
requests, which are routinely denied on the grounds of the work involved
to gather them or that requests are too vague. While there is little doubt
that public servants ‘ask’ for groups to provide input – that is, they solicit
input – there is no formal and public mechanism to demonstrate this has
occurred (nor that it addresses apparent gaps in respect of voice). This
brief proposal is merely a hint at the ways that existing practices and
routines might be formalised and built on to aid the task of demonstrating
pluralistic policy advice systems.
7. Party financing
The report tangentially refers to ongoing ‘clientelism’ between decision
makers and lobbyists, whereby the former comes to rely on donations from
the latter. This inquiry is not focussed on electoral funding and
regulations. However, there is a clear link. If there is transparency around
who talks to whom about what issue of public policy, then the public will
no doubt wonder what pre-existing relationship in terms of funding
dependencies may exist. Real time reporting of electoral spending and
donations to parties would alleviate these concerns (along with lowering
thresholds for reporting).

5
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I hope you find these comments and points of some value in your work. I
am happy to elaborate on these and related issues at some point in the
future should this be of interest.
Sincerely,
Professor Darren Halpin
Professor of Political Science
School of Politics and IR
Australian National University
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About Domestic Violence NSW
Domestic Violence NSW Inc (DVNSW) is the peak body for specialist domestic and family violence services
in NSW. DVNSW provides a representative and advocacy function for specialist services and the women,
families and communities they support.
DVNSW’s mission is to eliminate domestic and family violence through leadership in policy, advocacy,
partnerships and the promotion of best practice. We work with our members, state and federal government
and communities to create a safer NSW for all.
DVNSW member services represent the diversity of specialist services working in NSW to support women,
families and communities impacted by domestic and family violence including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crisis and refuge services
Transitional accommodation and community housing providers
Family support services
Neighbourhood centres and drop in centres
Specialist homelessness service providers
Men’s behaviour change programs and networks
Community organisations working with high risk communities
Specialist women’s legal support services
Women and children’s support services
Safe at Home programs

DVNSW members are all non-government organisations, some entirely government funded, others
supported through philanthropic donations or partnerships with industry or the corporate sector. Many of our
members have multiple government and non-government funding streams.
DVNSW advocates for best practice, continuous system improvements and innovative policy responses to
domestic and family violence including building workforce capacity and representation at all levels of
government. We provide policy advice to multiple departments in the NSW Government on prevention and
response. We work with communities and the media to increase awareness and represent the sector on a
number of state and federal advisory bodies. We co-convene and provide a secretariat function for the NSW
Women’s Alliance with Rape and Domestic Violence Services Australia.
We acknowledge the work and practice wisdom of specialist women’s services and domestic and family
violence practitioners in the sector that underpin the recommendations in this submission. DVNSW thanks
the specialist services that have developed best practice over decades of working with women and children
and shared their expertise with us. We also pay tribute to those who have experienced domestic or family
violence and to our advocates, colleagues and partners in government and non-government agencies.
For inquiries relating to this submission:
Moo Baulch
CEO, Domestic Violence NSW
(02) 9698 9777, ceo@dvnsw.org.au, PO Box 3311 Redfern NSW 2016, www.dvnsw.org.au
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Endorsement of submissions
DVNSW endorses the submissions of the NSW Council of Social Services (NCOSS) and the Human Rights
Law Centre (HRLC) to ICAC.

Domestic Violence NSW submission approach
DVNSW’s area of expertise is in sexual, family and domestic violence.
A core part of the work we do is campaigning and advocacy to improve laws and policies to prevent and
end sexual, domestic and family violence.
This submission outlines considerations that lobby policy and practice have on us and other services within
our sector, as well as the broader implications for those working in advocacy in NSW and the ultimate impact
on vulnerable citizens.
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Recommendations
1. Clarity on the definition between an advocate and a lobbyist and the importance of NGO led
advocacy
DVNSW works with our member services, expert practitioners, partner organisations and NSW communities
to improve policy and legislative frameworks and promote broader social change for women, children,
families and communities impacted by domestic, family and sexual violence. We do not consider the work
we do to be ‘lobbying’.
A core function of our organisation as a peak body is to seek to influence government decisions and to raise
issues relating to systemic improvement and change through evidence-based advocacy. It is unclear from
the NSW Lobbying Code of Conduct whether NGOs that advocate could be included within the current
definition of lobbying.1 DVNSW recommends that if the definition remains unclear, it would be useful to
separate not-for-profit and for-profit lobbyists, and potentially require different reporting obligations for them.
NSW electoral legislation also impacts on the ability of NGOs to advocate successfully for the communities
they represent. As evidenced in NCOSS’s submission, it is currently unclear whether NGO advocacy is
captured by legislation such as the Electoral Funding Act 2018 (NSW). 2 A concrete example of this type of
advocacy was our recent work in the lead up to the 2019 NSW election. A Safe State was jointly developed
by the NSW Women’s Alliance of peak organisations and state-wide service providers responding to and
working to prevent sexual, domestic and family violence. The campaign was developed in partnership with
a number of key non-government stakeholders that hold specialist expertise and was based on identification
of significant gaps in the NSW Government response to domestic, family and sexual violence. It made 49
recommendations for law and policy improvements to prevent and end violence and aimed to influence
political decision making and improved policy and practice. During the campaign, it was unclear whether the
advocacy we were doing fell under the scope of this legislation.
DVNSW recommends that one way of ensuring clarity for NGOs working in this space is that there are
different reporting requirements for NGOs that are clearly acting for the public and community interest, as
opposed to third party campaigners simply seeking to influence voting decisions.

1

ICAC Investigation: Lobbying, Access and Influence (Operation Eclipse) Submission 24, NSW Council of Social
Services, 3 available at https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/investigations/current-investigations/2019/operation-eclipse
2 Ibid, 14-15.
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2. Transparency, democracy and open government
Engagement with civil society is integral to the work that government does, and ultimately leads to improved
outcomes for NSW citizens. Our work with women, children, families and communities impacted by violence
is critical to informing policy and practice development. Whilst we are a membership-based peak body, our
ultimate goal is to improve policy and practical responses to victim-survivors. We clearly articulate this
purpose in our governing documents and strategic direction. Peak body advocacy of this type is a crucial
function of transparency and democracy. Individual and small specialist services do not have the ability to
advocate on a systems level, nor do many victim-survivors of violence have the ability, voice or access to
articulate the changes necessary.
DVNSW’s work through the Voices for Change project is one example of the platform we provide to ensure
that survivor advocates’ and voices of those with lived experience positively influence better legislation and
policy development. This work which is funded by Our Watch, the national organisation established to lead
nationwide change to prevent violence against women and children, and which the NSW Government has
recently joined as a member, places women who experience violence as experts to lead change both to
government and in the community. As public trust in institutions declines, it’s vital that projects like this
continue as they provide access and influence for people whose voices may not always be heard, but must
be at the centre of informing best practice and policy.
As outlined in the HRLC’s submission to ICAC there is a lack of transparency by lobbying groups in NSW,
especially industry and corporations that seek to influence government to further their own interests. 3
DVNSW is concerned that if reforms to lobbying laws and policies are not enacted in NSW, the undue cost
and burden to promote the community interest will be lost.
DVNSW strongly recommends that NSW Government adopt the recommendations included in the
Commission’s Investigation into corruption risks involved in lobbying 4 and in particular the “10 Principles for
Transparency and Integrity in Lobbying”5, developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development.
3

ICAC Investigation: Lobbying, Access and Influence (Operation Eclipse) Submission 25, Human Rights Law
Centre, 2 available at https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/investigations/current-investigations/2019/operation-eclipse
4 New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption, Investigation into Corruption Risks involved in
Lobbying (2010)
5 OECD, ‘Transparency and Integrity in Lobbying’ (2013) <http://www.oecd.org/corruption/ethics/LobbyingBrochure.pdf>.
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3. Genuine consultation
Genuine consultation by government is vital to ensure that robust, responsive, evidence based policy is
developed and to ensure trust in government decision-making. DVNSW has had multiple experiences with
government where consultation has been tokenistic or the timeframes imposed are so unrealistic that it is
difficult to engage properly in the development of laws and policies which directly affect those impacted by
domestic, family and sexual violence. Genuine consultation with NGOs and engagement with the
communities we seek to represent, support and improve is essential to good government and better
outcomes for our most vulnerable citizens.
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